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PREFACE 

THIS book is an impressionist narrative of past experiences 
which seem to me to yield sundry suggestions for the 
future. • 

Hence the word " Hopes " is part of the. title. 
There are, however, two other elements which have 

been incorporated. Certain characters of heroic mould 
it has been my privilege to know, and in regard to each 
of them it has ![eemed to me that misapprehensions exist 
which may be. partly rectified by giving a few first-hand 
intimations of some of the facts. Men of stature may be 
looked at from many angles. 

Lastly, life furnishes us with a rich store of ccmicalities. 
I know of no fact so deeply suggestive of hope and cheer 
in the midst of gathering gloom as that we men when we 
play the fool are generally ridiculous: that, therefore, 
the more intensely solemn life is, the richer the material 
it yields for laughter. So I have not hesitated to pass on 
to my readers some of the incidents which during the last 
half-century have shed the sanative light of humour on 
~ chequered record. Thus, a gQOd many stories are in
cluded, about which I wish to say that I have done my 
best to tell them truthfully 1 but lately I have had sobering 
evidence that a memory may be vigorous but quite 
unwittingly inaccurate. Indeed, one of the most laugh· 
able incidents which I was on the point of narrating, and 
had often told, has ,haci to be ruthlessly expunged, for the 
reason that it was found to be not true. This perhaps 
sheds a little suspicion on those which have been retained ; 
but in self-defence I will say, that wherever I have detected 
myself in remembering and telling a tale wrongly, the 

·.U 



viii PREFACE 

incorrect version has been an improvement on the original. 
So I will ask the reader to make what he can of this 
caution. 

I acknowledge with thanks . the permission- of the 
Editor and owners of the ComhiU Magazine to include 
the chapter on Cricket which appeared in that periodical. 

My special thanks are due to the Hon. Mrs. Robert 
Hamilton for valuable hints, and to Miss Dorothy Smith 
without whose assiduous help these pages could hardly 
have seen the light. 

E. L. 
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l\1EMORIES AND HOPES . 
CHAPTER I 

BOME LIFE, 

FEw people would be found to dispute the assertion that 
the home life of England, anyhow among what used to 
be called gentlefolk, has, like all other departments of 
our national life, gone through a revolution during the 
last seventy years. Particularly is this true of a home 
like that 'in which • .spent my early years ; for in it 
in 18155 there were many traces of feudalism suryiving : 
a patriarchal atmosphere ; an abundance of servants, 
abundance of food and wine; a huge famil7, and very 
little idea that adult existence in this world was likely 
to be burdensome or difficult, though money was always 
scarce and the devotion of all eight sons to crick$4eemed 
to make the prospects of a livelihood in some cases 
extremely problematical. But the relation between master 
and servants was distinctive of a bygone age and seems 
most unlikely to recur. The length of service~ the fidelity, 
the pride in the family and the place, and yet the deepest 
gulf between the two groups of human beings ; the rigid 
.etiquette below stairs ; the unfathomable mystery_ of 
the conversations in the servants' hall-where ~ those 
features of domestic life now T At one· time, as far as I' 
can remember, the span of service. was as follows : a groom 
had been at Hagley nine years ; butler fifteen ; cook 
twenty-two ; nurse, footman, coaliliman thirty each ; and 
housekeeper fifty. Could a parallel record be found to-day f 

Those, too, were the days when a due decorum and 
class-distinction were the chief notes of the life below 

I 



2 HOME.LIFE (CHAP. I 

stairs. No function, ecclesiastical, militarj, or civil, 
could vie with the austere stateliness of the march, two 
and two, from the large servants' hall to the steward's 
room at about 12.45 p.m. The procession was headed by 
the white-haired seneschal, with the aged housekeeper 
on his arm, each carrying a half-consumed tumbler of 
table-beer, and behind them pairs duly arranged according 
to dignity of status, above a certain level which I fear I 
never precisely ascertained. The tableau was enacted 
accidentally before me, as I watched unobserved through 
the balustrade at about the receptive age of ten. No 
sooner did the last file of the aristocracy quit the hall than 
the tongues were let loose and a Homeric din arose, but 
in the steward's room decorum reigned supreme. 

How gradual, but .how complete, the change has been I 
Nobody could say when exactly or why it came about. 
But that is the way with revolutions in England. Foreigners 
have often envied us our power of effecting revolutions 
without bloodshed. But there is no occasion for bloodshed 
when nobody knows·what is going on. In foreign coun
tries; one is inclined to think, the mentality must be wholly 
different. Important changes are the occasion of noisy 
controversy ; but with us,, the noisier th~ controversy the 
more trivial the occasion : and while deep changes in 
national life are proceeding, no questions are asked. If 
they chance to be detected before they are completed, 
there is of course much protc;st, with feigned alarm and 
sinister enquiries. . ·. · · 

"On the whole we seem to understand the law which· 
regulates the making of history •. · People say, as some 
public schoolmasters invariably do, of any projected 
reform, first it will ruin the country ; subsequently, "it 
will make no difference"; finally, "I have advocated it 
from the beginning." · , 

It seems advisable at .this distance of time, and in the 
light of later experience, to discriminate between the 
influences of the environment of such a home. They were 
not all equally good ; and what we have since learnt, 



LESSONS OF HOME . LIFE. a 
or anyhow talked, of education shows us that what was 
wrong was generally wrong from defect. There were big 
gaps, and it is much easier to specify the gaps than to 
describe the positive goodness of the training, just as 
feeding is more difficult to explain than hunger. 

One big gap was caused by the very thing alluded to : 
the army of servants whose whole raiaon d'etre was minis-
tering to our wants. After reading the autobiography 
of Booker Washington, one realizes the importance for 
young people of being helped cu little cu po88ible by any
body : constantly encouraged, but not helped. Every 
bit of help is an interruption to a child's growth. One of 
the greatest blessings brought by the War-there are not 
many-is that most of our sons are obliged to dispense 
with servants' help. The opportunity is given to the 
once rich of learning to do without ; and there is no 
reason why we should spoil it all by grumbling. A child 
will learn self-help, resourcefulness, patience, observation, 
perseverance, and fifty other good "things if parents and 
servants will leave him alone. Suggest and encourage, 
but don't help. This maxim, I fear, is learnt less readily 
by women than by men, and in education it is plain 
that zeal is quite as dangerous as laziness. 

At Hagley there were elements in the home-life for 
which every child learnt later on to be profoundly thankful, 
but they were bound up with the spell of some remarkable 
personalities, and are too intimate and sacred still to be 
made the theme of criticism and analysis, but their 
broad features may be stated. In my father a spirit of 
deep piety and noble devotion to duty were combined 
in a very unusual degree with sportiveness and boyish 
humour, and from the blend came a remarkable sense of 
true values. He knew instinctively, never by analysis, 
what things mattered. Though a reserved man, he 
managed to make it known through the elder sisters 
that to him' the strongest desire in life was that his sons 
should go straight. • 

Hy mother died before I was two years old, and our 
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training was taken in hand by my sisters, especially by 
Lucy (Lady F. Cavendish), Lavinia (Mrs. E. S. Talbot), 
and May, who died unmarried in 1875. The Rector of 
Hagley was my father's brother William, a man of 
incomparable charm, spirituality of mind, and overflowing 
humour. Not that he was a philosopher or a poet, but 
that thihgs grotesque and mean were to him supremely 
laughable, owing to his perception by contrast of the divine. 

In 1869 our stepmother, Mrs. Humphrey Mildmay, came 
on the scene, and soon became a centre of deep affection 
to the large, noisy, and in some cases rather farouche boys. 
Her taste in ornament and gardening brought in some 
elements of artistic life where they were-sorely needed. 

Along with these must be mentioned with deep gratitude 
the three brothers-in-law, John and Edward Talbot and 
Lord Frederick Cavendish. One of the first two still is 
with us, too well known to need my testimony here. 
For fifty years and more he has ~een a salutary influence 
on all of a vast circle of close friends. Of Fred Cavendish 
I will only say that he has left a memory of devotion to 
public service enriched by the character of high-mindedness, 
unswerving rectitude, and ptodesty which is associated 
with his family name._ 

As the elder generation presented so virile and 
spontaneous a type of virtue, and as it was taught by 
sisters(~ default of a mother} and to a considerable extent 
embodied in the elder brothers, as far as I can judge, 
there were many of the essentials of a rich and salutary 
home training. But I should say that the view of life in. 
broad outline which was that of the elder four brothers 
was more powerfully impressed than any other ; and that 
if they had not been given the lo:ve of goodness from above, 
humanly speaking, the world, . the ftesh, and the devil 
would have been too much for us younger ones. How 
tremendous, then, is the responsibility of all fatherhood, 
and of elders in our homes I 

Since those days, however, the gravity of the question 
of early intellectual training has been in some few quarters 
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realized, and where this has happened, the danger of 
priggishness supervenes, or anyhow· of over-estimation of 
intellect as the organ for the discovery of the highest 
truth. From that danger we were free, but the defects 
that resulted were very grave and were noticeable in very 
nearly every home in Great Britain. Some parents to-day 
understand the obligation of cultivating the dormant 
faculties of perception of beauty in art or nature, the 
wholesomeness ·of ...handicraft and gardening and of all 
handiwork, and of music, recitation, acting, etc., etc. In 
the fifties scarcely anybody understood anything whatever 
of the glorious doctrine that through perception of beauty 
we imbibe the Divine, and that·if a child's nature is to be 
uplifted1 he must be creative in his activities, constantly 
discovering and constantly solving little practical problems 
for himself. Perhaps more important than -any is the 
training of the imagination, which between the years of 
three and seven demands that the child be left a good 
deal alone. At that age toys should be very few and very 
simple : we had scarcely any, and the instinct of our 
elders left us to a certain extent to our own resources, and 
countn" surroundings require. little supplementing. We 
were spared the disastrous interference of adults showing 
us rapidly pictures that we couldn't understand. 
· The boon of passively drinking in the secrets of 
Nature, her laws, her rhythm, and her severity, was 
interfered with by the fascinations of cricket. The 
eldest brother-the late Lord Cobham-was not only a 
cricketer of astounding power and capacity, but of almost 
matchless beauty of style. When -the younger fry of the 
eight brothers were shaping their interpretation of life, • 
they witnessed superb and easy motion of finely formed 
limbs asserting a mastery over physical problems of which 
the whole country-to young boys the whole world
was talking; and meantime they felt the development of 
something of the same skill in themselves. 

What was bound to be the effect of that ? Not only 
did the Eton and Harrow match at Lord's seem to us to be 
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the annual climax of 'the history of mankind; not only 
were many other subjects of knowledge left in the cold 
and a huge amount. of time and thought given to this 
absorbing game; but, hardly credible though it may 
sound, •we unconsciously conceived of beauty almost 
entirely in terms of physical motion and physical skill~ 
No eye for Nature or Art could be trained in such an 
atmosphere. lt was our childhood which was spoiled 
of its rfchest heritage. Some of us learnt by eighteen 
years of age ,that there :was. something amiss, and have 
laboured to capture a hint of the secret of an evening 
landscape, a flower-garden, or a running stream, and also 
of the triumphs ·of the artists on canvas or in stone. 

I must admit that the hope of the "late learner," as 
the Greeks called him, is a poor thing when childhood 
is gone. 4fothing can replace the loss of quiet hours of 
early readings in poetry ; lessons in reading aloud ; steady 
patient practice in music, especially sight-reading for part· 
songs and choruses, the Englishman's heritage ; drawing ; 
familiarity, in short, With some of the avenues through 
which beauty streams down on the racket and disorder of 
our modern "life's fitful lever." It depends wh§t age 
you have in view for. the development of your Anglo· 
Saxon boys. If it be twenty-five, well. But what is 
his equipment for sixty-fiye, when, if the foundations. 
have been securely laid, the healthy man ought to be at 
his best ? That equipment must begin to be provided in· 
childhood, and must consist of something far more durable 
than allegiance to a game which only lasts a few years. . 

Like other good things, the atmosphere of a large family 
offers certain benefits involving certain dangers. Among· 
.them is freedom of fraternal criticism. The following 
incident anticipated from latel' days is illustrative. About 
1875 there appeared at Cambridge a lady who knew how 
to suck advantage from the immense ignorance and vanity 
of youth. She supported life by applying Science 
" falsely so-called " to our egoism in the matter of phreno
logy. Her method was; for the payment of 58. a head, to 
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pat and stroke our skulls, reeling off the while our qualities 
good, bad, and indifferent. Her list was ample, enabling 
her slightly but sufficiently to vary the special catalogues ; 
the task of taking down the statements being committed 
to an underling, who next day transmitted the-written 
statement to eaeh subject of the experiment. She struck 
us as being rather wonderful till it occurred to someone 
to apply a simple test. It was, if l remember right, the 
popular and genial Harrovian, Percy Crutchley, who 
submitted his occiput to Madame's podgy hands, and 
received on the morrow a somewhat flattering list of 
his virtues and gentle hints of possible short-comings. 
After a fortnight he returned to the charge, but was rather 
ballled by finding the second statement contradicted the 
first in every particular. Madame shortly after deeamped 
with sadly tarnished fame but no lack of swag. My own 
picture, I recollect, like others, had only one defamatory 
expression in it. Among a series of virtue$'" suddenly 
appeared tho word " self-esteem." Alfred read lhe 
appreciation in critical silence to that point wit'h an 
occasional " H'm " ; then suddenly, " Ha I self-esteem : 
that't good." 

From all violent antagonisms the elder brothers were 
surprisingly free, and indeed set us a fine example of 
mutual respect without over-clannishness. 

Meantime the Muses were not wholly neglected, in spite 
of much amw~ (which S. T. Coleridge interprets as 
diversion from the nine sisters). The whole family had 
a good natural gift for music, and among ourselves could 
manage respectable but unstudied part-singing. At the 
age of seven I found I could put in an alto part by ear-
thirds only-end about the same time, along with Alfred, 
eould be drawn into the schoolroom from some rudimentary 
cricket or squabbling outside, by the melody of "The Harp 
that once," played by my youngest sister May, who died 
in 1875. She did something also to introduce us to 
Dickens, and together with some of the elders gave us a 

ft 
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general idea of the value of reading. But music as well as 
Natural History, Natural Science, reading aloud, and many 
other profitable pursuits were in those days not seriously 
thought of as an ingredient in boys' education. We 
hungered for knowledge without knowing what the sense 
of inanition meant. For music we were indebted to my 
Aunt Caroline, once a beautiful player of Mozart, Gluck, 
Haydn, and others ; also later on to Mary Gladstone (Mrs. 
Drew), whose noble touch on the piano opened our horizon 
to Beethoven and the nineteenth century. 

Moreover, Cobham set us a fine example of renunciation 
in 1868, giving up all first-class cricket for politics and 
public work. We learnt from him and from our father 
to what interests our young minds ought to be given ; 
but that is not the same thing as growing up to be spon
taneous votaries of the pursuit of the Beautiful and the 
True. 

Some details of the life of our boyhood may be of interest, 
since the like of them have vanished from modern homes, 
and give some indications of a certain lopsidedness in our 
training which may serve as a kind of sign-post to modern 
parents, members of the much diminished gro~p of 
•• well·to-do Englishmen." From about eleven to twenty
five most of us were passionately fond· of shooting. This 
was not due to the example of the elders, though that 
added fuel to what I must c8.ll an internal flame. I think 
it was not till fourteen that we began to shoot, but I well· · 
remember spending many hours in the park of an evening 
during the previous year, watching rabbits feeding, marking 
every hole, and learning how to stalk them. This was 
not a taste for natural :history or anything to do with it •. 
The whole time I spent in eager anticipation of the follow
ing year, when I should be allowed to slay these pretty 
rodents ; and it may be surmised that an instinct so 
imperious, so general among boys, grows-not because 
they are alf cruel-very few of them are--but because some 
old ancestral strain in the blood asserts itself from days 
when man in self-defence was at war with the beasts of 
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the woods. Nothing else explains the weird hostility we 
felt to the timid rabbits, hares, and the lovely cock
pheasants. If boys' nature is to be refined and uplifted, 
this instinct is to be guided, not crushed ; and this can 
easily be done by substituting interest in animals for 
hostility towards them. The kodak soon takes the place 
of the gun, and should be used from ten years old onwards. 
When it is a case of destruction of vermin, rats, etc., by 
order of the community, the instinct may be cautiously 
gratified, but the child must know why. 

During the Easter holidays, before cricket began and 
after shooting stopped, wE! used to gather at the Hall door 
and listen for the distant hum of the threshing machine, 
and tramped, armed with good ashen sticks, over hedge and 
ditch, until the elusive joy was fairly located. Towards 
evening what a burly-burly of service to a neighbour I 
some thirty or forty rats deftly foredone by a blow on 
the spine or chawed up by the fox-terrier, Vic-a remark
able animal, who on one occasion gobbled up thirteen 
mice apparently without a chew at the moment or a qualm 
afterwards (the same dog once rceeived a bullet from .a 
pef4·rifle, through her person, just under the back-bone, 
and after one admonitory yelp went on as if nothing 
whatever had happened). But it must be admitted, the 
civilizing influence of the love of animals was imperfectly 
carried through, and issued in little more than a certain 
self-interested regard for the terrier, the pony, and that 
unpleasing beast the ferret • 

.At home, the Chureh arrangements in 1860 were con
siderably in advance of those prevailing elsewhere in 
country districts. It is not generally known how recently 
some of the most primitive and grotesque absurdities 
disappeared. A great friend of mine and an admirable 
schoolmaster, E. W. Howson, came across a young clerical 
member of that profession who eked out a lean income 
by doing odd jobs in the holidays for parsons who needed 
help. His itinerary was in the south of England and 
some of his experiences were well-nigh incredible. Once, 
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after giving out the hymn from a thr~-decker erectlon, he 
joined in the singing of it, and discovered the congregation 
looking askance at him for doing so. He then observed 
that they were all turned round facing westward ; and 
later on learnt that the practice was for the village clerk 
to sing every hymn a solo, standing in the organ gallery 
at the west end, no matter how " scrannel a pipe " his 
vocal apparatus may have been I In another church the 
clerk sat cross-legged in the centre aisle, performing a solo 
too, but he accompanied himself by whacking lustily with 
a small hammer on to an instrument made of seven pieces 
of glass, bawling out the words in strong provincial aecent. 
Not long after this information was given me, I read an 
article in a magazine entitled "Country Worship Fifty 
Years Ago," if I remember right, where both of these 
oddities were recorded, and many more like them. But 
that must have been a picture of 1840. The tableaux 
given to Howson were facts in 1888 I 

What is the purport of this outworn gossip "l The 
purport of it is the same as that of the following grisly 
iricident. About 1890 a keen London curate took a 
living in a northern town, and heard from the lips of" the 
outgoing incumbent, delivered without a qualm, the following 
admission. " As to my Sunday arrangements, I have after
noon service at 8 p.m. You see, it is as well to put it at an 
hour when you may be sober 1·" The words used were any
way to that effect. Such things ought to be known, because 
the just inference I hold to be simply that there·must be 
something divine and imperishabli! in the Church's message 
of life for it to have survived all our attempts to kill it. 
If that inference is just, it .carries a great deal with it. 

A still more instructive set of .facts are given us in such 
novels as those of Trollope and. Jane Austen. Meditate 
awhile on the cheap, unadulterated, unabashed world
liness of view and convention described as a matter of 
course as the characteristic of good people, and then reflect 
what must the Power be which has lifted us up, anyhow 
in theory and idea, far above that sordid, earth-bound 
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conventionalism. Much more might be said on this topic ; 
but it would be well if some of the large and amorphous 
group of Church critics would seriously take this con· 
sideration to heart. 

At Hagley, then, the prevailing idea of worship was 
considerably in advance of some other plaees-one of 
those just described was only two miles from a 
famous cathedral city !-but it retained a fairly 
strong trace of pre-Tractarian feudalism. The centre of 
interest on Sunday morning was the squire's family; the 
living was and is in the squire's gift, and it was taken for 
granted, I fancy, that one at least of the sons would take 
Holy Orders, because of the family living. Down to 
about 1865 the blaek gown was worn by the preacher 
in the pulpit, and a considerable ferment was stirred by 
the first chanting of the Psalms and the surplices donned 
by the choir. As to the former, I well remember the 
protest uttered by a burly and prominent paterfamilias 
near the centre of the building, as conspicuous as he could 
make himself: as soon as the chant began, he seized his 
Prayer-book and visibly gabbled the morning Psalms to 
himself, feeling that he scored by finishing long before th~: 
choir, and in proportion as he was observed by the con
gregation. The moment he finished he noisily closed the 
Prayer-book, clapped it on the pew desk, and remained 
standing with arms folded and his back-view breathing 
the purest essence of John Bullism : conscientiousness, 
Toryism, narrowness, self-complacency, bulk. 

The sermons then and for some years afterwards were 
all unintelligible to the younger boys. They invariably 
consisted of a rather elaborate exposition of some Scrip
tural passage or some religious thought, and ended by an 
application to ordinary life, and sometimes with a para
graph of something resembling eloquence. This part we 
waited for and sometimes enjoyed, simply because it 
might have been intelligible without being quite stale. 
Ir the last five minutes satisfied those conditions, we 
thought it a u jolly good sermon •• and now and then felt 
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vaguely encouraged to" be good." The reminiscence has 
taught me how seldom young boys understand what is 
said to them. Some forty older boys at school, averaging 
seventeen, were asked what were the chief notes of a really 
good sermon, and the answers were mostly that it must 
be intelligible. 

In the middle of this comes a discourse from Sam 
Wilberforce in the height of his reputation-about 1867 
at the end of a week's visit ; a substantial interval of 
peace in the midst of his abnormally racketed life. Yet 
he was every day up at 5 a.m. writing innum~rable letters, 
and I can recall a feeling approaching awe as we realized 
how immense was his activity. At meals he was of 
course full of anecdotes, told with surprising dramatic 
vividness. but I cannot remember one and feel pretty sure 
that there was not one that I fully· took in. The elders 
revelled in his talk. But the sermon-- I It was on 
the Rahshakeh taunting the Jews outside the walls of the 
beleaguered Jerusalem, and the whole scene, though with· 
out some striking details unearthed subsequently, has lived 
in my mind ever since, and especially the sound of the 
preacher's little manuscript of notes crackling under his 
hands as he uttered the words "And Hezekiah went up 
into the house of the Lord, and spread the letter before the 
Lord." Still, it is worth remarking that almost nothing 
of the teaching survives in the memory, and the experience 
suggests caution in attributing much permanent influence 
to homiletic oratory. ·. · 

Among the elder generation, especially when the home 
circle was reinforced by Talbot visitors, there was a great 
interest in and much talk" about Church matters ; not 
about philanthropy till later. But it is curious how strong 
an obstacle against learning is provided by the simple 
policy of talking without explaining. Boys in other homes 
were certainly as ignorant as we were of the meaning of 
the word Church, of its history, of its connexion with 
Scripture and the origin of Nonconformity, ete., etc., 
but it is certain they could not have been more ignorant. 
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Their blankness of mind was due to the subjeet never 
being mentioned. Ours persisted through much talk 
which wearied without being understood. My ignorance 
on the whole matter continued almost unbroken till 
the age of twenty-seven, when I went to a Theological 
College to read for Orders. A powerful incentive to 
curiosity and a wide diffusion of knowledge were provided 
when Chamberlain first opened a campaign for Disestab
lishment, but it is incredibly difficult to get average 
English boys to be interested in corporate, institutional 
religion. On the other hand, their keenness in all ques
tions of conscience and of the individual moral life is 
constant and unmistakable, unless the home-training 
has been thoroughly bad. 



CHAPTER II 

SCHOOL LIFE, 1865 TO 1868 

THE three youngest of the band of brothers were sent to 
a preparatory dame's-school in Brighton, kept by Mrs. 
W. It was considered quite one of the best in the 
country, and I have no evidence to the contrary, except 
that the well-known Waterfield's at East Sheen and 
Tabor's at Cheam were well spoken of and certainly were 
far better than our seminary in teaching. But, broadly 
speaking, in no department of life, certainly of our educa· 
tional life, has the !'evolution during the last fifty years 
been so astonishing or so beneficial as in the improvement 
of boys' preparatory schools. To-day a large group of 
men of the highest character and admirable qualifications 
are in charge of some 12,000 little sons of the professional 
educated classes. The competition between the schools 
is severe : the mothers are very exacting, and not always 
very wise. The headmasters are like other educators, 
human, fallible, and often overworked. Some of them, 
too, succumbed at one time to the insane demand that the 
children should be lapped in. luxury, but the general 
poverty to-day is forcing us to nope that other means of. 
grace may be found. There are among headmasters not 
a few who have come to the rescue of the country by 
safeguarding young boys against the most hideous moral 
mischief that threatens any .group of the ignorant 
brought up in artificial segregation from the other sex. 
The task of the public schools is no longer ·what it was 
in 1870. At that time nearly the whole of Society was 
guilty of the neglect of children, not so much of active ill
treatment, but of ignorant neglect of the plain require· 
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ments of youth. About 1800 there ·must have been 
much barbarism in boys' sehools--dirt, squalor, bullying ; 
and a dismal gulf existed between fathers and sons. There 
is, however, some remarkable evidence to show that down 
to about 1820 the special evil we nowadays call im
morality was not known either to parents or sehoolmasters. 
It may be it was kept in check by the extraordinary hard
ness of the life. I am loth to dogmatize on such a subject, 
but it certainly looks as if contemporaneously with the 
immense improvement in civilization after that date, 
unnatural evil took its rise. If so, it is justly so named ; 
and the fact should be known to parents and school
masters, who are prone sometimes to fatalism. The re
action set in very gradually by 1840, since when the peril, 
as everyone knows, has been not harshness, but softness, 
developing, at least in many homes, into loss even of 
discipline. By 1870 decadence had set in. Soon after 
that date one or two astute persons saw their opportunity 
to start preparatory schools on luxurious lines, the 
diminutive sons of opulent and exacting mothers being 
pampered with more good things than theY, enjoyed even 
at home. The establishment at which we were " trained " 
was not open to that indictment in 1865. 

Since those days the preparatory sehools are greatly 
improved, the English people retaining its . old faculty 
of pulling up in time ; but the disease of softness and 
luxury has invaded many homes, and in consequence the 
old country is menaced by very urgent perils. Some few 
det.ails of the sehool will be not uninteresting. There 
were, it was said, over five hundred schools in the same town. 
all private establishments for boys or girls. The ordinary 
outdoor exercise consisted of walking two and two along 
the. streets. We varied the monotony by occasionally 
barging-advnso fronte-full into another school advancing 
towards us on the same pavement. The resulting scrim
mage was a keen delight though a disreputable spectacle : 
we pretended a kind of grave unconsciousness, as if the 
violent collisions had been wholly unsought, and the 
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relish of knocking a youthful stranger into the gutter was 
an uncovenanted boon from Heaven I The dingy little 
usher who attended us used to hurry to the other side 
of the street and feign complete detachment from the 
burly-burly. We " marched prospering, not through hiS ' 
presence." On receiving his report, Mrs. W., the dame, 
delivered herself to us at tea-time. The burden of her 
admonition was that the other school, though " highly 
respectable," were "not a' class of boys whom I should 
like you to associate with at all." The masters were a 
random group of failures in other professions. One used 
to come in the morning smelling of beer ; another was 
found to be a wandering adventurer who appeared on· 
the scene with a good black coat on his back and two 
carpet-bags full of gravel. He knew no Latin, but was 
set to teaeh the first class I The others were a variegated 
gang, most of whom stayed with us a very short time. 
The only chiU'acteristics they had in common were dingi
ness, .ignorance, and dislike of teaching. Two of them 
wrote begging-letters to us afterwards. No attempt 
whatever was made to teach cleanliness of thought or 
conversation. · By what seems now pure haziU'd, open 
immorality did not actually spread, though it was often 
on the point of doing so ; and one boy became a shocking 
criminal afterwards, never · having received a word of 
warning from any quarter. 

Greediness, however, was rampant : a common intro-
duction to vice. . 

This boyish infirmity, however, had its good side. 
Dullness is always baneful, and as all thinking or discovery 
was impossible in the classroom, we found some scope 
for our nascent faculties by. evading observation and 
slipping into confectioners' sh!>ps. This required some 
skill, resource, and planning.. Moreover, it gave us the 
only geography teaching in the curriculum, and I can 
remember the whereabouts of the "grub shops " to the· 
present day. Hampers from home were, I think, universal, 
stuffed with comestibles not always wisely chosen, among 
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which I have cause to remember a large, heavy, cold 
plum-pudding. . 

Two incidents I shall never forget. One of the sons of 
Mrs. W. was a consumptive gentleman who only rarely 
took part in teaching. He used to appear at uncertain 
intervals, and whenever he did we noisy and lazy 
little varlets were at once stricken with panic. He was 
strikingly handsome, elegantly dressed, and spoke and 
moved with a regal deliberation ; a grave, sarcastic, 
terrifying figure, startlingly in contrast with the unkempt, 
harassed under-strappers of the establishment. One day, 
to our horror, he bore down on the small elass of which 
Alfred and I and a youth called Beaumont were members. 
" Someone had blundered," as Tennyson remarked in 
another connexion, and we had only prepared one sentence 
of the Latin Delcetus instead of two. When this dread 
pastor of juveniles told us to go on to the next, we felt as 
if we were falling into an abyss. Not one word could we 
translate. The sentence began with " Ager, quamvis 
Jcrtilis" (a field, however fertile), and went on to 
remark that if it is not cultivated it bears no erops-a 
reminder of a natural law quite appropriate to the 
situation. Well I remember Beaumont whining out 
"Ager: an age" and A. W.'s mordant sarcasms. We 
had to stand up and spell out the sentence there and then. 
As I was the oldest. ten and a half summers, I bad to 
grapple with the words. Up till then my practice had 
been to spend five minutes of each bour'a preparation' in 
getting Andrew !tlulholland (elder brother of the present 
Lord Dunleith) to construe the sentences, and the re
mainder of the hour in fooling. But with Andrew far 
away, I had to make it out as best I could, and for the 
first time experienced the satisfaction or an honest bit of 
work. · 

The other was when an irascible Frenchman, whacked 
me on the calf of the leg for an offence I had not com
mitted. It did not make it any better that the author of 
this outrage was a foreigner. Indeed, I ha~ to confess 
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tha.t for many years I have had to fight against a disposi
tion, fostered by school histories, to side with Dr. Johnson 
in his judgment. of all the world not English, or at least 
British ; and to conceive of an international co-operation 
as a wild dream. Then think of the sequel! 

I complained to headquarters of this tyranny, and as 
Mrs. W. promised to look into it, I left her feeling 
sure justice would be vindicated. But what happened is 
harrowing to relate. Every Saturday boys who had 
beha.ved well were allowed to stray about Brighton two 
and two without supervision for the whole aft~rnoon. 

No harm came of this liberty excepting excess of con
fectloneries, chiefly chocolate-creams. So when I came 
to get permission of Mrs. W., to my horror and disgust she 
rebuked me for posing as an innocent when I .was guilty. 
"Now, Lyttelton, this is too bad of you. You know you 
have done wrong. Enquire within " (as if I were looking 
for lodgings), "and remember Monsieur C. last Tuesday." 
I do remember that gentleman after nearly sixty years; 
but neither he, nor I, nor Mrs. W. has been the better for 
the occurrence, save tha.t I learnt once and for all that 
the very first demand tha.t boys make of their elders is 
not smiles or holidays or lollipops. but justice. 



CHAPTER III 

ETON 

A GBEA.T deal has lately been written about Eton in which 
fact and fiction have been strangely blended. Some old 
members of the school, bewitched by the spell which 
the Alma Mater has for centuries cast over her sons, 
seem to have thought that any chatter about the old place 
was sure to be of interest, any gossip, however inaccurate, 
would be acceptable, provided that nothing was said in 
any way critical of the peculiar tone of the school, its 
traditions, its customs, .or of the output of alumni who 
annually pass from her shelter out into the world. My 
object_in the following observations is to show that while 
Eton men belaud what is undeniably laudable about 
their old school. they often seem not to have noticed that 
its tone has radically changed in fifty years, and if they are 
on the whole satisfied with the school as it now is, it is at 
·least open to question whether it could have been as 
perfect before the modern changes had begun. It is 
probable that the belief, often implied, that the spirit of 
Eton remains unchanged, though its outward expression 
alte~, is either a pious fiction or a pure hallucination. 

For it is really important to realize that a school always 
is what society is : far from perfect ; amiss just as society 
is, but in. good points more hopeful, ail good is seen in 
process of growth. If this truism were understood, as it 
never has been, a vast amount of idle not to say fatuous 
criticism of these and other institutions would never have • been uttered. The notion that boys, the products of 
English homes, when 'they gather together for eight months 
in the year can create an atmosphere peculiar to their 
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school and owing nothing to their antecedents or to the 
influence of the world around is a flat absurdity. 

My Eton life as a boy was from January 1868 to mid
summer 18'2'4r. I was twelve and a half years old. Alfred, 
the youngest of the large family, came at the same time, 
a little short of eleven years. We had two elder brothers 
in the sChool, and so we were amply protected against 
any random bullying that might have chanced. Yet we 
soon found that reprisals were necessary. My first 
collision was with a juvenile named Brook-who some 
years afterwards gained notoriety by exchanging fisticuffs 
with the unhappy Science master. and extorting an apology 
from him for having dealt the first blow !-his offence 
against me was prodding my new tall hat with his umbrella 
spike : this was too much. In 1868 the tall hat was a 
serious fact in life. A dim, fitful feeling for dandyism and 
with it cleanliness arose in us, because of the headpiece 
then donned for the first time, and unlike our posterity, 
who now treat it with contempt, we all had a real rey,erence 
for this article of dress, costly and uncomfortable though 
it was. The collision led to nothing more than a scuffie, 
but it taught me the dangerous maxim Si vis pacem para 
beUum, and I had no further trouble. · 

Fights, I may mention, were becoming rare. The last 
I have heard of, of the old formal pre-arranged type, was 
one between A. and one R., the first of a trio known as· 
the World, the Flesh, and the DeviL It took place·about 
1870, and A., a formidable bruiser, mauled his antagonist 
terribly : after three weeks' retirement from public view, 
he reappeared with bloodshot eyes and a chastened view 
of life. Nobody said anything, but the. prevailing 
feeling was that this was VI\ peu lrop fori, and there
after strained relations led to a decided coolness, not to 
say avpidance and boycotting-a more cruel weapon 
than violence. 

The victor in this combat had joined the school a few 
weeks late. Other new boys having learnt how to get 

-·1 • 
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along, he was solitary and unshepherded : went to the 
wrong chapel the first. day, and was flogged ; next day 
also for some similar slip. Ev~ry one's hand was against 
him, and, being a rough diamond, he was ill thought of 
by the masters. He left the school young. None the 
less, he looked on it later as a first charge on his attenu
ated income to send his sons to Eton. There lies the 
secret no one has quite explained. · 

Soon we. accommodated ourselves to a life in which 
boyish barbarism was encouraged by almost- unlimited 
liberty. In the Easter and summer" halves" very little 
was done to provide games for the younger fry. There 
were twelve fives-courts down the Eton-Wick Road, 
snapped up by the big fellows, so that we had to be content 
with a game of twenty minutes, if we were lucky enough 
to be fagged to keep a court, while the owner went to 
change. However, by dint of bluff and blarney we often 
seeured one of the chapel walls from which all fives-courts 
of the Eton type were evolved. Still, there were very 
manJII' afternoons when we were reduced to amusing 
ourselves ·as best we could, and the form it generally took 
was to sally forth in taU hats and. jackets over the fiat 
lands mostly covered by floods, wade througlr the flood 
water, and restore circulation in the country beyond by 
provoking fights with wholly unorfending " cads " : the 
name given to all young males in England who had never 
been to one of the accredited Public Schools. These 
combats mostly took place on Sunday afternoons. In 
the. summer half there was such a beggarly provision 
made for games that some five hundred boys, every half
holiday afternoon, at least three times a week, were forced 
to " loaf,:• Nobody has ever been able to say how they 
spent their time : the majority, I should say, dawdled 
about watching the fives and sucking toffee procured "on 
tick." The scandalous want of fives-courts was remedied by 
A. C. Ainger about 1871, but the cricket-ground deficiency 
went on almost untouched till 1887, when R. A. H. ltfitehell 
was induced, not_ easily, to eountenance several additional 
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c games. Previously only one- game 1Vas played on the 
huge area of Lower Sixpenny or Timberhalls. -. 

This strange state of things was the survival of previous 
· eenturies, when no provision_ of any kind was made for 
any games whatever, eithe:t: at Eton or elsewhere. That 
negl,ect was remedied in a singularly lopsided fashion. 
Mitchell and Dupuis became cricket masters in the sixties ; 
it is not known how far the appointment was formal : and 
in a trice a transformation took place, "but only of the 
cricket' of the first thirty boys in- Upper Club. Their 
'conception of duty was to sacrifice themselves in all their 
available tirile to coaching, and to expect the boys to do 
the - same, the one object of life being to produce an 
eleven which e9uld hold its own againSt Harrow. They 
far outdid the juveniles in their worship of the game, and 
the influence of these two adults, magnificent exponents 
of the art of hitting and kicking balls, very conscientious 
in their work, and actualizing a boyish ideal of life, was 
of course boundlessly potent ; corroborated too by the 
majority of the parents of that time and only fitfully re

, sisted by two or three maste~. One of these, who was my 
tutor then, embarked on a correspondence with Dupuis 
'and some light is shed on the situat~on by the latter's 
rejoinder : " You say that if the boys play cricket for 
seven hours in the day it interferes with their work. Prove 
it."' Many of the boys disliked so much play, and I made 

. a feeble attempt to lessen it in 1874, being captain that· 
year ; but unavailingly, thoug'h I believe the tyranny was 
relaxed soon afterwards. Unfortunately, among the op
ponents of athleticism was a master notorious for shirking 
his own work, whereas 'Mitchell and Dupuis were un·· 
flinchingly conscientious about theirs, and all the more to 
be admired as intellectual effort was never a ·~y to either 
of them. 

The masters, as a lot, were entirely aloof from the boys = 
most of them fine scholars o\ the old Cambridge, Latin· 

-verse 'type, more than half of them, the seniors, being in 
orders. During the years in 'question '\!J.ere was no such 
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thing as pastoral, care exercised by a master, except by 
one or two of the very youngest, whos~: example told most 
beneficially later on, _especially H. E. Luxmoore. Some 
of the staff were grotesque figures, and supplied w~t was 
badly needed, ·material. for ·numberless ~necdo~ . with· 
which we used to regale each other by the hour in the' long 
winter-evenings when there was nothing else to do. 

But I must not omit mention of the great dame, Miss 
Jane Evans, in whose house my brothers and I were. 
Hers was a truly remarkable achievement. She goverl).ed 
a house of fifty-four of the highest-spirited boys in the 
world, single-handed for_ thirty-seven years, and during 
the whole of that period it-"'Was-though far ~rom im
maculate-the best or nearly the best House in Eton •. 
Dames, it should he said, were originally adventurous ladies 
who made a living hy opening boarding-houses for boys 
not on the Foundation, ~ailed Oppidans to thili,day. Miss 
Evans was the last, he! term of office being prolonged 
after permission was withdrawn from the others, whose 
inCompetence for their formidable tas~ became intolerable. 
One house of about thirty boys was run by two old ladies, 
one very deaf and the other.it was sai~early blind. But 
even if they had been able to see and hear what went on, :' 

·,they could have done nothing, as there was no meaus of 
· enforcing rules,· except by, reporting the pandemonium. 

Another was alluded to by us in our consciotisftess of com
parative' respectability as ·~the Tavern." (It must be ad
mitted that th"ere was a good deal of excess.of drinking,· 
generally checked by the wretched 4uiility of the liquor 
given at dinner and after football. But public opinion 
was far more deflnitely against tippling thim against. 
inuDorality.) "'r• 

Miss EVBWi'S secret was in her belief in goodness of 
boy nature and insight (intuitive) as to the quarter whence 
it could be evoked •. •. She detej)ted very .early which of 
the-boys were going to be influe_ntiallater on, and by the 
time they were about fourteen and a half she would, 
without haranguing, give them the .idea that they were .. 
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already responsible for the good tone of the house, insisting 
that she could not possibly manage it'without our help. 
In making this appeal she waked up in us a dormant 

• feeling of chivalry which was of. course impossible for any 
male housemaster. It was an entirely natural adaptation 
of Arnold's methods at Rugby (unconscious, as she had 
probably never heard of Arnold, or of Rugby except as 
a place designed by Providence to show by contrast the 
greatness ofEton), butfar more light-handed than Arnold's. 
Similarly she would never chime in with any of our boyish 
enthusiasm for any adult ; she strove to make us feel we 
had plenty of power for good in ourselves : and yet it was 
impossible for priggishne.ss .. to rear its head for a moment 
in her presence ; she never appealed to great principles, 
and never mentioned religion. In fact, her strength lay 
to a considerable extent in her negative qualities and 
even in her limitations. She showed no jnterest in or 
concern for intellectuality of any kind, and earnest 
tutors outside occasionally crabbed the house for en
couraging idleness. (This reproach was in part true.l 

In truth she would have approved of a boy who worked 
selfishly for honours quite as little as of an idle selfish 
athlete. The prizes b~ught in by th~ former were value
less in her eyes; so the cups brought in by the latter, 
though they represented corporate effort, never stirred in 
her the least vain-glory. Her way of sympathizing with 

. us m the. dismal hour of defeat was not to groan with. us' 
·or to enter Jnto the minutilil. Qf the strUggle, indeed she·' 
understood nothing ·of the games, but rather to indicate; 
very tenderly and not in words-that would have been 
fatal-that there was ,i higher and more spiritual quality . 
in the little group of lads than athletic prowess, skill, or 
endurance. What that quality was she neve:z: told us, and 
I doubt if she could have put her ideas into wor_ds. 

For our dear dame was in possession of the secret how 
to influence boys without the use-of that moral exhortation 
wliich was known among us as " jaw." Herein she may 
have learnt what to avoid from the example of her elder 
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sister Anne (died about 1871), who believed in that method 
of lifting the life 'Of mankind, and whom we irreverently 
spoke of as Chin-wag. I remember being taken to task 
by her at the age of thirteen for something or other, and 
being wholly in the dark as to the wrong-doing which 
provoked such a cataract of words; the effect was further 
marred by the irrelevant comments of a poll-parrot in the 
corner of the room. 

By contrast the following incident is instructive. Not 
very long ago a senior class of Public School boys were 
asked by their master, who was teaching the New_ Testa
ment, if they had ever had a jaw which told them what 
they did not know before 'l After_ half a minute's pondering, 
they answered "Never." 

Defective, then, as •• my dame's " view of the aims of 
school life doubtless was, it was hallowed by a fine inde· 
pendence of all outside or worldly estimates. Her perspec
tive was entirely just. in so far as she put the_ first thing 
first. Her reverence for goodness and freedom from con· 
ventionality were genuine and spontaneous ; so was her 
deep but inarticulate piety ; even he11 retitlence about ho1y 
things brought spiritual reality nearer ~o the boys, restive 
under the burden of holy talk we did not understand. 

Hence another grand quality essential to the discharge 
'of her life-duties : a peace of mind unbroken by failure. 
The longing solicitude with which she watched the first 
erratic steps of a young boy was on_ly equalled by the 
complete tranquillity with which she washed he_r hands of 
him if he proved to be a rebel : she had done all she could ; 
'no painful reminiscence was allowed to mar the serenity 
or her smile and quiet hopefulness of outlook. AD.y 
undesirable young rascal, swiftly, quietly, remorselessly, 
was made to disappear. 

Miss Evans's serenity was the expression not only of 
her deep piety, bflt of a rich gift of humour. On the whole, 
sha was the most humorous woman I have ever known : 
and the quality was bound up with a large instinctive 
feeling for the infinite issues of life so naturally, so deeply 

• 
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and reverently, that some of us learnt from her the priceless 
truth of the dependence of humour on the perception 
of the Divine. 

There were tragedies, not a few, during her long tenure 
of the house, indicating the aspect of youthful infirmity 
on which no joke is permissible. On these she never spoke 
a word, but the follies of some of the parents, any in
cipent priggishness, dandyism in the boys, or the touchiness 
of some Eton residents or self-importance among the ser
vants, seemed to yield her such nourishment from their 
comicality that, though clearly recognizing the sinfulness, 
she was clear in her own thought as to the pure enjoyment 
to be got from laughing at them. 

Yet with all this, I have the clearest recollection that 
there was some element in her character whereby, without 
in the least meaning it, she inspired a little fear. I can 
only hint at our experienee. 
• Her own narrative of the following incident may give 

some impression of her discernment. One September as 
the" half" was beginning, a dread specimen of the nouveaua: 
riches entered the drawing-room : a florid female clothed 
in tightly-fitting blue satin and reeking of scent. " Good 
morning, Miss Evans. I want you please to take my boy 
into your house to-day. He is outside in a cab and his 
luggage all with him." Miss Evans, whose house, of 
course, was full for years, at once addressed herself to the 
task of getting quit of this person without woundipg her · 
feelings. So she rose to her fUll stature--5bout six feet
and with her most winning smile, a rare compound of sweet
ness and strength, advanced slowly down the room, her 
skirt slightly spread sideways driving the lady before her· 
towards the door, as if she were «shooing " a hen out of 
the garden ; all the time emp'hasizing her regret at being 
obliged to say no : desirous, I gathered, that the visitor 
should not say another word on any subject, and feeling 
anxious about the atmosphere of her drawing-room. The 
exit being aecomplished, she courteously followed her visitor 
to the front door and saw in the cab a fat boy in a jacket 
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not of the right Eton cut, and a crushed-looking husband 
opposite. "Now, cabman," cheerfully said the lady in 
blue, "which is the next house T " In short, in days 
when it was a matter vitally and terribly important to 
select the right house, this interesting mother was leaving 
the choice to the Wmdsor cabby. 

Her view of life, of duty, of all with whom she came 
into contact, her motives and hopes, namely her wondrous 
kindness and largeness of heart, were so entirely her own 
and so wholly independent of the best public opinion 
round her, that it suggested inevitably another and a 
better world. She owed absolutely nothing to education 
of the ordinary kind, and as far as I know never read 
books, certainly cared nothing for them. Indeed, as in 
the case of another uneducated woman of genius, Mrs. 
Gladstone, we gained the impression that had she been 
through the ordinary mill of school life and examinations 
she would have lost much and gained nothing. As it was, 
her greatness obviously owed nothing to human training, 
and perhaps on that very account was strongly and con· 
sistently suggestive of the Divine. • 

Some of my readers will remember the grand portrait of 
her by Sargent which hangs in the School Hall. She 

. enjoyed telling us of the initial stage. She was brought 
up to the great artist's studio by Howard Sturgis, who was 
the moving spirit in the project, and set upon a chair 
to be contemplated for the picture. At once she protested, 
laughing gaily at herself that she could not look natural. 
" Mr'. Sargent, you have stuck me in this chair, and I am 
as self-conscious as possible." The artist, who must have 
been familiar with this difficulty, knew what to do. Quite 
naturally he directed Sturgis's attention to some object 
outside the window and then talked about it with well· 
feigned interest for five minutes. Then suddenly he turns 
round. " Keep still, Miss Evans; I have got you. Nothing 
more to worry about." She easily put off the uneasiness. 
and I strongly suspect it was the first and only lin'\e in her 
life she had felt the slightly morbid sensation of the Ego. 
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It should be known that the period of which I am writing 
. embraced the closing years of the barbaric epoch of Public 
School life in this country. The last year was after I 
left in 1875. The date was important in the history of 
the school for reasons deserving of mention. It took me 
many years of contact with boys to learn that any definite 
strong resistance to evil is hardly possible to boyhood. 
What was lacking in the Eton of our time was that the 
housemasters were out of touch with the bigger boys 
and the pastoral relation between boys and men had not 
begun. That was the first great cause of evil 

The second was the bad condition of many preparatory 
schools. On that subject enough has been said. 

Thirdly, the lack of any rational interest. It must be 
remembered that those were the days when the medireval 
curriculum of studies. had only begun to be modified so 
as to admit of such subjects as French and mathematics; 
but neither of these was treated with any respect except 
by a gifted boy here and there. Latin was the chief 
subject, and that meant Latin verse-writing for those who 
had a little skill. But what was there in this to feed our 
minds and stir our curiosity 1 Nothing. The conversation 
of the boys, many of whom were quite eager to learn, 
was restricted to games, story·telling about the masters, 
and the chronique scandakuae of wrong-doings in the 
school. The change of late years has certainly been 
amazing. . 

A fourth predisposing cause of mischief began to operate 
in the seventies. It was the teaching of many gooil 
parents that growing ooys should eat as much as they 
could: in other words,- that gluttony in boyhood was not 
a vice ; rather the reverse. 

Added to all this was negleCt of safeguards : in both 
kinds of school the whole matter of purity was left to 
chance. No instruction or warning was given, except in 
most exceptional cases, and even in those, often badly. 
In among the youngest boys at · Eton coarse louts of 
about sixteen were permitted to stay on ; and the mischief 
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they did would have been far worse if their repulsiveness 
had not made them fairly effective warnings. 

To give some indication of the lawlessness that pre
vailed, I would point to the small boarding-house of Mr. 
R., which was the receptacle of the most rebellious spirits 
in Eton. By the year 1875 it was packed with the most 
baffling bevy of young Anglo-Saxons that had ever 
spurred one another into " wretchlessness of unclean 
living"· since the school was a school. Their doings, 
however, were of open rowdiness and shameless defiance 
of authority as vested in the person of Mr. R. The gang 
was headed by one W. H., who, according to the local 
gossips, must have been stark mad. There was, anyhow, 
no camouflage about W. H.'s escapades. By night he was 
said to have raided the ducal coverts at Ditton as a common 
poacher, and the subsequent consumption of a succulent 
pheasant with plenty of alcohol made Weston's yard 
a livelier spot than it has ever been since. His enormities 
were brought to a close by an attempt to blow up the 
house with powder, and Mr. R., finding his life in danger, 
tried by way of a change the policy of reporting W. H. 
and his mates to the headmaster, Dr. Hornby. Rumour 
had it that fourteen boys were expelled from that one 
house. I was not any longer in tbe school, and can only 
give the picture of affairs as it reached the West End of 
London in June and July, but by accident, visiting 
Eton as an old boy that summer half, I was-witness of a 
singular scene, the compulsory exit of the chief rebel from 
the·school. It has been, I believe, described elsewhere. 

After the summer, comparative quiet settleQ. down on 
the place, and open barbarism gave place to something 
like decorum. A change came over " upper-class " 
society, and a plain demand was made by the public 
that these and other wild doings should be checked. Here 
I may anticipate and show what the change was and how 
it came about. A new spirit made itself felt in all the Public 
Schools, and the younger masters who were appointed 
from 1870 onwards began to make their zeal and pastoral 
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sympathy felt, and a wonderful amount of preventive work 
done with care and tact began to drive vice into holes and 
corners, instead ofletting it flaunt its hideous face in public. 
Foremost in this noble work was my old friend H. E. 
Luxmoore; who is still with us, full of vigour at eighty-two, 
a fine specimen of what Dean Hole's garaener described 
as an "octogeranium." Very gradual and unnoticed 
was the improvement, and it was retarded in some few 
houses ; but both at Eton and elsewhere, as far as I know, 
by 1906, no house existed which would be charged with 
the flagitious neglect which was common in 1870. 

The question of the secret of Eton's spell will be con
sidered presently._ Here I must point out that it is possible 
to exaggerate the number of boys who have passed through 
the school with feelings of cordial affection for the place. 
For if the truth were known, the number who leave her 
chilled at heart is considerable. They are those who 
have never reached positions of influence--members of 
the community who have never quite got " into the 
swim," but were all the time fine specimens, full of quiet 
grit of character, and later on showed themselves men of 
sterling worth and sometimes of conspicuous ability. 
These are they who have had the gift of constancy and 
patience ; seeing without bitterness many a meaner soul 
preferred 'by an intolerant and blindly judging society. 

It should be remembered that at Eton a peculiarity of 
the position was the absence of the monitorial system. At 
every other school boys of merit and fair ability would 
be officially recognized as being. among the leading boys, 
though often they were unathletic and consequently 
likely to be ignored by ·the vulgwt. At any rate, they 
received the mark of adult approval, but how poor and 
unsubstantial a meed is that compared with the unthinking 
admiration of the multitude I 

Something, indeed a good deal, must be put down to the 
beauty of the place. The admonitwt locorum; as Cicero 
expresses it, tells in different degrees on every tempera
ment; but very many must have been touched by the 
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woodland spell of the Playing Fields, which in 1870 were 
richer in big trees and far less crowded than now. Prob
ably this influence was stronger than that of the buildings. 
We adored Windsor Park also. The Philistinism of the 
youthful community was tempered to a slight but per
ceptible extent by the chorus-singing in the Musical 
Society; .some Handel and The Ancient Mariner stand out 
in relief: and by very frequent visits to St. George's 
Chapel, Windsor, where some beautiful voiees could be 
heard in Elvey's choir. In January 1868 I was taken up 
for the first time thither by Frank Schuster, one of the 
very few in the schooi who was not a Philistine, and there 
heard " As pants the heart," by Spohr, given by a very 
beautiful treble voiee. I thought I was in Heaven. 
But the amount of nourishment we got from music was 
pitiably small, considering the faculty for it with which 
many of us were endowed. 

My old friend and contemporary at Eton and Cam
bridge G. R. Murray did something to fill up the gap. 
He was gifted with great facility in music, playing easily 
and correctly by ear, and having a pure tenor voiee which 
never cracked I It descended from treble to tenor smoothly 
and gradually, so that he sang most charmingly in his 
man's voice from fourteen years old and onwards. Has 
"any schoolboy ever sung tenor for five years at school Y 
In the eighties at Eton there was a new boy with a real 
bass voice, which had been through the crack at twelve and 
three-quarter years old I Another, in the case of arrested 
development, sang, or talked rather, in a wheezy alto at 
nineteen and a half. It is unsafe to generalize. 

Of other arts, even of English literature, we heard 
scarcely a word : such eHorts as were made to deal with 
this woeful inanition of mind were rare, sporadic, and 
individual.• One master made loud professions of giving 

1 A tantaliziDs ezperienoe mun be recorded here. Aboulll871 p....,.., 
wao put upon me iD the summer holidays by my aiater (now lllm. E. 8, 
Talbot) to do an hour'• dra'li'illg dail;y for ono week. 1 had banlly any 
talent and had ne- oboerved anything hut rabbite and orioketora. 
Tbe book 1 worked u wao Harding'• BooA> qf 2'rMo, a perfect hook for 
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intellectual stimulus, but where he succeeded he turned 
out prigs-so we thought. The intellectual training 
was concentrated almost entirely on Latin composition, 
which resulted, as in the case of Addison, according to 
Macaulay, in an exclusive taste for Latin poetry. Most 
boys, except those who got their verses done for them, 
spent about four hours weekly over the one exercise, 
and there was a desperately heavy burden laid on the 
tutors who had to botch the copies sent in by some thirty 
or forty pupils, and one of the most conscientious calculated 
that he spent over twenty hours a week on this one task. 
Of course some of the knack penetrated, !1-nd we got to 
believe in the practising of this narrow and most artificial 
accomplishment as if it were an entering into the eternal 
verities. Undoubtedly it is a supremely good instrument 
for the learning of the Latin language, but, except in the 
case of the very gifted, it should be sharply discontinued 
at the age of fifteen and a half or sixteen, and often earlier. 
For beginners it is invaluable, as it teaches rhythm, 
aeeuracy, grammar, vocabulary, all at once; and in its 
second stage calls out a love of natural scenery.• The 
elder boys who had the knack of turning out rubbish 
that would scan, often did a whole copy for their friends
a. beginner and a mere dabbler. The e!Ieot was to wake a new faoulty 1 
fOI' ever ainee that da.y, trees have })een a joy to me that no other visible 
object in Nature or Art has ever kindled. Architecture was nothing to 
me till middle age. Tbat need not have been so, It would be well if in 
all educational dlso11BBiona it were assumed that at least two :yaara' drawing 
is necessary. · 

t My first tutor kindled deligbt by bis gift of trutbfuln ... in poatry 
(tha authOI' of Ionic<~, and tha moot ellquisite writer of Latin lyrics since 
Horaoe : so B&id Munro. and I remember the Jetter of eommendation 
arriving and baing reed in pupU,room in 1869 [ID when be jotted down 
what we could feel to be a living appf!l!liation of Father Thames " OuPril 
OOi _,.,., recubaN, OOi puUvlGII.U!' He eompceed tha following in 
Chapel during tbe singing of an a.nthem. 

Vo:o: pueri simple:< sociata virilibus audet. 
V ocibue eniti aureum et laqueata ferir<t 
tecta domua aaore et faaili subsidere motu. 
Heud aliter quam cum linter levis innatat Wl<lia, 
et fiuotu ealionte ealit, oeesante reoumbit. 

The little volume of lyrioa ia oalled LvoroliliB 1 and we must not allow 
tbaea gema of fancy to die in oblivion. 
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the chief intellectual effort for the week-in return 
for a few sums which did duty for " Extra Work" for 
the mathematical master. This was quite well known, 
and nobody cared. Indeed, the laxity as to honesty 
which prevailed far and wide among the boys was directly 
encouraged by the system whereby impossible tasks were 
given to us, and "cribbing" of one sort and another was 
nearly necessary, but not quite, e.g. the teaching of Greek 
at Eton was explained to me by Warre, with whom I 
happened to be dining in 1871 (? 72), as a dangling of the 
language before the abler boys in the hope that they 
would be allured to go on and learn it for themselves I 
It professedly and avowedly was not taught. We did no 
Greek composition of any kind,• and all second-class 
scholars were crippled for life in the matter of precision 
and vocabulary. Possibly the better ones-the ~lire
profited by having to get over difficulties unaided, but 
98 per cent. then, as always, preferred to get round them 
by buying Bohn's translation of the classical masterpieces 
and ordering a " fag " to read alou!l the vile English in 
his thin pipe for twenty minutes before school. What else 
could a boy of fourteen do, set to construe Eur. Bacch., 
choruses and all, without help from any quarter, in Lower 
Division : where the same work was done as by boys of 
eighteen just below the Vlth Form 1 Or again in 1868, 
having struggled into Remove, I recollect sitting down in 
my room aghast at the formidable task of writing an 
original ode in Latin alcaics ; nothing but the bare subject 
~ . . 
1 Till the Vlth Form, and even there it ooly began, If I mistake no-, when 
T~y took nn the job, Hornby beiDg altogether overweighted about 
1871, The ldoa that there ....., -- In Greek u-in respeot 
or oubjoot-matter heel not dawmod In OlDY mind. S11ob dilig.moe u an 
Oppidan obowod wu oonflned to oolleoq phmoea for purpooea or uamina. 
~- 01Dcl oompooi~on. The diotum of :J!e<bari oounda 11traz1ae in..,......., 
to tbio - of tbinp: " Any motive roo intellootual ellan uoept inlereat 
In the aubJoot Ill heel for the obu.ctor." Lahor on. when " in-" 
begaD to b6 much to.lkecl abollt, h waa -ted. by all the more ooa
oclaotloua or the Publlo BohoolmaaMra u a miaobievoua emoUi""'- whittling 
away the moral diaoipllno or ww~r; at a cluU aubjoot; and aome aame to 
aooept the 11traz1ae formula, " Ally aubjoot ill pel for boyo. if they hate 
I\ ODOUIIh." 
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given I What would .have happened I kilow not: an 
attack of mumps supervened, and I was rescued. Sic me 
servavit Apollo. · 

The system. in short, was stimulating to the very few 
who manfully attacked the difficulties encompassing every 
young votary of the Muses on the slopes of Parnassus. 
For the very large majority the class teaching was a sham. 
Our vitality meantime, which was exuberant, found vent 
in ragging the masters. Many stories might be told. 
Some of the elder masters were hopeless for keeping order 
and several were very unpunctual: twenty minutes late 
for a lesson which only lasted forty-five minutes was not 
unknown; and as for teaching I fine scholars like Johnny 
Yonge and Wayte used to drawl or "burble" out dis
quisitions on recondite various readings of Sophocles 
with the opinions of Zumpt and Wunder quoted at full 
length to some thirty bored athletes lounging in front of 
them ; the monotony being occasionally relieved for two 
minutes by the far-off sound of some tumultuous uproar, 
where ragging was in full swing. For many years later 
the most lamentable practice was maintained in the shape 
of 8 p.m. lessons after a stodgy hot meat-dinner at two.1 

Later on, as assistant master, I learnt t.he true" inward
ness " of this institution. • 

1 Indefensible in respect of intelleatual trsmmg. It helped to deepen 
our conviction that the serious side of life, especially all to do with Latin 
and Greek, was bel!ling and unintelligible obaoa. Bmaller sehools oould 
adjust their time-table more easily. • 

• It became known to some of us thet the ourious tmaymmetrioal 
arrangement whereby "boys, .. that is young men, adolescents, and children 
are all included in one school, led to the following dillioulty in claas-teaching. 
Through an ineptitude almoet BJlblime, the tail·end of one huge block of 
boye. aboot 150, was combined in one olase with the wry top of the next 
block-rea.lly olever, alert little boye: the tail-end oonsisted of the 
lumpish sediment of the 100, on an average aboot three years older· 
Now, food tells on children by malr:ing 'them fidgety; on the adol"""""t 
and adult by inducing torpor. I recall the result in one claas vividly in 
the dog-days : numbers (eire.), twenty brisk children, 1lfteen beefy ycuthe. 
Not all the reat!OIIIIlleos of the brisk twouty could disturb the olumber 
of the fifteen. The letter on being violently objurgeted, as they frequently 
were, would raise for a. minute their lenguld eyee, ewimming with table 
hear, in mute remonstrance, like some prize porker poked with an 
umbrella at an agricultural ehow; and then sink heavily down again. 
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It should be noted that reform of this particular abuse 
is all but impossible, owing to numbers.• Small schools 
can pick and choose their hours i and in one I have heard 
that in the afternoons no class-teaching goes on at all ; 
the available time is given up entirely to hobbies : handi· 
craft, music, drawing, gardening, book-binding, weaving, 
etc. No big school could at present attempt anything 
so ideal, suffering as they do from some of the com
plexities which always attend on increase of population. 

Certain other aspects of the social life of the school must 
be lightly touched on, in order to show the laxity of 
discipline which prevailed and the curious medirevalisms 
which survived. In some of these-not all-much that 
is both comical and surprising lives in the memory. Drink
ing was looked down upon by public opinion in the school, 
but condoned if it took place to excess on June 4th and 
Election Saturday nights. It is hardly credible that no 
check whatever was put upon the custom whereby the 
Captain of the Oppidans invited two friends to come with 
him to choose the champagne for the tent dinner at Surly.• 
Outside, the boats were regaled with plenteous potations 
of the same tenth-rate liquor, several dozen bottles to each 
table. The ruck of the school pressed round the space 
.give~ to this orgy, quite young boys swigging whatever 
was handed to them of the superfluity, as likely as not on 
empty stomachs, as there was little time for tea. It was 
computed that some twenty at least would be drunk 
and incapable, and a large number excited. The first 
" gentleman " I ever saw drunk was before I was thirteen 
on June 4th: a big Lower boy with a well-known name, 
reeling about, a disgusting spectacle. Friends helped 
the victims to their houses ; most of them escaped detec
tion. Those who did not were swished and " turned 
down" : a remarkable arrangement, whereby a big boy 
who had made a beast of himself was put down to work 

t No' llnly ""'" the youth wholly ignoran' of any toot of good wine, 
bu' there ""'" no panmtoo that the local ohemiat ouppliod what wu 
OlderecL Anyhow, the aompound,..... in the -ties, alwaya fiery and 
viWolia in quality. 
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in a much lower form with younger boys, who would not 
regard him exactly es a hero, but would certainly not 
get much good from his presence. In one case in 1871 
a lout found himself cheek by jowl with his own fag !• 

Another survival of the old drinking England was the 
Long Glass, which haS'been described elsewhere, Lord 
Elgin (afterwards Viceroy of India) is reported to have 
refused flatly to have any part or lot in the squalid busi
ness, but it took a good deal of pluck to take this line. 
When the custom was abolished I can't say. 

Another debasing survival concerned the Collegers 
only. Every day big jorums of strong beer were placed 
on the table in College Hall for any Colleger who liked to 
booze to his heart's content. This went on long after the 
boys wanted it. Many quarts daily were the perquisite 
of some early-Victorian seneschal. 

Chapel.-As might be expected, the conduct of Divine 
Service was marked by several obsolescent traditions: 
long and frequent services ; sermons mostly inaudible or 
grotesque and delivered almost entirely by the " Fellows," 
a handful of old gentlemen who lived in the Cloisters for 
most of the year in enjoyment of a large income and ample 
leisure. Mr. Gladstone used to he emp~atic on the entire 
want of any intellectual output whatever from them 
for centuries past. They furnished us, however, with. some 
samples of preaching, gems indeed of a peculiar type of 
oratory, which I should be sorry to forget. Of course 
the audience was uncritical for. a reason which no 'longer 
tells. We heard so few discourses which were audible and 
intelligible that we expected nothing, and getting nothing 
we forebore complaining. · Half an hour's torpor every 
Sunday morning bad its good side : nothing was demanded 

• This drinking abuse continued. in spite of growing disapproval of publio 
opinion, till....U after 1880. In 1882 one of the .. Boate" fell into tha 
river in the Boat Proeeosiou aDd waa nearlY drown&d. In 1871, when the 
tone of the eohool was at ite worst in my time, an uproar ooourred whioh 
might have oeueed the death of a master. There is room for muoh 
conjecture what would have happened if both thMe -- had 
ended trsgioall;y. 
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of us but silence, and I have often wished since those 
days that periods of silence were common in the life of 
us all. Probably the good effect of them depends on 
whether any new and true ideas have been recently 
imparted which may be subconsciously absorbed. During 
the Eton week I fear the ideas imparted to us were neither 
new nor true : so it required something pretty strong to 
hold the attention of 700 lads, mostly in a state of coma 
and all profoundly indifferent. Doubtless Bishop Wilber
force was magnificent in his Confirmation address, but I 
was too young to follow him in the huge building, and the 
habit of inattention was strong upon us all. The grandest 
opportunity imaginable was given when the news came 
of the death in Melanesia of the heroic martyr, saint, 
scholar, and evangelist, Bishop Patteson, one of Eton's 
very noblest sons. The sermon was entrusted to a preacher 
who possessed the faculty for turning even that theme 
into profane twaddle. He mimicked the broken English 
of the South Sea Islanders to a mass of boys hardly one 
of whom had heard anything whatever of Selwyn or 
Patteson or knew what hemisphere was being talked about.• 

Meantime the musical arrangements left something to 
be desired. Just before I came to the school it was the 
.custo!D for the St. George's choir to sing the services in 

• About 1871 an o.ged Fellow opened hia disoour&~~ with the mmulating 
quaotion, "What Ia leaaing!" {Dr.Homby, thirty ,_.a later, U80d tooay 
the BunR of the College aata• oould bave told wt.) I dimly zemember 
t.ryh>g to liaton, and aoma othora did too. not baYing bad time to get into 
the- and baing Jun ...... theN ...,. ouoh a thing aalsaaiog,.. bad 
h-.l·of aomawbare 1 but our thint far knowledge zemained une!eJred, 
By 18811 the naodard of dOOONm ...,. doc>idedly bigboa than in 1870 1 
but never have I h-.lauoh unoooWollable laughter u in that year. A 
vialtlns preaoher with a voice lik1o a TyrrheniaD trumpet came out early 
In the aermoo with the following edif;ying obaervetion: "Human nature ia 
human .... t\11'8 1 and u long u human nature ia human natwe, human 
,...ture will bo human nature otill." We thought the ocmoluaicmtollowed 
di>eo\ly from the premia&, and it ia oonoaivable we might bave let the 
remark pua bad it not bMn that I 1) he roared out the llmt aylleble of 
" human " u if IWo obJ- weo to blow the 11f'-nth"Geeltur7 roof into 
the oky 1 and (I)-what loindoed incredible---twoarthleamin-afteathe 
uploai010 - over, he pve ua the whole -teooe again, In uaotly the 
oama wcrdo and louder than bolore. YM ......, thia Steotor...,. drowned 
bJ the laughter he provoked. 
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both chapels, there being no Eton choir at the time.· 
Men now of seventy to seventy-five still speak of the 
rapture of delight with which the most beautiful boy's 
voice that ever they heard filled the whole of that ignorant 
horde of young Philistines : the coarsest louts fell under the 
spell, and for· a few minutes the young wizard-Hancock 
by name-waked up the sense of something unutterably 
beautiful. The power of sound was revealed, but no one 
took notice, and barbarism soon resumed its potent sway. 

A very inferior choir was provided by 1868, and 
they attempted a cathedral service. Now and again the 
congregation asserted its right to join ; and the refrain of 
the glorious 186th Psalm on the 28th evening gave the 
opportunity for a horrible Bacchanalian uproar. The 
sacred words were bawled out by harsh, unformed voices 
of hobbledehoys at the east end, who never opened a 
Prayer Book, but stood hands in pockets roaring the refrain 
louder and louder through the Psalm, the intervening 
words being left to the far-off choir. About 1886 this 
profanity came to an end. Barnby composed a doleful 
chant: (one Sunday, 28th of the month), sprang it e:c im
proviso on the congregation, who were indignant as if they 
had been deprived of a holiday without notice. A gang 
at the east end tried to revive the old strain in opposition ; 
but the melancholy dirge, "·the hearse-like tones .. of the 
choir, and their own want of preparation made a fiasco .. 
inevitable. There were not a few who must have medi
tated an emeute, but they lacked leaders. In the eighties 
a most worthy and upright boy of fifteen reminded me 
(just as I signed his ver~es_ for the week) with unconcealed 
joy that we should have verse 22 of Psalm 105-a latter
day substitute for Psalm 1S~n the following morning. 
"Sir, to-morrow morning we' shall have 'his senators 
wisdom ' I " He could not miss chapel with that treat in 
view, no, not for any bribe •. This'compensatory but sadly 
brief and rare delight was treasured by a dwindling number 
till1890 when I left for Haileybury, and by 1905, like many 
other medirevalisms, it had vanished. 
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A question may be asked especially by non-Etonians, 
what was the Headmaster doing in regard to these singular 
ebullitions of the young Saxon's temper. More probably 
at Eton than in any other Public School was the peculiar 
method of reform known as laiase%-faire believed in and 
practised. Till Dr. Warre became Head in. 1885 the 
H.M.'s of Eton, except perhaps Keate, might all have 
been Lord Mel bournes : but by temperament and force of 
circumstances, in despite of a changing public opinion, 
Hornby (1868 to 1885) was the most ltlelbournian of them 
all. He was appointed to carry out certain reforms, and 
did so with very little opposition. One was the abolition of 
the 8 p.m. Chapel service on half-holidays-a survival of 
the quaint idea that there is something in common between 
holiday and holy-day-a change welcomed by all. Yet 
certain fanatical Tories chalked up " No reform " on 
Hornby's house door, including in the term changes which 
they eagerly desired. The reason doubtless was that 
schoolboys, worried in the class-room by bootless and ill
judged efforts to make them use their brains, will tolerate 
any nuisance so long as it is sanctioned by what Hume 
calls Custom ; since the hare notion of its abolition stirs 
questions in their minds which, as Creighton said, arealways 
,Painful to th.e mass of Englishmen as suggesting a new 
idea, Hence a boy's dislike of change is a shrinking 
from being made to think.• The attempt made by a 
few progressives on the Staff to goad Hornby into further 
activities of administration were resisted with a courteous 
immobility to which educational history affords no parallel. 
No one of the masters had ever met anyone so imper-

• Quoted from a epoeoh or the Biahop'a, with much ohuckling, by Scott 
Bolland.. The conten waa aomewbM sa followa : n There ia no pain to 
the Eogliahman 10 m>loobd-for and oo aouta u the Intrusion of a uew 
Idea htta hla mind. Aa ooon u ha .....U... what hu happened, hia one 
aoxiet7 Is ta set rid of tha painful thhlg ae ooon ae pooaiblo. Thoro are •wo _,_ of doing ao • ono ill ta writa ta i'1te i'l.,... ; tha other ta eom
muruo.ta with hla Billbop. Wh<m 1 set ono of thoeo Jotteno and diagnoee 
tha oo- of the writor'o diaoomfoR, I feel or oourae anxiouo ta halp him 
ta lind himaolf quit of what troubloa him. Thill object I dooide Ollll bo 
bon -UNCi il I pu\ tha lettar lnta the -paper baebt." 

' 
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turbably dignified or genial or so adamantine in his refusal 
to act. At first he gave audience to his voluble advisers ; 
subsequently he requested them to put their views in 
writing. The epistles were duly acknowledged, but it is 
not in evidence that they were ever read. The time came 
when they ceased to be written. 

The truth was that Hornby was altogether overweighted 
by the terrible burden of work which an unorganized 
system and a growing public opinion laid upon him. He 
took an inordinate number of lessons, having for some 
years \).O Vlth Form assistant; all the" Absences" (roll-call 
in school yard); the correction of all the division's weekly 
Latin Prose; the looking through the Verses; the Sunday 
Questions and all the Prize Exercises and the preparation 
for Speeches. In addition to all this, which was all done 
conscientiously and some of it remarkably well, he would 
have to deal with the most harassing possible crises, 
expulsions of undesirable boys, and occasional very acute 
and prolonged collisions with one or more members of 
the Staff. If his temperament had not been what it was, 
he would have anticipated some adjustments made by 
his successor, especially the College Office, without which, 
as soon as it was formed, no one could imagine the School 
existing. The want of the office led to a vast uncertaintY 
as to the destiny of the innumerable impositions set by 
the H.M. Before long we found they were often for
gotten ; and if sent in curtai.led by 50 per cent. '!f their· : 
full tale of lines, nothing was said. The effect on discipline 
was deplorable ;• and three years after the lax regime 
began, when the new bQYl! who knew no other government 
had grown up to the hobbledehoy stage, the state of the· 
school was abominably bad. · 

The most tragic side to tliis state of things was that 
Hornby gave wi the impression of being an apathetic, 
comatose man, who took things as lightly as he could, 
whereas in truth he was very nearly going under, owing to 
the load of work he had to do and some of which was cer
tainly very incompletely done. Partly from this cause 
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and partly from temperamental shyness he was more aloof 
from the school life than anyone could have thought 
possible. Yet a most unexpected change did take place 
during his term of office. . Eton became an industrious 
school instead of a very idle one. The teaching methods 
were, it is true, mainly antiquated, and hardly anyone had 
a clear idea why a subject was taught and another omitted ; 
but the change in the relation of man and boy, tutor and 
parent, was fundamental and fruitful of good. This all 
came about owing to a new spirit which was at work in 
the Universities, the Preparatory Schools, and in So-.Iety ; 
but it came about without help from Hornby, Christian 
scholar and perfect gentleman as he was ; and, I think I 
may even say, without his knowledge; 

Yet he was regarded by the boys with affection. 
His unfailing courtesy and gentleness betokened a disposi
tion which had submitted early in life to self-discipline ; 
and he could sometimes choke trouble with a phrase. 
Once the leaders of a school came as a deputation with a 
(probably sham) request : " Sir, we have come to ask if 
we may wear white tall hats, by way of a change." 
Answer: " Don't you think you would look rather like 
bookmakers 't " His fine presence and mellliluous voice 
~elpsd his rare gift of light after-dinner oratory. It was 
always supremely good. But as he told us, he reqnired 
rather careful preparation of the matter, but not of the 
words : in this respect differing from a still more con• 
summate master of the art, Montagu Butler. 

There are two inferences to be drawn from these facts : 
one very dubious and dangerous : the other most salutary 
and sound. 

(1) That Eton, unlike other schools, does not depend on 
its Headmaster. Montagu Butler, the late Master of Trinity, 
was emphatic on this point. 

(2) That all uplifting of a society or nation and a group 
is unexpected beforehand, and inexplicable afterwards. 
Yet, however often the evidence for this assertion be 
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repeated, man strives to fix the credit for improvement 
on himself or hill fellows, and he·is always wrong. We, 
the assistant-masters during these. years of change, were 
inclined to strut like peacocks, as if we had done the thing 
ourselves, the truth being we could not have stopped the 
change from taking place even if we had tried, and some 

, of us did try. · 

During my time as a member of the School, medileval
ism was still vigorous. The principal change as far as we 
were .concerned was that our House, which was empty of 
cups in 1868, was richly furnished in 187 4. Thill object 
we had set before '"ourselves early and took steps to achieve 
it of an unusual kind. We interceded with " my dame" 
for a boy of athletic promise whom I think she was disposed
to bow off. She consented : we carried out our promise 
to keep him in order with more than moderate success. 
But the concession was a mistake. Athleticism was 
allowed to override principle, whereas previously, and 
I believe always in later years, it took a second place. 
How far athleticism went, how far it dominated our view 
of life, cannot be gauged without reckoning the rivalry of 
Houses in regard to the football cup. . Football has always 
been a game better suited to the masses than cricket f 
more spectacular ; less technically exacting ; more con· 

~ centrated on thrilling moments ; more satisfying to the 
'i!nmbative instincts of adolescents. At all large schoolS 
for boys it played a very iinportant part in developing' 
the corporate spirit, encouraging pluck and hardihood,.and 
holding up to contemP.t anything like poltroonery or self
display. But in the ~m;ral dearth of intellectual interests 
and blank ignorance of the Wider world, it fostered such 
a violent partisanship that' positive hatred was sown 
between groups artificially selected in the same little 
community. Youths of broad and tolerant temper were 
carried away by it. 

In 1869, at the end of the " Football Half" (the title 
shows our point of view), the captain of "my dame's" 
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was one " Fish" Alexander-a fine player and a lad of fine 
character, much respected.• ~·After some Homeric struggles 
against our hereditary foes, Warre's and Drury's, which 
ended in our defeat-owing, as we believed, to a false de
cision of the umpire, who was not in those days bound to 
be a master-" Fish" summoned to the House Library a 
select batch of younger boys who promised to be people 
of influence later on, and charged us in something of the 
following strain: " Look here, you fellows, there is some
thing I want to say to you before I leave Eton. You will 
all of you probably be in Pop some day (a peculiarly Etonian 
club run entirely by the boys who were socially and 
athletically successful), and I charge yoll, never do you 
allow a fellow from Warre's to be put up as a candidate for 
election without your blackballing him." 

Similar was the feud-almost vendetta-spirit that grew 
up between Eton and Harrow, now mellowed into a pleasant 
irony that dissembles facts into unreality. But in 1872 
it would not have been safe to include the two cricket 
elevens in the same luncheon room at Lord's.' 

~ • " Fish " alterw....W. took Holy Ordero and aaoriflcod his health in 
devoted work in South London. and died in 1887. There ia an metructive 
quam- in another narrative whioh be g&ve of hia doings at tbe end of 
tbe Eton and Harrow matoh in 1870, wben we won by tbe akin of our teeth. 
·In thooe timoo end for long altar, there waa muoh tl011ftling and some 
open Sghting outside the Pavilion, oepeoi&lly 011 the e<molusion of a olooe 
match, when the heroea of each aide were .. hoisted n through a dense 
and uolted crowd in Bunda:r-boet gormen!B but in a very woek·day 
temper. Said " Fish " : " I wu hoiatlng Harris, ea;rrying one of hia 
logo, when a burly Harrovian waa heard eummoning hia mateo to & fell 
oneet.. 'Come on. you chaps. let'• knock the whole )of) over/ and on they 
came. ·Now, I happened to have Oil a pair of p&tent-leather boo!B and 
I oeught this Harrow lout auoh a kiok on tbe ahln tbet it knocked my 
big toe· nail olean oil, and I - you I waa in pain for a whole week." 
What the Harrow lout tuffered waa not reoorded. 

• Tho mon oanguinary otruggle I ever witneued waa between w.....,•a 
and Browning'• in 1811. It eoemo to have given tbe idee to Ptmeh of tbe 
oon!llo!B on tho Londoa. Sohool Board : tbe oertoon repreoentlng thirty 
bulky. middle-aged men iD a ferooioua " Bugger" aorimmap, and far away. 
unnoticed o.nd forgotten, tbe football on whioh the word Eduoetion waa 
lnnribed. W• had vWona at Et.oD t.llM our dames w tut.ore were them· 
IIG!veo mutually antip&thetio while Erla waa raging unoheoked among the 
young. In the- mentioned t.hia waa aomething more than fancy. 
W...,.. &lld 0. B. were not formed to worlr. together in ham- As Kynaaton 
wro~ Jona alter of UlOther pair," NOft aoi.....UW- ,r>trdiNISN. 101." 
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A word should be added on the ilitellectual side of this 
memory of our school-days. Among many other Oppidans 
I competed (vainly) for a place in the Select for the New
castle. In this and other eXf!'Dinations we fought on 
unequal terms against the Collegers, whose main ambition 
was to win classical honours, whPreas our tradition was to 
put cricket and society first and the examination second, 
the result being generally a wholesome lesson in the neces
sity of taking pains. Yet we worked hard in a dogged 
fashion, stuffing our heads with learned comments on 
the Gospels and Acts, but · without . ap.y interest being 
roused. It sounded strange some years after when a 
clever youngster who went over to Rome, gave as his first 
impulse in that direction the " sapping up the DivinitY" 
for the Newcastle 1-a result not contemplated by Dean 
Alford, whose notes we pounded at for nymy weary weeks, 
The classical work done by the best candidates was and is 
~till excellent, and, though rather narrowly linguistic, very 
wholesome for schoplboys. It· is noteworthy, however, 
that very few even among the most successful seem to 
have been kindled into an affection for the Latin and Greek 
authors. We coveted honours,ofeourse, and enjoyed the 
feeling of doing our_ duty : but the forecasting of the 
examiner's questions occupied the citadel of our minds," 
the door of which the nine Muses knocked at unavailingly. 
This, however, is anticipatmg. 

The antipathy between Collegeri; and Oppidans, which was · . 
very noticeable in the early part of the century, was becom
ing less so in the seventies, but 'still exists among the more 
unreflecting elements of the community. It certainty 
has nothing to do with poverty. There are nnfortunately. 
too few really poor boys in College to make any difference 
in the atmosphere, especially .since the War, when most 
Oppidans are learning thrift. A change in this direction 
began about 1885, and very gradually was pushed forwards 
by parents tilll9U. Further, there has never been more 
than a tr!fl.ing amount of the snobbery which makes much 
of a full purse_" 01' of no~le lineage. I can remember one 
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or two of the oldest boys in 187' who now and then betrayed 
a secret regard for " the • tenth transttutter of a foolish 
face" ; but we thought scorn of them for this foible. We 
were helped by the fact that money, as there was nothing 
to be done with it, hQd never been highly prized. Indeed, 
we contrived to dispense with it by the simple process of 
contracting debts and paying them late or not at alt 
These liabilities were ·entirely in respect of supplementary 
and almost unnecessary .food. · · 

In 1870 Eton -still claimed for herself a kind of" splendid 
isolation" gratifying 'to many Old Etonians, while it was 
more and more ceasing to be a fact. The claim, though 
now antiquated, has left traces behind in an attitude 
towards others generally of quiet dignity, but sometimes 
not wholly untinged by assumption. For an individual, 
school, or nation to realize the meaning of Noblase oblige 
is to acknowledge a responsibility, but also to undergo a 
very searching trial. Neither the community of the nation 
nor thai of the school understood then the severity of the 
trial or the greatness of the opportunity. 

The fact that many Etonians have been drawn from 
families which have produced men of note has stirred 
among the boys a spirit of endeavour, or at least 11.n 
unwillingness to be insignificant, yet combined in the 
best instances--not by any means a few-with a genuine 
spirit of modesty. 

These characteristics have been for a long time 
noted : some of them not without apprehension ; but 
even these we can hardly wish altered ; so profoundly 
congenial they have ever been to the national tempera
ment. 

From about 1880 onwards as the school gre:"' rapi~y 
in size the abundance of good and bad material increased ; 
that is to say, among the hundreds of boys were some who 
were not leading sheltered lives at home, and on.whom bad 
family traditions told with appalling effect. So also in 
every generation there was an element who without a 
touch of priggishness or even of self-consciousness showed 
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that they were going to be fresh examples of princely 
high-mindedness and generosity of temper. 

These words are not too strong ; for the promise has 
again and again been made good. While the other schools 
have given proof of the fine fibre of the British stock-and 
I can ·remember many instances at Haileybnry-it is 
possible to believe that the area of selection at Eton is 
more ample than elsewhere, At all events there was a 
rich store of friendships within reach of ally who knew how 
to refuse the evil and choose the good: and the presence 
of the coarse, the froward, the inane, taught us the valuable 
truth that human life is either a glory or a shame ; in 
short, that what lay before us was a warfare. 

How comes it that this outline picture of Eton half a 
centnry ago is dark enough .to suggest questions ? Is it 
not an exaggeration ? or a lopsided picture ? There is 
such a glamour about the mere name. What is the secret 
of. ·the affection for the great school cherished by very 
many of her sons ? 

Something of the secret has often been divulged : the 
beauty of the surroundings ; the liberty enjoyed by even 
the youngest; and the abundant tokens of Royal favour; 
but we may go deeper than these. 

Our Public Schools are not the cause of the national 
character, but the symptom of it. This is shown by the 
simple fact that huge groups of the population who know 
nothin15 of those schools betray the same qualities, good 
all.d bad, which the stratum of society from which the boys 
are drawn has always shown. w~ may note the follo~g: 
dislike of mental effort; toleration {except among the· 
younger fry) ; liberty combined with a profound regard for 
public opinion j conservatism; illogicality; a native 
lawfulness of temperament with unthinking sympathy 
for violators of law ; dislike of dullness, with a prevailing 
suspicion of intellectuality; abundant irony, yet an 
unshakable belief in our own superiority. Can it be dis
puted t~at these are qualities essentially English ? 

There is one other which has been for centuries implanted 
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in the race : capacity for self-government. But the 
consideration of that endowment of character would be 
premature at present. It was a power which began to 
assert itself very quietly under the influence of the two 
Miss Evanses about the year 1862 ; but which was olily 
gradually understood and generally adopted between 
1880 and 1900. 

Eton from its foundation has enjoyed the favour of 
successive sovereiins. This of course means that for 
centuries it has been esteemed and loved by that powerful 
section of society which all the nation during those cen
turies agreed to regard as the "best "-the aristocracy. 
The esteem for the school which was rooted in that fact 
was doubtless more noticeable among adults than among 
the boys; but its reaction has been always most telling ; 
so that till about 1885 any criticism of Eton has always 
savoured of disloyalty. Yet criticism has been beneficial, 



CHAPTER IV 

CAMBBlDGE FIFTY YEAliS AGO 

FoR a youth of eighteen, the change from a position of 
much freedom but much responsibility in a great public 
school to the irresponsible life in a huge college must always 
be in some important respects very critical. AB a pro
minent boy at a public school in the seventies, he may 
have been a power for good among the younger boys ; 
but on passing into the university he is at once conscious 
of the relaxation of the demands made upon him. For 
his first year as 11. freshman there was no call on him to 
do more than pass some "examinations and take his fill of 
enjoyment in games and in the delightful society of young 
men whose minds were beginning to open. There was no 
inducement to do more than float with the stream. Trinity 
was so large a college that the freshman soon found him
self in a " set " of like-minded youths, many of whom were 
his old schoolfellows ; and it was a serious danger that he 
would be cabined all his university life among men with 
no more knowledge .of the universe than he possessed him-.. 
self. Quite unlike the entry .into the public schoo.l, with . 
its strict demands on conduct and demeanour, the new life 
prompted the youths to follow their .own idiosyncrasies: · 

These and many ot..h~ amenities of life were com
patible with laxity of discipline. Nobody seemed to care 
whether the raw you.th wasted his time or not. Never 
before, or since; or in any other' surroundings have I realized 
that it was entirely as I liked ..~Vhether and when I got 
out of bed in the morning. Moreover, those of us who 
wished to read and whose life's career depended on a fair 
place in some Tripos, wasted a lar~ portion of the first 

'8 
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year in trying to learn how to work. One great help we 
enjoyed, which I believe has always been denied by custom 
to Oxonians, as it was to Cantabs living in lodgings. We 
were allowed to " sport the oak," that is, lock ourselves 
in when we chose. Indeed, without this I cannot imagine 
how any solid work could have been done, save by a recluse 
as determined as one eminent writer still livinl{, who, 
as far as his contemporaries could ascertain, did not utter 
a word to a single soul except his bedmaker for the whole 
of his undergraduate career. Another immunity we 
enjoyed was that five o'clock tea (as far as my experience 
went) was unknown. In the afternoon, after playing a 
very stiff game or match at football-the finest I have ever 
played-we would come in at •.45, wash and sit down to 
the best two-hours' work in the day, and then dinner at 
seven. 

As an indication of the tone of the time, one member of 
the college, whose after-life has been a warning, advised 
us how to fend off such an intruder as an earnest indi
vidual interested in foreign missions-a rarissima avis, to 
be expected by freshmen once only-" Offer him a B. & S. 
and he won't stop long." 

It should be noted that alcohol was habitually offered 
by any undergraduate to a casual visitor" in the morning." 
I remember calling on my tutor at 10.80 a.m. and finding 
him surrounded by eight or ten shy youngsters to whom 
he had been giving breakfast, all drinking " audit ale," 
the strongest beer in the country, in solemn silen~a 
singular preparation for a morning's reading for honours. 
Witli one exception I cannot remember being asked to 
subscribe to a single charity or social effort of any kind 
whatever between 187' and 1878. As for social problems, 
there was .little said and nothing done that we heard of, 
except the pioneer work of James Stuart and the help 
given by sundry of~ tbe evangelically-minded under
graduates to Jesus Lane Sunday SchooL 

In another vast department of human life-to show how 
things have changed...:.I can only remember mention of 
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foreign nations being made once, and that was by Arthur 
Myers, out walking. He took upon himself to be didaetic
about the state of Europe and of the world in general, 
and I did not take in one single word, not knowing, indeed, 
in which hemisphere most of the places were. 

In short, though the thorny problem of the passing of 
the schoolboy to the university is solved far better in 
England than it is said to be in France or Germany, the 
transition in the seventies was far too abrupt. 

The first deleterious influence to which many of our fine 
lads succumbed was the lack of supervision on the part of 
the college authorities-both at Oxford and Cambridge. 
Each freshman was assigned to a tutor, but our relations 
were purely formal, and I have no recollection of a single 
word of advice from any don in the place during the years 
in which ·we were engaged in ascertaining why we were 
in this world.• 

There was some religious influence, but of a narrow type, 
and it told only on boys brought up in evangelical tradi
tions. Against this was the open antagonism of nearly
not quite-all the brilliant intellectual lights among the 
younger men who were either newly ereated fellows of 
the college or were reading for a fellowship. ·Most of these 
were known and professed agnostics, and before we were 
in Cambridge one term we were plunged into wild, crude 
speculations started by men· twice as able as any of us, 
and four or five years older. It is difficult to imagine an 
atmosphere more likely to upse:t fundamental convictions, 
to magnify the clahns of intellect and leave a bewildered 
enquirer with the notion that if he did his duties as a citizen 
-though those duties wer!l seldom mentioned-it would 
matter nothing what he believed. Several of these men 
reverted in later life to something like Christianity, and I 
woJlld venture to affirm that what survived of religion 

I. Thompson•s mo' about a c. Jebb tha1i • the time he 08oD epare from 
tha negleot of his pupils ha devotes to tha adomment of his person " was 
mtmifeetly unjust. Jebb, at that time anyhow, about 1877, wae not 
a fop ; and if he neglected his pupils, it Willi becaU66 it was upaoted of 
him. 
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in any one of us was that which had been given us in child
hood. It is'llot easy to explain how we escsped all contact 
with the two great teachers of England (Lightfoot and 
Westcott), but so it certainly was. 

The moral tone of the college was what might have been 
expected. Some of us were grievously perplexed at hearing 
at least three dons in responsible positions spoken of as 
often the worse for liquor. Among the steady-going 
typical old heads of colleges and tutors, the undisguised 
appreciation of good wine struck us as a little out of date.• 
Disgusting orgies were still kept up by a handful of young 
fools who kept the Beef-steak Club going ; and an old 
Cantab country gentleman who sent his son to Eton in 
1888 boasted that his college-Magdalene-had been one 
of the best in the university, " with three or four members 
of the Beef-steak I" The clubs had no purpose or meaning, 
except drunkenness at stated intervals. 

Moreover, there was a large ingredient of the jeunesse 
dorle, called the " Jesus Lane lot," who lived in lodgings 
in that locality and spent not some, but the whole, of their 
time in roystering. Some of them rode, some played 
games ; but the majority were addicted to Bacchanalian 
orgies and gambling in different degrees of excess, and not 
one of them made any attempt whatever to do any honest 
reading for his degree. As far as I can learn, these were 
direct descendants of the old port-wine drinking squires, 
common all over the country in 1840 and not quite extinct 
in 1880. I doubt if a Bingle instance of such a type could 
be found in either university to-day, so astonishing has 
been' the change. 

• A ....,....kable figure waa "Ben Latham," the Haater of Trinity Hall. 
After he publiabed hio illuminating and wholly edifying P!Uior p..,,........, 
hio lldvioe waa 1011ght by oome of the minority of fathen who were really 
omrioiD about the - prlncipleo of oonduot being taught to their IIOD.II 
omd ooe of them ...........tJy uked •• Beo" wba\ parting lldvioe should ba 
sivatohiollld(Mheooooigned blm tothedootor'afatberly.....,)! •• Well," 
llllid Ben olowly, taldDg a plnoh of muft. " \ell blm. whatever he doeo. not 
to b1q hio tohwry •• c.mbridp." Whether aoourata or not, the otory 
ill-1M tho atmaopbon of the timeo. · 
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Thus we found ourselves exposed to temptations to 
self-indulgence such as were, as far as we could tell, largely 
condoned by most of the dons ; sloth, degrading conversa
tion, drinking clubs, and unabashed idleness on the part of 
a large number of Public School men. Thus enumerated, 
the evils fall into two classes. " Sloth " in its literal sense 
has been explained. Late suppers and constant slight, 
sometimes not slight, excess of food and drink, stimulated 
concupiscence and loose talk to a terrible degree ; and if 
anyone occasionally got drunk, there were well-known 
examples among our elders to keep us in countenance. 
Leave of absence to London during term time, known by 
us all to be forbidden absolutely at Oxford for disciplinary 
reasons, could be obtained and often was without much 
difficulty, and though the rumours of vice were probably 
exaggerated, the different standards of strictness in the 
two places constituted an .. offence" to our notions of 
right and wrong, which was accentuated by complete 
omission of warning. 
• Against idleness some few voices were raised, and the 
gradual diminution in the number of brainless, sottish 
young fools who haunted the lodgings began very soon 
after my time ; but in 18'14 it is undeniable that for many 
of us the building up of strong, clean,high"minded characters 
was made decidedly more difficult than it need have been 
by the apparent acquiescence of the dons ; by their 
blindness to evils into which the heedless youngsters fell 
almost §gainst their will. . · 

Under idleness I include, besides the heinous waste of 
time, which was generally condemned, the fatal tendency.' 
to trust to short cuts 't9 _knowledge encouraged by the 
peculiar narrow 'tequirements of the Classical Tripos. 
This I have discussed elsewhere, but the baneful spirit 
exhibited itself in not infrequent " cribbing" in the 
" Little-go," a rather absurd and very exasperating 
examination. Public opinion was exceedingly lax on this 
subject, and there was a notion abroad that the examination 
was a recognized battle of wits between the freshmen and 
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the invigilators in the Senate House. Now, I do not mean 
to say that those of us who were guilty of wrong-doing 
were blameless, and that the fault is to be laid only to the 
charge of our seniors. Certainly not. There were episodes 
in the life of many of us on which we look back not without 
shame and bewilderment ; for whatever might be said 
in extenuation we knew better, especially perhaps those 
who came up from the Public School with an undeserved 
reputation for strength and integrity. But I am per
fectly certain that much choice of evil, much aberration 
and dishonest shirking of effort, would have been avoided 
if we had had one single straight talk from a man who 
quite sincerely venerated goodness above intellectual 
smartness, and was not afraid of appealing to what was 
good in us. For we were hungering for guidance, and it 
was not waywardness but simply weakness that was the 
common enemy. 

From one cause or another, then, there were grave 
defects in the Cambridge training-at least at Trinity
in the lack of bracing moral teaching, and in the haziness. 
which prevailed as to fundamental principles. Brilliancy 
of intellect was absurdly over-prized, and though many of 
our friends have turned out men of sterling and robust piety, 
there was practically no guidance whatever to those of 
us who wanted to reconcile faith and reason ; and in the 
ordinary conduct of life many succumbed, at least for a 
time, to the ever-present temptation to profess allegiance 
to the morality of Christianity and to discard the doctrine. 
. Of course, the scientific movement was at its strOngest, 
and it was widely and crudely supposed that evolution 
meant that human life as well as all nature proceeded as 
a vast machine works-on predetermi~d lines. For a 
considerable time we secretly abandoned the hope of recon
ciling faith and reason and stuck to churchgoing, from a 
vague feeling that it conduced to rectitude of conduct. 
Why we did not all become blank Agnostics or quite as 
blank Pelagians it would not be easy to say. A great 
opportunity was mis~ by our elders and betters in not 
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enforcing on us the sinfulness of idleness and the joy of 
gathering, -with real toil and doggedly, great thought$ from 
great writers. Of course, there were some of the average 
men who had enough strength of character to stick to 
their daily tale of hours of work, distasteful though it 
was.• But all to whom a good place in the Classical Tripos 
was important, and who came up very inadequately 
equipped from school, had to consider how to save time and 
read strictly on the Jines which would pay. What did 
that come to mean ? 

It is, I am afraid, a sorry tale. To begin with, in 1874 
we were faced with the grim necessity of passing" Honolirs 
Little-go," which meant some easy Latin and Greek 
translation, Paley's Evidences, and an amount of mathe
matics which was indeed terrible to many Public School 
men. It must be remembered that some of us, without 
a word of warning, had been tacitly permitted to spend 
the best three years of our school-life without doing a sum. 
We then wasted a whole term of our precious and scanty 
time at Cambridge wrestling with the detested subject, 
and somehow then, or six months later, scrambling through 
with the minimum of profit and the maximum of vexation. 
But when we set to work in earnest to learn Latin and Greek 
there were certain things quite indispensable to any 
serious study which we ought to have been told and were 
not. First about how to profit by a lecture. We were 
convinced, as all boys are, that the human mind is a kind .. 
of invisible keg, into which the more accurate infor!Jlation 
is po~d; the !DOre sticks, hi .spite of some unavoidable 
leakage. Hence we strolled off to lecliure!t armed with 
pencil, note-book, and ~e~, and took down whatever~ we . 
thought we did not already know : some great scho1ar's. 
rendering of Pindar or Vrrgll or Cicero, with copious 
commentary on varitz lectiones, ete., etc., and his own 

J Self-deception wu rife. Wo prof......l. six ho111'8 daily, but a matbo
matioal friend told me seomal years too !a-that ho tested himself 
Jliioroualy for·a .,..k and found that tbo amount waa honeooly not mere 
tban two and a quarter houn. · 
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conclusions. Many of the lectures were remarkably sound 
and learned, but dull ; and the dullness was; of course, 
due to the fact that our callow and indolent minds were 
altogether otiose, and no attempt was made by a single 
scholar in the whole university to ascertain how far they 
were in any respect prepared for this flood of information. 
We left the room after an hour of listening to the matured 
judgments which it had taken a man of first-rate capacity 
twenty or thirty years of incessant study to form. 

If these experiences had been supplementary to our 
own patient wrestlings with difficulties doubtless they 
would have been of some profit. For instance, Jebb, 
for whom we had an almost superstitious reverence, 
lectured in 1874. on the Antigone, and dictated the masterly 
notes and translation which formed the basis of his great 
edition of Sophocles. Doubtless this would have been 
a perfect " finishing " for some really able student who had 
previously done his best to render the great poet into 
literary and precise English and to grapple with textual 
difficulties, but what could it do for the raw· and ignorant 
freshman of average ability, wholly untrained for wrestling 
with any problem of a literary or scholastic kind, and only 
interested in being shown how to " get up " as much of 
the great authors as would enable him to write a decent 
tl;anslation of a few extracts when the dread day of trial 
came upon him Y • 

Even Jackson's equally famous lectures on Plato and 
Aristotle, what were they ? Notes on all the most crabbed 
passages dictated, taken down, and almost learnt by heart 
by the large audience, and reproduced verbatim in the 
first two papers of the Tripos. That meant the matured .. ... 

• Wha' made it - waa t.he curious fact t.het at Eton, down to t.he 
autumn of 1873, in our COI>8I.ruiDg t- ..., were - ahown how to 
aim at English which wu both IIQ0\1riOte and elegant. The ug1ieet traoa
lationa of the man beautiful p_.. in Homer 01' Virgil.,. Demoathenea 
,_ U.Ongh• quito adequate, if t.hey aould be called f&irl7 aoow ••· 
Thia abuee wu lim expoeed b:r t.he talka to t.he Vloh Fonn in 1878 and 
187& (oul:r ·- \erma) gl""" b:r Henry Butohor oa b lin\ 'book of ~ 
aur-. Hia EDiliah - ..... NYOlatiOil to .... 

6 . 
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and rather cranky but very clever interpretations of 
philosophical writings, delivered to youths, who had no 
conception what a philosophical problem was, by a lecturer 
with a very attractive personality : so that an unintelligent 
reproduction of his words was all that was demanded 
of us. 

In 1878 it would have paid us better to try to catch 
the jingle of Ovid's elegiscs than to think out what 
was Plato's contribution to human thought, or the part 
'Which economic considerations played in Greek history, 
In short, we were told to attend carefully, not to what the 
writers had to say, but to the way in which they said it. 
That was because composition played a great part in the 
examination. But, looked at coolly, was not this gi~g 
a stone to those who asked for bread ? By twenty
three years of age how many men achieve anything like 
excellence in this particular accomplishment of verse or 
prose writing ? Even if they are credited with success by 
their friends, there are always plenty of critics ready to 
prove their work to be unscholarlike, unsound, and harsh. 
It p aidusto concern ourselves in no way with fundamentals. 
Even our first-class men knew very little about Plato's 
theory of- ideas, unless they had learnt Wordsworth's 
Ode by heart-which was unlikely : or about the difference 
between the objective and subjective in our perceptions; 
nor what was the reason, if any, for reading history ; 
nor that there was such a thing as scientific evidence for 
a belief. Meanwhile, for ancient literature in general, 
we never touched Aristotle's' Politics, nor Plato's Timau8; 
nor even the RepublW-except for purposes of translation. 
Hence we became sl!lv:es to the detestable practice of 
skimming through the noble writings solely with the. 
object of selecting the passages likely from length and 
" catchiness " to be set. · · 
. In my third year I " coached " with a first-rate Cam
bridge scholar, "Spratt of Cat's" : in other words, A. W. 
Spratt of St. Catharine's ; and as the Tripos began to 
draw near I consulted him as to Livy, an author of whom I 
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knew scarcely anything. His immediate answer was to 
unearth from his arehives a longish list of references to 
difficult and " likely " chspters. Armed with this and 
a third-rate Bohn's translation, I supposed thst I was 
imbibing the spirit of the greatest period of Roman 
history. 

Moreover, the purpose of this antiquated and abortive 
toil was not seriously pursued, If someone had pointed 
out to us, what the Illite no doubt perceived, viz. the 
beauty of the style of Cicero and Livy, something would 
hsve been gained, but the men of the seeond flight 
gathered no notion whatever of what style meant. The 
superb Greek scholar Shilleto translated, while lecturing, 
into dull, crabbed English. Our Latin and Greek Prose 
composition taught us, I will say, lueidity of statement 
and some insight into the meaning of words. But by 
twenty-three years of age I had not the foggiest conception 
of how to write an English essay ; or of the difference 
between the styles of Macaulay and Gibbon. I mean that 
if the aim of the Classical course was literary-it certainly 
was not historical nor philosophieal-no reasonable pre· 
cautions were taken to attain it. There was apparently 
a widespread idea thst all the classical honour-men could 
pick up history and philosophy and literary insight in 
their stride ; in spite of every sort of distraction and the 
imperious claim pressing upon most of us to waste no 
time in any intellectual effort whstever outside of the 
jejune cram which I have described. 

This must not be taken to mean thst all the minds 
of even the second- or third-rate order stagnated. The 
social life was stimulating, and we were fortunate enough 

· to come across older members of the University on the 
occasions of their week-end visits. 

Mention, too, must be made of one or two strong person
alities from whom Trinity men gained much good. The 
one whom I felt to have something of real moral inspiration 
about him was James Stuart, the pioneer in University 
extension and a prominent ally of Josephine Butler in 
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her noble work of bringing home to the eonscience of 
England the claims of " fallen " women. Stuart- was a 
moral apostle with an abundant sense of humour, and the 
only man in Cambridge for whose eompany I would 
sacrifice the best hour's work in the day-6 to 7 p.m. 

Next came Henry Jackson, who died in 1928, as Greek 
professor. Many of us, struggling with the Latin or Greek 
authors, and hoping to get a little insight into Plato and' 
Aristotle, were deeply indebted to him for his sympathy 
and encouragement and his sterling manliness of character. 
He was a grand worker and an insatiable lover of his work; 
indeed he had no idea how to spend a holiday. In speech 
blunt and forcible, he was an emotional man, and used 
to tell us how in his own Tripos the first paper was Greek 
iambics, and having finished his copy he proceeded, twenty 
minutes before time was up, to write out the fair copy, but 
found his hand so trembling with excitement that he could 
not write one word ; and only by biting his right hand and 
gripping it with the left was he just able to get his name 
on to the " foul " eopy and show it up. He was an 
affectionate and very loyal friend, and his mind was of 
the stimulating order which does not attempt to make 
disciples. Probably he was somewhat too subtle and 
analytic to be reckoned quite a first-rate teacher or scholar ; 
but he stood very high in both ranks. Dr. Thompson, the 
stately and Olympian Master of Trinity,- belonged to an
other world and another generation, and consequently his. 
influence on us was quite insignificant.- We venerated his 
scanty output as a scholar and treasured some of his 
bona mota. His sermons were minute, finely worded dis· 
quisitions on remote tex_tual questions, and wholly im· 
possible to listen to. He suffered from infirm health and 
probably could not have achieved more than he did, which 
was t~ represent the finest flower of Cambridge scholarship 
in combination with a most eourtly and imposing 
demeanour. 

During these times and for long after, I owed much to 
the genial friendship, the versatile and vigorous mind of 
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J. W. Clark, whom Jebb pronounced to be one ofthe very 
ablest men he had ever known, so lightly and so humanly 
was the varied store of knowledge employed. Yet he 
retained some boyishness of temperament to his old age. 

Of Jebb himself, a fairly sufficient record has been 
given in the Memoir by Lady Jebb. He was the shyest 
man I have ever known, and used to say, in later life, there 
were only six people whose company was not positively 
a pain to him. With the six he eould be quite happy, 
though he eould not say why ; and this mystery about 
them made him love them. His conversation was delight· 
ful when he was at ease, more, of eourse, from the felicity 
of his diction than from what he said. It would be an 
Interesting speculation as to what his development would 
have been if he had gone to Oxford. We were told that 
at fourteen at Charterhouse he could compose better 
elegiacs than any of the masters ; and I remember his 
saying that, at that age, he thought in Greek. But an old 
pupil of mine, W. H. Clark, vouches for the following, 
having heard it from Jebb himself. Perhaps the most 
consummate of all his translations was the celebrated 
Pindaric Ode rendering Browning's "Abt Vogler." This 
feat he aeeomplished in an hour's walk, out of doors, with
out a book I Jebb was painfully sensitive to any criticism 
imd suffered much, I believe, in silence. Like Tennyson, 
he saw the hollowness of men's praise, but let their blame 
rankle for years in his memory. Especially sore was he 
about the aloofness from him deliberately maintained by 
one of the prominent men of his party in Parliament, with 
whom he expected and felt himself justified in expecting 
very dirferent relations. 

His Sprtwhg~filhl was indeed miraculous, but in spite 
of his incredible, scrupulous laboriousness and the perfect 
form of his writings it may reasonably be supposed that 
he suffered from the rigid limitations of his mental training. 
When he wrote historically he showed powers which I 
cannot but think were comparatively undeveloped, never 
having been exercised in :routh. A purely literary training 
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is apt to produce an Insensibility to questions of profound 
and permanent interest which a course of philosophical 
study would perhaps have prevented, but this is just 
one of the far-reaching questions of education on which 
anything like dogmatism would be singularly out of place. 

The following instance is too characteristic not to be 
repeated. On the Bryce Commission on Secular Educa
tion in 1894, the well-known Scottish man of learning Dr. 
Fairbairn had been entrusted with drafting some of the 
Report. He produced his proof sheets and the chairman 
read them aloud for criticism. One phrase was challenged, 
" The secondary schoolmasters of England, a highly trained 
and intelligent set of men," objection being taken to the 
patronizing tone. The Doctor, a combative old gentleman, 
stoutly defended his diction and the situation became 
awkward; till Jebb whispered to his neighbour, "The 
epithets would be used very appropriately of elephants." 
Cecidit qurestio. Dr. F. withdrew the expression without 
another word--or a smile. 

Again, at another session Professor Sadler presented a 
draft (far better written than Dr. F.'s) in which occurred 
some such expression as this, " The mass of those con
cerned, however, snappeq their finge~s at the proposal 
and derided the explanation of it which bad been given.'' 
A want of balance was objected against the two clauses ; 
and after a minute or two, Jebb: "The proper correlative 
to the phrase ' snapping the fingers • would be ' tprning 
up the nose.' '' · 

Once Jebb took upon himself to banter Cobb (junior 
Bursar ? of Trinity in 1877 ; a well-known musician 
and pioneer in bicycling); somewhat incautiously, on his 
name. Mter a few minutes Cobb, testily: "Well! anyhow, 
half of It is the same as yours.'' · ,. 

No appreciation of Jebb would be complete without 
a grateful acknowledgment of the service rendered to the 
English language by the supreme excellence of his diction, 
not only in his translations and writings, but in his speeches. 
Be was not an orator of the kindling and emotional order, 
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but for anyone with a little feeling for Greek form and self
restraint, there was no greater treat than to listen earefully 
to the finished balance of phrase and perfeet symmetry of 
every speech which he delivered. Again, he never spoke 
without the most laborious preparation : if it was only to 
a handful of drowsy West-Enders on a bot afternoon, 
Jebb would tell them everything they could possibly want 
to know in language which betrayed the consummate 
scholar in every sentence and in every word. 

The same criticism of the mental output of S. H. Butcher 
would, I think, be not unfair. His writings on ancient 
Greece indicate a somewhat dormant faculty of philo· 
aophical and historical grasp which, if trained, one would 
suppose would have enabled him to produce contributions 
of a more massive and satisfying type than those which 
he gave to the world of learning. They, though fascinating 
to read, are undeniably slight in their main message and 
seem doomed to oblivion. Butcher was greatly beloved 
and was showing powers of mind before his- death which 
would certainly have landed him very high among the 
leaders of the Unionist party. He was a talker of extra
ordinary charm, variety, and humour, and one of the most 
refined, high-minded men I have known. · 

Another very influential personality was Frank Balfour, 
'killed on the Alps ctat. 82, just when his name as a biologist 
was spreading far and wide. It was said of him that his 
position among men of Science would have certainly been 
equal to that of Charles Darwin if he had not been, in 
Myers's words," translated unaware." His rapid progress 
to eminence was due to an immensely vigorous and, I 
should say, mora f1148Bive mentality than that of either 
of his brothers Arthur and Gerald : untiring industry, and, 
so it was reported, the possession of enough private 
means to furnish himself with abundant mechanical 
equipment for his researches. There was in him a noble 
enthusiasm for truth as he saw it ; a rather alarming 
sternness to anything like sloppiness or dishonesty of 
thought ; and a fine steadfastness in pressing onward to 
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the light. At the time, about 1876, when a clamour against 
vivisection arose, Balfour, in order to show that there 
was no wantonness in his advocacy of the practice and in 
scorn for those very numerous opponents who declaimed 
against it insincerely, sold his guns, to bar himself for ever 
from deer stalking in the highlands, the one form of re
creation which he passionately loved. As compared with 
the hollow conventionality of many professing Christians, 
this sort of action deeply moved some of us who were 
trying to interpret life for ourselves. 

Utterly different but extraordinarily gifted was the 
mind of F. H. Jenkinson, the distinguished University 
Librarian who died in 1922. Of him it may be said that he 
gave himself to knowledge with a spontaneous and whole
hearted devotion : . one of those rare men who, though 
confined, as we mostly were, to a narrow course of study 
both at Marlborough and Cambridge, laid hold of the 
s~crets of antiquity with both hands. His keenest pleasure 
was the deciphering of old inscriptions ; his pet recreation 
listening to music. Literature, too_. he loved as a Cantab 
far more for the diction than for the matter, and with 
unerring -insight and delicacy of touch he could unravel 
the logical subtleties and obscurities of Aristotle and Plato, 
though he cared nothing, in his youth ·at least, for philo
sophical enquiry. In spite of this almost uncanny clear
ness of brain, his mind was of the intuitional sort, and from 
music, literature, and human beings he would select 
instantaneously what was congenial to him, and we never 
cared to ask for a reason. The temperament of thi!l 
unique man was of virginal refinement, and I really believe 
there were whole tracts of·evil in human nature, some of 
which form the permanent nightmare of many multitudes 
of men and women, about which.he knew nothing whatever, 
and, indeed, he could not see them. Problems of all 
kinds he kept at bay, and seemed to find ample nourish
ment for his inner life in penetrating the " wonders of 
old time " and in childlike love of nature. It was hard, 
indeed, to find a young man fifty years ago with a passionate 
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love of birds; but" Jenks" would catch the first hint of 
wild geese and other fowls migrating over Cambridge in 
the dark, and break off a sentence in Neville's Court to 
run out on the grass and stand bare-headed in the rain, 
identifying every note he heard. He was not good at 
keeping touch with his old friends, and I hardly exchanged 
a word with him since 1880, but knew perfectly well that 
at any moment he might turn up exactly the same as ever, 
not exactly sympathetic, but always affectionate, full 
of kindliness and revelling in his marvellous gift of 
learning things new and old and in his work of getting 
others to Jove what he went on discovering till he was 
called away. 

In some ways the most brilliant of the whole coterie 
was A. W. Verrall. Much has been written of his very 
peculiar handling of the classical masterpieces, the 
stimulus he gave to thought, and his failing to carry con· 
viction in spite of the incredible ingenuity shown and the 
enthusiasm with which he invested every point in his 
argument. One or two incidents occur to me which throw 
some light on a vein of sensitiveness in him. He one day 
pressed his rival S. H. Butcher to give him some testimony 
in favour of his (Verrall's) work ; and Butcher was at 
last obliged to write that he really must decline, the 
truth being that he thought his theories the very quint· 
essence of extravagance. This must have been a bitter 
pill for Verrall. who quite naively set a very high value on 
his own work. He once asked me, likewise, if I found his 
theories useful in teaching the VIth Form at schooL I 
bad to temporize with the question : for to be candid 
VerraU's·suggestions were just such as ought to be known 
to the teacher, but not imparted save very sparingly to the 
boys. Some will remember his very brilliant lectures on 
Horace-which. made Edward Wickham sigh. Some
one told me that in the spring of the year in which they 
were delivered (during the autumn) VerraU complained 
that he had no notion of what to say. In the interval 
he got hold of a jumpy German called Pluss (!), whose 
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lucubrations gave Verrall the clue. But what a tour de 
force I 

Once we were telling each other Spoonerisms. Verrall 
ended the talk by jumping from his ·chair, saying, "By 
Jove I I'll be bound there are Spoonerisms in Aris
tophanes I " He was said to be of all his contemporaries 
the most beautiful reader aloud of English. 

THE TRIPOS 

Early in 1878 came the Tripos, the first necessary 
University examination since the Little-go, which was 
scrambled through quocunque modo in 187,. We had not 
passed a day in the interval which was not more or less 
shadowed by this looming trial. The event shall be 
briefly narrated and certain refiexions given which follow 
from it. 

We certainly learnt during 1877 how to seize hold of 
time for reading. H we had known how to read, things 
would have gone better. With some others-far better 
scholars-! came up from Eton knowing scarcely any
thing, except how to write passable elegiacs. The 
coaching at Trinity was mainly in composition and transla
tion-schoolboy work-in which of course we made 
progress in spite of terrible distractions~ Towards the end 
the College took us in han~ as if we were two-year-olds 
in for a race. Every day for three weeks we had massive 
papers to plough through !It full speed : the object was· 
to teach every candidate the exact point at which he 
should sacrifice quality to quantity. By a foolish arrange
ment, the first four papers were the cram papers called the 
"set subjects," the Plit:edrua and Gorgiaa of Plato, five· 
books of Aristotle's EthiC8, and one paper on Philology, 
one on Syntax, ete. Thus we -were afraid of leaving a day 
or two before the examination to rest the brain, but 
crammed till the last moment the philosophy notes. 
Result in my case: a sudden want of sleep and unheard-of 
fatigue during the examination-six hours of utmost 
brain-effort daily. Collapse was just warded off by a 
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sleeping potion, Inducing dullness of brain. I came out 
with a batch of five others-all disappointed-at the top 
of the second class. 

In my case the estimate of the examiners was just 
enough, though it is easy of course to point to bad bits 
of luck. Among the pieces for translation we were sup
posed to know thoroughly were the Speeches in Thucydides. 
While ploughing through them one evening I was dis
tracted beyond bearing by the vocalization of one of the 
cats that used to haunt Neville's Court, and against these 
quadrupeds we organized a cat hunt and diminished their 
number somewhat, But this animal close under my 
window-

• 
Ral.aod the pibroch of his race, 

The aoog withou~ • tuoo, 

I seized a cudgel, and spent ten minutes in an unavailing 
chase. That incident caused me to omit one speech, 
which, I need hardly say, was set in the examination.• 

I am afraid the main lesson learnt from the experience 
of the Classical Tripos in 1878 was that the leading 
representatives of the highest learning in the country 
were agreed in canonizing a certain set of special faculties 
artificially selected and cunningly trained: those, namely, 
JVhich exhibited a rather dubious mastery over two 
ancient languages, the thought which those languages 
expressed and the life which they handed down to pos
terity being jealously excluded from our purview. 

From somewhere round the corner we gathered that 
the subject-matter of those writings was as noble as has 
ever entered into the heart of man, and that that life was 
the basis of our modern civilization, Of course then we 
learnt to believe that these narrow specialized literary 

• Reoontly In London a lady ohalleoged me. af~ a leomro I bad given 
en Spirltualiom, u to why I mado DO mootlon of the man importanl 
queatioa of alL u What.iathat t" u Why, don't ,.ou know that notma.o.y 
hundreda of JUdi from thia hall ihq &1'8 1kinning cats alive f IJ When 
I diooovered ohe mean\ quadruped-. I bad to admit that I bad DO know
ledge of t.bo p-'ing 1 but I might haw &aid it ,.... an operation I 
ahould be IOrr7 to nodertab. 
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faculties so canoiiized were the most valuable gifts of all 
which had been lavished on man by a bounteous Creator ; 
that compare4 with them the philosophy of Plato, the 
genius of Th~cydides, the contribution of the Romans to 
civilization, and many other desirable subjects were of 
negligible importance. A man who could write a fair 
imitation of the diction of Virgil, Cicero, Sophocles, and 
Demosthenes, and turn most of their writings into good 
English, was not only worthy of high honour, but was fully 
equipped for life. 

Can it be denied that this must have been the effect of 
the environment on impressionable minds t and does it 
not show that there was, and may be still, a crying need 
for a raising and cleansing of the ideal set before the 
University 1 a purging of the mind's eye of those in 
charge of academic studies that they might open the hearts 
of raw boyhood to yearn for entrance into the fair and 
spacious domain of liberal thought, of deeper exploration 
and knowledge of things unseen ? 



CHAPTER V 
Cll.lCB:ET 

- I 
Two very eminent men, the late Lord bryce and the late 
Lord Goschen, pronounced two very different verdicts 
on the practice of writing about athletics. The former said 
he could imagine nothing duller than the reports of games. 
The latter once made a speech in which he avowed that he 
read the reports of the principal cricket matches eagerly 
and readily, and offered to back himself against any rival 
in knowledge of contemporary cricket events. 

But reminiscences about cricket fifty years ago, besides 
being extremely common, seem to me, I confess, to be point
less unless they help to correct misconceptions or to suggest 
certain ;cautions in the way the game is being managed 
to-day. There is a further topic of interest : viz. the 
place of cricket in school life~ Of these three subjects the 
second is the most important, and, indeed, all that I have 
to say will more or less directly bear on the questions-
What is the matter with cricket to-day ? and Among 
the many proposals for reform, is there one which com• 
mends itself as touching the heart of the mischief and at 
the same time as practicable ? 

In order to make clear how, and in what respects, the 
game has deteriorated, I will recall what it was at its best 
in the sixties and seventies. Long scores were rare, 
especially at Lord's : at the Oval they were commoner, 
because the turf was smoother. In the early seventies 
Lord's began to be made easier for the batsman ; but 
1875 was, as far as I can remember, the last year in which 
the dreaded Lord's shooter oceurred, except very occa-
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sionally ; and siace then the BCOres have increased enorm
ously and the game has become dull. Etonians whose 
brothers' memories went back to 1860 had reason to 
dread the L~md's shooter, as it was connected with one 
of the finest amateur bowlers that ever lived, Bob Lang 
of Harrow. About 1892, never having seen this celebrity, 
but holding his name from childhood in the utmost rever
ence (for he used to find his way to my eldest brother's 
wicket), I WaS startled to be given a card with Rev. R. 
Lang announced as a visitor to Raileybury. Out into 
the garden came an unmistakable elderly cricketer, and 
right glaa I was to make his acquaintance. He told 
me the last ball he bowled was in Gents v. Players in 1862, 
for directly afterwards he took a curacy in Yorkshire 
and found, on arrival, his table littered with letters asking 
him to bowl here, there, and everywhere. He decided 
that it was a choice between clerical work and cricket, 
and he never touched a ball again. All honour to. his 
name I Fancy, if he had kept Saturday afternoons only 
for matches, the appalling havoc he would have made on 
the country grounds I 

It was said that the accomplished artist and beautiful 
fieldsman, Herbert Marshall (Cambridge XI and Free 
Foresters), was the only man who could stand long-stop 
to Lang. He used to stand about ten yards behind ~he 
wicket-keep, hoping for the finish of the first bound. But 
what must the dead shooters have been, with their peculiar 
habit of leaping up to the face, without notice, from hissing 
along the thin grass 'l 

Now, it used to be said that Lord's was " improved," 
not only by being levelled-it sloped heavily from the 
Grand Stand to the entrance-but by a new seed being 
used for sowing on the bare patches, the result of which 
was a thin but uniform growth of grass which would stand 
being mowed down very fine, but which, of course, would 
then, after rolling, make a surface more and more like 
a billiard table. 

"Yes," says the connoisseur, ''and all the better. 
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You don't mean to say you hanker after <the old dangerous 
pitches with all this modern overhand bowling ? Are you 
prepared to pay for a cemetery outside Lord's-mortuary 
chapel, ambulance, and all? " • 

No, my good sir, nothing of the sort. Do listen before 
you gibe : an unfashionable way of passing the time, but 
worth while. The billiard-table wicket injures the game 
in its very vitals. 

(a) It makes things easy for the batsman, difficult for 
the bowler, Many a shoddy batsman has made a century 
in his time, not having had through the whole innings a 
difficult ball to play. Meantime, bowlers not blessed with 
a swerve are of no use to their side unless they have bound
less endurance. When no one can bowl a hard ball, the 
best bowler is the one who can go on longest. Bowling 
is a species of treadmill, and I can hardly believe that young 
amateurs will continue to practise it. A Public School is 
not a prison or anything like one, and none of their training 
will fit the requirements of a treadmill, trodden only by 
the outsiders who have to make a livelihood. You might 
as well think to improve tennis by arranging that one side 
of the court should be rough_ and the other smooth; each 
player to keep to his own side I But that is only the ante
chamber to the mischief. In 1872 I remember bewling" 
f~t round-hand on an upper club pitch at Eton, R. A. H. 
·Mitchell, in his prime, batting at one end and one of the 
boys at the other. About once an over a well-pitched 
ball would shoot dead. Mike's (R. A. H. Mitchell) play 
of the shooters was superb ; but I could calculate on most 
of the rest falling before one. The late Lord Clifton 
remarked that bowling at Mike on a. smooth wicket was 
his idea of Inferno. 

(b) We remember as the wickets all over the country 
became smoother, overhand bowling came in, men dis
cerning that the only chance of keeping down the runs 
was to make the ball bound high. Resnlt : if by chance 
there was a rough spot overlooked, death loomed close at 
hand. About 1880 a "perfect "-looking wicket had, as 
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usual, been prepared at Canterbury; but when Foard
Kelcey came to bowl, about once in three overs, for no 
apparent reason, the ball kicked awfully. - " J'.lonkey" 
Hornby declued one bumper went out of reach of wicket
keep and long-stop, and only touched the ground once 
before the boundary. Many will :remember A. H. Evans 
kicking in the 'Varsity match of 1880; but only one or 
two were privileged to hear his remonstrance next day 
with the reporter-a diminutive man-who asserted that 
he threw. 

(c) The bowlers next discovered that they must keep the 
ball on the off-side entirely, so as to stop leg-hitting; and 
conglomerate the field on the off, with three short slips, etc. 
Result : horrible monotony, many balls being left alone 
by the batsman, -and total disappearance of the grandest 
features of the game-to wit, long-leg hitting, long-leg 
fielding, and the long-on drive with the bat vertieal. 

(d) Not only would balls never shoot, but they ceased 
to turn, only a genius now and then being able to effect 
a break-back from the off; and no one dreaming of a curl 
from leg, such as that of " Granny" Martingell, for fear 
of being hit to the outside. }like (R. A. H. Mitchell) 
taught some of us to play shooters. It was galling after 
'75 W see batsmen with inferior defence piling up a long 
score after you had been perhaps yorked out for 0 or given 
out unfairly by tpe country umpire. · 
· The darkest side oflong scoring is very dark indeed. 

Now and again a " googly " appeared who varied the 
proceedings, but.Jor most bowlers to learn the trick meant. 
hideous labour and (some as~erted) a hand damaged for 
life. 
. The result of all this is that the game has become dUll 
to watch and far less interesting and wholesome to play._ 
The last match I saw at Lord:s gave me a heartache. The 
bowler took a run of 25 yard~, and of course had to save 
his breath by walking slowly to his starting-point. He 
pounded down a whole over of ideptical balls just outside 
the off stump, and the batsman did not attempt to touch 
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one. Can one be expected to pay money and spend time 
for the purpose of contemplating such: tomfoolery ? Let 
it be noted that this dismal deterioration o(. a most noble 
game is caused solely by the smooth wickets. Only in 
certain states of the weather, or occasionally in school 
matches where the youthful captain may upset calcula· 
tions by wild tactics, can anything dramatic occur. Man 
has done his best to spoil the fun, and the game is now 
living on its past. Certain it is that it never would have 
been invented if in its earlier stages it had been like what 
it is on all "perfect" wickets to·day. But what is to 
be done! 

There is only one thing to be done. The pitches should 
be so treated that, though they are level ~d would never 
be dangerous, the grass would restore shooters and-quite 
as important-give a good chance to an average bowler 
to make the ball turn. That could be done by careful 
experiments on different soils. The result aimed at would 
simply be wickets always a bit difficult, never dangerous. 
Some of the many experts in grass surfaces who know how 
to treat the different greens on a golf links would be able 
to advise, and if part of the practice ground at Lord's were 
devoted to the experiments, in two years' time we sJwuld 
be within sight of the goal. 

I am afraid this is one of those suggestions_ which is 
too sensible to be carried out. Whatever the difficulties 
mb.y be or the uncertainty, there is not a rag of reason 
against its being tried. But there are two obstacles
one obvious, the other less so--in the way. 

(a) Cash. The effect would be shorter matches. The 
clubs demand three full days' gate-money ; and if the game 
is over in a day and &-half-as ours was when the Cam· 
pridgc XI whacked the first Australian team in 1878-
nobody is pleased, and the treasurer of the club threatens 
to resign. 

I admit that this objection is formidable, but only 
because we are singularly foolish. The clubs exist for 
the game, and not the game for the clubs ; and I main· 

0 
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tain the present bloated system of . financing county 
clubs is artificial, and is nothing but a costly sham, 
destructive of_ true sport. Some counties are worse than 
others ; at least it was well known that, not many years 
ago, good young players were bribed from County A to 
County B in order that County B could remain in the list 
of the first-class counties. Where is the satisfaction of 
using imported professionals from elsewhere ? The whole 
thing ls a sorry make-believe, and the wonder is that the 
spectators are still so numerous when we are told that 
all depends on every man in the country working his 
hardest I 

(b) The other difficulty Is similar, but less recognized. 
It was told me first by R. A. H. Mitchell some years ago. 
It is that the conduct of affairs in the M.C.C. is largely in 
the hands of the county captains. Now, these are generally 
elderly amateur batsmen, who have only a few years more 
play left, and are quite clear in their minds that, come 
what may, the pitches are not going to be made more 
difficult-in their time anyhow. "A pres nous le deluge,'' 
they whisper to each other softly in the Lord's pavilion, 
and so they remain obstructives till they retire, and then 
perh!lps become reformers in their old age, but perhaps 
no& •. 

As to cricket in the schools, discrimination is necessary. 
You want a smooth wicket for the practice nets, as easy 
as you can make it, in order to teach a boy to stand firm 
and learn his strokes, neither of which he can do if he fears 
a blow in the ribs. But the pitch for school matchE!S 
should be of the sort I advo(:ate, giving plenty ofhope to" 
the bowler, and so guarding against long wearisome scores 
being made by visitors, the bowlers being discouraged, 
and the fieldsmen bored; 

Every care should be taken to prevent the game becom- · 
ing selfish. In the schools too much is made of batting 
feats, much too little of fielding. Many a boy I have known, 
who might have made himself a fair bowler, give himsell 
Ull to battin~r for the pleasure and ~rlory of it, rather" than 
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work steadily at acquiring precision of pitch. It is 
startling to notice how deadly in attack is simple precision 
of pitch. Some will remember W. M. Rose, the lob
bowler. He had no great natural gift of spin, and on a 
hard wicket never even attempted the twist, but relied 
wholly on length and change of pace. Both. I was told, 
he acquired by solid grind as an Eton boy. He would 
pound away by the hour together In " Sixpenny " bowling 
at a stump with a friend to return the balls. Sic itur ad 
aatra. 

The most accurate bowler ever known as a boy was F. M, 
Buckland, and, though a grand batsman as well, he used 
to say that he enjoyed bowling more. Every ball he 
bowled had a meaning and a purpose, for "Peeler," as we 
called him, had a brain. His demeanour was curiously 
shrinking and timid, and in 1872 he walked in at Lord's 
to face Shand, a formidable left-hand Harrow bowler 
(pavilion end}, carrying his bat as if he were afraid of it. 
But lo I from the very first ball he made one of the most 
gorgeous leg-hits ever seen. The ball disappeared into 
the grey mist and continued rising till it crashed into the 
window close by the clock in the old tennis court, near 
where the Mound now is. •• Peeler "smiled an em~ 
smile as if he had done something wrong.1 

In batting it was the great quartette of Uppingham 
contemporaries, A. P. Lucas and Patterson, D. Q. Steel 
and one other, who made the reputation of H. H. Stephen• 
son as a coach. But no good batsman really owes very 
much to coaching. You may show him how to stand firm 
and move his arms gracefully ; but suppose he puts the 

• In l'87t he won the match for Odord •· Cambridge with & magnificent 
oentwy 1 and of hla lnnlnp for Gen\lemen ... Pla1"ft ,., Prinoe'....C7, 1 
think I\ wu-W. G. oaid he bed never In hla life - a pla)'B1' eo OOil• 

• ol&tently hit the b&ll with the very middle of hla bet. 
.u a paraUol to that les·hlt. F. w. Man>hant, whell &t Eton; hit the 

- b&ll of hla lnnlnp tole& for a oleaD ob:, though th ... .,... a oom~t 
long-let! ata.ndlna out deep. Thla wu ill Upper Club In a aohool match 
m the ei31>U... The ..._ elsht of oueh mumphe ~ 011e'a liftt-
how much more to aohlove them 1 • 

And les·hltUD; Ia all bu. de&d 1 but 16 _, be revived. 
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bat in the wrong place when a ~traight ball is on its way. 
What then ? H. H., as we used to call him, exercised 
extraordinary power at Uppingham in E. Thring's time. 
In 1896 it continued unabated under Thring's successor, 
Selwyn. "Well, between you and I." he said in answer 
to a question as to the age of a very powerful eleven of 
boys, " I tell you what I does. If one of these 'ere parents 
wants to take one of these boys away, I just writes him a 
letter, and so I keeps them. But not always : there's 
young -- ; he's only eighteen and might stay another 
year ;- but you see he's been getting just a bit too big for 
his boots, so I shall let him go." This remarkable saying · 
of an uneducated cricket professional is vouched for, 
and it sheds a singular light on the history of Public School 
education in England. The truth is the influence of such 
a man among boys who are nominally being taught the 
love of literature is an anachronism. The supervision 
of games is entrusted to a master, and in 1895 (?) at 
Haileybury the salary of P. H. Latham, the captain of the 
Cambridge XI, was provided from the sale of bats, balls, 
shoes, pads, etc.-merged, of course, into the school fund· 
-which had previously been a source of large emolument 
to his predecessor, a sort of Autolycus racquet pro. Latham 
was one ~f the very best house-masters I have known, 
and his successor, C. J. Reid, was growing into similar 
excellence when he was killed in the 'war. Of both men 
one can say, Quit desideriq • • • f 

As to fielding, the Winchester boys have long established 
a fine tradition. Eton has never taught it so persistently; 
and generally the team has b_een uncertain and undiscip- · 
lined in this noble art. There are three technical devit:eS 
for teaching fielding well worth careful experiment. 

(1) In praetice, provide no net behind the wicket; 
but make your promisillg batsman, who is clumsy with his 
hands, long-stop pro tern. He requires steady drill for 
half an hour a day, and will soon enjoy it as he finds the 
ball lodging more and more frequently in his hands. 

{2) Near him should stand the man selected for short 
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slip, who needs familiarizing with that most attractive 
place ; also-though only for a short time-the wicket
keeper should be given his daily _practice, not bruising his 
hands nor tiring his back, but to grow thoroughly accus
tomed to the problems. 

(8) Every member of the team should have at least ten 
minutes a day of practice with a colleague, one .throwing 
the ball to one side of the other along the ground or 
boundary, each ducking, stooping, jumping this way and 
that. and learning how supple human limbs are intended 
to be. Very few people, cricketers or not. know how 
greatly freedom of movement may be developed, and it is 
a sheer gain to secure scientific gymnastics in games, 
rather than in gymnasium, though the latter is far better 
than nothing. · 

School cricket, in short, should be made a training in 
corporate effort, just as free from personal display as foot
ball or rowing. Moreover, like those two sports, it needs 
to be concentrated. Every effort should be made to save 
the long dawdling spells of time when one player, " yorked 
out " for 0, perhaps has to hang about watching another 
making a century. In modern life time must be sa.;ed; 
and cricket has always been open to the objection that 
when things go wrong you may miss your bodily exercise. 
To be given out wrongly by a country umpire and then 
have to make pleasant small-talk with ladies, who only 
know that you have got a " blob," is more than ought to 
be demanded of anyone on his holiday. Meantime your 
mates are having a fine time of it, compiling 400 runs as 
they like. Your share in these proceedings is not recrea
tion, but bitterness in the inner man. 

Again I say the remedy is to provide wickets which help 
. the bowler and prevent inordinate scoring. The result 
would be a true renovation of the game, a recovery of 
that which gave it its immense charm in the past. Some 
of us remember village cricket at its best. when the squire's 
sons, the local curate, the village lob-bowler, the footman, 
and the gardener's boy went to make up a delightfully 
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motley team, ardent with parochial patriotism. and keenly 
co-operative and democratic. The wicket was always a 
little difficult ; and now and again it must be admitted 
there was danger to life or limb, the ball would hum just 
past the tip of the nose, reminding the batsman of large 
possibilities. Anyhow, tjle ordinary length of a side's 
innings was about 60 runs, and when one was dismissed 
for 10 or 20--quite a good contribution-there would be 
just time for some expression of feeling, and then came the 
fielding. Four innings in one day ; something happening 
every five mi.Iiutes I That is cricket as our forebears 
evolved the game ; a game, I repeat, and deserving of the 
.title : not a bondage nor an infatuation, nor a waste of 
time, but a noble recreation steeped in some of the healthiest 
of our English traditions. For those who require a still 
more personal stimulus, it should be mentioned how a 
struggling young barrister, in a mateh with some twenty. 
five runs to his credit and fifty more to get to win, 
made friends with the last wicket in a trulY sporting 
happy partnership as they knocked off the runs together. 
But who was this last man to go in Y A little local 
soliCitor, who, captivated by his companion in arms, sent 
him brief after brief and helped him effectively up the 
first steps of the ladder to fame I Such things are lost to 
English life, all because of new seed and heavy rollers, 
blindness of mind, and" the desire for'more." 

Now and again, of course, the clouds intervene and re
store with interest the old-fashioned wicket. All Lord's, 
if the pitch is sticky, the modern bowling is difficult enough· 
to please anybody. Some 1,5,000 people who, o'n that 
Saturday in 1910, behaved in their excitement like o.ne 
big lunatic, will never forget the amazingly draniatic 
fourth innings when t powerful Harrow side, who had· 
scored 282 in their first attempt, were helpless before 
Fowler's superb bowling and dismissed for 45--9 short 
of the Eton total. I must refer my readers to the EWn 
Chronicle for the facts. No ordinary penman could picture 
that scene-a Cabinet llfinister weeping, laughing, and 
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dancing on a Harrow flag ; portly cits. in Bond Street 
yelling the news to strangers with the light blue ribbon 
on them who had quitted the ground in despair an hour 
before. Such were the English just before the Great War I 
It should be remembered that the delirium of the Etonians 
was stirred by the alarming fact that they had not won a 
match since 1908, and it was felt that if another defeat 
ensued, which on Friday night seemed absolutely cer. 
tain, " something would have to be done." In that 
same year, I have been told, the War Office took in hand 
the question of an expeditionary force being equipped for 
fighting in Belgium. It was the last year, I should say, 
in which the old antagonism between the schools was 
rekindled to something of its pristine vigour ; and it is 
perhaps a necessity for the combative instinct latent in 
the peace-loving Briton to have some such outlet. 

Anyhow, I maintain that if the M.C.C. would take the 
lead in experimenting on the scientific treatment of turf, 
cricket might very probably become once again a thoroughly 
healthy and joyous recreation. In any case, no other 
remedy has ever been suggested which does more than 
"skim and film the ulcerous place"; and if this remedy 
is sensible, why is it not tried ! 

II. SoMB NoTABLES 

My eldest brother, the late Lord Cobham, known in 
his cricket days as C. G. Lyttelton, was a self-taught 
cricketer, and by the beauty of his style and all-round 
proficiency kindled a passion for the game in all his seven 
younger brothers. He seems to have commandeered at 
the (lge of twelve the services of a deft manservant of the 
Worcestershire name of Tandy, a capital bowler, and on 
the primitive cricket ground close-too close-to the 
Parish Church he spent many lhl hour learning how to 
hat without any coaching whatever. The result was a 
method of back-play defence which was adequate, except, 
as already stated, for the Lord's shooters. His great 
contemporary, R. A. H. Mitchell, was less good with 
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turning balls, but more certain with shooters than anyone 
that ever played; except C. J. Ottaway and W. G., the 
latter of whom. against a mechanical bowler like Morley 
of Notts, would score two runs off these terrifying balls, 
digging them past mid-on : a supreme stroke. " Mike," 
in short, though a magnificent hitter all round, I should 
say had less natural genius than .c. G. Lyttelton. His 
play was more by rule, and he suffered, as two genera
tions of Etonian players suffered, from relying too much 
on forward play when the fast bowlers like Richardson 
developed the break-back on hard wickets. But Mike's 
regulated style made him an admirable model to watch. 
Every counsel he gave us he illustrated to perfection. 
His style was somewhat harsh, though most commanding, 
and he had no stroke to compare in beauty with C. G.'s 
cut behind point, about which W. G. waxed eloquent. 
As to style, of the players I have watclied I would name 
F. R. Fryer, D. Q. Steel, and L. Pala.iret iis the most 
attractive; but probably C. F. Buller and Alfred Lubboek 
were quite ~the front rank. It should be noted that there 
is no comparison possible between the great players before 
and after 1880, as Palairet, for instance, and R. H. Spooner 
could only leave the spectator imagining what their on
side play would have been if any on-balls had ever been 
bowled. • 

Much has been written about eminent cricketers of 
every decade since 1870, but I should like to mention 

• that for schoolboys; for defence on a difficult wicket, the 
best I ever saw wa.S my old antagonist A. J. Webbe. Not 
that he could stop more difl!cult balls than OttawaY', but 
~ was a far finer hitter • 

. We played against each other for seven years on end at 
Lord's, and ever since his play. in 1874 I was thankful to 
see his back. ·· 

We caught each other out t;wice, both of his catehes 
being brilliant beyond belief. Probably Shrewsbury had 
the finest defence on a sticky wick~t, but I saw too little 
of him to judge first-hand. Nor had I any luck in watching 
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" Ranji.'' but saw once a superb piece of defence on the 
part of F. S. Jackson against Richardson. It should be 
mentioned that there was hardly a batsman in the 
seventies who did not succumb to the break-back, such 
as Alfred Shaw, Bates, and many others had at command 
when the pitch was sticky. 

Many a discussion took place on the subject ; and in 
1876 at Cambridge W. G. was asked, after several present 
had uttered divers opinions, how did he think the problem 
was to be solved. The great man, whose mind was not 
of the analytical sort, said: "Well, I say you ought to 
put the bat against the ball." Nor did it generally seem 
difficult for him to do so, though A. Shaw beat him in the 
first innings of Gents "· Players in 1875, but wisely with
drew from the fray in the next innings, and consequently 
W. G. gave a most tremendous display of dominance over 
the other bowlers, scoring 150. Though the wicket was 
fast, this was the finest innings I ever saw. Jessop I 
never saw in form. That must have been a cheering 
spectacle if C. H. Allcock...,.an accurate mao-is right in 
testifying to the following: The first ball that Jessop 
received in the 'Varsity match was of a good length just 
outside the off stump, He smote it just over mid-off, 
and it continued rising till it impinged on the· umpire's 
box to the J:ight side of the pavilion and bounded back 
with such force as to land on the turf over all the benches 
and then rolled on to the middle of the ground. If that 
ever occurred, as stated, it ought not to be forgotten. 

For sheer genius at the game all round A. G. Steel stands 
very high indeed. He knew all about it as a. boy, never 
require!l any practice, and, though an ugly style of batsman, 
was just as likely to score against the best bowling as against 
;inferior stuff. He was a. pioneer in bowling, and deadly, 
till we found out how to play him : which was to run out 
to his leg-break, always a slow ball, and catch it on the 
full pitch before it could break I Critics of the game. in 
newspapers at any rate, used to decry this method of defence 
because it looked like rashness. But often it would mean 
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'real prudence. On a sticky'wicket a bowler like A. Shaw. 
was for nearly all batsmen unplayable. Thus for 1\fiddlesex 
against Notts at Lord's in 1879 (the wet year) two or three 
of us saw that a bold policy was the truest caution. Instead 
of standing still blocking the balls, we ran in to the pitch, 
hit.:vigorously and oft-times flukily~ but instead of courting 
orthodox and certain failure w~ knocked up twenty or 
thirty runs apiece, with chances, and won the match. 
Long-legged, tall men like "Jammy" Ridley or Bonnor 
could not do it. · 

But a great many batsmen, quick at starting, ought to 
do it, though they be denounced for slogging. The great 
Australian team of 1882 ·contained four determined 
sloggers, who 'on sticky wickets when the totals were low 
were of priceless value to the side. In the match alluded 
to G. F. Vernon brought it off with admirable skill, and 
F. J. Ford was caught splendidly off an unspeakably high 
hit by Flowers, nicknamed "Mary," who, seeing the 
blow delivered, turned round and ran with all speed to 
the ropes, just as if he were escaping some instant peril. 
On arriving at the boundary he turned again towards the 
wickets, gazed up into the heavens, and waited quietly 
for th~ ball to descend into his capacious " flippers." His 
accuracy and rapidity of judgment at the start of this 
manreuvre were beyond all praise. 

The bigges~ hitter I evehaw was G. T. Bonnor. At Scar· 
• borough in 1882 his potable knocks off Bunny Lucas began 
with a whack landing the }?all sixty yards over the sea
waiL He dealt with short balls like Francis Ford, and 11ll 
self-respecting near-in fieldsmen retired ten or fifteen yards . 
to J;he rear.. But C. J. Thornton was more exhilarating 
to watch, as no one knew when he would " take the long 
handle." · 

One or two facts about bowlers are worth preserving. . 
W. G. once told me that the most difficult ball that he 
ever was bowled by was one .of Noble's. It swerved in 
the air from leg to off and then broke back. 

I succumbed to a similar horror sent by Phil Morton at 
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lvo Bligh. A. Lyttc-lton. D. Q. Steeol. L. K. Jarvis. A. F. J. Ford. 
F. W. Kingston. A. P. Luca~. E. Lyttelton. P. H. Morton. 

H. Whitfeld. A. G. Steel. 

CAMBRIDGE ELEVEN, 1878. 
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Lord's in l879.. The more correctly you ·diagnose the 
curve the more certain you are to miss-the break.- Ever 
since that event I have rated Morton the best amateur 
bowler in my experience (though I have failed to see more 
than a few), and the curious fact is that he learnt a finger 
trick in the middlt~ of the season (1878} whereby he made 
the J>all break about nine inches on a perfectly smooth 
wicket at Lord's. No other bowler at that date dreamt of 
such a thing, and A, Shaw used to advise bowlers on a 
smooth wicket to give up the attempt to bring off a break 

. and go for accuracy of pitch. 
}lorton also, though slightly built, at that time got an 

astonishing speed on the ball, and no one could see whence 
it came. The Australians, routed by him in 1878. were 
eloquent on this-subject for many a long day. Alfred 
Shaw was by far the most accurate in pitch of all of them, 
and his change of pace was subtle ; more subtle than his 
brain, Harry Forster is authority for the statement that 
he put a half-crown on the pitch, and Shaw landed the ball 
on it three times running-the condition of his enriching 
himself to that extent. Going in against him on a tea-pot 
wicket at Fenners in 1880 I foolishly patted the ground in 
front of the crease with the round side of the bat. The 
great artist observed from the other end that a slight hollow 
in the surface had been made ; so he pitched the ball 
precisely on the surface of the off·slope, broke it six inches, 
and whipped off the leg-bail. He used to chortle years 
'afterwards as he· narrated this feat. But I took toll of 
him the next innings I 

At Searborough in 1882 my first ball was an unappeasable 
customer from G. Ulyett. Delivered with his utmost 
strength, it was a " yorker " that swerved about a foot and 
a half. I began by planning for a half-volley to leg ; 

. next, was concerned lest an instep should be smashed, and 
long before the situation was diagnosed the stmnps were· 
splayed, 

It should be noted that balls that swerve, swerve most 
if they are pitched well up, and a yorker for the first ball 
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is most likely to do mischief-that is, before the batsman 
has had time to expect a swerve. Of bowlers I have 
played I thought Spofforth, as a medium-pace bowler, 
was the best. But from observation of Richardson I 
should imagine that no bowler sent down so many hard 
balls, keeping it up through the season. Other great 
bowlers have done wonderful things on certain days; 
and without doubt the most imposing and unforgettable 
display ever given by an amateur was by Powys for 
Cambridge 11. Oxford in 1872. 

Cambridge amassed a fine score through the day, and the 
powerful, though doubtless somewhat wearied, team of 
Oxonians found themselves in a tight place, having to 
face the swart, bearded Australian, with slouching gait 
and drooping left shoulder, bowling from the Nursery 
end. The week before, W. G. had won the match for 
M.C.C., being the only man on the side who could look at 
Powys's deliveries, and on returning to the pavilion pro
phesied ~ rough time for Oxford. Rough it was. The 
pace-he bowled left-handed over the wicket, a genuine 
round-hand action-was really terrific. Now and again 
one marvelled that some of the players got their bats out 
of the way in time, and never shall I forget the look of the 
stumps dancing vertically down towards long-stop. That 
functionary, by the way, F. Tobin of Rugby, gives a gloomy 
picture of the state of his arms and legs after the game 
came to an end. Viewing that dogged courage, one can 
understand how England Cl!ffie victoriously. through the 
Great War. But it was not the pace that mowed down 
the Oxford wickets, but the appalling swerve from leg and 
dead shooting of most of the· balls : so that as Powys 
plugged away at the leg stump the batsman was threat.
ened with lameness for life if the cannon-ball crashed on 
to his feet, with a very' good chance of being given out 
leg-before and being carried home on a stretcher. Most of 
the Oxonians tried tO stop the balls playing back, which 
was for anyone, except C. J. Ottaway, quite hopeless. 

As to the Cambridge batting it is worth recording, as 
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an instance of the decay of greatness, that I only saw W. 
Yardley bat twice. The first time was on that Monday in 
1872 when he murdered the Oxford bowling most cruelly, 
especially the "lobs " of "Jammy" Ridley, whacking 
them as he pleased to every corner of the field. The second 
occasion was in the Canterbury week, just ten years later. 
The same redoubtable batsman, facing the same lob
bowler, after an over or two succumbed to 'an easy ball. 
On being asked how it happened, " Don't tell anyone,» he 
said, " but as I was bringing down my bat to stop the ball 
my elbow stuck in my stomach I " It may be remarked 
that W. G., great in every way, successfully met that 
particular problem in his latter days, though it certainly 
waxed more and more difficult every summer. 

One word more about bowling. The best boy bowler 
I can remember was Tommy Wakefield (Eton, 1875): 
very fast with a powerful break-back. He could throw 
115 yards, and on the excellent Maidenhead ground sent 
down shooters galore. • 

A bowler of original genius for one year only was Bayly 
(Eton, 1874.), the only one who made A. J. Webbe reflect 
for a moment, and who gained lustre by bowling " Mike " 
clean in Upper Club. But the following year he was 
perfectly useless and had to be bowed off. 

There is an interesting point or two about fielding over 
which some misapprehension exists. It is sometimes said 
that the schoolboy is at the best age for fielding. This is 
not so unless he is precociously grown and of the thick-set 
type so that he reaches full command of his nether limbs 
before nineteen. But this is not common. Lanky boys 
may become fine fields at twenty-five, but not till then. 
The m_ajority combine suppleness with compactness best 
at from twenty to twenty-five. 
. The most-talked-of cover-point in 1874 was Vemon 
Royle, and deservedly. The beauty of his action in running 
and brilliancy cowed the batsman and prevented many a 
run being thought of, the players being uneasily conscious 
of something uncanny on the off side. But to my mind he 
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was not so efiective as S. C. Newton (Cambridge, 1876), 
who, nothing like so stylish, could stop the hardest hit 
without a qualm and, moreover, though not famous 
enough to cow the ha~man, did better than that : he 
ran them out. He would stand ten yards farther out than 
usual and thereby, of course, covered many a hard drive. 
But the first man in would try a single for a gentle 
stroke towards cover, and Newton, a spare, compact 
figure of a man, always standing on his toes, told us in 
later years, .. When I hear the fellow say • Come on,' I feel 
like a spider with a fly." He darted in, always picked up 
the ball clean, and shot it in unerringly to the wicket
keeper: the other batsm&n was often run out by quite 
three yards. This sort of trick gives fielding a rare interest, 
and ·ought to be much commoner. 

I may be pardonecl for mentioning two occasions when 
I got W. G. out. In a county match at Clifton he had got 
so aga~t Middlesex and looked like staying there for 
life. He' played a ball for a likely three between cover and 
mid-ofi, the latter being my post. I ran after it as hard 
as I could pelt, but just before reaching the ball, instead 
_of clawing it in the usual way, I postponed stooping till I 
gathered my legs under me, so that I could grab the ball 
and turn and hurl it in in one motion. I knew that so 
perfect a judge of a run would try a third wben he saw me 
stoop, but by dint of throwing very low "and hard, without 
aiming or even seeing the wicJtet, I took him in, and Charlie 
Studd, who was bowling, caught the ball only three yards 
wide and had him out. Anyone who outwitted the • 
Leviathan in his prime remembers it. (Hewitt; the 
Middlesex left-hand bowler, told us of collusion with short· 
leg, who, at a prearranged moment, shifted his place after 
W. G. had looked round' to see where he was, and got an 
easy cateh from a short, rising -ball.) 

The other occasion was in 1878. I was fielding short 
slip, and F. J. Ford was bowling after a light showe~: had 
altered the pace of the surface of the pitch. W. G. was a 
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tiny bit late with a cut, and I caught him with the left 
hand, a very quick catch, and distinctly remember hearing 
the wicket-keeper say" Well caught" before I knew what 
had happened I Many a batsman, by the way, has suc· 
cum bed to the change of surface after light rain. ·The more 
correctly you were timing the ball on the dry, the more 
likely you are to be late when the turf is a little greasy • .. 

A strong thrower from •• the country " can sometimes 
feign lethargy, but with the corner of his eye watch the 
batsman start his second run, pounce and hurl in with 
good effect. Not only does one batsman retire, but the 
rest miss many a run from panic. That sort of legitinulte 
trick is a real consolation after an unsuccessful innings, 
and is a substantial help towards winning the match. 

Cricket is a game which yields. I think, more comic 
Incidents than any other. One oceurred in the Long 
Vacation on the Trinity ground in 1876. (1 should men· 
tion that the most sporting cricket I ever joined jn was in 
the "Long" .of 1877, when we won match after match 
by fine keenness, plucky fielding, and a rare esprit de crirpa. 
We had no bowling, but pretended that we had, and that 
Charles Hardinge, the future Viceroy, who never bowled. 
before or since, and my third-rate lobs, were formidable ; 
so that the respect with which the other Colleges treated 
us was truly ludicrous, But we were not found out all 
the six weeks.} At the end of our Innings one Wylde went 
in to bat, a sturdy youth wholly untaught but prepared 
to " have a go " before he fell. There was a very high 
wind blowing against the bowler, and the pace of the ball 
was dilllcult to judge. After an over, however, Wylde 
thought he must make a venture, and smote blindly with 
a horizontal bat at a well-pitched, straight hall. Some· 
.thing happened, and the ball impinged on the side of the 
bat and was sent quite straight up in the air for some 
sixty or seventy feet. The situation called for aetion on 
the part of the wicket-keeper, a stoutish young man in 
very tight flannels, He got himself ready to catch the 
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descending ball and so get rid of Wylde ; but it was neces
sary to gaze so long and earnestly up into the sky that he 
became oblivious of the state of things on earth. The 
wind, of course, blew the ball out of the vertical, so that it 
promised to fall not on to the stumps but two or three 
yards nearer the middle of the pitch. The speetators 
one by one saw what must happen. At the last moment the 
conscientious X., with gloved hands exlended, strode 
forward to get under the ball, stumbled noisily over the 
stumps, fell with a crash, and lay sprawling while the ball 
descended with a thump close to his pink, ingenuous face 
as he measured his length, wondering what he had done 
to deserve such an overthrow. We laughed, I remember, 
especially W. G. Mitchell, well known later to Rugbeians, 
till some of us felt a pain in the back of the neck I 

There was something dramatic about the last innings I 
ever played, or ever shall play. While being engaged in 

' giving addresses to Sunday-school teachers in a remote 
Suffolk vh!age I was persuaded, though sixty-four years of 
age, to join in a curious match of two mixed elevens of 
boys and girls, pupils and teachers, in a meadow. I went 
in first and had to meet the deliveries of a tiny boy scout, 
aged twelve, who had never played cricket before. He 
bowled scout-wise, with his whole soul and body, but 
hardly managed to get the big, heavy ball to roll the 
whole twenty-two yards. His first ball pitched half-way, 
and I made as if to drive it on the long-hop forwards. 
But it was a" hen-shooter,".and its second bound was just 
under the bat. Twice before I had been bowled by the . 
same ball, once by G. F. Grace at Cambridge in ·1876. 
It is always a short-pitched, liad ball, but very likely to 
be fatal. I retired for a "blob," and settled that it was 
time to " hang up the shovel and the hoe." 

But the scout, I am told, went home much elated. 



CHAPTER VI 

SOJOtTRN IN FRANCE AND GERMANY 

CAMBRIDGE and first-illass cricket were followed by"some 
residence in 1878 in France and in 1879 in Germany, to 
leam something of the languages. But previously to 
that I had been twice abroad on trips to the Riviera, and 
learnt fruitlessly on each occasion how not to do it. The 
first was in 1874, a scurry through picture-galleries which 
I did not understand, nor relish, though a reading of 
Kugler's Italian Painters was of course better than nothing. 
The trip was marred by an incredibly foul sea-passage and 
by far too many night-journeys and town racket, dis
tasteful and fatiguing for an ignorant country-bred youth. 

Before they are made to skirmish through picture
galleries abroad, young fellows should be taught how to 
look at pictures at home. It is a very difficult thing to 
do with profit, and quite impossible if the conventional 
policy is pursued of prowli,ng aimlessly through the 
corridors, never sitting down, and not looking at a single 
picture for more than forty-five seconds, though the con
ception and execution of it has cost a great artist many 
months of concentrated thought and labour. r doubt if 
we mortals play the fool quite so thoroughly as in picture 
galleries I Why is it, too, that though we have, as a nation, 
a surprising natural gift for music, one meets with people 
every d.ay who profess that they are " not musical " but 
yet would very rarely admit that they were bored with 
pictures ' Compare the hordes who wander sadly through 
Burlington House with the audience at the Old Vic I 

Another great mistake is to expect profit from travelling 
indolently. Many of us are too lazy to master enough 
of the foreign language to talk with ease to the country-

'1' . 81 
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folk ; and if that is not done, it would be better to stay 
at home. I would say to a young fellow ·of twenty-four: 
" If you want new ideas, you must say good-bye to leisured 
Englishmen at Cannes or Rome and learn to know people 
as unlike them as you can find : the Basques or the Tyro
lese mountain-dwellers or the Normandy folk are to be 
recommended. For this purpose, then, work up a language 
or two before you start. If you wish to drink in new 
scenes of beauty in the Pyrenean valleys or at Caden
abbia or on the west coast of Ireland. learn first a little 
landscape drawing and then a little painting. A little 
goes a long way. Your output will not find its way to 
the Water-Colour Exhibition, but you will have learnt 
how to look : at what 'l and for how long ? You hear 
large-minded men acknowledge gratefully how much they 
have gained from a foreign trip. But they were men 
who before they started were prepared to be keenly 
interested in things that matter : in the blue sea at 
.Costabelle, in the picture-gallery at Madrid, and no less 
by the orchestra at Bayreuth or in the Paradiso of Dante. 
They were men who were never bored at home, being 
always certain that we have not been created for nothing. 
But if you get someone to taka a ticket for you to Mentone 
and tell you which hotel gives you the best ainner for 
10 francs and whether there is a tram to the golf-links and 
a casino nearer than Monte Carlo, you had better stay at 
home. Travelling never cures boredom, but often in
creases it. If you are seeking pleasure, you will find 
boredom ; and a confirmed globe-trotter is simply a weary 
_man who cannot sit still." 

A frequent mistake is to trayel with colleagues who talk 
" shop " the whole way out and back. The one w"Jlo 
does the arranging, makes out the route, tackles the 
railway-officiais and the llateful system of tips in the hotels, 
gains some experience anyhow; but those who commit all 
the disagreeables_to him will be the bored ones when they 
return, and will not have learnt even a little geography. 

A word must be said about the sea. Matthew Arnold 
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called it " salt, unplumbed, and estranging " ; but what 
concerns us here is that it is often rough, and the sights 
and sounds on board the steamer reveal civilization in its 
collapse. My gifted cousin, Mrs. Drew, remarked some fifty 
years ago that if you find yourself hard up for something 
to talk about, there are two topics which never fail: one 
is sea-sickness, and the other, teeth; But I will only say 
this much on the former scourge : no youngster travelling 
for the first time should be left uninstructed as to elemen· 
tary precautions. Secondly, bad sailors have become 
quite good by ceasing to eat meat. Of course your nitro
genous Englishmen will have it that it is only the effect 
of growing older; but there !lre who know better. Un
questionably mountain-sickness is made worse by a diet 
of meat and red wine ; and why should sea-sickness be 
independent of the same poison ? 

In 1878 I cut off a good mo!lth of first-class cricket to 
wrestle with French, hoping to get some singing lessons 
meantime. In both quests, without knowing it, I was 
grievously in need of advice, so asked for none and 
got none ; sojourned for four months or so at Fontaine
bleau and St. Germains, mixing, however, far more with 
English people than with French. It was and probably 
is still extremely difficult for a single young man to steer 
clear of his own countrymen in places whither our fashions 
have penetrated ; though had I known it there '!ere scores 
df nice families not very far from Paris where I might have 
learnt to talk easily and have made some good friends. 
At St. Germains I resided in a pension, and stayed on till 
nearly all the visitors departed, and I found myself de
pendent on the company of a doctor who lived in the 
town and six widows indoors. These ladies talked good 

. French, and there was one topic on which their comments 
were sure to be voluble. The lightest allusion to politics 
set them all by the ears, and it was good practice trying 
to follow the heated argument. One was proficient in 
recitation, and one evening offered to give me a Jesson 
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grievously in need of advice, so asked for none and 
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bleau and St. Germains, mixing, however, far more with 
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in reading Corneille. At twenty-three years of age, shy, 
and with a Teutonic accent, I was not likely to make much 
of this; but, what was worse, I had never learnt to read my 
own language decently. The result was that the French 
politesse broke down. It was the only time they fairly 
laughed, and with good reason. The lady declaimed like 
a tragic actress, while I murmured like a schoolboy. 
Then, being nettled, I resolved to caricature her style 
by the most grotesque mimicry that I could command. To 
my surprise they commended the effort-" Ah I Monsieur, 
now you are getting on "-just when I thought to turn the 
whole thing to ridicule I There was no repetition of this 
lesson in the literre humaniorea. 

In Paris I saw some of the greatest of the actors of the 
Comc!die Fran~ise, notably Got, Delaunay,1 and, greatest 
of all, Coquelin almt Sarah Bernhardt, in spite of a superb 
voice and technique, struck me as altogether wimting in 
charm 4nd graciousness. If the personality strikes one 
as repellent, how can the acting please Y One or two of the 
ingenuea were admirable, and, guided by J. \V. Clark, who 
came out to Paris in November, I learnt to appreciate 
at least the thoroughness of the training, which in London 
in 1878 seemed to have hardly begun. There was, however, 
nothing in Paris to compare with the pathos of Ellen Terry's 
voiec and their tragic acting always seemed to me stilted. 

The subject of French theatres suggests the need of 
caution in sending out young men to learn the language, 
especially if they are to live in Paris. Many of the plots 
of French plays deal with the violation of the seventh, 

• Dei&Unay, whom we saw behind the ll<lene& on the concluaion of A. 
de Musset'a pieoe La OhtmdoUer', told t1S thet, being fifty-three yaars of 
age, he practised one sentence, together with the walk of a young man 
entering the stage, 150 times. We wondered if Henry Irving hed ever 
praotised walkmg naturally. · Of all trsgia actors I heve ...., Salvini 
in Othello was the most imprEBSiV8 in dignity of gesticulation &nd m&gnifi· · 
oence of voice ; but the most moving and the greatleet I hold to be Mu&
covitch as Shylock. Of comedi&ns, ·the most irresistibly attraotive and 
uttcoly natural was Jefferson, the hero of Rip ...,. Winkle. I only saw 
him in two little f.....,.._but his smile moved the whole thsatre to merri
ment, and one longed to ask him to dinner thcrs and then I 
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Commandment in unblushing fashion. My impression 
now is that the plot of the play is to the audience of sub
ordinate interest to the artistic excellence of the acting 
and that it neither impresses nor expresses what it would 
if performed in London. Yet it cannot be denied that the 
tone In Paris on sexual questions is more outspoken and 
" shocking " than anything of the kind in London ; and 
consequently we are under a more serious responsibility 
if we allow demoralizing books to be written or plays to 
be exhibited, since there is reason to fear they do more. 
harm in England than they could do in France. Anyhow 
in 1878 a short residence In the French capital, the tone 
of which was very far from healthy, was more than likely 
to tend towards some relaxation of the moral standard.• 
I have no doubt there has been some improvement since, 
but a youthful stranger needs to be carefully cautioned 
against forming an estimate of the French character more 
sinister than the perplexing facts actually warrant. 

It is worth mentioning that though the French paid 
the huge indemnity to Germany in 1871 and though 
Giffen calculated that the war brought on France a loss 
of £7110,000,000, yet in 1878 the great exhibition in Paris 
revealed the most complete financial recovery on the part 
of the defeated people ; while the conquerors were so poor 
that they could only send over one room-full of pictures. 

The sojourn of four months in France was followed by 
six months in Germany; three in Dresden from February 
1879, one In Berlin ; then two months ,!n England; then 

1 Bel..,. the War,,...lntereotlns mlole appeared In one of our magadnao 
from tho pan of a Bwiao Profeooor ol modern Freneh lite:atme. He ..,_ 
...ted that the tone of Paria between 1871 and 1880 wao one of cynicism 
and deopa!r, but that the vidllt7 of tha oountey wao reatered b7 the pnb· 
Uoatioll of a moaa of brilllallt llOVelo ahowlns how the prlncipleo of atheism, 
oto., worked In private life. Tha t'OO\Ilt waa the alarm ol the younger 
-oration, who aubmltted te diaoiplloe at the hallda of the prieota, on 
oonditioD that no enquiry waa made u to f,mdN!lO'ltal oonviotiou~ Tho 
:VOWlll mOll mealltime gave their whole anergioo te aviation and militarism. 
II thill ~ooia II .......... lt tevaelo an immaoee difference In Freneh and 
Ens!Jah m01ltailt7. C... one Imagine fifty novelo driving "" Engliabmall 
te Chureh ancl ocmfeooion by the brilllallo7 of their logical naaonlns r 
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August in Saxon Switzerland. All the time through, these 
months were far more fruitful than those spent in France. 
I fell fortuitously among excellent and hard-working 
companions, the future Bishop Ryle, Ned Howson the 
much-loved Harrow master, Alfred Cole, future Governor 
of the Bank of England, and Herbert Bull, afterwards of 
Westgate-on-Sea, the party' being joined for a time by 
St. J. Brodrick (now Lord Midleton). We repaired to the 
Pension Kretschmer in Ricknitz Strasse 8, gained a good 
hold on the foundations of the language under the very 
stimulating teacher Fraulein Gottschaid, explored the pic
ture-gallery, skated and got to know some classical music 
at the Gewerbebaus, where, in spite of the foulest atmo
sphere imaginable, we hardly missed a concert. Some 
hundreq:,. of bourgeois were eating, drinking, and smoking; 
every window was doubled, and the bare proposal that one 
of them should be opened nearly led to our being ejected.• 

I have sometimes thought that the historian of A.D. 8000 
will trace the cause of the Great War of 19141 to the 
increasing conflict in railway trains between Englishmen 
and Germans on the question of open or shut windows. 
About 1880, in the Dog·days up the Rhine Valley, Lionel 
Tennyson and I got into a first-class for a night journey, to 
avoid the crush in the second-class, the heat being really 
appalling. But the most empty carriage contained two 
Deutschers each in possession of a closed window and one 
in a thick overcoat. I addressed a civil request to number 
1 for a breath of fresh air, •• Quite impossible." Then to 
number 2 ; he pleaded doctor's orders and turned up his 
coat collar, shivering at the bare idea. I turned to my 
companion and asked if he were prepared to fight, as at 
twenty-five I could not contemplate being asphyxiated. 

' It is an entire mistake to suppose that an ordinary German audience 
is more patient of classical muSic than we are. At tha end oi our time 
we wrc>te a civil note to tha conductor, asking him to give us all our old 
favourites at onoe for tha last concert-nothlng at all stiff: Handel's 
L""go; the Unfinished Symphony of' Schubert; the Abendstern from 
TannhtiU8W, etc. The reply was : " Imposaible ! Far too classical for 
the audience." 
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His answer, given generally with a slight stammer, "I'll 
b-b-b-back you up," gave, I fancy, an inkling to number 1 
how matters stood; for, to our astonishment, he conceded 
the point to the extent of six inches, and on that we had 
to subsist through that unspeakable night. An angry 
altercation between the two Bosches extended far into the 
night, and made us feel we had not lived altogether in vain. 

To return to Berlin. I made friends with George and 
Theodore de Bunsen, who were very kind in imparting 
voluminous and accurate information about the state of 
the country, including the following faet (imparted later) 
about Naples : that out of a population of 580,000, no less 
than 800,000 lived without any assignable occupation. 
George Bunsen told us this statistic was not generally 
known. Plenty of music of course, and I resided in .a 
pension, but neither there nor anywhere could I get free 
of English-speaking people. One man flatly refused to 
utter a word of English while he was in the country, and 
he could talk, as far as I could judge, quite perfectly in 
eight months, beginning with nothing. But he was an 
American and really industrious, 

In the course of this month I heard Bismarck speak in 
the Reichstag on, I think, the tobacco monopoly. He was 
too far off to hear, but the sight of the huge fignre swaying 
slowly backwards and forwards was interesting ; the 
words were accompanied by no grace of gesture or varia· 
tion of voice, but were listened to with profound attention • 
. In the middle he turned to his son Herbert behind him, 
muttered something, and went on. Herbert went out 
and retlll'ned with a large tumbler of some stiff potation. 
The Chancellor took it and swigged it all off in presence of 
his audience, not even turning round. One could under· 
stand why so monotonous a speaker opined that there 
had never been a great orator who was also a great states-
man.• 

• There waa • deep antipathy bot'IRIOD Gladotone and Biamarok, We 
once ubd Mr. 0. if he had ever eeen the great German. "No,u he 
.......m." bu' 1 oaw hia photograph 01108, and !~ u if I bad BOel1 the 
n.vu.·· 
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At the end of May I returned for two months to " do " 
a bit of "the London season-i.e. accept invitations to 
ba.lls, parties, etc., and play first-class cricket at Lord's. 
It was a dismal failure. The social demands militated 
terribly against run-getting, especially as in one of the 
wettest summers ever known, Lord's was generally little 
better than a swamp. It was a valuable warning against 
pursuing tmmixed pleasure. (For country matches after
wards I sometimes took a mackintosh and a detective 
novel ; the latter to read if rain came down or if chagrin 
supervened after a batting failure.) With something 
like relief I returned to my studies in Germany, making 
a gallant effort to keep elear of my own countrymen by 
diving into a lonely hamlet in Saxon Switzerland and 
putting_ up with a Lutheran pastor. Even there an 
Oxford graduate appeared who knew no German, and my 
recollections of the place and the foreigners and the 
squalor of the house are vivid and far from agreeable. 
The " lady " of the house came in to meals with hands 
black from cooking, could talk of nothing but food and 
never visited a soul in the parish ; and her favourite 
indictment against English ladies was that they were 
idle I We parted very poor friends, and I own to having 
given offence by ignoring much etiquette which to Germans 
is sacred and seems to us absurd. In those days (and I 
think now too) every young Englishman going to live 
among foreigners should have been warned against mani
festing a sense of superiority to them. For the chances 
are that residence among them may confirm this sense 
instead of modifying ilt and meantime the League. of 
Nations must not be forgotten. Lecky made the_ pregil&I}.t 
remark that the miserable- series of blunders the English 
made in Ireland was due to our conviction that we·were 
dealing with an inferior people. Like the Israelites in 
the time of Amos, we were very slow in taking a warning. 
The warning from Ireland has been repeated for 700 years : 
is it not high time we learnt from it how to bear our
selves towards foreigners ? 
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The chequered month in Saxon Switzerland was followed 
by a much happier one in Leipsic in the family of the 
Klengels, where culture abounded instead of barbarism, and 
beautiful music was to be heard, The family were votaries 
of the great Brahms tradition as against that of Wagner. 

In this connexion a shrewd observer remarked in 1914 
that after a while we should realize how far the Germans 
had gone in national collective madness, due, as he main
tained, to the middle classes having listened to Wagner for 
five hours weekly for twenty-five years I There is sense in 
that proposition, and it would be well if we gave more 
attention to planting a taste for good music in children, 
and good literature too. The soil is ready and enough 
has been done in the last twenty-five years to give us high 
hopes for the future. The opportunity is at its best in any 
home which can afford to keep a piano. 

The sojourn in Germany was certainly not unfruitful. , 
I came away with some little knowledge of the literature 
and language and art of a kindred people far easier to un
derstand than the French, and really likeable, if exception 
be made in regard to the Prussians. In contrast to them I 
have heard it said that in the Rhineland Catholic provinces 
the best type of Christian community-life was to be found. 

In the summer of 1880 I gained some slight experience 
of mountaineering in Switzerland (recorded elsewhere), 
preceded by a visit to the Passion Play at Ammergau, 
in company with Lionel Tennyson and Ned Howson. We 
also met l\Ionckton Milnes, Lord Houghton, Those were 
early days in the history of Englishmen's visits to 
Ammergau, but much progress had been made since Dean 
Stanl~y wrote his article in MacmiUan's MagaJSine, twenty 
years before ; and the performance of the peasant-actors 
in reverence and in the most compelling concentration on 
their sacred task was most impressive. Meyer took the 
part of the Christus in 1880, and was so anxious about 
the Crucifixion scene that, as we were told, he fainted 
on the cross, just after speaking the last words. 



CHAPTER VII 

A SIGHT OF OXFORD 

AFTEB spending August and September in Germany, I 
spent one term as a kind of unattaehed member of Keble 
Colleg~ of which Edward Talbot, my brother-in-law, was 
Warden, and my brother Arthur was tutor, and Herbert 
Gladstone Lecturer in History: rather a family pie, but 
of rare good savour. There was an atmosphere about the 
college of which " plain living and high thinking " would 
be a pale description ; something indefinably tranquil, 
unresting, and unbasting in a very full life; young fellows 
being disciplined with unfailing taet and firmness, guided, 
watched, but not suppressed. I doubt if any institution 
in any University anywhere at that time could have 
exhibited so marked an individuality. 

There were some brilliant men among the tutors : 
Jayne, afterwards Bishop of Chester ; Illingworth, the 
well-known writer; Wakeman, author of the admirable 
popular History of the Church of England; Lock, the next 
Warden but one; and, most remarkable of all, Aubrey 
Moore, a man who combined holiness, brilliancy of mind, 
and humour in a very special degree. There W&$ in that 
autumn a sort of debate. at which dons and some under
graduates were present, on the need of the laity ~or defuii_te 
inStruction in religiqn. Someone had said there was a 
"strong but latent appetite for doctrinal teaching in a-large 
number of people. _1\Joore described with infectious gusto 
how he was once walking in a street in Bloomsbury, thinking 
of nothing in particular, when a female of ample proportions 
and some excita.bility of'manner suddenly appeared out 
of a house-door and hailed him. " Sir, you are a parson ; 
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now, I beg you just to step up these stairs and talk to some 
of us up there on the Damnatory Clauses of the Athanasian 
Creed." "That," said Moore, "I don't call a latent, but 
a blatant appetite for doctrine." He was astonishingly 
well equipped in Theology, Science, and Philosophy, and 
a most lovable man. 

There was a tone about Keble in those days which is 
not easily to be described, but which many who lived in 
it will never forget. It was the first institution resolutely 
designed for something like simplicity of life and for 
helping by economy of administration needy parents, 
especially clergymen, to send their sons to the University. 

In 1879, a year of heavy agricultural depression, the 
pineh for the parsons beeame very severe. Many took 
advantage of the comparatively low terms of Keble 
(which, alas I are not nearly low enough to meet the needs 
of to-day), but it must not be supposed that the rt!gime 
was congenial to young men reared in the Victorian 
traditions of leisure and good cheer. They expected, it 
seemed, to eat their cake an~ have it ; to lead a truly 
healthy life, amply nourished and taught by brilliant 
tutors, untrammelled meantime in respect of creature 
comforts and conviviality. Hence the disciplinary side of 
life, always extremely difficult at Oxford and Cambridge
especially at the former-ealled fur the finest tact and 
firmness on the part of the Warden, and never was a call 
more adequately answered. This, however, is not the 
place for an estimate of Dr. Talbot's rule and personal 
inftuence on a most important group of men, a large pro
portion of whom have given an example to their eon
temporaries, in many lands, of godliness and good learning, 
along 'with temperance and sobriety of life. • 

Keble, in short, did much to undermine the barbaric 
belief in heavy feeding being conducive to health. Less 
time was wasted in hospitality, though that essential 
ingredient in undergraduate life was by no means sup
preased ; and soon it became manifest that plain living is 
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compatible with athletic prowess. This fact was eloquently 
testified to by a working man on the top of an omnibus in 
Oxford, whose friend, armed with a daily paper, remarked 
on Keble's success in the sports. " Well, what would 

. you expect? a couple o' hundred 'ardy young chaps a-
livin' on the cheap." 1 At both Universities, on the other 
hand, rowing men in training were supposed. for many 
years later, to build up their thews by eating huge chunks 
of beef-steak. To convert young England to sensible 
views on eating will always be a most arduous aehievement, 
by no means accomplished yet ; but in such progress as 
has been made, the Keble men bore a considerable part. 
Nor was this aim pursued in any mechanical fashion. It 
is extraordinarily difficult for young Englishmen not to 
look on plenty of the necessaries of life as their right. 
Occasionally I was privileged to attend the conferences 
of the College authorities on the burning question of 
catering. There had been some grumbling as to suffi
ciency, I think, of breakfast provender, and stout was 
the protest agsinst criticism put up splutteringly by 
good old Shaw-Stewart, the Bursar. " I tell you, I got 
them 150 sausages yesterday morning-and they lapped 
them up like so many kittens. It's no joke, I can tell 
you, to satisfy these youngsters without wasting anything." 
The atmosphere was singularly different in Trinity, Cam
bridge, in 1875, as is hinted elsewhere in these notes. 

I attended a few leetures and heard some sermons, but 
was too ignorant to profit by them, as they assumed the 
rudiments of knowledge in the hearers. There were a 
certain number of social claims to be attended to ; especi
ally the invitations of Mrs. Craddock, the wife of the 

' In the life of the saintly m!aslonary Bishop Hannlllgton ooours a letter 
writteD,l think, In the aeventieo about the !day raceo; in wbichln a tone 
of agony he lust me:o.tlone the unspeakable -fa.otJ "Exeter bumped by 
Koble I Great Hea.veos ! " About 1887 I met Bishop ~ who bad 
been the river cos.ch and tutor of the Kable men~ and was retponeible, 
110 doubt, for thle early........_ When he beard of his lm>ther biohop'a 
grief and <lisJxmy, his faoelit up with an unfeigned delight. How diJllcult 
for a foreigoer te IUlderattmd I 
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Master of B~asenose, who liked to collect the jeunease 
dorle round he~. The College only a few years before 
bad been renowned fo~ its numm of Univenity Blues 
and the poverty of its intelleetual output. Football also 
and some music epgaged attention. By some very 
dubious right I played in a Keble College team (Associa
tion) and no one made any objection, till I kicked a goal 
in partnenhip with Herbert Gladstone-quite like old 
times at Eton. This gave rise to some debate, but I 
can't recollect what sort of compromise was arrived at. 
"Socker," as we have to call it now, was just emerging 
from its larva condition, still being a very enjoyable game 
immune from over-organization. 

Keble was a College then, and I believe oontinued to 
be for many years, where, owing principally to the penonal 
influence of the Warden, the very difficult problem of 
discipline was admirably solved. I have explained else
where the nature of the problem and the inherent 
awkwardness of the fact that for the callow youth of 
nineteen responsibility is relaxed by the transition to the 
University just at the time when it ought to be extended 
and heightened. For many of the elder Public School 
boys the seriousness of life qnite naturally became more 
and more a reality, as they felt that on them the tone of 
the house actually depended. On a sudden each one 
becomes a unit ; progress in self-discipline and thought 
for others Is discontinued ; and the primeval silliness not 
wholly extirpated asserts itself anew. So, as the present 
Bishop of Ripon once remarked in conference with 
schoolmasters, "We want to know why they leave you so 
old and come up to us so young." At K-eble there was a 
less abrupt change to independence of rules. Nobody 
pretended that they knew better than the Apostles, 
Saints, Fathers, and leaders of religious thought since the 
year 1, and could vote chapel attendance a super!!uity ; 
so the ludicrous idea of a right to licence was debatted from 
the community, and the young fellows were in reality all 
thehappierfor being subject to laws which they understood. 
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As to the atmosphere of Oxford as compared with that 
of Cambridge, I was far too young in 1879 to notice what 
was happening. But reading not long ago the Life of 
Bishop W eatcott, I was astonished to find how deep was the 
slumbrous calm of Cambridge just during the stormy 
years of the Tractarian Movement. 

There was then a very considerable amount of Church 
teaching in the walls of Keble, but I fancy no one could 
gauge the abysmal depths of the ignorance of a Cantab 
retat twenty-four. 



CHAPTER VIII 

SCBOOLMASTERING-WELLINGTON COLLEGE 

Paon:sstoNAL life began for me in January 1880, with 
two years of assistant mastership at Wellington College. 
This came about owing to their being an unusually long 
interval before there was a vaeancy at Eton, which I had 
been promised. It was offered in 1879, but I declined it, 
wishing to reside in Germany, and it was given to Sydney 
James, afterwards Headmaster of Malvern College. 

Time passed ; and at length, getting nervous, I offered to 
Dr. Hornby that I should start at Eton unsalaried,_except 
for pupils' fees. A legal friend hinted a characteristic 
caution. " If you heedlessly offer to work on an un
businesslike footing, you may wake up to find that the 
anomaly has been made permanent." There was little 
danger of that, however, and I became full master in a 
few months, owing \o the retirement of " young 
Joynes," a singular figure among Etonians of that date, 
being a Socialist, a sympathizer with Irish Nationalists, 
and a vegetarian. He was also the son of the Lower 
Master, a typical Old Etonian Colleger, and scholar of the 
Cambridge school, and conservative to the backbone. 
· The startling apparition of Joynes and his friend H. S. 
Salt, the " humanitarian " writer, among the Eton masters· 
should remind us how unable a school training is to secure 
identity of output. New individualities keep on coming. 
Salt ~as a capital fives player, and a real humorist, who 
could enjoy a little chaff. Once playing against the boys he 
made a particularly good stroke, which elicited the following 
compliment.from A. C. Ainger: "Why, Salt, you must have 
come upon a caterpillar in your cabbage this morning I" 

On the occasion of the marrisge of the present Lord 
Tennyson in Westminster Abbey, Cornish and I went up 
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to be present. We were driving to Slough to catch the 
train and passed" Red Joynes," as he was called, hurrying 
in the opposite direction. Cornish drily remarked, "We 
are going to support three institutions all of whieh Joynes 
taboos: the C~urch, matrimony, and the Poet Laureate." 

But I am anticipating. The sound advice given by 
Henry Jackson decided me to go to Wellington before 
Eton. " Certainly take Wickham's offer. Any man who 
is going to be of the slightest use to anybody begins by 
blundering ; . and you had better come your early croppers 
somewhere not at Eton." It was sanguine indeed to 
suppose that a year or two would suffice to cover the 
cropper-period, but the remark suggests the question as 
to the equipment of a young man starting on Public School 
work more than forty years ago, and the nature of the task 
which confronted him. 

He finds himself surrounded by colleagues who have 
mostly had an education similar to his own, and exposed 
to a public opinion peculiarly potent in a very circum
scribed world, and, like all human influences, very much 
mixed in quality. Wellington was in 1880 an isolated 
little society, the train service to London being bad, and 
the villa population round being mainly kept at a distance, 
as if intermixture would mean interruptions to work. 

Indeed, the work meant a hard, unintermittent routine 
which by 1880 had come to be regarded with reverence by 
the adults, with suspicious deference by the boys. 

I was startled after experience of Eton in the early 
seventies .by the militarY punctuality of Wellington. 
As in all the other schools influenced by the Rugby tradi-, 
tion of hard work, the men exhibited a laudable fidelity 
to the " trivial round, the cbmmon task " ; but being 
Englishmen and very human, their ideal of dutifulness in 
one or two respects was grievously defective. They were . 
positively averse from other society than their own 
" shoppy " little circle. Secondly, they were thrown to
together so constantly in Common Room that frequent 
bickerings and some lasting quarrels ensued, with results 
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grotesque indeed, but deleterious to their influence on 
the boys. 

In a very short time, however, things began to mend. 
Infiltration by younger men dissipated some of the noxious 
vapours, and there is no reason to suppose that the atmo
sphere of this Common Room permanently difiered from 
that of any other schools. It should be noted that a 
handful of very hard-worked men, divoreed from women's 
society, feeding together three times daily, is exposed to a 
peculiarly searching trial. Imagine A. after a long morning 
spent in talking to reluctant classes, using methods that 
he does not understand and books that he has not chosen; 
and teaching, maybe, a subJect in which he cannot believe
imagine him, I say, running against a colleague B. at· 
luncheon time, still smarting from an unsuccessful en
counter with one of B.'s favourite but more vivacious 
pupils. How easy to give vent to the susceptibilities of 
the moment by snapping out an epigram, not very true 
nor very just nor very kindly I B. too is tired and ready 
for an extempore self-defence ; and alack I from both 
oolat irrevocabils verbum : or, If not, a very rare degree of 
self-mastery bas been achieved. For the dealing adequately 
with this oft-recurring trial demands high gifts of character. 
Happy Is the young " beak " if among his colleagues 
there is a vir pietate gravil whose counsel he is not un
willing to take. If not, and especially if he comes to his 
work fresh from the University and can look back on 
l11urcls gained and high favour won, be is more than Jikely 
to succumb to certain subtle and searching temptations. 

The majority of these are to be met with In every walk 
of life. I will only mention two which seem to be for 
the present unavoidable, that is, Inherent in the boarding
schoor system as it bas been evolved. 

By temperament our young friend may be classified 
·as belonging either to the " sanguine" or to the "melan
choly " in respect of his aspirations and hopes. 

If he is of the former and is charged with a not unusual 
dose of egoism, he will soon find himself becoming-eloquent 
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as a critic of his surroundings ; which he regards as an 
explanation of otherwise unaccountable disappointments 
in his own work. EnglisH schoolboys are startlingly 
different from each other in outward demeanour and in 
character ; but there is one very prevalent and very baffling 
characteristic on which he has not reckoned beforehand : 
they are nearly all of them at fifteen years of age averse 
from intellectual effort. Our " sanguine " young friend, 
unable to believe that the fault is in himself, begins by 
ascribing it to the " system," in which term the Head
master is of course included.• At Wellington I had a 
special opportunity of gauging this tendency, which in . 
that society was by no means confined to the younger men, 
as my relationship to the Headmaster, Wickham, gave · 
me access to his house and to many a " confab " with 
that sagacious and high-minded man, living meantime in 
College and mixing freely with the Staff. There was much · 
acidity of spirit in Common Room, and it was startling to 
find how blind the men in general were to the difficulties 
of the Head's position and to the limitations of his power. 
Hence among us ·younger fry grew up a disposition to 
suppose that the joy of visible success was to be had 
without the " sowing in tears." 

The schoolmaster of the opposite temperament expecting 
failure was quite undisturbed when it came. He would 
cut his coat according to his cloth. It was not for him to 
agitate for reform ; his line being ·to jog along in the 
routine, to be diligent and punctual in his engagements, 
and keep on good terms With colleagues and boys. It is 
noteworthy that in the ordinary use of this word Wta ! 
reverse its true meaning. . " Diligently " in the Collect. 
for St. Peter's Day must mean "as if they loved it" ; but . 
we often speak of a diligent worker as of one who does 
hls job whether he _loves it or not, being the mare meri- j 

torious if he mildly dislikes. it all the time. -! 

' 
• Hy old friend W. E. Russell of Hailey bury told me of a Public School ; 

master who wao askad if his day wao very full of work. " Well. you ' 
see, I have to aet by two hours a day to find time for 'damning the bosa.' ,, ~ 
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On the staff in 1880 was a cleric with a great love for 
French literature, but with no feeling whatever for the 
vocation of schoolmaster. He was out of place in Common 
Room, being very sensitive. Thus owing to his round 
face and Athena-like eyes he was nicknamed by the boys 
"the Owl," and bore it as well as he could; but if an 
innocent colleague alluded in conversation to a neigh
bouring hamlet ca!led Owlsmoor, he detected an insult, 
and would not speak to him for six weeks, finding con· 
solation meantime in Sainte-Beuve. This type has dis
appeared. A man of this sedative temperament, as time 
goes on, gradually shifts the centre of his interest and 
pursues his hobby more or less outside his calling; garden
ing it may be, or Egyptian history, or politics, or natural 
history, or more commonly participation in committee 
work or organization either of school machinery or of 
local ~itizenship, combined probably with golf. 

Most men so affected will sigh with relief when school 
hours are over and settle quietly down to the " second 
best " : the employment which promises nothing high, 
but stirs no discontent. A master of this sort will be called 
an " average " master ; but it is worth remarking that 
there is no average among teachers of the young in board
ing-schools. A man's example either points towards the 
highest things, exhibiting a fine self-conquest, or towards 
some more or less refined form of selfishness ; and mean
time the Argus-eyed youngsters round him note every 
sign of strength or weakness and tend to interpret human 
life, its claims, its duties, joys, and sorrows, according as 
they construe the predominant message to them of this 
pastor or that. Part of their recreation lies in this use 
of opportunities ; and their judgment, generally out
spolten, is seldom wrong. · 

Into one of these two groups every new master gradually 
was enrolled ; but of course the classification was very 
rough and the ·line of demarcation frequently blurred. 
In short, the characteristics of these bachelors living an 
artificis.l life and :constrained, one would have thought, to 
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a monotonous uniformity, have always exhibited a sur
prisingly manifold variety. 

At Wellington there was observable a marked tendency 
among the masters to celibacy, and general aloofness 
from all feminine society. Much might be said both as 
to the cause and effects of this traditional peculiarity. 
On the one hand, men can and do give their entire selves 
to their boys, especially when they are house-masters ; 
but, on the other hand, a visit from an anxious mother 
throws them into indescribable panic, and what Goethe 
meant by da8 ewige W eiblich will never dawn on their 
minds on this side of the grave. The common excuse for 
this aloofness is want of time, and as far as it goes it is 
unanswerable. 

Social arrangements in some schools are better than in 
others. The Wellington plan was for the masters to return 
casual hospitality by a dinner to which the ladies of the 
immediate neighbourhood were .invited. As to one of 
these, a thrilling narrative survived to my time. The head 
of Common Room, one Tebbs, was of opinion that the meat 
dishes provided on this occasion should be not only 
abundant, but something out of the common in quality. 
So when the cook showed him the proposed bill of fare, 
wherein the solid but humdrum cutlet, joint, and sirloin 
figured to the tune of five courses, Tebbs saw his chance 
and substituted five different meats, lifting the programme 
out of the ordinary and the conventional. Like many 
human hopes, it was unexpectedly fulfilled. In his eager
ness he failed to make it clear to the chef whether this was 
to be substitution or addition, and not till he had made 
himself agreeable for half an hour to his guests did he 
realiZe that they were being offered ten different kinds 
of flesh. Nobody could diagndSe what stage of dinn~r was 
at any moment reached ; and when it was at last over, a 
foreign lady was heii.rd to remark as she moved uneasily 
out of the room, "I have eaten of every animal that 
walked out of the Ark."· 

The Headmaster, Edward Wickham, had undertaken the 
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formidable task of succeeding Dr. Benson. afterwards 
Archbishop of Canterbury. Reminiscences of this power
ful and pervasive personality survived far beyond the 
eighties. He was evidently a man of steam-engine 
temperament and lofty infectious idealism, but with a 
terrible temper which not till later came under perfect 
control ; and among masters as well as boys admiration 
for him was mixed with dread. His rule was marked by 
a kind of fiery discipline. He had no use for tobacco and 
forbade the masters to smoke till after 10 p.m. Evasion 
of this order was made easy by the rich abundance of 
forest growing all round the College. Many a " bosky 
bourne " was well within reach, and one half-holiday 
afternoon three young masters wandered far away. to a 
heart-warming refuge in the shape of an outhouse planted 
in the thickest of the fir-eopses and sheltering a farm 
waggon and good store of hay. Into this domus opportuna 
the three pastors of youth won their way, and in festive 
spirits took out their pipes, and set themselves to the 
business of the afternoon. But alas I no sooner had the 
weed lifted its fragrance up among the rafters than three 
of the boys, roguishly emerging from their lair, spoke to 
the point : " All rigat, sir ; we won't tell of you if you 
don't tell of us." 

Wickham had trouble too in another department. 
The science master, a real enthusiast for his subjeet, but 
for keeping order only moderately equipped, was explaining 

. one day the botanical properties of the common heath, 
Erica vulgarif as he called it, to a large class of the older 
boys. In his genial fashion-he was a most likeable old 
fellow, though pompous-he interrupted his let~gthy 
discourse. " But look here, boys, there is no need for me 
to tell you all this ; the heath grows all about this district 
in great profusion. Suppose for next lesson you bring 
to the classroom a few specimens: you will be able, with 
my help, to verify what I have told you." Ardent ap
parently in the quest of knowledge, a suspicious number of 
volunteers were ready, .. All right, sll--all right: next 
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Tuesday at five o'clock." The hour came; and lo I half 
the country-side_ seemed to be moving to the College. 
Birnam Wood was nothing to it. Each lusty lad was 
staggering like a Bavarian peasant under a load of broom, 
heath, and ling, which they noisily dumped down in the 
outer quadrangle till no one could pass by. The lecturer 
had to send a message to Wickham to come and allay the 
tumult. 

The presence of a Frenchman on the staff yielded, as 
often, some vivid experiences. I have never known a 
foreign teacher of English boys who could understand 
the irony of our temperament. Something anyhow in the 
Latin races makes them suspect mischief where there is 
none, and when their interpretation of boys' behaviour is 
all awry, the precision with which they state it brings the 
situation into clear relief delightfully. Monsieur D., 'com
plaining to the house-master of a vivacious young rebel, 

. sends a note, ending with a pathetic attempt to strip the 
occurrence of all mystery : "" Et puis, en sortant de la 
chambre, il a frappe le~ murailles avec les doigts, pour 
amuser sea camar4des." I cannot conceive anyone dis· 
puting this clever diagnosis of our young friend's inner 
motive. What was he in the worldofor, if not to amuse 
his comrades ? Monsieur D. for refreshment after such 
encounters relied on the pleasures of the table. He was 
an unabashed gourmand, and of all the dishes that were sent 
into Common Room, his favourite was calf's head. One 
evening at dinner he became suddenly 'pensiva. In front 
of him had been set a large f?OVered dish, and some inward 
monitor told him it might be-but it was not certain
the luscious delicacy of his dreams. The moment the · 
cover was lifted, the note of a prean echoed through the 
room, " Tete de veau : litez le chapeau." He was the11 
asked if he liked some other dish; -and with grave delibera
tion replied," Je le mange"! mais pas avec enthousiasm'"'" 
A pause. "Ce n'est pas un amour legitime." Could that 
comment have been coined but by a Frenchman ? 

Again, I should like to ascertain if any English teacher 
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in a French school has ever been so ill-placed as very 
nearly all foreigners in our schools, so utterly not in his 
element f D. had to live in an hotel. hard by the College. 
On the third day of his sojourn he brought a crucial 
difficulty to the notice of my old friend H. Steel, a gifted 
linguist who would enter into the perplexity : how that, 
having duly put out his boots to be cleaned, Monsieur D. 
found next day that they had not been touched, though 
there was a functionary appointed for the purpose. So 
a second pair was donned, with the same baffiing result. 
On the third day, resplendent in his last pair, he hastens 
to consult his adviser, tells him the painful facts, and 
ends with an eloquent gesture, " et maintenant, cher 
Monsieur, que doit-on faire dans un tel cas ? " 

The curse of Babel seems to rest with peculiar weight 
on these gifted mep. One of them at Eton in the eighties 
had been warned by Dr. Warre to show at the start .that 
he was not to be trifled with; whatever feebleness ~y have 
been shown by others from over-sea, here at last was one 
whose lightest word was law. So his first lesson being 
before breakfast on the day of his getting into touch with 
the famous school, he entered the room and from the 
dais turned and co~ronted some fifteen sleepy and 
wholly indiHerent athletes of the " first hundred." Then 

··briskly: "Now, boys, my name is Banck-B-A-N-C-K; 
and I stand no 'ombogs.'" Nor did he mend matters 
much when to a younger rebel he thundered out : " Do 
not you suppose you will boozle·bam me ; when I turn 

·my back to write on ze board, you laugh in my face." 
Again a needlessly precise description of what had occurred. 

To go back to Wellington. The chief friend I made 
among the mas~ers was J. L. Bevir, the backbone of the 
loya~ty to the place among the Old Boys, a man with a 
great heart and excellent sense of humour. Lane, who 
succeeded Penny as Bursar, died not long after I left in 
181'!2, and Wickham wrote some tasteful Latin verses in 
his memory. Like Bevir, his whole heart was in his job, 
and for self-effacing fidelity, for quiet steadfastness in 
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well-doing, and beautiful forbearance in all the rubs and 
misunderstanqmgs which make every Bursarship a difficult 
post, he stands high among schoolmasters, though his 
merits were known only to a tiny circle. He told me that 
by exercising ordinary care in turning G.own gas jets with 
his own hand, he saved the College £80, and by changing 
the butcher no less than £1,600 per annum. 

In re finance, a curious trouble fell upon the school, the 
effects of which have hardly passed away yet. In the 
spring of 1883, or just about then, an ugly outbreak of 
diphtheritic throats occurred. Eleven thousand pounds 
were expended in setting the drainage to rights, it being 
then held as probable that the cause. was due to leaking 
pipes. In the autumn of the same year a similar and 
rather graver outbreak supervened, and Wickham was in 
a tight place, as much public interest was aroused. He 
asked the advice of his friend the eminent physician Sir 
Andrew Clark, and probably better counsel was never 
given. " Don't, whatever you do, go to a great London 
firm of sanitary engineers : you may be let in for a 
ruinous expenditure. Employ a careful local man to 
ascertain every crack, fissure, split, or leakage in the pipes 
-there must be some-and patch them up securely. You 
may have to pay perhaps £2,000 and not more, and all 
will be done that human care could suggest." Wickham 
wrote that very day to the Chairman of the Governors, 
Edward, Prince of Wales, who in his eagerness to stem 
the mischief had written himself to· the great firm of 
X--, giving them carte blamhe to make a " good job " 
of it. So they did, but the· bill sent in was £80,000 ; and 
it was many years indeed before the school recovered· 
from the loss. 

Wickham was a man who; as a scholar of singul!lr 
insight and literary delicacy, won for !'iimself a reputation 
wherever English is spoken by his first volume of com
mentary on the poet Horace. Yet how a peculiarly re
fined academical mind ever found the mundane platitudes 
of the Roman congenial to his temperament will never be 
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quite easy to understand, no matter how sincere was the 
relish he always found in the perfection of Horace's literary 
gift. For Wickham was in point of refinement one of 
the elect of the earth, and his want of sympathy with 
ordinary worldly standards was mainly, I think, because 
he really did not know exactly what they were. At least 
that was the case down to the end of his Wellington time ; 
for till then his contact with common humanity was but 
slight. At Lincoln, as Dean, he did his best work. As 
Headmaster and the successor of Benson, whose gifts and 
defects were alike the exact opposite of Wickham's, it 
was not possible that he should be a popular and success
ful man of the usual type. There was nothing usual 
about him : his clearness of judgment, foresight, states
manship-of mind, fitted him to be in every way a guide to 
the Governors during twenty years while the school was 
being established in the favour and confidence of the 
public. Benson, though a poet and mystical High Church
man, had the temperament which found congenial work 
in crashing through obstacles and was warrior enough to 
be appreciated by the military world. How could they 
be supposed to understand the fastidious and apparently 
shrinking scholar, whose vitality was not of a buoyant type 
and who, rather than utter an ill-considered opinion, 
would remain quite silently thinking on all sides of the 
question and seeing further than anyone present. He 
was commonly thought to be nothing more than a scholar 
and a good reflective preacher, the truth being that his 
warmth of heart and steadfast courage when the situation 
became impossible were only known to a few. He was 
underestimated by the parents and the boys ; with the 
latter, except with the very few literary scholars, he cer
tainly found sympathy difficult ; and meantime, the 
stream of acrid, not to say rancid, criticism from the 
younger masters must have made life lonely and very 
trying for a temperament deficient in the sanguine cle
ments, 

Yet his sermons, to a careful reader, breathe a note of 
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serenity and hope which probably he coUld not have ex
plained. Thus, while on the pastoral side he suffered as 
a scho~lmaster from over-fastidiousness and alo_ofness, his 
influence on any young man who had the opportunity of 
quiet talk with him was always elevating and illuminative. 
In politics he was a keen Gladstonian ; ana perhaps the 
mos.t congenial friendship that his mal'l'iage with Miss 
Gladstone gave was th,.at of Lord Frederick Cavendish. 
These two reticent and high-minded men seemed 'to draw 
each other out ; and well I can remember the look of 
their two backs as they walked through the pine-woods, 
talking with ease and satisfactitnf on the prospects of the 
country. 

Among the staff of masters some stand out a.S personal 
friends, besides Bevir and Steel, and as valuable to the 
building up of a young school : Rev. A. Carr, A. E. All
cock, H. W. Brougham, H. Newall, H. :S. Toye. 

Of the boys I remember most clearly D. J. )[edley, 
Mitchell Innes, R. R. Ottley, Mackesey, Craddock, Skinner, 
and a little group, young and old, with whom I worked 
as conductor of a little choral class a very delightful 
experience. We helped in concerts, one of which was in 
the open air among the lovely ''-boskage " round the 
College. After a few months I became ".Composition " 
master to- the Vlth Form, and learnt something of Greek 
iambics and prose, and, far more valuable, a tincture of 
knowledge of .Plato. To one most deserving and im
pecunious candidate for the I.C.S. I tried to give a little 
knowledge of Italian, of which I knew nothing, by coach
ing him in Lemmi's Grammar at 6.80 a.m. That was in 
days when boys passed, after being crammed dismally, 
into the I.C.S. at seventeen years old ; but to show what 
~ent on behind the scenes, Bevir more au.o came to· the 
rescue of this youth, tool: him for a -n;p in 1taly at 1lls 
own expense, taught him Italian every day, and, mOl'eover 
-more paying still-secured a voluminous note-book of 
English literature eXtracts with carefully measured com
ments drawn up by Wren, a famous crammer in London. 
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The whole of this tome Bevir copied out, and got the 
boy to begin learning the lot by heart : criticisms olio 
poets he had not heard of before and an extraet just long 
enough for a two hours' paper. After the "coach" and 
the pupil had nearly done for themselves with this nau
seating travesty of learning, they turned to England to 
flmi that the regulations had been suddenly altered, the 
English paper abolished and all tqeir brain-fag wasted I 
The boy;however, passed in well, and in two years was 
administering a large district in India. 

An interesting comment on this thoroughly English 
proceeding was made to me some years later by a very 
able critic of Indian affairs, Sir Alfred Lyall. He had 
had opportunities of comparing the youths who came out 
to govern. the Hindus under the "Competition Wallah " 
with their predecessors, chosen, I suppose, quite at random. 
His verdict was that the crammed boys, many of whom 
were childishly ignorant of men and things, shy, short
sighted, utterly undeveloped, and, in short, apparently 
impossible, after two years of responsibility grew to be 
every whit as efficient and resourceful as any scion of the 
most favoured families in the land. 

About that time, 1882, all examinations began to im
prove, testing originality rather than memory. But it is 
not generally noticed that a youngster who shows origin
ality early is precociOUB : and precocity is the very last 
quality that ought to determine our selection for public 
service. Yet in all civilized countries we rely on it blindly. 
Why? 

. In 1881 I dined with a colonel attached to Sandhurst, 
a ribald old gentleman, who gave in highly spiced lan
guage evidence of the rotten state of army examinations 
at that time. The examiners were ridiculously over
worked and underpai7l., and l;.he results inevitable- ignora
muses passed in at random and some of the best candidates 
were ploughed ; but it was the interest of the former to 
"hold their tongues, and the latter, if they complained, 
were not believed. 



CHAPTER IX 

SOME EXPERIENCES, 188().-1890 

IN 1880 was ~General Election of more than usual interest.· 
Gladstone;.by an astounding output of demagogic power, 
had converted the majority of the electorate to the view 
that our traditional attitude towards Turkey must be 
abandoned. The Turk was all very well as a human being 
to be conversed with on our travels, but when in a posi
tion of authority he was an incarnation of all that was 
fiendish, especially in relation to the Christian peoples 
within his dominions. Gladstone's appeal to the country 
was a moral one ; and so dynamically was it made that 
for many of us the most harrowing trial connected with 
politics has been the looking on at Turkish barbarities 
wreaked on fellow-Christians ; then the hammering of 
the Turk and the prospect of the horrible thing being 
done away with; finally, the restoration of the Moslem 
to power apparently more secure than ever-power over 
young nations for whom we British people, along witli 
others, are morally responsible before the world. But this 
is anticipating. 

For two or three years previously society in England 
had been violently rent asunder by having to decide a 
great moral issue. Dizzy; it was thought--and not with
out reason-was indifferent to the sufferings. of the Bul
garians and Armenians. So some Q(. us. for the first time
flung ourselves with ardour·. into the fray, feeling .the 
" stern joy " of advocating a cause about which we had 
no lurking doubts whatever. Herbert Gladstone won his 
spurs in a gallantly contested .fight for Middlesex, and in 
some campaigning for him early in the Easter holidays I 

114 
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had my first taste of platform speaking. It certainly 
was an educative experience. If a young speaker breaks. 
down, he is not likely to forget the humiliation and the 
bitterness, as he has made himself rather ridicmlous in 
presence of people who eare not whether he is ridiculous 
or not. Moreover, his failure is due to self-consciousness, 
whicll is, to some extent, a moral infirmity. Once I 
was reduced to the terrible condition of sudden blankness of 
hrain; a sensation as if the entire thinking faculty were 
withdrawn from the organism. or, if present, were inhibited 
somehow from acting, and the more violently it is called 
upon to move and .assert itself and reeollect, the more it 
seems to be petrified. Calamity, however, was averted 
by the simple expedient of being provided with a bit of 
paper eontaining the pencilled headings of the short speech. 
The blankness was due to the failure of some joke. No
body langhed; all thought and memory vanished ; but by 
glancing at the notes I was able to resume undetected. 

Years ago I heard a vivid description of Gladstone over· 
taken in the House of Commons by this nightmare. He 
had just concluded a torrential tirade against Disraeli, 
the last words oi which were " The right bon. gentleman 
and his satellites." Pause ; cheering. More pause ; more 
cheering : the situation was becoming intolerable, the 
speaker being evidently helpless and in great distress ; 
when Disraeli, ai'ter exactly the right amount of time, 
rose and quietly said, " and his satellites 1 " thus giving 
Gladstone exactly what was required to restore his self· 
possession. Gladstone replied by a graceful tribute of 
gratitude which in its turn was gradually modilled into 
invective. 

Herbert Gladstone was at home on the platform and 
at his best when sharply heckled. On one occasion he 
showed tact and resoUrce when an ugly row was brewing. 
Four or five brainless but brawny larriklns pursued us to 
the station-he and I were alone-intent upon fisticuffs. 
One of them was a strapping chap and an affray on the 
deserted platform wonld have been no joke against odds. 
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They opened the proceedings with the fashionable en
,,quiry, " Does your mother know you are out ? " which 
generally provoked " inextinguishable laughter " at that 
time. Herbert at once t~ed to the leader. " Now, sir,; 
I appeal to you as to a gentleman. Is it right for this 
fellow here to chaff me about my mother ? " The big 
hobbledehoy was there and then won over ; and we took; 
leave amid hand-shaking and three cheers. It was admir..; 
ably done. 

A few days after I dabbled in the East Worcestershir~ 
election, canvassing, in company with a regular agent 
round abOut Hagley, on behalf of Willie, Herbert's eldest 
brother. One interview sheds a curious light on the way 
the British Empire is run. We penetrated into a shanty 
on the lower slopes of Clent Hill-a lovely spot--where a 
blear-eyed tapster was selling cider and perry. Agent j 
"Morning, Mr. -- : we've come to see you about this 
here voting. You see, Mr. Gladstone, who is standing for 
Parliament, is a cousin of Lord Lyttelton, who the other 
day prevented this hill from bei.nk enclosed, So now? " 
Tapster, acidly: "Well, then, why doesn't he get me a 
whisky licence ? " Agent, scornfully : "Whisky licence I 
What I say is this. Suppose his lordship had had the hill 
enclosed. What would you have done then? You'd_ 
have had to go and dig at Sd. a perch." It was interesting 
to note how the Liberal Press descanted on the eagerness 
of the electorate for a pure Foreign Policy. The tapster 
was anyhow silenced. We left him thinking and wonder
ing what was the'· connexion between his licence and· a 
turkey. · 

Not long after I learnt something of the intoxicatiC!n of 
oratory-a solitary experience. Some 5,000 sturdy young 
men of the Y.M.C.A: were gathered in the Jlirmingluun 
Town Hall-the hall anyhow was packed-to hear three' 
of us harangue on Drink, Purity, and Gambling. They 
were an astonishingly responsive audience, and the vast
ness of the building made it necessary to speak so slowly 
that the choice of words became easier than usual. I 
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tluked on to an anecdote about buying a horse, which 
though vapid and hardly relevant captivated the dense 
mass of youngsters with startling effect. The cheers, 
the electric enthusiasm, the J!OWerful currents of sym
pathy from every quarter, were nothing short of over· 
whelming ; and I understood what some critic of Mr. 
Gladstone said, that after his demagogic triumph in Mid· 
lothian in 1880 he became immensely more influential 
with the public, but as a statesman thereafter lost balance 
of judgment. Perhaps it was what Bismarck meant in 
hiS"affirmation that no great statesman was a great ~rator. 
He was not far wnmg ; but Pericles and perhaps Chatham 
must not be put out of court at once. 

Whether Gladstone lost his judgment after his dema· 
gogic power as.serted itself this is not the plaee to discuss. 
If he did, it is interesting to recall his verdict upon Pal· 
merston : " He remained in power too long ; and the 
public trust in him grew during the very period that his 
judgment was becoming weaker." As to his oratory, I 
heo.rd him too rarely to have a very clear opinion. For 
most of us, his nephews, he was far more impressive in 
conversation than on the platform. I only once heard 
him in the House of Commons ; it was when he belaboured 
the impassive Hartington for deserting his leader on the 
matter of Home Rule-probably in 1886. The volcanic 
impression I shall never forget. n was not the arguments 
tlsed or the things said, but the delivery, the utter absorp
tion in his subject, the unshakeable strength of conviction, 
the genuine identilleation of his own view of the question 
in hand with all the eternal verities ; all this in addition 
to the better-known gifts of voice and action made one 
feel as if the' object of his invective must shrivel up before 
him. Yet .there was something magnillcently impersonal 
about it all. No one ever quoted words of scom which 
clung to the unhappy victim of one of these tirades ; nor 
did he make his opponent look foolish in the eyes of the 
public. It was rather an overwhelming cataract of deep 
principles of moral rectitude delivered with. an intensity 
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of passion and fortified by every possible fact bearing on 
the case, making the hearers unable to imagine how such 
conviction, learning, and moral fervour could possibly be 
on the wrong side. 

Twice outside the Hou8e-once at Woolwich in 1879, 
and again at Nottingham ip. the eighties. It was note
worthy on the first occasion how he mastered the contents 
of a Blue-book on the Eastern Question which was only · 
put into his hands at the beginning of the journey, and I _• 
remember his pouncing on some subtle point dug out of ; 
the pages, and then in his speech bringing it out as if it • 
had been in his mind for weeks. , 

But there is really nothing to add to the masterly; 
description of his eloquence in Morley's Life. · 

In this England of ours one may live a long time without 
ever once coming under the spell of a really great orator. , 
The exceptions in my own experience have been rare: , 
Sam Wilberforce's sermon at Hagley, about 1868 ; and . 
a speech from Dolling in 1890 to the elder boys at Hailey·.· 
bury ; and, perhaps most notable of all, a thrilling address 
by George Parkin on Imperial Federation to the Hailey
bury boys about 1893. Intense conviction, sympathy with _ 
the audience, and an ideal not too high for the majority, 
seem to he essential. The late G. F. Wilson, of the Sea
men's Mission, was a most powerful "beggar" in the 
pulpit, and, like Parkin, a very noblechearted man. Lord 
Knutsford made an extraordinarily effective appeal io the 
whole of Eton in the difficult new School Hall-a task 
which the great evangelist, J. R. Mott, admitted had beeu 
too much for him. It is,-however, dangerous to play. 
upon boys' emotions with pathos, and the absence of 
sentimentality from the great oratorical achievementS of 
former centuries makes one ask if we have not_ gone quite 
far enough in this direetion. A noted missioner went to 
Dublin just after making a great stir in Birmingham and 
found the Irish as "cold as stone." A local lady, Mrs. 
Dickinson, wife of the waggish Dean of the Chapel Royal, 
suggested that "over here we know too well how it is done." 
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During these years the question of holidays arose. Like 
most young schoolmasters, we at Eton were tempted to 
knock about abroad or at home in company with each 
other and talk " shop." That was the line of least re• 
sistance and by no means the most profitable. Some had 
hobbies 1 and my belief is that a very large number of 
normal boys might be so equipped if we knew more about 
the lntelleetual training of childhood. One way and 
another it is a sheer necessity of life that new ideas should 
be given by recreation ; and it is very easy to over-value 
the kind of recreation which is physically fatiguing and 
mentally sterile. In 1880, 1887, 1888, I dabbled in Swiss 
mountaineering with Alfred Cole, Howson, Welldon, and 
others. If it is combined with some botany ,pr geology it 
is a noble sport, and in any case teaches valuable qualities 
-ndurance, humility, circumspection, awe. 

One incident Is worth recording for the instruction of 
young mountaineers. One morning in August 1880, after 
an abortive attempt on the Bernina (had we not been turned 
back by weather after a night in the hut, would such 
tyros in climbing have escaped an early death f), we were 
tempted by the sight of a snow-glissade at the top of the 
Korvatch (the hill which cuts off the sun from Pontresina 
in January at 2.45 p.m.) and persuaded our old Eton 
friend Charles Lacaita, the only one of us who had 
climbed before, to lead us unguided to the top or the hill, 
where we should lunch, then enjoy the glissade and come 
down. I should mention that two days before I tried the 
ascent of the mountain alone, took the wrong line, and 
got into a place on the rocks when for some minutes I 
could aeither go up nor down. Someone ought to warn 
heedless young men from ever scrambling about the Alps 
.alone. That, too, was a touch and go. 

So Welldon, Howson, Cole. and myself were led by 
Lacaita easily up the left-hand side. On the summit, 
luncheon ; fine view ; high spirits, but L warned us that 
the glissade a little farther on would probably be too 
icy. It was a streak of hard frozen snow which escaped 

8 
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the sun, and though the surface was powdered with snow, 
ice was just under it. The slope was steep, and about 
40 yards down the rocks projected in from the left, round 
which the glissade wound out of sight. So we stood, and 
I well remember egging on Lacaita to start off and we 
would follow. He tapped the surface, and with much 
misgiving stepped on and glided down standing, his ice
axe firmly gripped and With the point cutting a thin path 
behind him, checking his speed and helping to keep his 
balance. All went well till he got to about eight yards 
from the projecting rocks, when he stopPed and called to 
us to c9me on. Had any one of us done so,. he would 
have been, to a perfect certainty, dashed to pieceS on· 
those rocks •• 

For the more slippery a glissade is the more practice it 
requires. We four were wholly inexperienced, ignorant· 
of the danger, and carrying not ice-axes but alpenstocks, 
less suitable and more difficult to manage. Lastly, the 
sequel showed plainly-what was in store had not some
thing happened which saved our lives. 

I was actually stepping on and· in one :~)lore second 
should have been doomed, when we saw Lacaita. lose his 
balance--he must have lifted his ice-axe point for a. moment 
from the surfa.ce--fall fla.t on his ba.ck and shoot, feet 
forwards, with astonishing rapidity .on to the rocks. He 
rebounded from them a.t an angle to the right-the line 
of the rocks being diagonal-then turned a.nd went on 
down the snow track, head foremost, and disappeared fro~ 
our view. We heard some banging noises and all was 
still. We shouted\" Are you hurt f" Answer i •• Bring 
the brandy." (He had insisted on this beverage b.eing 
taken from the hotel-a. fortunate prevision.) So Cole. 
started off, scrambling fast, by a circuitous route to reach; 
the spot, and we followed' very cautiously, Welldon re, 
marking, " I take credit to myself for insisting that no.; • 
thing would persuade me to get on to that glissade." We l 
came down by the side of the contour on easy rocks am\ ! 
shale. It took Cole half an hour to reach Lacaita, who~ f 

' . 
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he found badly bruised and battered. sitting on the snow, 
hardly able to move, and very cold. It took five hours to 
get him to the hotel instead of less than twp, and he was 
stiff and sore for some weeks. 

We proceeded down the side of the couloir, and baffied 
so far in my wish to glissade, I determined to try my luck 
below the jutting rocks where the snow was less steep, 
and with Howson looking on and warning, I started off, 
standing, and very soon found myself leaning a tiny bit 
too much forward and only able to keep upright by run
ning hard down hill. It was no joke, as about 100 ft. 
farther on was a hard black sort of shingle ; but I mar
vellously recovered balance and got the alpenstock on to 
the snow behind me. What would hav;. happened is 
easy to see but not pleasant to think on. · 

Lessons learnt on the Alps: (1) Never do anything in
volving the slightest risk unless you are roped to a com• 
rade. (2) Carry an ice-axe always, and if you 11lip, grip 
it tight for use. (Lacaita stopped himself by flinging 
the axe head into a hole in the ice and holding on like grim 
death.) (8) Beware of exhilaration of spirits in the 
champagne air, (4t) There is nothing to swagger about 
in being venturesome ; but there may be much to rue. 
(5) Some people find it hard not to believe in guardian 
angels ; nor are they necessarily to be dubbed as fools on 
this account. 

· Mountain-climbing was varied with two trips to Spain : 
the first with Lacaita, when we visited the northern cathe· 
drals and dutifully read Street's massive volume on their 
architecture. I think Toledo struck our fancy most. 
Afte~ lionizing, we went into the parlour of the hotel and 
stumbled on one of those noteworthy people who can 
travel wherever they please without speaking or under
standing any language but English. This was a stout, 
elderly deaf man whom we shrewdly suspected of being 
one of the uncles of our lately deceased and greatly 
lamented schoolfellow Fred Arkwright of Derbyshire, 
~rom which county he hailed. He welcomed our advent 
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as a relief after talking for three hours to Spaniards who, 
more BUD, knew not a word of any language but their own. 
Later he exhibited his skill in getting the waiter to under
stand that. he was to be called at 7 a.m. by powerful 
knocking on the door. It was a triumphant success, but 
hardly gives promise of a possible way out of the difficulty 
for which Esperanto was ereated. Our friend had roamed 
through the remote parts of Europe without disaster, 
but how he coped with accidents, loss of luggage, extor
tionate innkeepers, etc., etc.. I cannot imagine. 

This encounter reminds me of the only other man I 
have ever met who talked incessantly lo foreigners, and 
that was the gifted and delightful Father Dolling. At 
Passow we found him in the parfour of the hotel chatter
ing .to all ald sundry, visitors, waiting-men. tired old 
ladies, the "boots," the concierge, anyone who turned up. 
Nobody understood a-word, but they all seemed to love 
him at first sight. But Dolling must have shortened his 
life by unintermittent output. The world would be a 
better place if all eager people (especially men) between 
fifty and seventy years of age knew that incessant chatter 
is nearly always wearisome to the listeners and eannot fail · 
to sap the strength of the talker. Another eminent 
ecclesiastic was a victim of the same infirmity, Bishop 
Jacob of St. Albans. 

There are. however, two nuisances which haunt hotels. 
The first is the probability.that there are some folk in the 
rooms downstairs who cannot abide fresli air, and refuse . 
to believe that the eetarrh microbe breeds and thrives m 
warm rooms but would periSh in the cold wind outside. · 
The second is that •somewhere there is probably waiting 
for you a bore. Bores love hotels, because there are plenty 
of people about who will"be taken in by the talker's initial· . 
geniality and mistake it for il. desire to be civil. instead of 
being an approach to his prey as stealthy and more deadly 
than that of the spider to the fly. At San Remo we I 
came across the common type of man who will lay down ·; 
the law with triumphant dogmatism at table d'Mte till : 
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he finds someone to contradict him and then instantly 
curls up. The brief dialogue was entertaining. 

Stranger : " Talking of guns are you ? Why, bless you, 
these Italians are the chaps to build guns. .They built 
one of four hundred tons the other day." 

A. C. Cole (an accurate plBn) : "Tons I I think yoq, • 
mean pounds, sir." 

Stranger: "Oh well, yes-pounds." He continued 
talking loudly, but avoided any definite statement about 
anything as long as Cole was within earshot. The elderly 
ladies who haunted the Riviera hotels in April seemed to 
prefer a human voice uttering vapidities to silence. Thus 
the demand stimulated the supply. The talking gent 
found his audience who could listen or not ~4 they pleased. 

In the summer of 1888 I met my future wife at.Zer
matt. We were married in Dublin just before Christmas 
that year, she being the daughter of Dean West of 
St. Patrick's Cathedral and sister of Hercules West, 
scholar and first-class classic of Trinity, Cambridge, and 
two years my junior. He was also an excellent rock
climber and one of the best of mimics. An elder sister 
became the second wife of the Dublin Professor, Edward 
Dowden, and a coadjutor in all his literary work. 

This event brought about my first visit to Ireland. 
Some of our family were rather uncertain Home Rulers, 
being under the spell of Mr. Gladstone. In Dublin I 

·came across the English section of the population, to a 
man anti-Natio11alist and deeply distrustful of Gladstone 
and all his works. In 1881 I had heard a very illuminat
ing lecture on Ireland, delivered at Wellington College to • 
the Vlth Form by Arthur Johnson, oft>xford, who pointed 
out how in Henry Il's time we lumped together two 
systems of law in that island, the Feudal and the Brehon, 
or Village Community system, without ever making it 
plain which of the two systems the unhappy child-race 
was to obey. The effect of eourse W&ll to engender a 
spirit of lawlessness in a people by temperament unable 
or disinclined to learn wha\ Law means. A little reflection 
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on thfs most grievous blunder should teach us the com
plexity of Ireland's problem. 

Marriage opened my eyes to another interesting matter : 
the social life at Eton. The relation between the un
married masters and the resident ladies tended to resemble 
a kind of armed truce. Nowhere have so many men 
singularly fitted for the duties of paternity been so rootedly 
celibate in manners and disposition. At one time fifty 
{)Ut of sixty-six were bachelors, some of whom lived quite 
out of any contact with the other sex, both in term and 
holiday-time. Whatever may be said for this state of 
things from a professional point of view, there is little 
doubt that it inflicts a loss on the community. 

Some of o~ holidays were spent in Ireland during the 
next few years~ the visits to Co. Wicklow, Portrush, and 
Donegal. and to Mulraney and Glengariff, being specially 
pleasing in retrospect. The most beautiful of these places 
'Was undoubtedly Glengariff, but ouly at high-tide. 

Not till later (1893), when I got an explanation from a 
very level-headed and lovable Irishman, the late Jack 
Colles; Lunacy Commissioner, and familiar with all aspects 
of Irish life, could we interpret a singular phenomenon 
that was bef~re our eyes-inland from Bantry Bay. (Lord 
Justice George Talbot was with us and shared our per
plexity.) On the hillsides could be-seen here and there a 
sorry cabin occupied by a tenant and his f8mily, set in an 
enclosed and fully cultivated plot of ground. Beyond that 
plot was another in a half-cultivated condition. Farther. 
away still, that is, beyond the intervening stone wall, 
was a third plot completely run to seed. This had come 
about in consequence of two Acts of Parliament reduciiig 
rents, one 25 per cent.1 the other 20 per cent., with an 
interval of tw~nty years. Op. the first reduction, Paddy -
found he could knock off onE\ of his three plots without 
loss ; on the second, a second plot went, and he continued 
pigging it as before. _ 

During these years it was said by those " in the know " 
that the traditional Irish wit was dying out. I am not 
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so sure. Certainly in the Dublin circles the parade, the 
pomp and circumstance of story-telling were still Illi\in
tained to the utmost in 1888, but the fashionable quarters 
of the city were being rapidly depleted. However, dining 
in Trinity College I was auditor of the typical Irish anec• 
dotage, stories being told at inordinate length and far 
too elaborately, especially as several of the audience had 
heard them before. The understanding seemed to be 
that each narrator should be given plenty o{ time and 
elbow-room, Qn condition that he was no less considerate 
to the others. I c10nfess I found it wearisome. There 
was too much of a full-dress display in each effort, and 
neglect of the principle that a story should never be lugged 
in independently of the context of the preceding conver
sation, but should arise naturally from it, and, moreover, 
should vary in rapidity according to the size and intelli
gence of the audience. Celebrated rtlM11J,eura like Dean 
llole nearly always err from excess. The best I ever 
knew was Henry Sidgwick ; then Canon Ainger; then 
perhaps Arthur Benson, with whom I lodged for the years 
1884. to 1888 in Baldwin's Shore, opposite Windsor Castle. 
Between 1882 and 1884. my contubemalia was a life-long 
friend, Stuart Donaldson, afterwards Master of Magdalene 
College, Cambridge. That was in the Cloisters in a 
Fellow's House lent to us by the venerable and very hand· 
some old friend of my father's, Edward Coleridge. This 
house I afterwards tenanted as Headmaster when it had 
been, in the nineties. incorporated into the next to form 
a sufficiently ample domicile for Dr. Warre. 

By far the most important experience in respect of a 
changed interpretation of life was the residence in Cuddes· 
don College in the summer holidays of 188~. This 
was pl't'pa.ratory to taking Holy Orders. Canon Furse 
was Principal, Dr. Gore Vice-Principal, and an old 
" Evansite " Eton friend, Hugh Currie, was Chaplain. 
I was abysmally ignorant, but just old enough to under
stand Gore's Lectures on the Epistles to the Romans : 
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added to which were many talks and -walks, new and 
lasting friendships. Gore was, of eourse, our principal 
teacher, but there were some few of the men who failed to 
follow him. They were mainly Oxford pass-men and the 
intellectual standard was not high, except in the case of 
Charles Walker with his brilliant literary gift-he was 
one of the best letter-writers I have ever known-
Harry Drew, Billy Heal. Pat Smythe. and one or two 
others. 

The absence of brilliancy perhaps made the effect all 
the more remarkable. No one knows the ~wer of Chris
tianity who has not experienced its working on a group 
of men. Very few have had the opportunity of seeing 
and knowing a batch of sturdy, athletic Public Schoolmen 
be~g daily tra.nsformed from the insouciance of English 
youth to a genuine self-dedication. There is nothing quite 
like it. One or two other groups have created an even 
holier atmosphere. but then they are of women, and 
somehow give a lesser manifestation of power. 

The Bishop who ordained us was Macka.mess, a man of 
strength. holiness, and the most transpsrent simplicity. 
Hence the humour of his encounter with Mat Arnold, 
who was in a _" chortling" state of mind at the time, 
elated with his honorary Oxford degree and the success 
of his book Literature and Dogma. He spent some time 
in asking as many as possible of his numerous acquaint
ance if they had read his bo.ok, and coming to Macka.rness 
received an answer which he neither expected nor desired. 
"Well. no. The fact is, I have not been travelling much · 
lately ; and there are some books I only read in trains." 
Mat subsided into lasting indption. 

An assistant-mastership at Eton was always taken as 
sufficient for a " title "·for Ordination, just like another 
" cure of souls " ; but bishops were not all alike in this. 
In my opinion, young clerics sliould be encouraged to take 
to school-work if they have a leauing towards its pastoral 
side, and desire, as Dr. Hort put it, to impart to the young 
such fragments of truth as they have learnt. Masters who 
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take Orders nowadays do so from a sense of Voeatlon; 
very different from the early-Victorian clerical "beak," 
who represented a type of unhuman Churchmanship said 
to have been invented by headmasters from Arnold 
onwards. It was and is somewhat Pantheistic in opinion, 
and decidedly Pelagian in its tone ; that is, it believes 
that men and boys alike can save themselves if you exhort 
them sufficiently to do so. Their strong point is, of course, 
dutifulness. As an antidote to such a Judaizing influence 
a convinced CJu'istian in a Secondary School has an im
portant work to do. 

Some of the reading for the Bishop's examination had 
to be done under difficulties, as time was short and leisure 
at Eton simply m'l. (This is, of course, a bit of exaggera
tion.) Such as I did was frequently at odd times, travel
ling or visiting, etc. Once an absurd situation resulted. 
I was coming back from a foreign trip in company with 
Welldon and, owing to a breakdown of the engine some
where ncar Lausanne, we were desperately late in arriving 
at Paris and found ourselves with just half an hour to 
drive, in a common Jiacre, from the Gare de Lyon to the 
Gare du Nord, take tickets for London, and register lug
gage. At the northern station we had two minutes before 
the train went. Welldon dashed off after-the luggage; 
I was detailed off to blarney the guard. In the nick of 
time W. appeared waving the ~ickets, and then we flung 
durselves all " unhousclled, unanealed," in other words, 
unwashed, unshaven, hot and hustled, into a first-class 
carriage, ice-axes rattling, everything noisy and pell-mell, 
right on to the top of a very decorous English couple, 
beautifully dressed and composed for a tranquil journey. 
Their faces evinced the utmost disgust, nor was the 
intrusion explained by my at once fishing out and setting 
myself to read a huge archaic copy of Pearson on the Creed 
(lent by J. P. Carter, of Eton). The husband, who was 
next to me, showed quite plainly that he thought we 
were escaped lunatics. 

The Ordination sermon was preached by an admirable 
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man. Lloyd, in 1884 Vicar of Newcastle, afterwards Bishop 
of Thetford, and then of Newcastle. I remember the 
sermon to this day. The best ad~ce he gave us would 
be equally eogent for any layman, viz. to secure at least 
an hour's solitude as the first charge on our time every day. 
I cannot imagine any Christian, clerical or lay, giving 
himself a really good chance of living his best life if this 
rule is ignored. . 

During this decade a start was made for the helping of 
the spiritual side of the schoolmaster's work, and, like 
other starts, had to be known to be a failure before it 
succeeded. Masters were invited to attend a devotional 
gatlrering of the nature of a Retreat or Quiet Day once 
a year. I was a member of a small Committee which 
set this institution going,_ the others being John P. 
Carter of Eton, Bramston of Winchester, and Dalton of 
Felsted. We aimed at silence, hoping for a time of 
reeollectedness and meditation assisted by addresses and 
Church offices ; and sure enough about 1885 we began 
by assembling at Winchester to be exhorted by Archbishop 
Benson. The visitors were schoolmasters. University 
dons were added later. This effort was the outeome 
of a feeling that what was called religious teaching in 
the Public Schools was little more than ethical training 
plus some coaching in Biblical lore. . So the Archbishop 
made it plain that after the first address it was expected 
that there should be no talking till after the " early ser
vice" of the third day. This was a case of reckoning 
without our host. The British Public Schoolmaster is a 
being trained to utter himself orally ; he is generally of a· 
fairly vigorous physique and, anyhow, not of the cloistered 
recluse type at all. We walked out of the sacred building 
late in the dark and piercingly cold evening, some of us 
wondering how we should get through two full days of 
silence. Others, however, were differently disposed, and 
the moment we were outside the door a flood of talk · 
surged up on every side: "Hullo, old chap I here, come · 
up to my room close by. I want to talk· to you about' 
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marks " I and with minds set on this thrilling theme 
they subsequently went to bed. 

But the most moving incident took place later at Rugby, 
when even the great Frederick Temple, who gave the ad
dresses, was almost overcome by the cold in the dining
hall. There were seventeen degrees of frost. We had 
had one hour and a half in Chapel before breakfast, and 
something at first was immeasurably wrong in the cater
ing department. A tiny bit of toast each was all we got 
at our table for twenty minutes l not a drop of sustaining 
cofiee ; not a word of sympathy from any quarter, nothing 
but a prevailing and ingem deaiderium : when just as we 
were on the point of succumbing, the French master, 
chosen to be the reader from some " holy book " to assist 
our meditations, mounted the bema and iil a foreign 
accent and a voice cavernous from hunger gave us a long 
extract from Jeremy Taylor on the suppression of the 
carnal appetites. 



CHAPTER X 

ETON AGAIN, AND HOLIDAYS, 1882-1890 

AT Eton in May 1882 I began wrestling With the bottom' 
division but one of the Lower School, Chignell being 
permanently at the very bottom. 

Joynes, father of "Red " Joynes, was Lower Master, 
and in his own person the source of many stories. It was 
the custom for the IVth Form masters to dine with their 
titular chief at the beginning of each half, nominally to 
talk business. On the very first occasion I reminded him· 
of a ludicrous episode in 1871 in Division m, when with 
characteristic lash of the tongue he made a youth look
and feel-a very decided fool. Joynes's teaching by that 
time was losing its freshness, and occasionally might be 
called childish for boys of seventeen. Among these was 
a conceited little person in jackets named Combe--and 
one day, just as •• old " Joynes was informing us that 
CJ£Sar was too big a man for Pompey, Combe, whose 
interest in Roman history was languid, began to giggle; 
so suddenly: "Go into· the corner, Combe "-always 
with a prolongation of the monosyllable. "That's right; 
turn round to the wall now 1!-Ild look foolish. Ha.l ha 1". 
(an indescribable mirthless laugh), then, moralizing on the 
situation to us, "You know, boys, there are some boys 
whom I should not dare to treat like that. If I told ' . 
some fine, high-spirited fellow to go into the corner, he 
would say, • Joynes I Joynes I who's Joynes?' and go out 
of the room in a rage. Bui," pointing with his thumb, 
" when it's only a little boy like Combe, ha I hal ha I "' 
So in 1882 when I told the old gentleman the story, 
he pretended to ·object. "Now, Lyttelton, you really 
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mustn't. No, no. Now, this is too bad of you." But 
next day one of my pupils told me what happened. "Sir, 
the Lower Master told us this morning, the first thing, what 
he ~mid once to a chap called Combe : it was awfully 
good." The whole history-with a warning that it might 
be repeated-was given, down to the last word, and with 
unfeigned relish. 

How seductive and jolly was life at Eton then, for a 
young master! The friendships-the innumerable storie&
the bubbling vivacity of the youngsters--the game&-the 
society in Windsor-the slowly growing interest in intel
lectual things-and all the time plenty to do, but not 
too much I Yet it must be confessed that then and for 
many years later the l>evil, as the Scotsman said, " was 
vara indoostrious." 

The teaching was tragic indeed, the dullest boys still, 
and for years later, being besotted with the rudiments of 
ancient grammars, without a hint of who Greeks and 
Romans were, what they did, and hardly when they lived. 
Seeley later on wrote about this evil, which prevailed at 
all other schools, caustically and with truth. Attempts 
were being made to improve the grammars, nobody seeing 
that the root of the trouble was not there. _" In the con· 
fiict between the children and the grammars, the children 
had the best of it. Their influence on the grammars was 
~tronger than that of the grammars upon them ; and 
instead of the children becoming grammatical, the gram· 
mars became childish." 

What was wrong had been wrong for centuries and pre• 
vailcd among all the Public Schools : the mass of boys 
were made to groan and sweat at rudiments ; utterly 
meaningless except as stepping-stones to a literature 
which they never got to read or even to hear of. Minds 
were blank and grievous mischief-as alway&-supervencd. 
But a mighty change was beginning. The first time that 
tbe question of" morals " was ever mentioned at a masters' 
meeting was in 1882 by Luxmoore, to whom Eton owes a 
great debt. Since then persistent warfare against luxury 
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and softness has been waged, and the standard has un
questionably been raised. 

In those days every new master, wholly untrained, was ' 
set down to teach some thirty little boys in a dear old ' 
timber:built room dating from Henry VI, and ill-fitted 
for the purpose. But I should not have minded the 
room if the subjeets to be taught had been intelligible to. 
the curly-headed fiock. as the Latin poet called them. 
Occasionally, as Joynes's supervision was intermittent, I 
indulged in some general information, and once told them • 
about the opium traffic in China and bade them repro
duce it in writing. One youth, "with the snows of thir- • 
teen winters on his head " and scarcely an idea inside it,' 
summed up the little lecture in emotional language: "In 
a far distant land they grow miles and miles of a horrid 
herb, which makes the Chinese sick and ill and very 
miserable-poor, wretched creatures I " That youth was 
so comic in his demeanour that it was necessary to 
make him stand during the whole of the construing lessons 
with his back to the class, a Latin book, which he could 
not read, being held reverently in his hands. The last 
two minutes were devoted to this joy of " hearing him 
give tongue," this treat being conditional on fairly 
quiet previous behaviour of the rest. Without intending 
it, he was a help to discipline. 

In the same " half" I set a general paper, ending with 
a question : "What has· been the happiest day of your 
life?" One youth with a feeling,like Professor Ramsay's,,' 
"for the situation," wrote, "The day of my Baptism,"'· 
genuinely, as he was far 'too thick-witted to :S.ttempt. 
humbug. His neighbour took a mundane view of history 
and answered, •• The. d_ay when my aunt was married,"· 
adding to the class of record which provokes more enquiry, 
than it satisfies. But the ·comicality of such remarks is . 
marred by the thought of the prodigious vacuity of mind 
they indicate, and by' degrees those of us teachers who; 
eame to know something of young children could not helpi 
comparing the sprightly vivacity in learning shown almost~ 
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always by a boy of six with the inertia, nay, the despair 
of sixteen. I cannot believe that this change is an ordin
ance of nature ; but very many teachers still treat it as 
such, with lamentable results. 

My quarters were in the Cloisters, in the house next to 
the Playing Fields, occupied by the well-known Fellow of 
the College, the Rev. Edward Coleridge, who, being at 
that time Vicar of Mapledurham, kindly lent his house to 
Stuart Donaldson and myselt. The fabric united to the 
next (the Dr. Balston's) has become the Headmaster's 
residence. In 1882, foreseeing an uncertain tenure of this 
dwelling and accustomed to the military centralization 
of Wellington, I at once went to lay my difficulties before 
Dr. Hornby, feeling perfectly sure he would give the 
necessary orders to have them removed. Briefly they 
were that I had not a house to live in, nor a pupil-room, 
nor a class-room In which to teach. Well do I remember 
the bland courtesy of his rejoinder: "Dear I dear," after 
which comment he conversed about Alpine climbing I 
This particular medialvalism continued till Dr. Warre in 
1885 knocked up the College Office, and how Eton existed 
without it as a gomg concern, no human being can faintly 
conceive. • 

Coleridge died in 188,, and my old friend Donaldson 
and I removed our quarters to the delightful little dwelling, 
:Paldwin's Shore, which I have already mentioned. In 
1888 occurred the terrific explosion in the East Indies 
of the island of Krakatoa, the undoubted cause of the 
supremely splendid sunsets through the whole of the 
following winter. No one who saw them can forget 
them : but it is not common knowledge that the sunrises 
were no less gorgeous. Morning after morning for an 
hour and a half the spangles of the sky enveloped 
the whole length of the Castle fabric, and spread up 
nearly to the zenith of the heaven. Neither before 
nor since have I done anything to deserve so rich and 
rare a treat. 

As an illustration of the small boy'• mind the following 
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incident is worth recording. In ·the middle of the 
dynamite scares of the eighties, a youngster ran up 
to me just outside Baldwin's Shore. " Have you 
heard, sir, that Windsor Castle has been blown into 
ruins ? " I turned him round and there he saw the 
venerable pile intact. He made some inarticulate and 
disappointed comment and ran off, probably to retail 
the original report, uncorrected still. to any who chose. 
to listen. : 

Indeed. it was during these years of assistant-master-' 
ship at Eton that it began to dawn on some of us adults 
how deep is the mystery of boyhood. We are told in the! 
Bible to become as little children ; not as boys. To' 
become like little children is difficult enough ; to become 
as boys would be impossible, because nobody knows what 
a boy of fifteen is : even Shakespeare could make nothing 
of this puzzle-a human male Wrestling with the obscure. 
problems of puberty.• 

There is no such thing as a typical boy, the only 
generalization about them which holds water being that 
they are curiously unlike ·each other.. During this period · 

1 .Our great poet was not Interested In boyhood, except In that of 
princes. What we call a oohoolboy'was nothing to Jwn. He deacn'bea 
children (Arthur and the prinoee in llidlanJ Ill) and youthe (Oymb.UM). 
Meredith made a go.Uant attempt in lli<hard · Jl'•wnl ; and a liUio boy 
has been wo.U pictured by Hugh Walpole. But I know of nothing OOD• 

vincing as a study of the years from fourteen to eeventeen. 
In daye when _peyebology ls to the fore, it ie worth while to point out 

that school life eeems to have been in reoent timea comparatively free • 
of grave moral evil. Certainly ma;nagera of boarding-aebools }'lust haY<?· 
been wholly ignorant of it In the aarly years of the past century. This 
faot can be learnt by study of the barbarous domestic arrang""!ents 
aotually o:dered by aebool stetutes (vide Carlyle's Scloool BIGWlu, 
voL ii; the most inoredible .waa in operation down to 1869). Agein. 
a earious oorroboration of this view may be gathered !rom tha long dull 
poem of Cowper's called u Tirocini'um:' in which be rakes together every·~ 
possible indictment againet our Pul>lio Schools. But there ia no mention 
made of the particular evil whieb woa a nightmare to acboolmastors from 
1860 onwards. Hr. Gladstone ueed to aey that he beard no whisper on· 
the subjoot all the time he was at Eton {i. .. in the twenties): And the· 
agad author of EIDfl Oollsp"' Old 2'imo wrote to me about 1896 to tho·' 
8an18ef!OO$, 
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at Eton from 1882 to 1890, about eighty youngsters were 
my private pupils, and people used to talk as if a tutor 
had the shaping of his pupils' characters in his hands. 
Trouble is in store for somebody if that idea prevails. 
Meantime distrust generalizations. A gifted friend of 
mine excused himself from preaching in a school chapel 
on the ground that he never knew how to appeal to beings 
who were semi-rational. Later on, when questioned as 
to his opinion as to the rationality of adults, he admitted 
they were all alike, all in the same boat ; and that 
preaching to anybody was; as a noted Evangelical preacher, 
Herbert James, emphatically asserted, the most difficult 
thing in the world. George Herbert, the poet, however, 
maintained that something could be learnt from the worst 
sermon-viz. patience. But revenom d noa moutom. I 
would suggest that it is broadly true to say that English 
boys are more English in their characteristics than 
men-more emotional, more reserved, more ironical, 
even more inarticulate, more casual, more optimistic, 
and lastly, at fifteen and sixteen years of age, they are 
liable to very baffiing forms of incipient but temporary 
lunacy. 

Meantime great and far-reaching changes in the intel
lectual world began, Boys gradually eame to feel the 
attraction of other subjects than Latin, Greek, elementary 
mathematics, and tag-rags of Scie!'lce. French, I grieve 
to say, was still, as Aristotle says of a child, a thing of 
promise rather than achievement. The difference between 
the two decades was·in the public opinion. In 1875 a 
decent French accent was suspected ; it smacked of 
errcm\nacy and of disloyalty to Punch'a conception of 
Johu Bull ; but in 1885 I remember a Canadian boy in 
Lower Vth with a nearly perfect accent, and the young 
Philistines in the room seemed quite pleased to hear it, 
In 1912 nearly all the boys would really try to make 
themselves intelligible in the foreign tongue-a surprising 
change indeed, giving a foretaste of the League of Nations. 
Of course it was much facilitated by the gradual substitu· 
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tion of young English masters for foreigners, and I fancy 
when Warre became Headmaster and began the practice 
of visiting divisions, it was a revelation to the multitude 
to hear French fairly spoken by an indisputably virile 
Englishman.• 

Similarly the tone of the rank-and-file of the school 
towards industry in school work was profoundly modified. 
Only among the sections of society where ancestral bar- . 
barism seems for a time by some inner necessity to emerge 
and hold sway was industry treated as a stigma. Pres- · 
sure from the homes began to tell. The idlest elass in 
the school, who yet had aspirations towards the Army, 
had been formed into an Army class where " work " was 
conceived of almost entirely as cramming for examinations, 
and success was gauged not by any flickerings of interest 
in learning as such, but solely by the number of" passes." 
No subject of study outside the prescribed list was looked 
at or mentioned. I well remember when, for a subject 
for ethical or ecclesiastical discussion among the younger 
masters on Sunday evenings, the suggestion was Religious 
Teaching in the Army Class, it was meant and received as 
a good-humoured joke. As far as I know, the training 
of Army boys in every other Public School was exactly' 
of this character. Nor is it at all certain that anything 
better could have been done with the youths in question. 
Some few years before this time I heard the future Arch
bishop Temple utter his .opinion that Eton was the best 
school in the world. On my expressing gratification he 
explained: "What I mean is, you have a lot of boys there( 
with whom nobody could p9ssibly do anything whatever; 
and you manage them somehow." There was a charac
teristic absence of gush in the sentiment so delivered, but . . . 

1 About 1900 I heard a very creditable rendering of a chorus in a pl!M. 
English accent {very ral'8 in Hertfordsbire) by Grammar School boys. 
The master's explanation was that" long wrestling with the French accent 
bad given the young British tongues eontrol over the vowel sound9. Thill· 
ia worth knowing. Whether increasad familiarity with eaoh other's 
Jangnage will bridge the gulf between us and our neighbours may be 
doubted. But it mu.ei be triad. 
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the days came when I discerned the literal truth of the 
remark.• 

Among the civilians there was of course a 'goodly 
number of scholars, but the tone of the intellectual life, 
the interest in learning and culture, was in every school 
bewilderingly low, depressed indeed, not, as we dreamed, 
stimulated, by the prospect of professional examinations. 
Lectures by eminent outsiders became more frequent, 
but for many years were attended by the younger fry 
only ; the elder ones being too indolent. There was a 
grand turn-out when Mr. Gladstone at the height of his 
fame came to discourse on Homer. A swarm of Lower 
boys, dressed for the swell occasion, sat benumbed with 
boredom for an hour and a half, trying intermittently to 

1istcn to a conglomerate of curious subtleties and wholly 
unorthodox speeula~ion of which no master present could 
make head or tail. But the sentence in which the great 
orator, returning thanks for Hornby's graceful compli
ments, spoke of " the Queen of all the schools of all the 
world" made up for all the previous torpor and weariness, 
Etonians have always preferred that their own school 
should be decorously extolled rather than hear the latest 
proof that Homer was a Hittite. 

One gruesome old medirevalism connected with June 4th 
disappeared. ·In consequence of a narrowly averted 
~ragcdy in 1882 the festivities in the evening were so 
arranged as to safeguard the respectability of the occa
sion ; to retain the picturesque survival of the ~ 
Georgian epoch, while 'discarding for good and all the 
bacchanalian tradition of that day. About 1871 a really 
terrifying warning bad been received, and so far acted 
upon that a parallel and wholly superfluous orgy known 
as Election Saturday was abolished. In regard to matters
alcoholic the Eton authorities have proceeded on the lines 

1 Some fow yean law an old pupil quartered in Ireland, on being 
ukod if be did any reading, narrated how a fellow-oub&lt<orn ,.... found 
by a aHghtly aenior oftloer reading .ome book. not au &hilling shocker!• 
The eenior inat.antly t u Ob. I Me you are ona of thole olevv ohapi. •• and 
beago the book to the far end of the room. 

• 
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laid down by Lord Cromer : to defer reform till the de
mand for it became irresistible. Hornby had a robust 
.belief in the power of the youthful community to reform 
itself ; and about this time various abuses, almost incredibly 
long-lived, quietly lapsed. 

The modernization of the sehool proceeded with in
creased rapidity when Warre became Headmaster in 1885; 
and was due to the powerful and unnoticed aetion of public 
opinion playing upon our educational institutions, systems, 
and ideas. The country was waking up to a general in- ' 
terest in the young, and the mighty changes in education 
as in many other things were only in a very secondary · 
measure the work of individuals. They came about ; ' 
nobody reeking at the time of their meaning or their im
portance. In respect of intellectual training the boys• 
minds began to be widened by the introduction of efficient 
teaching in liodern Languages, Science, and History. · 
The curriculum began to show signs of congestion-an 
embarrassment which has become more acute as the years 
rolled on. Curiously enough this mischief-no trivial one 
-has been largely due to the zeal and efficiency of the 
teachers of the non-classical subjects, that being a more 
recent .d-evelopment at Eton than elsewhere. In the 
seventies there was no congestion ; only one subject of 
study was taken quite seriously-that was Latin. Others 
were talked about but not taught ; and as they were not 
taught they were in no senSe a burden. 

Thus in the early seventies, when we were nominally 
doing mathematics in Upp.,r Division under the. tutelag~ 
of Mr. Cockshott, a high Wrangler, two burly cricketers, 
in a high set by dint of some classical proficiency, were 
occupied, A in doing his weekly verses, B in cutting his 
name unusually deep in th~ desk, half his big knife-blade, , 
being buried in the wood. Mr. C. in a Lancashire accent t 
"A and B, I have long been suspecting" (he should have 
said " convinced") "you have been getting surreptitious: 
aid in your Extra Work; now B, finish out this proposi~ 
tion,. (of Euclid ; it had been set as part of the ~ 
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Work). B, still gripping the knife-handle: " Sir, there 
are eome things I can do and some I can't : this is one of 
the latter category." It was generally felt there was 
nothing to add to B's exculpatory statement, and Cock; 
shott with a genial smile put on somebody else who. had 
gained his place by mathematics, not by verses •. 

By 1885 a new spirit prevailed. One by one the genial, 
friendly, but inefficient teachers were replaced by keen 
young men determined to exact their tale of bricks, no 
matter how little straw had been provided. Result: 
congestion. The scholars had much less time to read by 
themselves. There was some gain, however, in the boys 
having plenty to do. Less mischief went on. But the 
pity of it was that they had nothing stirred in them which 
could be called intellectual eagerness : and that remains 
the chief problem in all schools to the present time. 

In short, as often happens in the affairs of man, the 
undoubted benefit of a change is balanced and sometimes 
outweighed by a wholly unexpected loss. Who would 
have believed that the substitution of good teaching for 
bad in Modern Languages, History, and Science could be 
anything but a gain ? But little good was done, chiefly 
because the professors of the different subjects had to 
scramble for their rights; and in the jostle which ensued 
the boys were forgotten. The classical teaching was still 
ordered on the ludicrous theory that every boy was a 

· potentislscholar. Both Latin and Greek were compulsory, 
though, before long, the latter was dropped at option 
early in the Vth Form, and thus all the time previously 
given to the language was wasted. Meantime, as each 
new .subject began to assert itself the day soon got filled 
up with heterogeneous employments. Instead of a 
scholarlike boy polishing up his weekly Latin verses or 
reading classical authors because he had nothing else to 
do, in the eighties he would find himself harried through 
his school career with claims of increasing stringency from 
teachers of new-fangled subjects which he cared for not 
one whit. Or if he was inclined to give himself to these, 
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he was at once exposed tO a Bank attack from his classical 
tutor and the weekly verses, and in play-hours more energy 
than ever had to be put into the diminislled time allowed 
to games. Cups had been added ; competition was fierce ; 
results were tabulated ; and added to the games there was 
a rapidly growing zeal for the Rille Corps. as it was called 
in those days. Then, tOo, external and high authorities 
began to bestir themselves, and the Headmaster, even · 
if he had been inclined to make innovations-which he 
certainly was not-would have found himself more .and , 
more throttled by control from the Universities, the 
supervision of the· Governing Body, and perhaps more 
than all, by the necessity of keeping step in important 
matters with other schools and with the professional 
examining boards. 

Can fancy paint what an English Public School would 
be if the love of knowledge which a child almost invari
ably shows till we begin to teach him could be maintained 
as the one stimulus to effort throughout, till the youth left 
the beloved surroundings to face the world, buoyed up 
with hope of kindling the same desire in hearts now htin
gering for they know not what, steadfastly convinced 
that that knowledge with which his earthly pilgrimage is 
illumined day by day is a "gem of purest ray serene" 
from the upper air, from the Fountain of all Truth, the 
eternal Source of joy? • · 

' Prizes were multiplied,. and have remained multiplied 
ever since, as an " encouragement" to work. Nearly all 
schools rely on this aid to "work," and, generally speaking, 
it is sadly overdone. . 

In the eighties the fine arts began to assert tfu;m
selves at Eton as elsewhere, timidly, indeed, but not un-

• hopefully. There had been a Musical Society for years, 
but miserably attended, and though Barnby, our con-· 
ductor, was a great hand at facing the public with the 

a For those who are conoemed with t.his question &nd we all ought to 
be-i\ may J>e worth mentiouing that I have embodied some pi'BOtical 
auggostiODB in tha Appendix. p.:330. 
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poorest resources, and never betrayed the faintest sensi
tiveness though a score of wrong notes were bawled into 
his ear at once, there was very little teaehing and only 
a wretched proportion of the boy voce.lists joined. There 
was, of course, some delightful solo singing, though the 
recurrence of ditties about curly-headed choristers singing 
aloft on the golden floor reminded us in unmistakable 
tones of the Dykes and Barnby hymn-tunes. 

I cannot refrain from recording one almost undimmed 
Joyful experience. About six weeks before the end of the 
summer half of 1888 Barnby was unwell and was ordered 
to rest from his work ; so he asked me if I would get up 
an extra concert, to give the boys, especially those leaving, 
something to occupy their attention till the end of the 
half-a precaution by no means superfluous in those 
times. This meant visiting every house-except where 
I could trust the captain-in order to select ten or twelve 
voices from each. Many of these had never dreamt of 
belonging to the Society and could not read a note ; but 
in spite of woeful neglect could sing lustily and with a good 
courage, Seventy trebles, about fifty altos, forty-five 
tenors, and about seventy basses-baritones, of course
were the chorus, and the difficulty was to find time for 
practising the separate voices in their parts, as no one 
could read o.t sight and very few knew that such a thing 
was ever done. After their fashion they began to treat 

"the whole effort as a "rag," but a threat of expulsion 
from the chorus and an appeal to make the effort a real 
success checked all turbulence and " things began to hum." 
In those days there was half an hour " after two" before 
Absence, which I seized for separate voices, and meantime 
some good orchestral stuff was worked up by an admir
able musician and forceful, stimulating personality, Miss • 
G. Liddell, who lived in the house next to South Meadow, 
now a boarding-house. The time soon came when the 
chorus could sing such noble music as Handel's "Haste 
thee, nymph," hardly looking at the music but attending 
to every movement of the baton. The effect was grand ; 

' 

• 
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and as for the conductor, it was for him exactly like singing 
with 209 voice-power. I have known exhilarating moments 
in life, especially the opening of a run with the foxhounds 
on a fine day, and the sensation on a high glacier in the 
Alps at 8 a.m. on a bright moonlight night with congenial 
companions ; but for the kind of co-operative joy which 
causes a real forgetfulness of self, give me the conducting 
of a chorus of high-spirited youngsters sufficiently drilled 
to follow the beat with real attention, and with really good 
music to sing. The delight is not only in the sensation 
of vigour, rhythm, and corporate effort, but in knowing 
that the chorus are being nourished for all their lives 
long by food for wholesome emotion which will never 
be forgotten or grow stale. 

Meantime, sporadic efforts were made by individuals. 
The project of some chamber music was mooted to 
Barnby. He hinted at the considerable expense in
volved. We quoted Oscar Browning's gallant efforts 
at introducing classical music into Eton circles in 1878, 
when a quartette of obscure local talent was hired and 
Brahms was perfonned on Saturday evenings without 
rehearsal. Ba.rnby admitted that the performance was 
cheap ; but it should be borne in mind that " cheapness " 
is a word with more than one meaning. Many of the 
listeners found Brahms a new name in 1878---somewhat 
obscure, and made that the ·criterion of . his greatness, 
like the East Anglian rustics who rated their vicar as a 
" rale fine preacher" because he quoted Greek ; but the 
explanation lay in the singular fact that "not unfrequently 
the instruments were twentY: bars apart" I The· projeet' 
was dropped. 

Towards the end of these years (1882-90) there was 
given in College Hall. a noble performance of the Elijall 
as a treat to the boys, certainly one of the best things of 
the kind ever heard in Eton: .The great Santley was still 
in his prime and most kindly gave his services, singing, 
of c_ourse, the principal part with superb finish and intense 
emotion, but in depth of interpretation, Barnby used to 
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say, falling short of Henschel's Elijah.• Santley's daughter~ 
Mrs. R. H. Lyttelton, an inspired vocalist; Charles Wade, 
the tenor, whose rich voice many will remember ; and 
Madame Belle Cole, the contralto, took part. The chorus 
was of local amateurs, with a few choir voices to help, 
and the whole performance was full of life and swing. 
But as an indication of the Philistinism and ignorance 
of the boys : in spite of their being provided with a 
printed analysis of the drama, based on Haweis's exposi
tion and simply written, the big boys came loafing in, in 
evening dress, and began to use the occasion for chatter
ing twaddle at the far end of the hall, till a message sent 
from the platform to the captain of the XI to hold his 
tongue or go had the desired effect. But it remains a 
fact: this effort cost £90 (there was a London orchestra), 
all borne by a group of masters, and much trouble of 
course was involved, yet no mention whatever was made 
of the unique occasion in the Chronicle. Some of us-not 
many-learnt from this that it is foolish to present any
thing artistic to young people till their minds are prepared 
and you can ensure their co-operation. ··There the difficulty 
lies, and most of us are still floundering in it to-day. 

During these years some of us on the staff at Eton 
were fortunate enough to get into contact with the very 
choice society of the Cloisters in Windsor Castle, notably 
Dean Davidson and Mrs. Davidson (now at Lambeth), 
'and the late Walter Parratt, who did wonders in widening 

• S&D!Jey bad • curioua habit-end this I bad from bia own lip&-Of 
e,_!ng • room 101' t.be night in a local bote! when be wao going to Bing the 
Elijall in the evening. The room wu !01' bimaolf and bia wife, though ebe 
never by any oh&noe oeme ; and it wu quite exceptional 101' him not to 
get back to London bimaolf m-tty eft.er t.be performanoe, He uaed to 
areep away durins t.be q-tte " Can thy bunion," get to bia bo,_ in 
town and Bing IWnoelf in bio olothoo on hio bed, able to aleep though be 
had not touched a monel of food ainoe 3.30 1 after which he brooded over 
the part till 8 p.m. This aon of prooeeding Ia generally explained b:v the 
" art.istio temporamont. n On the oooaaion here ment.ioned, the fam0118 
olngor <Urivod at t.be hot.ol In Windaor wbeo i1; happened thono waa a 
opring epidomio at Eton. Tho landlady ohowed abe bad no notion who 
her viaitor wu, oo be -;q. 1 "lif7 ~~amo'a Santley ; I am going to Bing 
to·nigh\ at E-." The good lady tumed N6""1)' to her bwohand : " Do 
JOG \binlt he hu go\ the mNIIet t" , 
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the taste for music in the neighboizrhood by his exquisite 
organ playing and his conducting of the Madrigal Society. 
Lady Ponsonby and her two daughters gave us a taste 
of a wider social atmosphere from which hard-worked 
schoolmasters are often debarred. Indeed, it is a per
manent difficulty at most of the big schools that the 
masters, especially the younger ones, are absorbed during 
term time in the enthralling but narrow world of boys, 
colleagues, and games, and in talk nearly always" shoppy," 
the routine being hard but interesting because almost 
meaningless and suggesting endless questions to those of 
us who hankered after a higher standard of intellectual 
life among the boys. 

During the holidays the tendency was, and is, for masters 
to disport themselves in company, play golf and talk shop. 
Some travelled; others had friends to visit. Some visited 
parents of their pupils, and many delightful friendships 
have been formed in this way. I found out, though far 
too late, that, whether abroad or at home, a holiday which 
does not nourish the mind and add to one's knowledge of 
mankind is misspent. There is no general rule of practice 
to be laid down. One or two foreign trips, however, must be 
mentioned. In the winter ofl880 I went with Edward Tal
bot (who has just resigned the Bishopric of Winchester) and 
my sister, his wife, to Rome. We stayed in an Italian hotel, . 
the Minerva, worked hard in the mornings at galleries and 
churches, in the afternoon. at something alfresco, and saw 
something of the very pleasant English society. 

It was a memorable time, though only four weeks long,' 
and the last four days were 'spent at Naples. Sometimes; 
of course, we separated, my companions being drawn to 
early Christian art, ~hile the glorious statues laid their 
first spell on me. PreViously I had seen only two which 
spoke with a language not· of earth: the Venus of Milo 
in Paris and the Praying Boy in Berlin. Indeed, the latter 
I still think is amongst the most moving works of art 
that I have seen. It shows complete mastery of the 
material, but the religious feeling had not become cold. 
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Talbot is the only man I know who revels in foreign 
towns, even to the point ofrenewing his youth the moment 
he finds himself wrangling with sulky porters at Calais 
or scenting foul odours in Cologne. 

In the end I eaught scarlet fever in Naples and had to 
while away four weeks in the hotel bedroom, nursed first 
by an Englishwoman retat eighty who had nevC1r nursed 
before and was given to potations of brandy by day but 
slept like a log at night. She was bowed off after three 
days, giving place to a French Sister of Mercy, a com
petent and much less expensive nurse, but too unedueated 
even to give me a lift in the French language, a rare oppor
tunity being thus lost. It was fortunate that the malady 
was so little accounted of in Italy that no addition was made 
to the hotel bill ; and a large family of Italian children were 
plumped down next door, just as I }Vas most infectious. 
But it was a grievous and costly experience, being taken 
out of the time I ought to have been working at Wellington. 
I began to convalesce rapidly on leaving Rome for Pisa. 

Another rich experience was a trip to Greece with three 
old friends in 1882, in the Christmas fl.olidays : J. E. C. 
Welldon (now Dean of Durham), George Curzon (the late 
Lord Curzon of Kedleston), and the late F. W. Cornish (of 
whom more anon). We went by sea from Naples to Athens, 
being horribly tossed the whole way, and it took Welldon 
and me two days on land to recover.• The steward who 
• • I muat record the heinoua behaviour of theH-.gerleo people, who, after 
we had paid for food before otening, poetponed the dinner hour till we 
wore oul of the calm weten In the Strai• of u...,;,a. We might heve 
been fortilled for the terrible two doya before 1111 if this borhoroua eoonom;y 
had nol been practieed. We.._ however, fortUil8te In etumbling on 
Oll6 or two appoeite paaaaea In the Clauioo l>earins on our oonditioo. if 
olighU;r modernised t 

And-
otl w "rv';; rl ..,,.. ··~ 4uo ~. 
f>&pc. .. ..,.x•O... d ..u I'4M ..,..,« m,. 

{HOKBB, Qd., 6 138-9.) 

A quootlo11 eome ooholar might 111-tigate io wh;y the """""'' Greeka 
8lld Romana with oJl their epprooiatinn Df the...,_ of the Meditemmeall 
~:1' ....,. oJludo to ooa oiclr:Deoo Wu it thet their f- of drowning 
l>aaiohe4 the 1oooer evil t But io il 1oooer ? 
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ministered to us on board was communicative and " out
spoken." He informed us that he had been for fifteen 
years voyaging between Marseilles and Constantinople ; 
and that for eleven years he had suHered as badly as any 
passenger. But now, he said, "I am never ill; and I 
wouldn't change places with the richest banker in Paris." 
How beautiful is the virtue of contentment I And then, 
noticing our deplorable plight, he summed up one aspect 
of foreign travel in simple trenchant words : " Et vous, 
Messieurs" (with a shrug of the shoulders), "vous payez 
pour souHrir." Cornish, the most fragile-looking of men 
was the only one of us who kept his self-respect. H< 
flitted from one cabin to the other. "What do you thinl 
George Curzon is doing?" "Can't imagine" (the efforl 
was too great). " Why, he is sitting up in his bunk writin! 
an Oxford prize e_ssay on Justinian, in between hil 
paroxysms."- Welldon groaned: "A man who can d< 
that can do anything." The said essay was completed o~ 
a journey up the Nile and its success conveyed to thE 
author in a chance copy of The Times, picked up in somE 
remote foreign hotel. 

The tour on land was dramatic and delightful. On 
arriving at Athens we paid a formal call on Tricoupis, the 
Prime Minister. He had learnt from our Ambassadox 
that one of our party was a relati!)n of Mr. Gladstone, 
and sent, unbeknown to us, a cireular telegram to the 
places, Argos, Delphi, Thebes, etc., which we were going 
to visit, with injunctions to do us honom. (The G.O.M. 
had lately succeeded in wrenching a piece of territory 
from Turkey and handed it. to the Greeks, whose grati; 
tude knew no bounds.} Hence at each locality we were 
the recipients of th!l !JlOst effusive welcome. The first 
stopping-place was Nauplia. After a long, dusty walk 
we, suspecting nothing, were changing into the grubbiest 
of garments for our evening meal- very tough chicken 
and some lemon and water to drink, furnished by om 
unshaven dragoman, Apostolos. Just as I had donned a 
pair of knickerbockers and fives-shoes I was informed by, 
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the domestic, in French more broken than my own, that 
twenty of the most august Nauplians were waiting in the 
dining-room to present us with an address, and that I 
should have to reply in a French speech I · Que! tableau I 
In sorry garb, hungry, tired, and, I fear, bored, we four 
confronted the elite of the Nauplian democracy, and my 
acknowledgment of their very kindly welcome was the 
most halting utterance imaginable, marred, moreover, by 
Apostolos being noisily busied with the lean fowl and 
extemporized crockery in the background. Later on, we 
invaded the primitive shrine of Bellas, Delphi itself, 
when, minished and brought low by an unlooked-for 
ground-swell in the Gulf of Corinth, we mounted nondescript 
quadrupeds, in appearance something mulish, with our 
fives-shoes lodged in loops of twine doing duty for stirrups, 
and the only way of guiding the beasts being to haul the 
whole head and neck to starboard oi port by a stout 
rope on one side only of the cheek, this being the substi
tute for a rein. The way, however, was easy to find, as 
the squalid cavalcade proceeded up the only road from 
the coast, flanked by the whole popula'llon lining the path 
for some hundreds of yards and the schoolchildren crack
ing their throats with cheers for the distinguished repre
sentatives of the British Empire. A curious difference 
between the young Greek and the Anglo-Saxon was dis
closed that evening. Primed with Public School tradi
tions, we requested a half-holiday for the children. Such 
a thing apparently had never been heard of. Our words, 
interpreted by Apostolos, were received in solemn silence, 
and nothing happened. 

Apostolos, this reminds me, was in his English idiom 
more venturesome than accurate. On this occasion. as 
we composed our visages..to a becoming gravity, he trans· 
lated the florid opening of the Greek address, presumably, 
like our first sonneteers, under Italian influence, with the 
words " Illustrious Foresters." Battered and dispirited 
by the transit of the angry little sea, we maintained due 
decorum ; but thought-not for the first time-" forso.a 
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et krec olim meminiase iuvabit." The same hero contri
buted to our gaiety, sorely against his will, as we were 
riding toward some classic scene one lovely sunny day
the weather was perfect thronghout-on our beasts, whose 
gait neyer varied from a slow walk unless something quite 
untoward happened. Seated on huge soft saddles, we 
were reading Sophocles or Pindar, lapped in tranquil 
enjoyment, when a sudden clattering of hoofs-a tumul
tuous scurrying-broke in on our peace from the rear. 
The Rosinante which carried Apostolos must have been 
maddened by some gadfly, for he galloped, tail aloft 
and head down, in wild career, past the procession before 
him. His rider, to whom the foundations of the earth. 
were out of course, was in an ecstasy of panic : he dashed 
by, pallor warring with the swart hue of his stubbly cheeks, 
but Cornish luckily just caught his pithy protest : " Don't 
you laugh : I die." 

It was a ~ur planned by Curzon, and, after the fearsome 
sea-journey, almost perfect, though Spartan at times in 
its simplicity. At one place we couched for one night's 
rest in a barn, on~ay lying against a thin wooden parti
tion which separated us by two or three inches from some 
healthy pigs. We could hear every rustle of their limbs· 
and every confidential murmur as they talked in their, 
sleep the long night through. 

One singular feature of travelling in those days requires · 
mention. Preceded always on our tour from Athens 
(Corinth, Nauplia, Argos, Delphi, Thebes, ete.) by Trj-; 
coupis's telegram, we found that in addition to the. deput&;; 
tion in each smali township; the chief room in the house 
of the demarch (mayor) was evacuated that we might 
dine honourably. I reJllember some intimate garments, 
as Corney Grain used to call them, being hurriedly bestowed .1 

out of sight just as we arrived on the scene. Yet we pro- 1 
vided the dinner and invited the demarch to partake in l 
his own apolaustie surroundings of our hard hen and j 
lemon-syrup I Judging from the look of these gentlemen,j 
I should doubt if they had ever been regaled on so thin a I 

I 
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fare before. The most interesting talk we bad was with 
the Mayor of Delphi, who gave us a lurid picture of the 
state of religion in those parts. 

The tour, which ended serenely in spite of the Adriatic 
and the Gulf of Lyons, was of a sort not to be repeated. 
:Marvellously favoured by·the weather, we gained more 
than can be told from the absence of railways and the 
deliberate paee of our journeying through scenes of match
less interest and beauty. Nowadays travellers are hurried 
about in trains. I would recommend April instead of 
December for Greece ; it does not do to miss the scarlet 
anemones. 

In August }888 a still more memorable tour from my 
point of view was undertaken in the company of Well
don and II. A. Bull, another Cambridge friend, well known 
as a Preparatory Schoolmaster at Westgate-on-Sea. Our 
objective was Zermatt, and we hoped to do some serious 
climbing. After two or three days we moved from Zer
matt to the Riffel Alp Hotel. I should mention that in 
the previous year Welldon and I had bad some climbing in 
the Saas Eee Valley, along with George"'Barnes, an expert 
not only in climbing but in catering for climbers. Under 
his tutelage we learnt the lesson that at 12,000 feet of 
altitude the human frame is apt to clamour for sweets. 
There were ladies in our party, MissOliphants from Datehet, 
J;lut in rrgard to the craving for preserved apricots and 
peppermints, all supplied by Barnes, there was no dis
tinction w hatcver between the sexes. 

At Zcrmatt, though civilization and luxury were begin
ning their long and unblessed reign, there were many links 
with the primitive past. Charles Matthews was there, 
full of memories of early achievements in days of unim
aginable simplicity. He was well over fifty, but still a 
great walker. On migrating to the Riffel we found. our
selves in a throng of our countrymen. A democratic 
mixture of ranks was the order of the day; and what 
with sociable meals, joint expeditions, and abundant 
leisure in bad weather any intimacy would rapidly ripen 
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into a friendship ; in one amusing ease matters promised 
to go further, till the discovery by the very prim young 
lady of the "gentleman's" social milieu abruptly turned 
her looks into the " coy and cold." 

It may be mentioned here that a mountain-climber, if 
prudent, will keep a more careful watch than is usual on 
the state of his vital organs exposed to the strain due to 
exertion undergone in rarefied air. All goes well for a' 
time, but permanent injury is easily set up before anyone• 
knows what is happening. This is the trouble that befell 
my brother-in-law, though he was distinguished for caution 
as well as competence in the fascinating art • 
. Another interesting matter is the socialchange-I think 

for the worse-which has come about in hotel life. In 
the eighties and most of the nineties travellers on the 
Continent were thrown together at table d'hfite, being set 
down for dinner next to any stranger that might turn up, 
unless they took special precautions against it. We had 
many interesting talks witl;t people whose " exterior 
semblance," as Wordsworth puts it, "belied their soul's 
immensity," an~it seems a lamentable mistake that 
nowadays little parties or taciturn couples are kept in 
isolation during the meal. Hotel life suffers also from · 
inane disparagement due to the very 'common practice of , 
repeating a phrase without thinking of its meaning. 
About 1892 we called on a couple of friends in the South! 
of France, they being vis_itors in one hotel, we in another, ' 
Mrs. X. soon came out with the time-honoured but wholly ' 
inept remark, " I always think one never meets anyone i 
nice in an hotel., Why II<;>t T I should recommend her· 
-though it is probably too late-to abandon that Ji;te of . 
thought and try some other. What grounds are there , . 
for assuming that A and B are different people in an. hotel . 
from what they would he· if they had been lent a villa 1 
Moreover, the speaker of this nonsense was in one hotel 
at the time and her audience in another I 



CHAPTER XI 

BAILEYBURY 

ON going to Haileybury I entered into an atmosphere 
curiously different from that of Eton, but full of life and 
redolent of the dutiful, solid, somewhat Spartan spirit 
derived from the Rugby of Temple and Arnold, given by 
Bradby, the chief of my three predecessors. There was, 
and is, something very lovable about the place. Only 
twenty miles from London, close to Hertford, but quite 
rural in character, it combined the advantages of retire
ment without the drawbacks of isolation. What was 
most remarkable was the completeness of the equipment 
and the economy of management. Beautiful surroundings, 
swimming-bath, gymnasium, fives-courts, racquet-court, 
and 400 acres of playground : all this for £80 per annum ; 
and expenses all told under £100 per head. Of 1\~arl
borough the same might be said ; and so excellent was 
the financial management that previous to 1890 and for 
some years afterwards when the school was full-the 
maximum being 1110-there was a steady surplus of 
£8,000 to £5,000 a year, all of which could be laid out on 
improvements. As compared with the wealthier schools, 
Haileybury was a place where money was easy to come by. 
A singularly good instance of prudence was shown in the 
time of my predecessor Mr. Robertson. A grand field 
'of twenty acres (eire.) was added to \he school's property 
at the low price of £50 per acre ; and this sum was pro
vided mainly out of the proceeds of the school " grub 
shop "-a fact which sheds some light on one complex 
problem of English· school education, viz. the li~J'. 
allowed as to pocket-money and the discipline of the appe-

11 rn • 
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tites. In 1800 and subsequently the profita from the sale 
of SUJtllementary nourishment, though the feeding in 
Hall was ample-considerably more than we got at Eton 
fifty years ago-was no Jess than £250 per annum. 

On this thorny subjeet much might be said. Here I 
will only utter a caution to all whom it may concern. Of 
all random words that have ever been printed on any 
educational question-and think what that means !
nothing has ever come up to a batch of letters to Tke 
Times a year or two ago on " Underfeeding in Schools." 
Nearly every letter showed ignorance of facts ; but that 
matters little in comparison wit! ibe assumption made 
by the large majority of the writers-mainly mothers, I 
fear-viz. that boys do not need to be taught self-control 
in the matter of food. This doctrine prevails in thousands 
of homes and is plainly and undeniably the source of one 
of the gravest evils of our social life. A century ago oilr 
boys were sent to sebools in all of which they were neg
lected and underfed. Their bodies were damaged, though 
far less than is commonly supposed ; but nowadays many 
people have forgotten that their sons have souls. 

The first 1\laster of Haileybury was Arthur Butler, 
brother of the better-known Montagu, the future Master 
of Trinity, Cambridge. The memory of Arthur survived 
to 1890, though be only held the office for six years, owing 
to ill-health. He was greatly beloved, and no more attrac
tively eager personality could be found among the H.M.s 
of the century. The traditions of the place lost in rich
ness and glow by his retirement. A venerable Rugbeian 
who remembers him as a very young master speaks with 
bated breath of his superb football. But his inftuence 
was due to his lovable personality, self-forgetfulness, and 
moral fervour. 

Of the masters appointed by Butler, one has lately died, 
the venerable and greatly esteemed Hensley, whom I found 
aa . .tbe senior assistant in 1890. Bradby was a very dif
ferenf'man; as a distinguished pupil of his once remarked, 
there DIUSt have been greatness in him to out-balance his 
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faults, There was no mistaking the one or the other. 
Great simplicity and forceful determination, a quint
essentialrectitude of purpose and disregard of self-interest, 
ease, and comfort, made him a fine example of dutifulness, 
vigour, and devotion to his work in life. . His practical, 
businesslike mind enabled him to do without a bursar ; 
but of course his teaching suffered, as no man could be 
Immersed for hours every day in domestic and sanitary 
details and interrupt himself to re-create the atmosphere 
of the ancient Academe. 

There was no " cloistral calm" about Bradby, though he 
had a curious, almost monastic aversion from anything 
like publicity of women's work. The few ladies at Hailey
bury were not allowed to walk through the Quad, never 
sang in concerts, and were ignored in the first planning 
of the School Chapel. But these oddities mattered little 
in comparison with his deplorable impatience in the matter 
of school buildings. When funds were low and the school 
bursting full, he saddled the place with some hideous 
erections, one of which seems destined to be an injury to 
the school as long as it lasts. 

Still, he built up the young school to a solidly established 
position, and. left behind him the name of a sturdy, force
ful headQlaster, unsparing in his devotion to work, and 
one who, though without genius, pressed forward gal
·lantly wherever he discerned the light ahead. 

Bradby was succeeded by James Robertson, a man of 
brilliant brain-power, and most likeable under a somewhat 
rough exterior which was easily interpreted after one 
lnter~ew, but liable to misconstruction by timid and ~n
ventional parents. 

Haileybury suffered a severe shock in the shape of a 
libel suit known as the Hutt case, and as the numbers 
declined, Robertson resigned in 1890, leaving the school 
in a sound condition and a staff of masters as loyal and 
united among themselves as any I have ever known. · 

The traditions as to teaching were mainly of the Cain
bridge classical type, the Modern Side being of recent 
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formation. The standard of attainment was not high, 
th_ere being only moderate and not very numerous Entrance 
Scholarships. Nor was it plain that, in the mischievous 
rivalry between the Public Schools, a school like Hailey
bury could hope for much· distinction in the matter of 
University Honours. A huge expenditure of money on two 
or three dazzling emoluments for the most precocious 
pupils in the Preparatory Schools would have made a 
difference for a few years, and if anyone had found the 
money and purchased the talented boys it would have 
been iny task to tell the parents about their subsequent 
success as if it were entirely due to the unique teaching 
of the Haileybury masters, and the Head especially. : 
It would have been a heinous waste of money and an 
elaborate humbug to boot. Meantime, the number of 
clever boys who took up classics dwindled, owing to. the 
·gradual expansion of the Modem Sides everywhere. This 
is not the place to expose the fatuities and pretences of , 

· the Entrance Scholarship system, but I fear they cannot i 
be said to be extinct at the present day. 

There are some characteristic criticisms of the Public : 
Schools by Mr. H. G. Wells in his book on Sanderson, the i 
late Headmaster of Oundle. Amid some wild and random -. 
talk the indictment of the it!Ullectual training is just. In \ 
the nineties the age of stimulus by competition was in :. 
full swing. This was the stage which succeeded to that • 
of the stick and is now just fading into the period of stimu .... 
Ius by interest. Competition did nothing to feed boy~· ~ 
minds ; it only spurred unwholesomely the ambition of' 
a small minority, who used their power of acquiring know- • 
ledge as a means of securing applause and along with it _ 
some tangible advantages in the shape of pelf. Only ; 
here and there were signs of a healthy revolt. Thring of·! 
Uppingham and Sanderson. the latter especially, were ' 
prophetic in their stormy protests against convention, : 
but it must be confessed their doctrines often run up t · 
into eloquent vapourings, suggestive, but very cloudy ; j 1 

and I would hazard the opinion that the late Miss Char- t j 
• .f J 
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lotte l!lason saw the point more clearly, though perhaps 
more narrowly, than either. 

At any rate, no one at H&l1eybury or in the Head
masters' Conference had any glimpse of a new era in the 
nineties ; and if we had had any such pereeption, we were 
bound by University and Professional Examinations as 
well as by tradition, I soon discovered that the freedom 
to try new expel'iments was not to be had in a school 
so lsrge as Haileybury. Organization of education was 
taking the form of tying one school to another, so that 
as to-day our foreign policy is bound up with that of other 
nations under the influence of Internationalism and the 
longing for co-operation, and has consequently lost free· 
dom, so the Secondary Schools in their yearning for order 
instead of chaos tied thetnselves up in fetters, nobody 
having any idea what was going on. 

But the desire for order was not confined to the Public 
Schools. In 1898 Acland set up a Royal Commission, 
with James Bryce as Chairman, to deal with Secondary, 
Education as a whole. To take part in the discussions 
was, for an ignoramus like myself, a most instructive and 
exacting experience. I learnt to appreciate the unspeak
able complexity of modern life ; the innumerable obstacles 
in the way of aU reform ; and the suddenness with which 
they were liable at any moment to disappear. A. further 
lesson has been learnt since. Many of our suggestions 
took shape in statutory enactments, but after watching 
the development of events from 1894 onwards I can 
safely say the outcome of each separate reform has been 
different from what anyone expected ; and that the only 
changes to which good results can reasonably be ascribed 
are those which were based on principle, not on expediency : 
but even those of the former e1ass are liable to be con
ducted by men who do not understand their aim. No one 
can calculate for certain what living men will do next, 
especially in matters so wrapped in mystery as the funda
mental facts of Psychology, on which education must be 
based. 

• 
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The Commission taught some of us to distrust the human 
brain as an interpreter of life. Round that table were 
gathered some fifteen men and three women. all chosen 
for being closely acquainted with some aspect or aspects 
of the subject. Again and again it happened that some 
clever advocate of a particular proposition would state 
the case so forcibly and fairly that the less instructed 
among us would sigh with satisfaction that at last one 
question anyhow was settled ; when lo I from the other 
side of the table, in tones of no less conviction, evincing 
no less knowledge of the point at issue, hinting darkly 
at a vast volume of public opinion behind him, the counsel 
for the defendant would begin his '' rede," and in five 
minutes we were back again in fiuid uncertainty, each 
feeling himself a Mr. Facing-both-ways (or, as Cornish of 
Eton used to put it, a Mr. Facing-neither-way) and yet 
obliged to vote. Now, that concerned one tiny detail 
of one subject among the scores with which public bodies 
have to deal. We were forced in most cases to the via 
media, the · old-fashioned_ compromise which neither 
offended nor pleased anyone ; but what happens when a 
bewildered M.P. has to vote on a subject of which he 
knows nothing t there being only one thing of which he 
is fairly sure in the bottom of his heart. viz. that the 
outcome of the decision will be different from what anyone 
expects. With what pomp and cireumstance man draws 
up his plans for the bettering of the world I He begins 
with a compromise and ends in a guess ; history mean
time showing that the former is a mere paltering with 
contradictory assumptions, ihe latter always falSe or at' 
best inadequate. But not only do we. start each fresh 
undertaking with f~h. hope, but feel that we are not 
wholly wrong in doing so. yet some people find life dull! 

Fifteen years' work at Haileybury gradually led me to 
see-though with eyes still half-closed-that the aim of 
the classical studies was grievously restricted both in re
gard to the number of boys who could profit by it and 
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the nature of the profit which it offered. On this subject 
I have to be careful about that portion of the human 
frame known as the " door of my lips." It was not only 
that we schoolmasters were blind as to the meaning of 
Education, but the whole community was no less so ; 
and when any glimpse of the truth dawned on an individual 
mind here and there, he was wholly helpless to effect any 
change. The schools were tied and bound to each other, 
and no one of them could move alone ; and even if a 
Headmaster kept himself free from the enshacklements 
of the general machinery, the University and professional 
examinations, the scholarship system, etc., etc., there 
was the plain fact that, whoever he was, he had no clear 
idea what to substitute for the conventional teaching, 
and why ; and that till he had, it would have been lunacy 
to upset the whole life of his school, plunge the staff of 
masters into angry controversy, and alienate the public.• 
Some among us were profoundly discontented and per
haps ought to have known in 1890 what to do. It is, 
however, certain that we did not know then and doubtful 
if anyone knows now. 

Yet there is one thing we do know, or ought to-viz. 
that boys ought to be divided into two groups for pur
poses of Classics: (1) those who are not going on with 
Latin or Greek beyond fifteen, and (2) those who are. 
(1) should be taught Latin alone, purely for training the 
reasoning faculty, etc.; (2) should give more time to both 
languages, being the linguistic pick of the bunch. in the 
hope that they will attain to reading easily and to grasp
ing of the subject-matter of the books. But from the 
beginning the teaching of the two groups should be dif
ferent. Nobody knows till he tries how many obstacles 
there are in the way of this reform. 

' An In~ Wuatratlon of the working of oorporate life: oohool· 
bo;v. In a boalding·houoe r.lwa;v. ldok ~ IRri.,. goVfl1'DDlent, o.nd yet 
doaploe any he,_ th..t laolra it. Convuaoly, tho publio demand of a baed· 
muter tho\ be oball be a p~ 1 but tho moment he beglna lc move they 
bow! at him. So Prof811001' .Taob truly bee remarked of modern t!mao 
that there nevw wu ao muoh ol&moroua demand f~ a la&dor, .,. ouch a 
puersl deMtmlna~on aol lc be J.d. 
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It seems clear to me now that a big school in the nineties, 
though doubtless permanently exposed as always to the 
onslaughts of " the world, the flesh, and the devil," 
was not in need of " reforms " except that public opinion 
forced upon us, as on others, an extension of the Modern 
Side, then the formation of an Army Class. The Modern 
Side teaching was committed to some of the best teachers 
we had, but the modification of the curriculum whereby 
French and German and Mathematics became the staple 
food was vitiated by the general blindness to the under
lying fault of the whole school system. All the studies, 
except a little History and Geography, acted as sharpeners 
of the boys' thinking faculties when they were given 
nothing to think about. It is interesting to reflect on 
the rivalry between the two " Sides '' and the torrents of 
discussion in Educatirmal Conferences, all carried on in 
ignorance that the main defect common to all schools 
was not perceived. 

During my tenure of office some handicraft was started, 
which for the hopelessly unlingnistic boys was a salutary 
refuge ; but a better supplement was found in the excel
lent magic-lantern lectures given as regular work by W. 
Kennedy to the younger boys and by W. D. Fenning 
to the elder ones. The pictures were admirable and 
varied. Once I dropped in, as often, to hear the Lower 
School talk and found a fac-simile o{ a page of Domesday 
Book on the sereen. It g!lVe the actual rent paid by the 
Hailey Manor to the Crown in William's days-5o many 
eels from the· pond still existing at the top of the hill oh 
which the College stood, so~e 300 yards from tlie gates: 
That was real history teaching. The room was darkenea, 
but whenever Kennedy suspected that in some quarter of 
the room the present 'w4S more interesting than the past·, 
he would jerk a deftly contrived rope. pull back the · 
curtain, and forthwith " trepidant immisso lumine Manes," 
and some freakish varletry was rudely exposed. But in 
general the lectures were successful in keeping the atten- . 
tion of the most fidgety for a good fifty minutes. 
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This was an attempt to put into practice a hint of a 
thoughtful writer on education, by name Karl Hillebrand, 
who urged, about 1884, that boys should be taught 
History by a combination of the pictorial appeal with a 
stem enforcement of a skeleton of facts. This latter was 
supplied by a date-card drawn up by Fenning and used 
for many a long year. One use it served was for punish
ments. Instead of the offender being set to copy 800 
lines of Virgil or Homer, ot which he understood hardly 
a word, he would be given ten dates, in the period he had 
to get up for some examination, to be written out ten times 
lcft-haruled. Three birds were hit by this stone. The 
youngster began to be trained in ambidexterity, which 
I have always believed is wholesome for the brain
did anyone ever know a deft joiner who was a fool ?-and 
secondly, he was spared the ruin of his handwriting, often 
the result of the old-fashioned" pamas"; and thirdly, he 
ended the term with some definite facts of the doings of 
men of yore stored in his mind. I well remember a loutish 
member of Lower Division at Eton in 1887: the words~· 

Be wu what> nUJ'IMie oalla timb, 
One of "-e IIDall misguided oreat"""' 
Who, tho' their inteUooto .... dim. 
Are one too many for ~eir teaoben 

describe his mental and moral equipment. At the end of 
'a long half he poured out his complaint : " I have written 
out those confounded dates till I am sick of them ; and 
the worst of it is I am begiuning to know them " I A 
deplorable result indeed I Ten isolated useless facts in 
llve years, and those learnt in spite of powerful and sus
tained resistance. 

An Etonian, however, when taking leave about 1910, 
disclosed the fact that his fairly frequent left-handed 
dates had given him no trouble whatever-of course 
they were quite short--inasmuch as he had always written 
left-handed. I told him he deserved to &core, and we 
parted the best of friends. 
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Another unexpected way of dealing with a punishment 
was revealed by a young rebel in IVth Form at Eton in 
1888. I had to supervise a huge crowd in Lower SchooL 
Wooden pillars, centuries old, blocked my view of some 
varlets who took cover behind them for reasons of their 
own ; but, twn ignarua mali, I judged from silent move
ments of the shoulders and a bowed head that one of 
these was busy in cutting his name deep in the desk, 
precedents for that method of killing time being before 
his eyes on every side. It should he mentioned that a 
few years before the school had' started the charge and 
equipment of a district in Hackney Wick-then under 
the care of the present Archbishop of Capetown, the , 
greatly beloved " Billy Carter," and to its support the · 
boys at Eton as well as the Old Boys were at intervals , 
invited to contribute. Well, when I detected the amateur 
carpenter at work, I confiscated his instrument, a goodly 
clasp-knife. At the end of the hour he came up and 
requested the knife back. I declined, thinking it best j 
to keep it for a few days pour encourager lea autrea. He l 
turned away in gloom, and I just caught the muttered 1 
threat : " All right, then, all the worse for the Eton · 
Mission I" 

SoME liAILEYBURY FRIENDS 
Let me mention first the senior ~t master, who ! 

had been in the school since 1862 (when the Public School, 
started, after an interval of four or five years from the j 
closing of the old East India College in 1857), A. del 
Morgan Hensley. Some notes of the character of thiS· .. 
most lovable and admirable man have been printed in 
The Haileyburian of .N:ovember 192~. I will only men-, 
tion here that his -long and loyal services to the school inj 
the matter of teaching, sagacious counsel, and unstinting. 
devotion to his work; were supplemented by something· 
much rarer and even more permanent in its effects for' . 
good. Aided by his wife-a lady of remarkable force of, • 
character, brightness, and common sense-he built uP; i 

Jj 
' 
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the most beautiful thing to be seen in any society, a 
Christian English home full of mirth and goodness, 
though sorely stricken by bereavement. I feel sure the 
tradition of real friendliness which still survives un· 
impaired in the Haileybury circle was founded and 
fostered for many years principally by the influence of 
the Bensley family circle. After him, among those who 
have gone before, I must mention E. P. Ash, B. Couch
man, almost coeval with Bensley, and men of distinctive 
gifts dedicated for many years to their loved school. 
Gone, too, is a much younger man and one of the most 
stimulating companions, F. W. Headley, a self-taught, 
biological naturalist. of the front rank. Be was also a 
first-class Cambridge classic, an excellent modern lin
guist, and nearly a first-rate athlete, and no straighter, 
more duty-loving man have I ever met. A. D. Carlisle 
was another personal friend ; also J. L. Dove, P. B. 
Latham, A. A. Lea, W. R. Burgess, and many others. 
The staff consisted of a fine lot of trusty, sturdy English
men of very varied type. I must not forget M. Vaughan 
and W. Fenning, and W. Kennedy, already mentioned 
for his History lectures. Some astonishing achievements 
in the light operetta way are to the credit of G. B. S. 
Lewis, who could compose libretto and music, choose and 
coach the boy-actors for a really finished !performance 
')Vithout encroaching on the school work. Immense ser
vice was rendered for years by Rev. L. S. Milford, whose 
contributions as Prreteritns to Th6 Haileyburian were so 
complete and so wholly free from journalistic display 
that they set the periodical in a very high place among 
school magazines. I cannot conclude without mention
ing a great friend, J. A. Turner, one of the best school
masters I know. 

An instructive incident occurred during the latter 
portion of the Boer War, which, as has happened before 
and since, was reported in a form not to be sharply dis
tinguished from fiction. 
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Mter prolonged anxiety, Ladysmith was relieved. The 
boys asked for a half-holiday. The weather was poor and 
I always had a lurking misgiving that the practice of 
remitting " work" which is either spiritual feeding or 
worse than nothing was overdone, refused, intending to 
cast about for some other way of celebrating the event. 
This was !' mistake, as the boys were certain to be puzzled, 
and it was not their fault that the tradition had become 
fixed. They came round again after dinner to renew the 
request. I was out on the golf-links, and they settled 
to extemporize a deputation, about-250 forming a pro
cession and parading vaguely in the neighbourhood of 
the links singing patriotic songs. Without fixed inten
tion of doing so, this lot did not return till the time for 
two lessons that afternoon had gone by. They returned, . 
many of them, wearied, but with a feeling that there was 
no other way of asserting the sturdiness of their patriot- : 
ism. I felt sympathy with them, but as authority for: 
their proceedings was wanting, discipline required some! 
animadversion of the event. Armed with a list of names~ 
and accompanied by the school official-a rotund, doleful-! 
looking man-I visited the different dormitories and; 
administered a formal whipping to the absentees from the~ 
lesson. They quite understood, and a brief allocution to' 
the school next day ended with the head boy proposing! 

! three cheers; and we broke up and resumed work , 
with thorough good feeling. The version of the event : 
which a friend reported to me as current was that I had; 
gone to each dormitory ~d questioned every .boy an~: 
whipped all those that did not profess themselves pro-. 
Boers I An admirable caricature in the form of an en
graving of an old .B,oman inscription, drawn by the.; 
talented young artist in the school, King by name, han~ 
now in my front hall. There was only one misunder-i. 
standiug. From a letter sent home by a sturdy youngster: 
and shown to me I learnt that he attributed the gentl~ • 
ness of the strokes to my being dead tired I If I had; ; 
only known-- ; 
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Meantime in 1897 a curious, painful, but vivid light 
was shed upon the mentality of a section of our fellow
countrymen, or rather countrywomen. Not many .people 
are clearly aware that boys-and to a lesser degree girls 
-during the physical change in their constitution through 
which they pass between thirteen and nineteen years of 
age are liable to be thrown more or less off tbeir balance, 
and to behave in wholly unaccountable fashion. Con
nected with this phenomenon an occurrence took place 
which happened to become public, and being wholly 
misunderstood, provoked a cataract of abusive and mostly 
anonymous letters. Some of these were remarkable. 

Besides these there were a few very interesting com-
munications from men whose experience shed light on a 
very baffling matter. I broke my rule in the case of one 
long anonymous letter by reading it. The writer, I think 
a woman, charged me with making music in my drawing
room " to drown the sounds of horrors in the next room." 
She ended by some plain, well-meant advice : " Every
body knows that you underfeed tbe Haileybury boys 
disgracefully. If you want to pass an old age free from 
remorse, I bid you live from now to the day of your death 
on the same quality and quantity of food that you give 
to your boys." (If I had adopted this prescription, I 
should have been dead of surfeit in a week.) The sequel, 
.however, was more curious stilL A brief note came from 
the same quarter after seven days' interval, containing 
only the remark : " On considering the letter I wrote to 
you last week,. I have come to the conclusion that it was 
not written in a truly Christian spirit." Is there not 
material here for the psycho-analyst Y Of a very different 
order was a long, reminiscent account from an aged clergy
man who had been under Arnold at Rugby and actually 
in the Headmaster's house. He commented on Stanley's 
Life of A.mold as being one-sided, not noticing strange 
shortcomings ; e.g. that he himself was only spoken to 
twice by A., and that was ~n being met out walking and 
each time he was asked his name I 



CHAPTER XII 

ETON, 1905-1916 

REFoRM I How does the word strike the reader in con
nexion with the venerable nursery of statesmen, Governors 
of Dominions, leaders of society, City magnates, and others 
on the banks of the Thames f Did anyone in 1905 or 
at any other time think that any measure of " reform " 
was desirable, or even possible at Eton ? Certainly a 
good many would answer : strong headmasters like Arnold, 
Temple, Thring, Sanderson, have given a new life to a 
school or set it going under a new shape ; re-formed. Is 
there not a similar opportunity at Eton? Any ex-head
master 'who minimizes the extent of that opportunity 
is obviously seeking a cloak for his own shortcomings. 

I think it advisable, whether it be thought to be cloak
ing of infirmities or not-that matters nothing to me now 
-to indicate some features in the very peculiar post t<> 
which I was appointed in 1905 • features which sometimes 
reveal a close kinship between the great schools, some 1 

times mark off the distinctiveness of things Etonian. 
It is not commonly known that for some centuries the 

Headmaster of Eton was ~ official with narrowly defin~!f 
powers in subordination to the Provost. The Provost 
interpreted the school to the public-that is, to the ·aris, 
tocracy. The Magis~ was there to enforce rules of 
discipline and teach Latin ; but his power of choice as to! 
methods of teaching, or even as to the authors to be read~ 
was nil. In other words, 8s to methods, each man fol-1 
lowed his own. You might get a real genius for enthusi; 
astic worship of the Classics such as B. H. Kennedy, bu~ 
such rara~ aves were more likely to stir a new spirit if theJ" 

164 
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were University dons or even assistant masters rather 
than Heads. As to the authors to be read, I suppose that 
at every school this had been left to the Headmaster, 
and more and more of questions purely educational had 
for many years been found to be inevitably outside the 
purview of the Goveming Bodies. Not so at Eton. It 
was not till I had been in office for many months that I 
found myself wholly unable to determine the number of 
boys who ought to leam both Latin and Greek. If there 
was to be any sensible, cautious change, it involved a slight 
alteration of the Entrance Examination. That could only 
be by permission of the G.B. 

Now, I must make it clear that neither in regard to 
this matter nor any other do I wish to hint the slightest 
disparagement of tbe care bestowed on Eton by the 
Governors, called nowadays the Provost and Fellows. 
Many of them were and long had been close personal 
friends of my own ; but that fact did not predispose them 
to smile upon any proposal of mine which could be con
strued as the thin edge of the wedge, threatening to 
loosen one tiny stone in the foundations of the " Classical '! 
System. Another point to be remembered is, though 
they treated me with all consideration and our relations 
were most cordial, they harboured quite justifiable sus
picion that I was likely to embark on schemes not fully 
thought out. Hence a profound unwillingness for change 
and, on my side, ignorance how to deal with such a situa
tion, However, by hook and by crook, backed up by 
some skilful financial adjustments of Rawlins, I was able 
to get a gymnasium built, to set going some improve
ments in the musical work, and make more than before 
of the recitation work of the Vlth Form, and, more im
portant than anything else whatever, to establish friendly, 
confidential relations with the leading boys, captains ef 
houses, etc. 

Attempts to effect certain lesser changes were not only 
abortive but tended to stiffen the authorities into the 
conviction that any proposals I had to make were prima 
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facie to be resisted ; especially as the evidence kept on 
accumulating that the intellectual training actually being 
given was in some serious fashion out of gear. The con
servatives thought that Latin and Greek ought to be 
maintained at all costs, no matter how fearful the conges
tion had become. I will attempt, then. to give a cursory 
sketeh of the state of things in 1905. 

The old reproach under which our Public School laboured 
in the last ~entury has been mitigated but not removed. 
Certainly in 1905 there was much left to be desired in re
gard to the effect of ten years of school teaching on the 
youthful eagerness to learn. A certain measure of im
provement had undoubtedly been effected since 1870, 
when the only pabulum offered to hungry minds was Latin 
and Greek words ; the meaning of the renowned authors, 
their point of view, their place in history, etc., being ignored. 
By 1905 much was changed. Such subjects as History, 
Natural Science, and Modem Languages had all gained 
an assured place in the curriculum, instead of being ridi
culed by boys, suspected by masters, and wholly ignored 
by parents. But a very large number of the boys con
tinued to wrestle with the rudiments, never thoroughly 
mastered, of Greek as well as spending many hours every 
week in Latin work, which included heavy prose exercises 
and, for most, the weekly copy of verses. 

The system was an incredible amalgam of medi:evalism 
and modernism. As often happens in this very chequered 
world, we had to expend, in the autumn of 1905, weeb 
and weeks of labour in organizing a system not wholly 
amorphous of provision for " specialists "-that is, for 
boys who at fifteen or sixteen come to make a choice of 
the subject most congenial to them. I say" we," beca¥SC 
no mortal Headmaster could tackle such a thorny and 
intricate problem single-handed. 

The matter meantime was urgent. Though " classics" 
retained their •• pomp and circumstance," " modern" 
subjects had been introduced pell-mell and chaos was 
increasing. A real revolution in the teaching had been iD 
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progress since 1870, though, by liberal use of legal fictions, 
the world of Etonians who took any interest in the subject 
were hypnotized into the belief that while all Europe was 
undergoing transformation, the old school was " standing 
on the old ways," unmoved and immovable, a monument 
of stability in a world of flux. No theory could be more 
contrary to the facts. Reforms, or at any rate changes, 
had been going on for many a decade, generally unnoticed 
even by those on the spot, but stubbornly and abortively 
resisted by elderly folk able to obstruct but unable to 
understand what they were obstructing. Most of the 
changes had come about without any waving of banners, 
silently and stealthily, and many of these-perhaps all of 
them-have been found to be beneficial. 

In 1905, after fifteen years' absence, I found vacuity of 
mind among the boys much less common than in the 
eighties, and, though games were far better organized, the 
dominance of athletics was greatly modified. Among the 
" wetbobs," for instance, there was noticeable a strenuous
ness and discountenance of loafing which was attributed 
to the abolition of Surly Hall and the appointment of a 
posse of wetbob masters who have done for rowing what 
Mitchell; Dupuis, and C. M. Wells did for cricket. Old 
and noisome barbarisms had vanished, and their con
tinuance for so long would constitute a vivid chapter in 
t)le social history of England were it not that the maxim 
D1 nwrtuia ( " Let the dead bury their dead " ) enjoins 
what the Greeks quaintly called " a large ox upon the 
tongue." For cricket, an immense benefit was conferred 
by the institution soon after 1900 of junior matches. 
That meant the encouragement and bringing into pro
minence of all promising youngsters below sixteen years, 

·Who often in earlier days, finding themselves unnoticed, 
took to " loafing" on land or water and never reached th• 
position in the world of athletics which their talents gave 
them a right to expect. The result was that iUter a few 
years the Harrovians had to do battle at Lord's with 
more formidable antagonists than ever before ; and I 

1ll 
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shall be surprised if the majority of victories do not fall 
in future to Eton. The benefit to Eton of this change of 
system was only less than that secured for Winchestet 
when first the Bucklands were appointed as " coaches " 
for the elder boys. 

The relation between men and boys had changed greatly 
for the better ; indeed, in many cases it approached the, 
ideal. I would hazard the assertion that in no educational 
institutions in the world has so wholesome and bracing! 
an influence ever been exercised more markedly to the< 
advantage of all concerned than that of the housemaster& 
and their boys in our large Public Schools. At Eton iii! 
is enriched by the Tutorial System, as it is still called-. 
system which grew up in haphazard and unnoticed fashion 
and has required most elaborate, intricate, and delicate 
organization to allow of its perpetuation in times of 
radical change. Only Etonians can understand why sucli 
infinite trouble, such minute interlacing of arrangementl 
was endured for the sake of what profane outsiders have 
presumed to criticize as an anachronism ; but I will ven• 
ture -the prophecy that if the British Empire is a going 
concern in the year 2000 .A.D.; traces, possibly less clear 
than to-day, of this most English survival of past years 
will still be discernible to the practised and sympathetic 
observer of the course of human affairs. 

In what is called the tone of the school there had come 
about a satisfactory Change, which was bound up with 
the g~neral attitude of boys to men and was largely due 
to the immense improvement in the Preparatory Schools,' 
and also to the modification in home life, whereby young 
boys have been brought up more in the company of 
" grown-ups " than )lSed to be the case. This change, too, 
may be traced to the· disappearance of large families, t~e 
general effect of which is doubtful, but in the matter of 
outward decorum and sOcial demeanour has been for 
good. Yet I cannot help suspecting that serious mischief 
has resulted from boys having been left far too little to 
their own resources ; from the overlavish provision ol 
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exciting amusements, and the elimination of solitude and 
opportunity for quiet trowth during the all-important 
years three to fourteen. 

Thus in some important respects I found the old school 
had taken into itself from the atmosphere of our day 
some deep and very salutary changes. I did not see nearly 
so plainly then as after some years that the most vital 
improvements in any human society come about inde
pendently of legislation. There is a sentence near the 
beginning of Lord Cromer's book on Egypt, where he 
says he had learnt never to attempt any reform till cir
cumstances made it inevitable. This most interesting 
remark would furnish materisl for many good essays. 
However, I began my term of office with a very different 
idea-viz. that some reforms were necessary and had 
better be taken in hand speedily. One only was effected 
without serious opposition, the establishment of a gym
nasium. Eton was, I fancy, the only school of importance 
in which gymnastics were almost unknown. My prede
cessor had a profound distrust of them, but the late date 
at which the change was made was advantageous in one 
respect. The gymnasium was built for the Swedish 
system, whereas thirty years earlier it would have been 
of the English type, and vastly inferior for scientific 
exereisea. At first it was thought that a posse of masters 
would have to assist in the actual teaching. So some 

·sixteen of us volunteered, and for some weeks went through 
a course of training. The effect was most spectacular. 
Some of the men far on in middle life might have been 
seen skipping, trotting, bending, bowing into the weirdest 
contortions ; but precautions were taken to shield the 
party from the vulgar gaze, mostly with success, till on.. 
one occasion one of the elder boys strayed round to the 
back door of the building and, wholly unwitting of what 
he was to see, found himself at the open door just as one grey
haired veteran inside was jumping on the floor and turning 
round in the air I Never have I seen a human face express 
dumbfounded astonishment so eloquently as that lad's. 
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It was well, on the whole. that this very difficult task 
was not undertaken by the staff. The instructors had 
been trained in Sweden and some excellent work was done. 
Nor have I ever seen any such evidence of vitality as 
when the Remove boys were turned loose for their exer
cises on a summer evening after five-o'clock school. It 
was, however, almost an impoSsibility to find time for 
the compulsory classes; and the work suffered; as much 
other work suffered; from grievous lack of elbow-room. 
The most beneficial results, however, were in the medical 
department. It would hardly be believed how many 
boys came io the school suffering from preventable but 
quite serious disorders and malformations-fiat feet,, 
curvature of the spine,. etc., etc.-aU of which were faith-: 
fully dealt with by Lieutenant Coote, the second of our 
admirable instructors. The need for such early treat· 
ment on a large scale is, I fancy, not yet thoroughly 
apprehended. There must be millions of men in ~ngland 
whose health has never been more than moderate owing 
to the cruel neglect of these structUial defects in early 
boyhood. 

But in regard to other matters in which reform was 
urgently needed I very soon found that the gradual multi
plication of subjects which had been going on for some 
thirty-five years had resulted in a system far more com• 
plex than the most eloquent pen· could describe. The 
simplest reform involved far-reaching consequences, and 
the moment I managed; with the help of committees and 
of my very able lieutenant, Rawlins, the Lower Master, 
to settle the specialist que~ion more or less satisfactorily, 
there cropped up another far more difficult, becaus«l any 
change whatever was strongly opposed by many of the. 
Staff and, what was 'more serious, by about two-thirds .of 
the. Governing Body. The question was, whether a 
majority of boys, nearly all of whom were either defective 
in their sense of idiom, or for other reasons were going t01 
specialize in some modern subject at sixteen, should give 
most of their· time, for some seven years in all, both to 
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Latin and Greek. It was quite obvious--so I thought
that only the quicker minority ought to plunge into both 
languages--the disciplinary drill, which is most essential, 
being given by one, which for many reasons; of course, 
would be Latin. This is not the place to discuss the 
question nor to explain the very intricate organization 
which was necessary before the dismal waste of time 
could be checked. I will only mention that it took twenty 
months of unceasing effort to effect the change. Even 
then many hitches occurred. Smooth working was not 
possible unless a huge group of Preparatory Schools co
operated, and for a long time the method of selecting 
" Greek " boys was misunderstood, not only by them, but 
by the tutors and by Rawlins himself. 

Other questions quite as urgent and even more intricate 
were continually before us-educational, disciplinary, 
social, and financiaL I will only mention one among 
many. Huge sums of money had been spent on the 
equipment of Science as an integral part of the school 
curriculum : that is to say, big laboratories had been 
built, but, unfortunately, detached from one another, so 
that they required separate officials and caretakers in
stead of being run from a centre. This, of course, involved 
a huge increase in expenditure, incurred without any 
adequate result. Hence we were soon faced with a per· 
plexing state of things-viz. some £3,000 per annum 

· spent on a particular form of teaching which; as tested in 
the usual way, was abortive. That is to say, the boys 
who chose Science as their strong subject were always 
scanty in number and generally very moderate in brain
power ; so that the standard of examination-work annually 
inspected and reported on by experts from the Univer
sities varied from very moderate to very poor. Com
parison with other schools only emphasized the fact ; 
because at nearly every other school there have been for 
quite thirty years a fairly large contingent of boys destined 
for the medical profession or engineering. From this 
source was provided a steady stream of Science pupils, 
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keen, if not on the subject, on professional advancement ; 
but at Eton that source had never been opened. The 
parents for the most part were reluctant to add to their 
ample liabilities by sending their sons in for.an expensive 
training in a subject which for them promised no particular 
return. The purely educational reasons for including 
Science in the curriculum, clear and strong though they 
be, were of course a sealed book to nearly all of them, 
and are so still. The subject was suspect. Those were 
days in which the weird idea prevailed that there was an 
eternal conflict between Science and Religion ; between 
truth viewed in one aspect and truth viewed in another. 
From that dogma men advanced to the other : that a 
literary training ought not to be contaminated with· 
Science ; just as they had once tabooed Mathematics. 
In 1905 the problem was to overcome the apathy of the 
parents so that voluntarily pupils in this subject might be 
forthcoming. But the classical tutors who were in touch 

_with the parents were for some time and for the most part 
definitely hostile to this interloping subject, not ouly from 
prejudice, but because it obviously threatened their tutorial 
position and to a certain extent their emoluments to boot, 

I hasten to say tha~ this opposition seemed to me 
to die away rapidly after 1905, but the meagreness of 
the scientific output remained a haffiing fact.- It should 
be understood that owing to the size of the school the 
subject could not be d.eeently taught-at least so all 
the experts maintained-on a compulsory basis. If a 
fair supply of volunteer recruits was to come forward;· it 
could ouly be because parents believed in the educatiomd, 
not professional, argumentS for an infusion of scie~tific 
discipline into the literary training of the boys. This in 
those days they declined mildly but firmly to do. So 
there was nothing for it but gradually adopt out 
machinery, staff-equipmenf1 ·etc., for teaching the subject 
as well as possible, till the pupils forthcame. Many 
intricate changes were made in the system ; volumes of 
discussions were printed in reply to the strictures of 
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inspectors and examiners and the suggestions of well
meaning critics. But the results, as compared with the 
costliness of the equipment and the Sisyphean labour of 
readjustmen~s, were jejune and humiliating. Yet a good 
deal of necesssry spade-work was done in preparation for 
a change in the educational barometer, -premonitions of 
which were felt before 1916. Some of the best lecturing 
to be had anywhere was given throughout by Ml'. Porter, 
and the class-teaching of some of the others was admir· 
able, notably that of M.D. Hill in Biology. The subject 
of Science as an important ingredient in a liberal educa· 
tion came to be better understood. The more it is under· 
stood, the more the practical difficulties in the way of 
efficiency will be dispelled. But' if there is life in the 
movement, others more intricate still will crop up. 

Meantime some radical changes, with results the 
opposite of what was intended, were gradually manifested. 
Who, for instance, could have foreseen what I believe 
was the fact: that in cricket, whereas down to the late 
eighties Eton produced a steady stream of University 
Bluea, some of whom year by year played for Gentlemen 
v. Players, about 1890 the supply dried up and has never 
been renewed. Why 't Outside critics have often in
timated that it was due to a decay of the best coaching ; 
that no one was able to catch Mitchell's mantle. This 
sort of talk is ridiculoua. Reasons have been given above 
for believing that the value of good coaching in cricket is 
much exaggerated; but whatever it is, it was in the nineties 
that cricket began to be organized and healthily developed 
and all the promising young boys were taken in hand. 
Moreover, the average quality of the elevens who played 
at Lord's was higher, more uniform then than earlier. I 
think there was some loss of individuality, but if so, that 
has been the case everywhere. There were three causes 
at work which need only be mentioned here : 

(1) An immense improvement in schools of lesser note 
which produced a severe competition for Eton and Harrow. 

(l!) Cricketers who were positively averse to book 
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learning tended to shun the Universities, and, disappear
ing into the professions, mainly business, took to golf. 
(The Bishop of Hull in his young days expressed it thus : 
" If you can only play cricket once a week, it is not good 
enough. Either fifty runs and stiffness for three days 
after ; or an 0 followed by gloom of spirit for a week, 
and no exercise.") 

(8) Scarcely any of the few University Blues were able 
to continue pia ying first-class cricket afterwards. This 
was due to the pressure of the times and the growing 
opinion that man is not in this world to spend years as 
a cricket professional masquerading as an amateur. But 
this means that the majority of the best players never 
reached their full stature as batsmen. 

The matter is only mentioned here to show how great 
changes take place unforeseen and for a long time un
noticed and perhaps never quite explained. 

Something similar has happened in the matter of 
scholarship, but as the subject is of much less general 
interest I must deal with it briefly. Previously to 1870 
boys of linguistic promise drifted naturally to Eton, 
Winchester, or Shrewsbury (the last-named owing to its 
·reputation under Butler and Kennedy), but when the 
other Public Schools took on themselves keen rivalry, a 
ridiculous state of things supervened. Instead of droning 
placidly on, acquiescing in general boredom, the classical 
teachers were galvanized into a hectic activity, competing 
with each other in " tuniing out " successful candidates 
for the University Entrance Scholarships. In other words, 
though the Headmaster of Shrewsbury, H. W. Moss, wha 
succeeded Kennedy, was a "consunnnate scholar of .the 
Cambridge type, like his two predecessors, and faithfully 
maintained the narrow classical tradition, . he had to 
undergo the mortification of seeing nearly all the clever · 
youngsters switched off from going to Shrewsbury to 
other schools. Amiable critics, no doubt; ascribed this 
to his faulty teaching ; it was due to nothing of the kind, 
but to the bribes offered by Governing Bodies elsewhere, ; 
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and perhaps, too, to some growing scepticism as to the 
merits of a narrow classical curriculum. Certain deplor
able results ensued. The whole idea of intellectual train
ing became commercialized. Many parents were governed 
in their selection of a Public School entirely by £. 8. d. 
The Preparatory Schools were tied and bound by the 
Entrance Scholarships examinations, or rather the 
heads thought they were (the truth being that they were 
really far more independent than they knew), and slaved 
away teaching what nobody believed in, simply because 
of the pressure of the times ; an<l worst of all. the Head· 
masters of the Public Schools were obliged on the annual 
Speech Day to enumerate the honours won by their pupils 
without mentioning the public money it bad cost to bring 
about the result, but vaguely hoping it would be ascribed 
to their own good teaching, though many of the audience 
suspected there was much flummery in the whole proceed
ing and the rest did not care whether there was or not. 

Eton has been so far immune from some of these evils, 
but the modification of the general system has affected 
her deepjy and will do so in an increasing degree in the 
future, though no one can foresee more than a few years. 
The older generation cling to the notion that her supremacy 
in scholarship, cricket, and as a nursery of famous men 
can be maintained. But fimdamental and mainly un
suspected changes that are now going on make the pros

. pect in all three departments very doubtful. Severe 
competition from other schools and a gradual widening 
of the horizon of education and profound searchings of 
heart as to the dubious intellectual results of school· 
teac4ffig everywhere-these influences make it impossible 
that Eton, Winchester, Harrow, and Rugby can develop 
on their own lines independently of each other, or of the 
Universities and of the social revolution that has followed 
on the Great War. Formerly the large majority of our 
Colonial governors were Old Etoniaos. They were so 
inevitably, but I fancy few EtOniaos were foolish enough 
to ascribe the fact to some peculiar and subtle merit of 
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the schooi. Cecil Spring-Rice hit the nail on the head, . 
as often in other matters, when he remarked that half the 
credit was due to the P. & 0. who carried these august 
officials to India ! In those days there was one school 
through which and one ship. in which they made their 
way to ihe scene of their fame. Is that state of things 
likely to be permanent ? Who can say ? 

To revert to- the scholarship question. One mischief 
I have not yet mentioned, which has, however, dwindled 
since the war, though I believe it is by no means extinct. 
Foundation scholarships used in some cases to be gained 
and kept by sons of opulent parents who were .invited, but 
nearly always in vain, to keep the honour and forgo 
the emolument in favour of some other boy less well 
provided with this world's goods. One objection to this 
way out of the difficulty is that to forgo the scholarship 
means to forgo the peculiar advantage of being a member 
of College ; which, whether it be less substantial than is 
sometimes believed or not, is still very highly prized, and 
I should myself deplore the break-up or any hasty modifica
tion of the present College system. Its histori~ origin, 
the peculiar loyalty it has evoked, and its academical 
renown demand a reverent handling. There is, however; 
much more that. might be said on the subject but too 
technically educational to be of general interest. If the 
system is to be reformed by legislation, I trust the changes 
will follow the suggestions made in the Report of the 
Bryce Secondary Education Commission, 1894. 

One of the leading officiills in the Board of Educauon; 
prophesied in 1902 that Music would be the promjnent 
subject in Education in the twentieth century. It was a 
sagacious utterance: · Chorus-singing with reading at 
sight is the only exercise hitherto discovered whicli 
ensures that every child in ·a large class ought to be using 
his brain. Learning to sin!{ in tune by ear is merely a 
physical exercise, but learning to read, from the black 
board, treble and alto parts is learning to think, to decide 
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to venture, to act on a reasonable probability, instantly 
to verify every experiment (though in this respect only 
inferior to carpentering), besides the wonder at the beauty 
underlying the chalk scratches, and the joy of co-operative 
effort without self-obtrusion. Moreover, the mere fact of 
its suitability to large classes ought to be a very strong 
argument in its favour, since it seems that in the ele
mentary schools we are condemned to large classes for 
many years to come. If you succeed in stirring a village 
to a long-continued joint effort of handicraft or chorus
singing, you raise the whole life of a locality ; and if the 
new owners of landed property take this fact to heart and 
act upon it by cutting down their London seasons to the 
minimum, so as to seize the rich opportunities of pro
longed residence in the country, we might almost be 
reconciled to the displacing of the old landlords by the 
new rich. But will they Y 

At any rate, Dr. Sir Walford Davies-to whom honour is 
due-asserted in a lecture that a good tune is a part of 
God, and I hold he is right, though, like other truths, it 
may ea&jly be perverted. Heflce an explanation of the 
emphatic comment of my predecessor at Haileybury, James 
Robertson, on hearing some admirable piano playing by 
Miss Liddell : " N ourisliing." So in schools, if you teach 
chorus-singing and reading at sight you not only train 
the faculties of hearing and thinking, and strengthen the 
lungs, but you also store in the young minds things of 
beauty which do not pass away, but are potent to gild the 
thoughts of the heart and quicken nascent hopes " forty 
years on" in the din of Cheapside or in the bush of Aus
tralia or in a Sunday Mattins in a fashionable church 
at Cannes. 

Now, the opportunity of establishing a tradition of fine 
chOI'Ull-singing at Eton seemed undeniable. The number 
of the boys from whom to select, abOut 1,000, gave promise 
of a more massive volume of sound than could be raised 
in any other school, and there were memories of delightful 
concerts in the days of Barnby and Lloyd. But music at 
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Eton suffered terribly from being generally regarded as 
an extra; that is, as an ornamental supplement tO-other 
more necessary ingredients in a life of culture, and one 
from which a large proportion of human beings are de
barred by natural disability. The weird superstition that 
the English people is not musical still, I fear, holds ·its 
ground in the country ; and certainly Public School 
assistant masters are not exempt from it, especially when 
they represent subjects of study only lately recognized as 
important. The truth is, practically all boys have ears 
good enough to be amenable to training, but of course 
the training ought to be begun at five or six years of age 
and continued without check or interruption, ten minutes 
a day, till the voice cracks ; and then a certain number 
will be relegated to the ranks, not of the Philistines, but 
of understanding listeners who yet must not swell the 
ranks of indifferent performers. Even they would be 
equipped for life with some knowledge and appreciation 
of priceless value in this rough-and-tumble world ; and 
beyond question English boys are far more teachable in 
music than they are in literature. 

It is ridiculous to rely on random concerts without · 
guidance. No way of burying a talent is more sure of 
its effect than compelling young people to listen to music, 
which they don't understand.• Explanations are· re-' 
quired, but not many men believe ill them yet ; and they! 
will be largely abortive unless they are supplementary to ' 
group-lessons in sight-reading. These are facts whicli; 
can only be stated here. To act upon them successfuHy i 
at Eton was almost impossil?le owing to the subject being : 
already crowded out by the multifarious activities .and, 
harassing distractions which are the curse of modern~ 

• • i· 

• Henoe the explanation of tha stran@e falsehoods cmrrent in soci.ty-[ 
on thia aubject. Scores of people ""' oonvinoed that they ""' " not : 
muaical, n yet they pNtend to be loVerS of pioturee, or anyhow attend the\ 
Academy religiously onoe a year. The reason ia that being compelled f 
to sit out a oonoert of good musio that hae not been Rplained ia more I 
fa.tlguing tha.n strolling through galleries looking at other peoples' new I 
frooka. But not many are good for more tha.n an hour at that I 
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school life. Time and energy were expended in insisting 
on mUBic's claims, but neither Barnby nor Lloyd believed 
in corporate training, though the latter especially was 
very successful in the teaching of gifted individuals. 
Added to these obstacles there has always been the patent 
fact that for about half the time of their Public School 
lives boys are unable to sing, though they can croak, and 
we shall never achieve what is possible till the spade-work 
is done between nine and fourteen in the Preparatory 
Schools, Then the child-voices are at their best and 
unselfconscious progress is quite possible. Excellent work 
is being done here and there, and though the results are 
everywhere slight compared with our hopes, the Eton 
musical training is immensely better than it was or ever 
has been. 

In regard to the literary training, which still occupies 
the bulk of the available accommodation in the· larger 
l'ublic Schools, we must never cease to remember that 
the love of learning for its own sake is nearly universal 
among children and the dislike of learning is not very far 
from being universal among adolescents, though a show 
of zeal is maintained by numerous stimulants. Swarms 
of old l'ublio School men stoutly maintain that without 
the stimulants-professional examinations, competition, 
prizes, threatening penury, etc.-no " work" at all would 

'be done by our youngsters ; possibly by girls, never by 
boys. I should agree with them if I had never taught 
children. As it is, I know full well that the early, apon
taftl1oru love of knowledge in countless cases does dis
appear, and that one of the most effective ways of crushing 
it is to stimulate the wrong motives for intellectual effort. 

In the light of this fact, what are we to make of the 
institution of prizes lavishly offered in the more opulent 
schools and bestowed wherever possible by kindly but 
unreflecting benefactors ? I maintain that prize-giving on 
the present scale, if it is ineffective as a stimulus to intel
lectual efiort. is a dismal waste of money ; but that a 
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far more serious indictment against it is that it is effective ; 
and its effect is powerfuliy to suggest to the boys that the 
pursuit of knowledge in itself is inevitably a dismal and 
unjoyous task, the only interest being the excitement of 
competition. 

It is idle to argue that English boys are trained by this · 
system to fair play and honourable contest. In so far ·• 
as their good qualities depend on training it is through ' 
games they get it, for only a tiny percentage are com- · 
petitors for the prizes, though all come under the spell 1 

of their suggestion. Moreover, it is a mere delusion to 
suppose that an increase of prizes means an increase of i 
effort. · 

Healthy industry, that is, studiousness from love of the 
subject, is every whit as common in schools where there 
are no prizes as in schools where hundreds of pounds a 
year are squandered on them. • 

Much more might be said to show up the delusive 
glamour of the institution. In the matter of punishments, 
public opinion is moving in the right direction. But as 
to prizes, scholarships, and publicity of competition we 
are blinded by prejudice to the simple fact that all this 
machinery shows how completely we are abandoning the; 
ideal in- the big secondary schools . of encouraging effort 
by simple interest in the subject. ., 

A word more about Suggestion. No form of suggestion. 
as to the distastefulness of work is more effective than the 
institution of holidays for successful. prize..~nning 9r1 
on the occasion of some public ovation. If we were aim: l 
ing at the right goal, all the· environment of the boys and 
the customs of the institution would tend to give him" the 
belief that the pursuit of knowledge is a delight. But the· 
giving of a holiday because a battle has· been won in ·a/ 
war or a princess lays the fqundation-stone .of some build-' · 
ing is a public declaration by the school authorities that· , 
the pursuit of knowledge and the imparting of it arel 
both alike unpleasant and unnecessary. Can this be) 
denied ? Again, education is spiritual feeding. Every-j 

I 
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thing depends on our impressing the boys with the con
vietion that spiritual feeding is vastly more important 
than bodily feeding. They mostly believe the opposite. 
Which do we believe ? At the first excuse we curtail the 
nourishment for the spirit and the mind, but I never 
heard of a headmaster knocking off a meal to add to the 
ovation I Why should the needs of the flesh be treated 
as sacrosanet and those of the spirit be set aside when 
any excuse offers? Of course we all know why we act 
thus ; but we are too thick-headed to connect cause and 
effeet. 

Doubtless it will be urged against me that I participated 
in this mischievous system for years and did nothing to 
modify it. I freely admit the charge, but that is no 
reason why I should not tell the truth now ; and it will 
be more profitable to my readers if they refleet on what 
I say, rather than indicate accurately what I or others 
have failed to do. 

As in international problems, co-operation is now the 
great hope but also the great difficulty. Nothing 
could be more full of promise than the uprising of 
interest in education on the part of parents and of the 
public which has marked the last fifty years ; but it has. 
brought about a wholly unexpected loss of liberty, and the 
modern would-be reformer, let him be the nominal head 
of any school he likes, is wholly impotent nowadays for 
any independent action on a large scale. Moreover, while 
he is in the vortex of the waters, it is all but impossible 
for him to see whither he and his fellows are being borne, 

However, when the main evil of a system which has 
grown up unperceived consists in perversion of aim and 
sham social service for which we all alike are responsible, 
nothing but good can come if the facts be made known, 
I will recall my readers, then, to the matter in hand, 
which is not only that managers of education are for the 
most part victims of dismal unreality, but that meantime 
the ideal aim of young people being spurred on to effort 
by interest in the subjeet, by the joy of surmounting 
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difficulties and exercising in due measure their nascent 
faculties, has been more and more forgone in favour of 
a general appeal to a flashy and short-sighted ambition, · 
to motives not of learning but of display and immediate 
tangible reward ; whereby in our pupils character itself 
is damaged and for teachers the hope of fostering quiet 
natural growth of mind and of reverence <for knowledge 
is. forbidden. 

"But," says my critic, " you forget the bracing 
effect of patient work at distasteful subjects ; you are a 
votary of the dangerous doctrine of Montessori and would 
train boys and girls to face a life bound to be full of 
drudgery by sparing them all effort against the grain. 
Nonsense I pernicious nonsense I " 

Stronger language has often been used by my colleagues 
against the eminent Dottoressa and all her works. The' 
Public Schoolmasters have for fifty years been stout be-' 
lievers ,in,. dutifulness and show it by copious moral exhor
tation, in spite of accumulated evidence oftheabortiveness 
of that remedy for human ills. If" work" becomes inter
esting, they smell the rat of the " soft option." Bul there 
need be no controversy here. The ideal is abundant 
effort ; painful wrestling with difficulties unaided ; but 
painful so as to bring joy, the joy of exploration. 

Meantime it should be noted that it is quite possible to 
" get boys to work " and yet to fail in implanting any new 
ideas in their minds. If this failure continues through 
school life, the soul, " empty, swept, and garnished,". !s 
inviting undesirable tenant;s in the effort to fenq off star
vation. School life is dragged downwards by mental 
vacuity which is sure to supervene. When the faculty of 
thinking is being COil!>tantly sharpened, but nothing is 
given to think about, it is as if the di~ve organs ·in 
a young body were being stimulated by electricity while 
the primary need is for something to digest. Education, 
we are told. means " feeding" ; but for centuries in 
England our school work has had another aim. 

From the sell-advertisement into which many schools 
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are practically forced, Eton 'bas always :been imm~e. 
On J11ne 4. we continue to prefer fireworks to braggartry, 
but down to the end of my time of office the immense 
increase of industry which has marked boy-life for the 
last fifty years has been a certain protection- from Inis
chief, but of a ncgaijve kind. You may do a little to 
stave off infirmity of character by. keeping youth at a 
perpetual trot ; but it will be only a very little and, vorse 
than that, it will be onlyjor a season. ~Just as the young 
man may prevent illness from excess of food by hard 
exercise while he is young, when advancing age forbids 
the exercise he will lose his health unless the die\ is 
diminished ; so the truth of modem school life brings a 
temporary safeguard against self-indulgence : but naturam 
e:rpelltufurca, tamen U8querecurret. Instead of the" furca" 
of compulsory but meaningless occupation, what is needed 
is a mind stored witll clean thoughts, and with the con· 
viction of the moral 'Yaw as divine; august, and austere, 
but always beautiful, salutary, and nourishing. We are 
a very long way from t}lis ldeal, but the problem is begin· 
ning to be understood and a new hope is dawning. 

It looks as if liberty ought to be conceded to the Pre
paratory Schools to enable them to make experiments. 
Their task is infinitely complex, but they are furnished 
with one guiding principle. The child learns well and 
seeurely before he is taugh_t : therefore school-teaching 
must imitate nature instead of violating it. Hitherto the 
Entrance Examinations and th~ Scholarship system have 
choked all initiative. instead of wisely ~iding it ; and 
though the path of advance is very dim, it cannot be· right 
to force men to give swarms of children mental exercises 
which anyone can see are only suited to a tiny minority. 
For if a wrong idea of learning is planted by thirteen, when 
will it be dislodged Y • .. 

Into the midst of the healthy, happy boy-life of Eton 
and the other schools there bursts the unimaginable 
tornado of the world-war. · .. 

18 
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For the hi~torien of the fnture some interesting evidence 
of the English spirit is laid up in the He~J.dmaster's Leav
ing Register. (That clumsy title is to avoid the obvious 
" Leaving Book,'Y which to Etonians has other assoeia
tion8.) In this volume every upper boy, on taking leave, 
wrote his name and added his PJ:Obable profession or 
University, the dates ,of each batch of autographs being 
put pn the opposite page. Down to the end of the 
summer half of 1914. the entri.es remained normal, e.g. 
July 20, X (full name), Oxford. Business, or Army, or 
simply Business, rarely Politics : a very variegated table 
of prospective careers. Now what a change ! About 
120 left a full year before their time, and during the war 
the leaving age was a year younger than at other times, so 
that; if I remember right, during the autumn the majority 
of the younger departures in August came down to get 
their leaving books, many just before starting for France 
after a hurried training at Sandhurst.-. At all events, for ' 
about fifteen consecutive pages every single Etonian old 
enough registered himself, correctly of course, as going 
into the Army, except two not able to satisfy the physical ' 
test. Without a trace of hesitation, still less of display, 
the young fellows gave themselves to their country. 

When the terrible days came and thousands of fresh 
losses and casualties were reported daily, no class of 

• English society suffered keener grief than the masters of 
the great Public Schools.· Parents everywhere,·no doubt, 
felt the keenest stab for'the moment. but we bad f:o 
stand loss after loss. of our .best and most belove.d young 
friends ; all that rich promise blighted ! and. we were 
better able than anyone to foreca"st what the deprivation 
meant for England for many a year to come. As to the 
spirit shown by the boys during those awful years, I cs.U. 
onl:f say that had the Germ!ID5 known at the outset _what 
it was going to be, they might have plunged into the war 
-for the dominant party must have been maddened
but they would never have cherished a hope of success. 
The first intimation of what the Retreat from Mons meant : 
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came in a pencilled postcard from one of ~he subalterns
a fine young master, soon afterwards killed: " I have b.ot 
had an ounce or' food nor a wink of sleep for four days." 

It may be of interest to give a conjectural explanation 
of the celebrated legend-firmly believed by .millionS of 
our people, and, it is said, by the enemy also-that a huge 
Russian army was being conveyed from Archangel through 
England to France. Some of the following facts are Jittle 
known and came to my ears direct ; others were rumoured. 
Lord Kitchener, at the beginning of the war, was sitting 
next a lady of high position at dinner, who expressed 
genuine alarm at having seen what she took to be German 
soldiers in a railway-train. Kitchener laughed and said, 
"Perhaps they were Russians." And,. it was a fact that 
some 200 Russians were traversing England, by permission,. 
on their way home from Canada. The lady instantly took 
this to mean a whole Army Corps at least, and Kitchener, 
with remarkable presence of mind, left her in possession 
of this belief, seeing that a report of the legend would 
encourage our people, just when it was needed, and as 
proportionately disturb the enemy and perhaps upset his 
calculations, But how to arrange the little plot ? What 
was the War Office to say, and highly placed members of 
the Government ? Most ingeniously Kitchener or someone 
else hit upon the device that everyone by order should 
make the same oracular answer: -!:,Well, officially there 
is nothing .in it." It is, anyhow, certain that that answer 
was given by one of the very highest officials in the 
country; and, like some of Mr. Gladstone's celebrated 
answers to inconvenient questions iD. Parliament, only 
with far more pith and lucidity of expression, l~ft the 
questioner exactly where he was before. If the matter 
was handled according to this version, Kitchener deserves 
ample credit for rapid diagnosis of a wholly unexpected 
situation, 

In March 1915 a curious incident occurred which, 
though in itself insigniflcant, made enough stir to be 
worth recording. My friend Canon Carnegie asked me to 
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preach in St. Margaret's, Westminster, on the moral 
aspects of the war. In the course of the sermon, while 
pointing O\}t the difficulty in times of excitement oi keep
ing a balanced mind, I illustrated it by reproducing a 
suggestion which I had seen in print more than once, and 
which I carefully explained was not niy own ; nor did I 
advocate it, hut only used it to show how we might he 
callep on as a nation to make something of a sacrifice for 
the general welfare. Supposing, in short, it- should be 
proposed that Gibraltar should he internationalized, we 
ought not as a nation to rule it out at once, but give it 
fair consideration. This very suggestion, I should add, 
has been made several times since, as well as before. 
But the next morning I found the metropolis placarded 
with the news, ·stated 0!' implied, that I had proposed 
openly and without qualification that Gibraltar should be 
handed over there and then to the Germans I Almost 
the day after my mild exhortation was given, news of 
hideous Ge.rman atrocities began to pour in, and whereas 
a fortnight before we all, military and civil alike, were 
vaguely assured we were going to end the war before 
summer, it suddenly became apparent that we were in 
for an ·awful struggle against a foe barbarous, but equipped 
with all kinds of scientific infernalities. 

Possibly many of us were rather mad during the war, 
but certainly at no time were so many off their balance as 
in April 1915, and the newspapers, anxious to make hay 
while the sun shone, were much hampered by the censqr. 
That functionary, however,. was too much occupied wit!}. 
,suppressing inconvenient truths to be concerned with 
what he thought was harmless fiction. So the har~sed 
editors saw their cha.Rce, and I found myself for a week or 
two bespattered by the wild~st abuse, even by my favourite 
paper, Punch {a case of et tu, Brute, if ever .there was one}. 
I hardly read a word of all this, but wrote a letter to The 
Times, far too petulant in tone, which only made matters 
worse. It is doubtful if the· wisest letter ever penned 
would have had any effeet, things being as they were. 
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So I bad to let it be ; and gradually aisengage myself 
from the embraces of various Pacifists with whom I had 
much sympathy but no great measure of agreement. 
The incident, like many others in the war, was fruitfully 
instructive as to the psychology of a multitude trying to 
suppress its deep misgivings, and one cannot wonder that 
in the subsequent period the claims of that science are 
being amply-perhaps too amply-recognized. 

In the early part of 1916 various circumstances, 
domestic, official, private, and public, seemed to me to 
make it advisable for me to resign my Headmastership 
of the beloved old school. If I had loved Eton less I 
should have been sorely grieved at parting; but the many 
things I wanted to change slightly and gradually I learnt 
at last were being changed indeed, sometimes, but not 
always, in the direction I desired, and by influences for 
which no one was responsible and no one understood. 
Tlus applies principally, nay, almost entirely, to the intel
lectual training of the boys, and the problem presented 
was, as I have explained, rendered impossible liy the method 
whereby all the Public Schools were interlocked and 
controlled by the Universities ; and lastly, by the fact 
that neither I nor anyone else had a clear idea of the main 
direction reform should take. Since those days I am 
becoming convinced that changes in modern complex 
institutions are seldom the work of any one man, no 
matter how able he may be or how rich the opportunities 
his official position may be thought to offer. If the 
right inference be. drawn from Lord Cromer's very in
teresting observation already quoted, it will be obvious 
that so able and successful an administrator as he was may 
generally find that the quickest way to effect a change is 
to pretend to be doing nothing, and meantime influence 
public opinion quietly till it is ripe for reform. 

Meantime I learnt the U:Uth of one of Lord Rosebery's 
happy phrases : that being in power often means being 
in a position of " conspicuous impotence." 
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Certain changes which some Headmaster of heroic stature 
may do much to bring about, I see now more clearly than 
in 1916 to be desirable. While in the Preparatory Schools 
the principal disciplinary work should still be Latin and 
Mathematics. there is real hopefulness in the method of 
imparting varied knowled~ along with English Composi
tion adopted by Miss Mason of Ambleside. It has the 
enormous advantage of stimulating naturally and whole
somely the appetite for knowledge which our system of 
excessive logical training very often quenches. This 
building up of knowledge should be combined with the 
disciplinary work, and the problem for the Public Schools 
is to continue the combination harmoniously till sixteen. 

Meantime the vexed Classical que5tion is being settled 
in the usual random fashion. The number of boys trying 
to learn both Greek and Latin seriously is much dimin
ished. The Classical Association pours out repeated pro
tests against this decline in enforcing the old pleas of the 
matchless literature of Greece, its history and the rudi
ments of philosophy. But why have we not taken steps 
to furnish the boys who have left off Greek with a. good 
rich familiarity with Homer and the history through 
English books, and, whatever else is felt to be indispensable, 
making these lessons English lessons as well as a.n im
parting of priceless knowledge of antiquity ? 

There was one change undeniably for the better, not 
quite, but nearly the oniy one whicli I ventured to tell 
the boys at parting I had been able to bring about. It 
reminded me of a. former ·exploit in the year ·1886 (Y); 
when I was a junior master at Eton, and constantly brot:ght 
in presence of a grievance more serious in reality than in 
appearance, connected With the worship in Chapel. The 
boys in those days were extremely particular about the 
cut of their pantaloons. In Chapel, if they did not Jeleel 
down, they were dropped upon by the Master in Desk; 
but there were no hassocks I not one, though soft stools 
for masters and visitors. Grumblings, remonstrances, and 
appeals were of no avail. Thin strips of coco-nut matting, 
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charged with much of the Slough ftoad and South 
Meadow, remained to spoil the spotless and most shapely 
integuments that Tom Brown could make I So I took 
up my pen and wrote energetically to the Provost, Dr. 
Hornby. Warre had just become Headmaster. For a 
month, no reply. Wrote again. Hornby consulted Warre 
and revealed a deep misgiving that the hassocks were so 
handy for throwing that they would be used as missiles, 
and pandemonium might result. Perhaps he thought 
the wetbobs would be at a disadvantage. However, to 
my astonishment, I learnt that the perilous change was to 
be made: at first only for the bigger, more decorous boys 
at the west end ; if they remained quiescent under the 
temptation, the new furniture would be extended east
wards. 

As Headmaster I was able to improve the Chapel 
arrangements further and in a still more important re
spect, When full, the building holds-excluding the ante
Chapel-about 600 boys and 100 adults. The exhalations 
from the congested mass of human beings were in summer
time indescribable ; and never shall I forget the wealth 
of language employed by my old friend M. D. Hill on the 
subject of the atmosphere at the 'end of the long Sunday
morning service ; for be it known there is reason to 
believe that no window in the building had been opened 
for 450 years, certainly not since Wilder's stained-glass 
gifts were put up in the middle of the last century. I 
found my good friend Holloway-Calthorp, the College 
Dursar, in a good humour, and soon after mighty scaffold
ings were erected and sixteen windows made to open, to 
the unspeakable relief of the congregation 

'Ne&th the baleful -of Siriuo, 
When tho pootmao olowlier jog, 
And tho OS '-omoo delirious, 
And the muu.le dooka tho dog. 

One word of retrospect after nearly forty years of 
schoolmastering seems advisable here. 

It would be possible for anyone casting up a reckoning 
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of failures and their causes to enumerate honestly and 
unflinchingly his own manifold culpabilities as accessory 
to the disappointing result. But no good purpose would 
_be served J>y any such disclosure; and I only mention 
the matter to show that I am not guilty of forgetting it. 
But there is another side which it has taken me many years 
partially to understand, that is, the iron strength of public 
opinion, which, while it is slowly changing for the better 
in respect both of Education and Social Reform, is still a 
conglomerate of truth and error never simple to inter
pret or safe to follow without good heed. To disentangle 
the truth from the error, even if it be only to a slight and 
tentative degree, is anyhow an attempt at service to one's 
generation. 

Quite briefly, then, I would put the matter thus : In 
these two vast departments of human life there is notice
able to-day a great increase of energy and zeaL No one 
can expect to be canonized by his contemporaries unless 
he works to the utmost limits of his time and strength, 
but in Education especially there is as strong as ever an 
indisposition to ask what we are working at and why. 
This cannot be right. In Social Reform work we jostle 
and muddle along in sadly random fashion. but experi
ments help us to pull up before we have gone too far. 
In the training of the young the ~more eager we are, 
the more incisive our methods, the more constraining 
our example, the more we should consider the " end to 
which our currents tend." If our zeal is directed awry1 
may we not do more harm ~han if we are slack Y. 

Such a hint towards a guiding principle as I feel bound 
to offer applies equally to the two great subjeets nren
tioned. The attempt ,t<? state it must be .the theme of 
a later chapter. · 



CHAPTER XIII 

THE COUNTRY PAliSON 

I WAS just beginning the summer holidays in 1914 in our 
retreat at Overstrand, near Cromer, and shall never forget 
the wonder and the stir of mind on Sunday, August 2. 
Through the day we heard fairly direct from London how· 
the dcoision of the Cabinet was painfully arrived at, that 
as the Belgian frontier had been violated, England could 
not stand aloof. The liberties of Europe were threatened 
as well as our own coasts ; and I can only say that with 
some, though of course inadequate, knowledge of the 
horrors that were in store for us and all the world, and 
hating war on principle, yet I felt like many millions of 
other men on that day, that no matter how appalling 
the calamity or how dubious the issue, no such righteous 
war was ever undertaken by this or any country since 
the history of man on earth began. It is a great 
ethical problem, and I have no clear idea how it should be 
dealt with ; so sharp is the antinomy and conflict of prin
ciples. Further, I admit to the full how lamentable has 
been the frustration of our highest hopes by the heinous 
renewal of strife, suspicion, and jealousies between nations 
and groups within each nation. The case, indeed, which 
can be made out for pacifism is logically unanswerable. 
Yet there are convictions deeper than any Iogie, though 
it is conceivable ~at in 1,000 years' time they may be 
dying away; and one of those was in 1914 felt by nearly 
all, that had England abstained while France and Belgium 
were being ground to powder under our very eyes, •we 
should not have dared to look the world in the face 
again, 

191 
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An old friend, Sir Samuel Hoare, and my neighbour in 
Norfolk. offered me the little living of Sidestrand, where 
his country home is. The liying was vacated by the 
greatly-llmented death of Ivo Hood, an old Haileybury 
pupil of mine who had married Sir Samuel's youngest 
sister ; and though his ministry only lasted a few months, 
he left a precious memory behind him of a young pastor 
richly endowed with holiness of character and human 
sympathy, who found his way to the hearts of the villagers 
in a surprisingly short time. 

My little parish numbered no more than 120, and I was 
only Rector for two years ; but it was an instructive 
experience, and I got to know several colleagues in the 
villages more inland and some of the cathedral staff in 
Norwich. 

One old resident, Canon Marcon, of Edgefield, told me 
that down to about A.D. 1600 Norfolk and Suffolk were 
more cut off from the rest of England by the huge belt 
of fen-forest than they were from Scandinavia. The 
draining of the swamps took, it is said, a whole century, 
and was of course sturdily opposed by the rustics, who 
sucked no small advantage out of the turbary and timber
rights on the unenclosed land. Moreover, a geological 
friend informed me that the curiorisly distinctive scenery 
in that corner of England is due to the action of two huge 
confluent ice-streams ui the glacial period. One came 
down England from Cumberland, the other from Scan· 
dina via through the top of-the North Sea, the two meetiBg 
at Cromer and forming a nig moraine which is still ~o he 
seen in the long hill running parallel to the coast.• At. 
any rate; the names ·of places, dialect, and customs of the 
people betray a Norwegian affinity;# and to this day 
you may hear a sturdy son of the soil speaking of the 
rest of England as of a foreign country. "What I" said 

1 At the time of writing more wonderful facta have been publiohed 
Under the glaoial deposit are the remaios of a forest aubmerged unde 
wateN of tbe lagoon of the old Rhine. 
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a visitor to a farm labourer, •• is your son actually going 
to Canada ? That's a very long way off." " Ay, it be 
a long way. He will have to go to East Dereham and 
then out into the shires." • 

To understand the problem of rustic life, people should 
read two volumes, not at all lengthy. One is a really 
first-hand description of a village in Surrey being trans
fanned by the enclosure of land and the advent of a villa 
population from the neighbouring town. The book is 
excellently written, and exposes, rather ruthlessly, the 
sham philanthropy mixed with condescension of -well-to· 
do, well-intentioned people, who think to regenerate man
kind by adding to their amusements without asking for 
their co-operation. Its value lies in its hopelessness as 
regards readjustments and material_ improvements as 
long as there is on one side a spirit of de haut en baa, and 
of slightly veiled but not ungrounded suspicion on the 
other. 

The other book is written by an Oxford graduate-ap
parently an honours-man, though he effaces himself almost 
entirely-who came to the conclusion that the educated 
and fairly well-to-do classes of society are almost completely 
in the dark about the minds of working men, especially 
rustics, and that the best way of dispelling night was to 
live among them and work as one of them, earning wages 
on the land. After a period of taciturnity and wonder, 
the sturdy sons of the soil, finding the newcomer did not 
only his share of the labour, but worked eagerly and well, 
gradually revealed their secrets. 

'.l'he result is given in a very interesting volume, con
taining much first-hand information from a discreet and 
sympathetic obs~ver. 

The work in Sidestrand gave me many new friends. 
Two have passed away-one a farmer's and the other a 
labourer's wife-both bed-ridden invalids at the begin
ning of my time. Both taught me much ; to the iatter 
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I owe a great debt. It was impossible to witness such 
faith and trust shown in prolonged suffering and grov.ing 
weakness without being uplifted at least in desire. There 
was another deathbed in Overstrand, of Lady Battersea's 
faithful friend and servant Lester, of which I was privi
leged to know something. Five of the little village of 
Sidestrand have been summoned to their rest in this last 
year, and two of the best men in the district, both in Sir 
Samuel's service, died a year and a half ago. Every 
cottage has its own peculiar problems, and there is not 
one where you can say life is easy. 

The village is a scattered hamlet, still primitive in 
character, in spite of the contiguity of Overstrand, a much 
larger village and full of summer visitors. We have still 
two or three, mostly older, men who never learnt to read, 
and find time hangs heavily through the very long winter 
evenings. Sometimes the wives read to them. The 
labourers are rare good workers, at least most of them, 
and I should say have brains a good deal above the aver
age in other counties. Their wages are 25a. weekly, 
plus £10 for harvest work ; there was only one old
fashioned large family, which has lately migrated to the 
next parish, so that there is contentment on the whole. 

The whole tone of the place has been wonderfully raised. 
by the late Sir Samuel Hoare transferring himself and 
his large family to the centre of the village and quitting 
Cromer, where they had" lived for years. In those days 
the hamlet was worked from Overstrand and very little: 
Church life was discernible. In forty-two years a notable, 
change has been wrought, chiefty by Lady Hoare and the 
present squire, and such kindly associations keep alive 
the delightful relation of the old village type. It is easy 
to pick holes in the theory pf Squire, Parson, and Tenants;' 
but when you have the rjght people on the spot it is 
found to be the best society of the kind yet devised b)l 
man. The Squire is greatly aided by his sister, Mrs. Hood, 
who is not only devoted to the parish, but has written tw~ 
learned books on the land-tenure history of the district, 
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and knows everything that can be known about " every 
bosky bourne from side to side," and bears a part in the 
local self-government of the parish and urban district. 

The late Sir Samuel caused the old church (1400 eire.) 
to be moved from the edge of the cliff to comparative 
safety inland, but not as far as could be wished consider
ing the onset of the North Sea. The removal was lovingly 
done, the order of the big stones being kept. The tower 
of the old church, being modern, was left as a landmark 
on the cliff side, and now the gravestones have been moved 
inland, and the fifteenth-century building saved from the 
fate of many another on this unbefriended coast, 

After reading some of Ruskin I cannot attempt to 
describe the glory of the sunrises seen from Overstrand, 
especially in October, morning after morning, speaking of 
hope and peace through the long dread tracts of the war. 
There is incomparably more suggestion of hope in a 
sunrise than in a sunset, and I fancy the only people 
who would deny this are those who have never given 
the former a fair chance. All through 1917 we noted the 
radiant, huge pink orb mounting slowly, silently, up the 
slope of heaven, often straight over the Kiel Canal, where 
the enemy's navy was cooped up ingloriously. The 
rising " sun in all his state," so dominating and so tran
quil, spoke to us of victory at last. 

But never have worshippers been so prepared for the 
Service of Thanksgiving as were, on Jan. 1, 1918, some ten 
Sidcstrandcrs gathered in the chUrchyard and gazing east
ward at the most supreme and triumphant radiance that 
any of us had ever witnessed. It spread in its peaceful 
and'majestic iridescence from the far horizon to the zenith 
of the sky, a wholly unforgettable message from another 
world. This took place at 8 a.m. on that day, and we 
knew that before the close of the year the war would 
be ended. 

In connexion with sunrise there is a symbolism sug
gested by a very ordinary London view of the eastern 
sky. In the foreground, houses, gardens, streets, and trees 
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mostly lopped and marred to prevent obstruetion of light. 
In every house, groups of people, many of whom are still 
slumbering. A little farther off rises a church-spire in 
strong contrast with the house architeeture, graceful and 
imposing and expressive of aspiration. Its outline can 
be dimly discerned long before the aetual sunrise, even 
before the first distinct roseate flush can be descried on 
the cloudlet streaks poised above the horizon, or slowl.)' 
sailing towards the north-east as to their chosen haven. 
Before long the tapering spire stands out against the 
crimson pageantry of heaven and points aloft in silent 
witness of man's best handiwork and contribution to the 
spreading glory of the dawn of a new day, till at last the 
golden orb of the sun uplifts himself in silent majesty, 
scattering all lingering shadows and humid vapours, and 
rebuking us for having hoped that the passing radiance 
of the sky which heralded his approach would abide in its 
tranquil beauty rather than that the victorious source ol 
all the splendour should assert his power in irresistible 
brightness which dazzles while it cheers. 

Let the foreground of houses represent the weltering 
multitudes of mankind; the clouds, God's indireet revela· 
tion of Heaven through all the evanescent beauty of Earth, 
Sea, and Sky and man's art; the sun, the Deity Himself. 
What, then, would the spire be ? .Why not Science, the 
laborious modem aspiring effort of man's intellect; im
posing and in a manner· perfect, yet speaking plainly of 
incompleteness and inadequacy whenever the celestjal 
glory stands out behind &!J.d above. Then the. functio.n 
of man's handiwork is fully disclosed; for the purpose 
of a spire is to point upwards, and with all its limitations 
Science reminds us of ~he Infinite. 

Parish work in the vill8.ge as Rector was a startling 
change from Public School work. Friendships are formed 
more gradually, and of course there is a feeling of helpless" 
ness in regard to the stubbornly recalcitrant little centres. 
At school we knew the bad boys would soon be gone, bu~ 
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in the village there are one or two houses which make you 
reflect. The children mostly attended the Overstrand 
school ; some went to Trimingham. 

On the whole, what every village in England needs is 
a more cordial spirit of neighbourly concord. Social 
demarcations are very rigid ; yet wonderful self-devoted 
help is always given in times of emergency, though the 
relations at other times are frosty. Beyond all question 
the hope lies with the children. and in closer co-operation 
between teachers and parents. 

A grim fact, however, for residents in that pleasant 
land is the coast erosion. Land-springs form in the sand
cliffs and force its edge, forming a shapeless, ugly sort 
of bastiorveady for the next high tide or storm from the 
north to wash away. Sooner or later this occurs. If the 
sludgy mass were left piled up against the vertical wall 
of the still solid cliff, no great harm would be done. As 
it is, as soon as the " strages" of sand is carried away, 
the whole process repeats itself, and large tracts of pecu
liarly attractive land surface are lost for ever. It is no 
consolation to us to be told that the sea. is receding at 
Moreeambe Bay or even on the north side of the Wash. 
The fitful and wanton deep is playing havoc with that 
.choice comer of England, and there seems to be no remedy 
a.s long as money is tight and people find recreation in 
wrangling. I have a misgiving that the Ancient Romans 
would have solved this problem long ago. Why cannot 
we ? Presumably, if it goes on long enough to threaten 
Norwich itself, something would be done. One hea.rs 
rumours of the Carnegie Trust, but rumour is an qnsatis
fying jade ; and so the mischief goes on. Moreover, the 
absence of rocks deters all the wild sea-birds except gulls 
clean away. Migrants, of course, come, but only for a 
night, and if you want to see them you should spend 
twenty-four hours out on the deep in a punt-not always 
an attractive progra.mme in April or October. Yet now 
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and then we catch the twittering salute of the oyster., 
catcher overhead, or the sweet wailing of a lonely curlew 
wending its way inland. 

In spite of these drawbacks, it is a fascinating part of 
the world and ludicrously libelled by valetudinarian 
visitors who· may happen to have come in for a north..i 
easter in March. As soon as we begin to receive atten
tions from the Pole in the form of a shrieking hurrican~ 
which I admit occurs now and then, but rarely-these 
worthies pack up their traps and flee to Minehead oi 
Torquay, telling everybody they meet on the way that 
Norfolk is "horribly cold," and of course in a superstitious 
age they are believed, as panic-mongers generally are; 
But those favoured people who can still scent out a false
hood in confident asseverations and have learnt that 
Kingsley was not always wrong, discover by e.Jrperiment 
that the climate of the Norfolk coast is generally from 
mid-September to Christmas nearly perfect. An old 
friend, Dr. BarrettofNorwich, had a little house in Over
strand, and told us how he had tea out-of-doors on Christ
mas Day I and the great attraction of those months is 
the absence of wind, which I admit in August is apt to be 
a nuisance. In January and March there occur days · 
which test the soundness of the vital organs most effea- · 
tually. On one of these I embarked on a round of golf 
with the only other man in Cromer who could face the 
blast over the North Sea, good old Colonel Winter (retat 
about ·sixty-five). Not another soul was on the links., 
The wind was a frozen hurricane, and when we came J;o 
climb up Target Hill, I slammed away nine shots in 
face of the tempest and at last got over the brow "on to 
the green. I could, scarcely walk, and the sand dashed 
like countless pine points iJ;lto my (ace, and there before me 
was the prone form of th~ gallant old Colonel, sprawling, 
with his face buried in the ground, and by his side the 
two caddies crying with cold. One round was enough 
that day ; indeed, the Colonel could not manage more 
whatever the weather : he was by no means robust, but 
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in him, as Kinglake said of Keate, there was the pluck of 
ten battalions. . • 

Two other humorous pictures are in my mind, drawn 
from the lovely Cromer links and connected with my dear 
old friend Stuart Donaldson. It was on a fine still day 
in August, rather a rare kind of day for that month, that 
I was playing a round, and knew that at the same time 
Donaldson was playing against Metealf, the much respected 
Vicar of St. Pancras, and formerly of the Eton Mission 
at Hackney Wick. Neither of these admirable men 
would have protested if their golf had been described 
then and always as extremely uncertain. Their handi
caps now would be about thirty. Standing on the shelf
tee, then the eighth tee, I was enjoying the sunlight and 
the very unusual quiet of the landscape, when suddenly 
from the pen in the valley below a robust tenor voice 
like a Tyrrhenian trumpet was heard proclaiming," Why, 
Metcalf, you are the first man I have beaten for two and 
a half years," The whole of Cromer and all the visitors 
on the links were given the benefit of this information. 
But the perfect tranquillity with which the somewhat 
derogatory disclosure was received by Metealf was a lesson 
to aU golfers ; though I will say very few men, golfers or 
not, would have taken offence at anything Stuart Donald
son said. 
. Some years later I was walking over the links with 
the present Bishop of Manchester, by the cliff edge, and 
near Target Hill saw about twenty yards away a bulkily 
built, grey-clad player bending over a golf ball, and while 
grasping the club with the left hand, shaking his fist at 
the i'ncrt sphere and apparently uttering what the Latin 
poets would describe as " things fit to be uttered and 
things not," especially the latter. After about a minute 
be looked up, and " Donald's " beaming face met our gaze, 
and in an instant, with all his habitual and delicious cor
diality, he hastened up the slope to greet us.. Of course 
there was barely time to crack a joke, as other players were 
coming along ; so Stuart hurried back to his ball, and the 

1" .. 
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moment he got to it resumed his furious gestures, gnashin; 
of teeth, and'" wealth of vocabulary. The ball was cer 
tainly off the line and not lying very clear ; but thi 
unnatural pantomime on the part of the sunniest-tern 
pered man in Europe reminded me of one of the mos 
respected of our bisJ.!pps, who admitted to me. that he hat 
to forgo the game to save the remnants of his temper. 

It was a feature of Overstrand in those times (1900 eire. 
that literary and .dramatic notabilities would gathe 
together in August and September. Musical lights w.m 
invited by Lady Speyer, and village concerts were given 
At one of these one of the performers entered the roon 
carrying two violins said to be worth 500 guineas apiece 

The little house called Grangegorman, which we buil1 
on land belonging to the famous ornithologist Jo]m HeillJ 
Gurney, was designed by my wife, and with the lovel) 
acre and a quarter of garden now belongs to my twc 
daughters. They make a home for me. My wife wru 
taken from us, after years of terrible suffering, in 1919. 
I worked the little Sidestrand parish from this home, whict 
stand£. just. in Overstrand, and the sketch of that wor~ 
just given comes in reality in its proper place as an inter
lude in the Overstrand sojourn. ; 

On the other hand. a good deal of my Church worli 
has lain outside Sidestrand, consisting mainly of preachin~ 
and lecturing in the neighbourhood, &nd occasionally iJ1 
Norwich, where I had some talk with the lovable D~au 
Beeching and his successor Dean Willink, and Can9~ 
Meyriek, the worthy occupant of St. Peter Mancroft, 
the Vi!rf finest of the Norwich churches, and Canoll Bell, 
father of the ·new ·Dean of Canterbury. The Rector oi 
Overstrand, the .Rev. L •. Carr, and his wife have been 
friends of ours for nearlY. thirty years. Considering the 
heavy burden on his shoulders, it is astonishing how weJ1 
he bears the " whips and scorns of time." Mrs. Carr'' 
paintings have done much to bring home to visitors and 
others the beauty of this corner of England. Further, 1 
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still belong to a small Greek Testament brotherhood, the 
chief member of which, Mr. Milnes-Walker, of Bacons
thorpe, to our great regret is obliged to resign his living
a serious loss: We meet at intervals in different vicarages, 
lunch, ponder over a passage of the New Testament, then 
discuss soma profoundly interesting problem till tea-time. 
The meetings are very pleasant, and I am sure really" 
beneficial, making one question bow our forbears man
aged a hundred years ago, before railways and bjcycles. 
- Some very different work has come in the form of a 
branch of the Girls' Diocesan Association. My eldest 
daughter has been energetic in helping the formation of 
the branch, which at one time seemed very difficult owing 
to a scantiness of material in the county and the previously 
formed association called Time and Talents. It has been 
my lot tQ be the Lecturer to different branches, in Kent, 
more than once near London, at Ripon, and on the Norfolk 
coast at West Runton. Some of my readers will know 
what the nature of the G.D.A. is ; the deep hopefulness of 
its work, and the delightfulness of the "weeks,'' organized 
with the utmost care. Those who have not yet come into 
contact with it must take on trust what I say, that it is 
very nearly, if not quite, the most promising of all the 
movements, philanthropic, civic, or religious, now on foot, 
Educated girls from serious homes are banding together 
and vigorously striving to learn not only the principles 
of social work as far as they are known, but the deeper 
interpretation of life given in the New Testament and 
applied to modem problems. I could say much on this 
theme, but must forbear. 
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COMPARATIVE SILENCE . 
AT this point in my survey o£ experience I enter upon the 
exposition-though that is a prclumptuous word-of 
certain prinr:iples which, though widely professed in aU 
classes of society, have never yet been generally gripped. 
with firmness as living truths, and in consequence thel 
deepest perplexities in human life wait their elucidation. : 

Some, I am well aware, disown these principles as based 
on facts. Many inferences from them they ·welcome ; 
but they feel impelled to discard them-that is, either 
rejecting them as being untrue or waiving them as 
insignificant. The next few chapters of this book will 
certainly be to this latter group unmeaning. 

But I am not without hope that .to all the vast multi..; 
tude who are disposed to believe that the Creator of this 
Universe not only cares. for His human children, but in· 
Christ has revealed the infinity of His love, the perusa~ 
of the following pages may be a reminder that we B.r& 
committed to a most glorious hope-namely, that this 
world is, after all, a redeemed place, a perfect traiaing
ground of characteJ; for eternity, though a wretched 
failure if our temporal happiness is the one object of o~ 
existence. For that is in' truth the assumption in the 
mind of anyone who finds liimself impelled now and again 
to offer prayer to His Maker. ~ 

In short, to all who believe, however faintly, that Go<\ 
cares, the following considerations are addressed in the 
conviction that there is not one of them which is no~. 
directly derived from the centJ;al tenet which we hold irJ 
common. 

202 
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There is a view of life which prevails so far imd wide 
in this country as almost to deserve the title.of universal 
It is that in and above everything which we see, " the 
fashion of this world," the Creator of the Universe of 
things is present actively engaged in guiding mankind 
singly and collectively to a glorious destiny, offering us 
all conceivable good now and here, on one condition : 
that we desire it more than we can desire anything else. 
That means, in simpler language, desiring Him. Mean
time, the world presents to us numberless objeets of desire 
whieh, though oftet\ beautiful and indeed necessary to 
our welfare, are yet withheld from us, but. not so as to 
seem unattainable. The crisis of each individual life, 
therefore, is so to use this world and all our experiences 
in it as means to progress in the finding of our Creator 
and Saviour. 

The doing of this is surprisingly difficult, owing to 
the imperatively urgent claims of the world, which seem 
to demand our undivided attention-claims which in 
Europe to-day are very rapidly increasing in complexity 
every year that passes. Nevertheless, there are and 
always have been a minority of men and women who have 
achieved success in this lofty endeavour-that is to say, 
who have gradually learnt so to order their lives in the 
world as to make them more and more definitely the 
training for Eternity; and that when they do, it is by a 
process of renunciation, a complete turning upside-down 
of a valuation which for a long time seemed to be unques
tionably right and sane. In other words. they change 
one view of life for another. This means in most cases 
quiet thinking; apparently, in all cases, prayer. 

I do not affirm that all the best people have been blessed 
with quiet spells in their lives, Some seem able naturally 
to trans111ute all experfences into the knowledge of God, 
But when we contemplate the problem in its simplicity, it 
is a most perplexing faet that nearly all edueat.,ed people 
acquiesce in the modern fashion of turning out young 
people into the world without provision for or expectation 
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of any period of quiet whatever between the cradle and 
the grave .. 

This characteristic of modern Europeans, we are told, 
causes a large number of Eastern people to reckon us all 
as not quite sane. Meditation on the unseen realities is 
to them an essential part of every true life ; so that 
societies which deprive themselves of all chance of securing 
it are to be shunned. 

If the Orientals knew us better, would they take a less 
disparaging view of our proceedings ? I doubt it ; for 
they would soon learn that an enormous majority of those 
who are in the vortex of modern professional life or who 
are absorbed in philanthropic activities- themselves plain
tively deplore their plight. We feel ourselves irresistibly 
compellecl to be busy about something, but nobody knows 
about what. The haunting doubt broods over nearly 
every mind that the one thing missing is a meaning of all 
this effort ; a goal of endeavour ; a purpose ; a hope. 
At times it steals over us that a recovery of hope means 
the bringing of ourselves into communion_ and co-opera
tion with God. It is true that very many of us older 
people fear that, even if time were provided, the thirst 
would remain unslaked: we have never learnt how to 
drink of the living Water. 

None the less there is little doubt' that sheer pressure of 
extern~ties, by which I ~ean temporal claims, is working 
havoc with civilization, and that there is a deep conviction 
of our need of what is sometimes called self-recollection, 
of closer, more continuous, more positive contact with, 
the Divine. · . 

A striking little book on Civilization by Albert Schweitzer, 
very recently publishe-d, gives, for the first time as far 
as I know, overwork as the principal disease of the times: 
Some forty-five years ago Lord Balfour characteristically; 
remarked that it would be rather ridiculous if this entirej 
machine, political and eeelesiastical, broke down froml 
overwork. All leaders of thought and action spoken of! 
in the Bible seem to have been men of intuition rathe~~ i 
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than of intellect, and their intuition was encouraged by 
long periods of solitude and silence. Even St. Paul must 
have been at liberty to lift up his heart while riding or 
walking along the great Roman roads. How arresting, 
too, is the fact that actually on the way to the accom
plishment of his dearest wish, the great Apostle was 
detained for two precious years at Cresarea. Yet he neve!! 
alludes to the time as wasted. Again: someone has 
remarked that the more deeply we ponder on the human 
Christ, the less we can imagine Him running. 

These are considerations which cannot be lightly set 
on one side. They provoke the question, wh~nce has 
come all our modern belief in talk and hustle and the 
jostle of unrellecting activity, strenuousness, routine, or 
thoughtless upsetting f 

I have dwelt on this point as a preamble to the record 
of a very critical phase in my own career. 

Certain misgivings had been haunting the minds of 
an increasing number of teachers for some thirty or 
forty years. The purpose and meaning of them began to 
become clear to me when I left off school work in 
1916, and was later on blessed with the opportunity of 
revolving the situation during two years of retirement 
lUI Rector of the tiny parish of Sidestrand-that is, from 
liH8 to 1920, I had no idea before that time of the 
supreme comfort {in the proper sense of the word) of a 
period of quiet ; of something like solitude ; of stillness ; 
of listening. It was a time also of grievous domestic 
lllliction, and the air was thick with warnings drawn 
rrom the awful experiences the nations of the world had 
been undergoing. I cannot tell how, but by degrees 
1piritual light dawned on many dark places. 

I must not omit to mention that the time in Norfolk 
was preceded by some months' experience in London. 
Ihe much-loved Vicar of St. Ma.rtin's-in-the-Fields, Dick 
Sheppard, as he is invariably called, invited me to help 
rum in the war-time in his immensely diversified pas
torate, as a sort of curate. The principal work waa 
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preaching and services ; but some preparing of adults 
for Confirmation was passed on to me. My notion before
hand was that experience with backward boys, in class 
and often one by one, would give me the necessary equip
ment. When it came to the pinch I found that while 
with the. ·schoolboys something seemed to pass from 
teacher to pupil, with the Londoners I failed egregiou'sly, 
though only in one case did I know this at the time. 
Subsequently I recognized the truth. What did it mean ? 
From this unexpected failure what was to be inferred as to 
the previous teaching of the schoolboys during forty years ? 

During the Sidestrand time fresh evidence .of the 
astoi:Ushing difficulty of passing on revealed truth about 
God to another human being accumnlated. Profoundly 
thankful am I that it did ; for it taught me that the best 
a human teacher can do is to sharpen the understanding, 
whereas truth is only apprehended by intuition,' and is 
always a wholly inexplicable quickening by the ·Holy 
Spirit. The best teaching is but planting and watering. 
Man is but a channel. and the moment he thinks of himself 
as anything else, the channel is blocked. 

A great saying of one of our very greatest thinkers, 
Father R. M. Benson, puts the matter into its true focus: 
" Christianity is the only religion which does not only 
talk about Life but gives it." 

While trying to make something of these great words, 
I was startled to find in Bergson's book the following 
depreciatory estimate of the power with which that mo~t 
brilliant writer has been )?.vishly endowed. " l'here i~ 
in Intellect an inherent incapacity to comprehend Life." 
Here was a warning indeed, something of a bolt from' the 
blue, bearing full on tb.~ aims and hopes of all who believe 
they are called to teach. .What if most of our effort ls· 
too exclusively intellectual,. when it ought to have been 

1 Thla is a eonllation of the nomenclature adopted by Bergson-In. ; 
tolleot and Intuition-with thet of S. T. Coleridp-Understanding and · 
Roaoon. Cf. OnaliH B~ and .4141 1o Bojl«a<m (Coleridge), oop. i 
PP• zos-2a1. I 

l 
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the manifestation of a new life transcending the intelleet, 
but offered to the simple-hearted of-mankind ? 

Schoolmastering is a profession which encourages a high 
moral standard, but is apt to loosen the link which ought 
to bind morals and religion, so that insensibly the appeal 
to honour and the sense of duty oust the religious motive. 
For a time a measure of visible success may not unfre
quently be attained by this method and doubts are easily 
suppressed in a life of singularly exacting routine, though 
men may be all working on very dubious assumptions. 
For instance, the very deepest Christian thinkers have long 
been agreed that man cannot save himself. Yet a house
master in a boarding-school, wishing for success, may find 
a short cut to it which proceeds on the opposite assump
tion. I mean in this way: Success means popularity. 
and popularity means conforming to the main demand of 
each of three groups : the parents, his colleagues, the
boys. The first look to him to be kindly to their sons, 
and just striet enough to prevent disorder. The second 
estimate him according to the amount of " work" he 
does. The boys require justice, sympathy, tact; that is 
to say, they respond to any appeal addressed to their 
sense of honour, their British love of lawfulness, and 
desire for the good name of the house ; all the more 
readily, so it seems, if their pastor avoidi the vexed and 
nebulous subject of their relation to their Creator. 
Religious matters, in short, may be left to the Chapel 
services and to the uncertain infiuence of the parents. 
Thus the tutor-I use the term loosely-very easily falls 
into the way of dealing ethically with the youngsters 
conunitted to his charge, and up to eighteen years of age 
the method has all the appearance of being well suited to 
the needs of what is roughly called " boy-nature." 

Then, too, there is committed to him the task of im
parting to his pupils " secular " knowledge-history, 
science, literature, and the like-which has during the last 
century come to be more and more definitely severed fron( 
sacred knowledge. 
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His antecedents, his home training, and the tradition~ 
he has inherited constrain him to believe that in tllli 
double endeavour he will find ample scope for his noblest 
ambition: to guide his pupils through boyhood's dang= 
by dint of an ethical appeal to them, and by enthusiasm 
for some uplifting subject of study to brace and kindle 
theii- minds. But it may be- that experience slowly and 
painfully convinces him that this conception of the work 
of a schoolmaster is pitiably inadequate, and that in a 
twofold way. 

First, he discovers that in " secular " subjects, no less 
than in Bible history, there is just the same difficulty as 
he is aware of in imparting a definitely religious view of 
life-namely, that as soon as the lessons touch on what 
is living truth, correlation of facts, interpretation of 
phenomena, perception of beauty, and so forth, all except 
a select few fail to rise to anything more than a superficial 
and transitory interest. What they learn is something 
mechanical, formulated, and possibly very useful in ex
aminations, but not living truth, nor perl!lanently held : 
in short, not assimilated. 

It may then dawn upon him that perhaps the apprehen
sion of the living element in " secular" knowledge is a 
gift given to some, exactly as to a small minority only is' 
given the. apprehension of our relation to God. How; 
then, if there be an element common to both ? Supposing,' 
that is, that the grasp of Truth and perception of Beauty 
in " secular" subjects are a laying hold of the Divine ; tbat; 
though on a lower level than in building up of .charac~ 
there is the same strange arresting thing which can only: 
be called an awakening ? · · 

Secondly, in the higher department, in the building up 
of character, our tutor !loon discovers that his ethiCal 
appeal, combined with esp:rit de corps and responsibility~ 
works a salutary effect for a time, viz. up to the en<t 
of school life, say eighteen, the effect ..being much mor~ 
doubtful if school life ends at fourteen. But his pupils oq 
passing out into the world, as most of them do, to hi 
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exposed to a mass. of mundane suggestion, _bidding them 
look to their own temporal interests first, are found 
wanting in the one safeguard : reverence for the law of 
God, as for a divine majestic thing. 

For their ethical training, far more influential than the 
religious in most cases, has meant for them, at best, a 
kind of secular civic altruism which they believe will 
make for their own and others' temporal happiness. 
Religion they come to look upon as a desirable accessory 
to the life of action suitable to people of a particular 
temperament. Meantime the trouble is that-as stated 
in the opening of this chapter--the tutor has deep down in 
his own heart the conviction that each human being lives 
the true life only if he is learning day by day to know 
God : yet he finds that it is astonishingly easy to establish 
in young minds an ideal of moral rectitude which is or 
may be independent of the thought of God, as a personal 
Father, revealed through Christ. 

At this point we are reminded of the teachings of history 
concerning the state. of the world about the year 1. In 
regard to the things of the spirit we read about man far 
and wide touched with a yearning for a higher life: the 
Jews striving for it by obedience to the moral law, the 
Greeks grasping at Beauty and Rationality, the Romans 
aiming at the establishment of order in national life by 
firm government. All, let us notice, concerned with the 
bettering of this present life. 

Now, what happened in Palestine through the work and 
teaching of Christ was that the imparting of the Divine 
Lif~ to mankind was revealed as a fact instead of an 
aspiration. The Divine Man, Christ, made it plain that 
lie llimself was and will ever be the living channel of 
Life : and' that man's two fundamental needs, cleansing 
from his past and strengthening for his future, are both 
satisfied in Christ through the work of the Holy Spirit. 
For the teaching and work of Jesus Christ were a prepara
tion for the Day of Pentecost. 

So much (in barest outline) of the Divine disclosing. 
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What difference must it make in our efforts towards the 
Ideal? 

First, it reverses the order of all our efforts, or, according 
to modern phraseology, it enjoins a change of Values . 

. Instead of man's spiritual aspirations being first, and 
religion a vague accessory, a self-taught, ancillary emotion, 
the tremendous fact of God 9ur Creator now and eternally 
giving Himself to man-to unclean, helpless, conceited man 
-is the Rock-fact on which we must be stablished if we 
are to see the Truth about anything whatsoever. Only 
if we begin with God's Glory can we be sure- we are 
intending the true welfare of man. 

Next, if it is apprehended--and I am writing for those 
who see no reason to deny the affirmation-we shall deal 
with the young, not by appealing to them to rely on their 
own strength, but· to make real to themselves and to 
others the supernatural life on which we are called to live. 
Not that there must be any folding of the hands ; but the 
helpless has to be really assured of a Strength not his own. 

Thirdly, we shall handle " secular" subjects, as channels 
of the Divine Revelation. This, of course, is a vast 
subject. I will only point out here that the conception 
of knowledge as " secular " is an hallucination ; that is, if 
it is thought of as truth in and for itself and, so to speak, a 
department of life lying apart froni God's control, it can 
only he an utterly useless delusion. God is everywhere 
or nowhere ; and where He is, He is the paramount 
and dominating fact. We should notice how the pro
pensity to think of events and facts as independent ef 
His control accords with man's pride: just as it affronts 
his pride to be told that he cannot save himself. This is 
the point of contact between the two conventional metho!ls 
of teaching in schools : the attempt to train character 
ethically, and the attempt. to deal with knowledge inde· 
pendently of God. They both assume that man's natural, 
moral, and intellectual faculties are sufficient for the 
demands which life makes upon them. 

Similarly, in social work we combine in desperate. 
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endeavour to eliminate suffering from human life instead 
of tramforming it, though we call ourselves followers _of 
the Crucified. -

In other words, the confusion in respect of fundamentals· 
is not confined to the schools. There is among the philan· 
thropic workers just the same attempt to identify Time 
and Eternity, or more simply, a vacillation between two 
views of the purpose of our creation. We are in this 
world either to suffer as little as possible for a few years, 
or under probation as being trained for the next. 

lienee we understand why Christ's social teaching was 
summed up in the precept " Go ye and teach" ; for the 
difference between a Christian and a heathen is not so 
much in conduct or even in character as in knowledge of 
a mighty hope. This follows from the initial acknow· 
ledgment which we nearly all make but easily forget : 
that God acts. 

Self-forgetfulness means " submitting to God's Righ
teousness," not seeking our own. Our " own righteous· 
ness" 1 clearly means such goodness as we think makes for 
temporal happiness. It is by the mercy of God that at 
last we are learning how in seeking temporal happiness the 
nations lose it ; for it breeds strife, the outcome of vain
glory. Is it not an illumination of spirit to learn that 
the evils under which we groan are our own fault, not 
God's t 

Again, it ought to be an immense encouragement to 
us that the results of our efforts are not revealed ; yet 
the aim of our striving is made abundantly clear:. it is 
to work with God in this Epiphany of Himself. Man must 
know the Life is near him before he can effectively 
seek it. 

So the Christian's work in this world is a passing on to 
others the knowledge of the Divine relation, and in. this 
work " God gives the increase." 

• Rom. z. a. 



CHAPTER XV 

WliiTELANDS COLLEGE 

THE last chapter will perhaps have made it plain to what 
sort of work I could not help feeling myself called. It 
was the planting in the receptive minds of children the 
fact of their relation to the Creator.; His offer to them 
all of eternal life and a warning of the loss iJ' the offer 
is rejected. In other words, it is not conceivable that 
anyone who believes that this offer has really been made 
could be in doubt as to the primacy of this duty. 

In 1918 I became Dean of Whitelands College, Chelsea, 
which means a combination of Chaplain for the Chapel 
services and Lecturer on the Bible during the week. In 
1848 the National Society for the Education of the Poor 
founded this College in King's Road, Chelsea, for the 
training of young women destined for the calling of teachers 
in Elementary Schools. 

There were two plots of ground, one on each side of;< 
the road. The southern was called Whitelands, the 
northern was called Blacklands. The society pitched .on 
the name of better omen > and for eighty-one .years tl,l; 
College has been training 200 < girls for perhaps the most; 
important profession of all : that of teacher of chltdren 
who are destined to.exercise more and more influence o~ 
the history of the British .Empire, that is, of mankind <at 
large, as time goes on. 'fhe College has always had a 
good name. Like other Church Training Colleges, it has 
enjoyed to the full the wholesome stimulus of impecuni~ 
osity, the result of the insane system under which definite< 
training in the principles of Christianity-that is. of 

Sill 
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Christ's attitude towards life-has to be carried on under
a permanently crippling disability ; and that in a country 
where reverence for Christian principles is sincerely and 
generally professed. 

No one can say what the College owed to the unfailing 
generosity of the late Duke of Westminster. But the 
special tone of the College bas been largely due to the 
Rev. J. P. Faunthorpe, Principal from 1874 to 1907, 
and succeeded in interesting Ruskin, whose influence and 
interest ameliorated the somewhat harsh educational diet 
of the eighties. The College has always given prominence 
to the artistic side of the students' training. The present 
Principal is Miss Winifred Mercier, The pupils come from 
all over England, and the demand on the accommodation 
of the College seems to be increasing every year. 

It is then amply worth while to consider what is the 
fundamental importance of a Training College in our 
national life. I should not be sanguine of securing any 
general agreement to the answer I am going to suggest 
were it not that recent events are teaching us (1) the 
importance of character training ; (2) the dependence of 
that training on religion. Hence even among men who 
think little about or of the dogmatic idea of Christianity 
there is a general disposition to give facilities for its 
promulgation, which is in sharp contrast with the antagon· 
ism of a few years ago. 

For what is before us ? 
We should never have known without the Gospel. As 

it is, I trust the last chapter will have given a hint of 
the ~nswer. It is that, God being what He is, there cannot 
be any conceivable aim or longing in man's heart fit to 
displace, for a moment, the yearning desire to let Him 
give Himself to us, that we may learn to love His command· 
ments-not because they show how the world might be 
transformed, though they do, but because they are God's 
commands and the highest joy in life is to do His Will 
without clearly knowing what good it will do. This is not 
to forgo social reform, but to set ourselves to do it lsmfuUy. 
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At the present time the next step clearly is the impart
ing to the rising generation-who are most ready to 
receive it--the knowledge of our relation to our Creator. 
This means the revealing to little children the majesty 
of God's Law and the graciousness of His Love. It is 
chiefly committed to the parents ; but as it includes 
Truth, it concerns the school ; and as it includes Beauty 
(the environment}, it concerns Society. It calls for both 
practical and prophetic work on the widest possible scale ; 
but the main motive of that work is, not the harvesting 
but the planting of the Word. If this were understood, 
there would be perhaps ~o great outward change, but a 
vast deepening of love and right desire : love of that which 
God commands and desire for that which He promises. 

Let us listen to a great teacher once more: "We must 
not have any idea of presenting to Him a province on 
earth, pacified and reduced to submission under our 
control. If He finds us fighting when He comes back,· 
that is all." 

Nevertheless, the good work goes on. Truth is being 
all but choked by counterfeit, but it lives on. More 
particularly it is the villages where the Elementary School 
makes itself felt. For quiet living influence, for :rich 
opportunity, for the peace of mind which belongs to 
those only who know they are setting their hand to the 
very work which Christ prescribed, there is no more 
favourable opening than the headmastership of a village 
school. It is higher work than that in towns, because 
the' teacher and the parents can work at their sacred task 
in friendly co-operation ; without which there is -very 
often-a fatal divergence of aim, and the youngsters suffer 
(as the unhappy Irish suffered from our intervention) by 
not knowing which law they are · to obey : God or 
Mammon. Where that disaster occurs, disorder and 
poison are apparently introduced into the depths of the 
children's characters. It demands the most enlightened 
unity of purpose and single-hearted endeavour if many 
of them are to recognize a higher law than that of self. 
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In a village, a woman brought up in a refined home, 
though devoid of brilliant gifts and lacking the support 
of pnwerful friends, has been known in scores of instances 
to have lifted the whole life of the locality: not by noisy, 
pushful self-assertion, but by tact, by patience, by faith 
and " love unfeigned." There has been much tall talk 
since the war about the strength of the British Empire 
lying in the character of the people, but it is not widely 
perceived that the backbone of England has ever been 
the breed of young men and women brought up in the 
country. 

If such, then, be the aspirations in the minds of patriots, 
how far is such a college as Whitelands fulfilling them ? 
I am fain to bear witness to what I found among the staff : 
a zeal for things of permanent value, a steadfast affection 
(or duty, which have built up a vigorous tradition of 
loyalty for the institution and an esprit de corps, all the 
more remarkable in presence of grave disabilities. Would 
the local patriotism evoked by each of our great Public 
Schools be what it is if the time of residence for each 
boy were only two years ; if no notice were taken of the 
institution by the rich and great in the land ; if the 
destination of all the boys were to an occupation not yet 
recognized nor duly upheld by the community, but still 
'criticized from above and tolerated as a necessity of 
modem times ? It is hard to exaggerate the difference 
in equipment, in popular favour, in amenities, in super
ficial attractiveness and glamour, between the venerable' 
Public Schools and these modem, upstart, unromantic 
seminaries of training. A College like Whitelands is 
destitute of nearly all the advantages I have named. Yet 
I make bold to say that, in spite of the difficulties it has 
bad to contend with, most of which are a sorry credit to 
the community, there is an unmistakable vitality about 
the place which not only inspires warm affection and • 
joyous loyalty, but kindles an unquenchable hope for the 
future. 

15 



CHAPTER XVI 
• 

OTHER WORK 

MEANTIME, in addition to the work of Dean of Whitelanda 
Training College, there are two or three lesser activities
! mean as to demand on time-with which I count it • 
privilege to be associat_ed. The first is the Teachers 
Guild of St. Peter, a Church society of teachers originall! 
Elementary only, but now including the Secondary aa 
well. It is for the maintenance of the spiritual side J 
the teachers' work-and there is no. other side 1-· by 
monthly gatherings, study, and prayer. Every singh! 
honest-hearted citizen who has for a brief moment felt 
the importance of the work done among children, the 
tone iir which Christ spoke of them, the vast lump of 
heathenism among the young to-day, must desire to help 
this effort. Though guilds multiply and jostle, there is 
none that is more evidently and indisputably a work of 
obedience to our Master. If it is asked, Why is {\; 
denominational 'l Are we JI.Ot all one, etc. ? I answer.: 
I hope so ; but the oniy sound way of uniting outwardly 
is for each denomination to manifest its own quickened 
life inwardly, and before long we shall see how to join 
together. Coalition when it is the result of renewed 
vitality will be a kind of new birth. Now, birtli when 
the time is ripe cannot be further delayed ; it is bound 
to come ; but the ripeness of time depends upon genuine· . . ' ness .and fervour of desire. Lukewarmness and msm-
cerity forbid the time to ripen ; and if we bring it abo~t 
prematurely, the result is abortion. Those who hold the~ 
principles are trying to regain the long-discredited virtue 
of patience ; and all the time those who accuse them of 
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narrowness have something to say, but don't know what 
they are talking about. 

The branches of the Guild are spread about the country : 
some thrive ; some pine ; but those that are firm and 
persist are learning that Prayer is the greatest power in 
the world If we remember Christ's caution that we are 
not to suppose it makes no difference. For most people 
that takes a life·time ; but all through they may feel the 
uplifting assurance that they are doing God's prescribed 
work and leaving the issue in His Hands. " In His Will 
is our peace." 

The Guild sets an example of economy, there being no 
central office, but much secretarial work done for love. 
The Bishop of Stepney is the present Warden ; my work 
is that of a travelling secretary ; but the vitality of the 
society is principally due to Mr. Fedarb, a name which 
will be held in honour as long as the Guild continues. As 
he is still with us I will say no more. 

Perhaps what I have written in Chapter XIV may have 
made it plain that if we really desire to put our reverence 
for Christ into practice we shall engage ourselves to work 
which has primarily reference to the world to come, not 
designed simply to make more happiness in this world, 
though it tends to this result. Because that is emphatically 
what He taught and did. Sometimes the double aspect 

. of work is manifest, it is so practical and so ideal. Such 
is the work of the Talbot Settlement in Camberwell (not 
to be confused with the' Talbot House, alia8 Toe. H.). 
Till I became Chairman of the Council· I had no idea what 
a Settlement is. What is it ? 

A· home for voluntary workers, the woman's side 9f 
the Cambridge House: not a very imposing description, 
but consider what we should be without any such. The 
work in the vast poverty-stricken areas of London for 
keeping human life from sinking irretrievably is to a 
certain extent the concern of the County and Borough • 
Councils, but it should be known that without the volun
tary and unpaid workers who in manifold activities have 
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devoted their lives to the poor, the official efforts would 
be woefully ineffective compared with what they now are. 
Our Settlement gives not only definite teaching in the 
theory and practice of social work, but real encourage.> 
ment and companionship that come from touch with 
others engaged in similar but not identical activities, 
living under the ilame roof, their minds being refreshed 
with lectures, and varied interests kept alive, without 
which no woman, however self-sacrificing, could possibly 
bear up against the vast volume of human distress and 
toil and struggle, and the multiplicity of problems in
finitely complex, and all urgent, cropping up every day 
If our Settlement were to come to an end-and like all other 
good work it has been compassed about with financial 
stress and perplexity-some fifty voluntary workers would 
be turned loose : the younger ones would lose the guidance 
which is absolutely necessary for them ; the elder ones 
the spiritual recreation which rescues the human being 
from becoming a machine. Very soon those fifty workers 
would give up the attempt to persevere ; and the loss to 
the community would be immeasurable. 

ST. GEORGE'S SCHOOL, fuRPENDEN 

The last of the " causes " or movements to be men. 
tioned here is the co-educational boarding-school started 
.eighteen years ago by the Rev. C. Grant at the attractive 
and growing little town of Harpenden, in Hertfordshire~ . 

Before long the public. will recognize an educational 
work of the highest importance that has been quietly, 
steadily growing iJ;l the centre of England, within easy 
reach of London. It is still too soon to explain fully. the 
secret of a success achieved in face of unusual difficulties. 

Why do I call it a " cause " f What is a cause Y That 
question, in the philosopher's study, is the short cut to 
the heart of a metaphysical quagmire. Here we skirt it, 
and think of a practical manifestation of a new idea t 
still looked at askance by the man in the market-place i 
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ignored by the man on the top of the bus ; distrusted 
even by some members of the Parents' National Educa
tional Union, who generally favour experiments. Why f 
Because it is a school where adolescent boys and girls 
are prepared together for life's problems and demands ; 
associating with each other freely and naturally during 
the slippery years, as they have for long done through 
childhood and will do at the Universities. Why is it that 
the easy-going, tolerant Englishman when he catches the 
word co-education still shakes his head ? 

I am not quite sure of the answer to this question ; 
except that it is our way to give some simple reason against 
a new idea brought to our notice, which !s rarely, if ever, 
the fundamental objection ; and to get at the latter is 
far from easy, because the objector himself has not 
formulated it, and is often wholly unconscious of it. 
Possibly men are still infiuenced by unsavoury memories 
of their own boyhood, when, as many records testify, the 
only educational principle generally observed was laissez
aller--neglect, in short. If the public conscience was so 
dead a.s to permit horrible cruelty towards little children, 
it is not strange that schoolboys were neglected and the 
life in the big boarding-schools was coarse and barbarous. 
It was taken for granted that it must be so, and this idea 
lingers. But, then, why expose our daughters to the 
same very undesirable and indeed debasing experiences f 

Why, indeed t But supposing Nature, as we call her, 
provides in girlhood an antidote to the coarser strains of 
the boy-temperament ! Who are we that we should fancy 
ourselves justified in forgoing the safeguard f Again, as 
aJready emphasized, even in the boys' schools there has 
come about an unmistakable " cleansing of public 
opinion," as Plato calls it. Imsgine, then, the conditions 
when with a small and manageable number of boys and 
girls in nearly equal proportions, a headmaster and his 
wife, real pastors of the flock, establish such a s:onfidential 
relation with the pupils that no one of them could for 
a moment doubt the willingness, the wisdom, and the 
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sympathy of those set over them ; when the inlluence of 
eaeh sex upon the other is normally for good ; just as 
the least imperfect thing to be see!! on a large scale and 
in manifold variety in this world is an English home 
where brothers and sisters live together in unity: and .is 
it not conceivable that our timidity in this matter is 
unwarranted? I can assert with all confidence, and with 
real knowledge of the state of the case, that from St. George's 
the familiar bogey of school life has been exorcised as 
far as is possible in a corrupt world ; and to a degree 
markedly beyond that which has been reached in any 
boarding-school I know. Of course, this is not to say 
" beyond every school in England " ; but the statement 
made as I have made it could not be modified or toned 
down without loss'of truth. 

But there is more than a merely negative statement 
to be made. The contribution of what may be called 
seCular training from St. George's to English education is 
of a strong positive nature in two respects : there is 
already a distinet and remarkable artistic tone in the 
plaee ; and further, as far as such a matter can be diagnosed, 
I have not met elsewhere so strong a persrmal religiousJ 
tone among any young people. This is a feature of the. 
school on which I may not dwell ; but it is necessary to 
emphasize one point with all vigour. If the principle set 
forth in Chapter XIV is !It all sound, that is, if our Divine~ 
Creator works on the hearts of those who call upon Him, 
there is no reason to doubt that the wholesomeness and 
richness of the school life· are products of true· spiritual 
working. I cannot believe- they are to be accounte!l for 
in any other way. 

It is often said tliat the results of such an experiment 
depend on the personality of the headmaster and mistresS. 
Doubtless we may not set limits to the power of personal 
influence ; but in a general way it is assumed that there 
are difficulties and dangers peculiar to co-ell_ucational 
schools, not found elsewhere ; and that wherever they 
have been successfully met it has been due to a certain 
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quite exceptional atmosphere not to be reckoned on in 
any other similar experiment, something evanescent and 
uncertain ; and that where it fails to operate you will 
have catastrophical results graver and more irremediable 
than in schools of the ordinary type. 

This is a delusion. As far as I can ascertain after 
careful enquiry, there is no serious problem in a mixed 
school which is not found in an ordinary school. The 
problems are, of course, manifold; but not one of them 
is due solely to the system. 

The truth is, the misgivings that the idea of co-educa
tion gives rise to are the outcome of inveterate class 
prejudice. It was neatly phrased at a meeting of the 
Teachers' Guild somewhat in this fashion : " In many a 
provincial town we still find the leading local architect 
unwilling to let his son make friends with the son of the 
local haberdasher ; but he would he still more unwilling 
if it were a case of the haberdasher's daughter." Till I 
knew St. George's I confess I thought this difficulty 
insurmountable. I now know that in the right atmo
sphere it vanishes as wax melteth at the fire ; and no one 
knows how or why. 

It is doubtless a healthy and bracing tonic for any new 
movement to be confronted with truly formidable diffi
culties in its early stages. Such bracing St. George's 
has enjoyed from the outset. 

It happens that the parents who believe in what the 
school offers belong not to the seetion who can easily 
alford places in the Public Schools for their children ; 
and the fees have therefore always been low. This means 
work hampered more than it ought to be by financial 
straitening, and I t'.annot help hoping that some new friends 
will come forward to help with gifts an almost unique 
educational venture. There is a stage in the growth of 
an institution when some increase in the resources means 
an increase in beneficence. That stage St. George's has 
now reached. Of course the question will be asked. 
Why does no\ the school receive 1upport from public 
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runds ?-that is, from the County Council and Board of 
Education. 

An experiment requires freedom, and clearly subsidies 
[rom public funds involve just such public control as might 
be fatal tc a young and delicate plant of pioneer venture. 

There are many things which are likely to remain 
hidden from the eyes of energetic schoolmasters swept 
along in a routine-vortex; and among them is a most 
arresting phenomenon : the power of the dedicated group
life. In a boarding-school there is a kind of group-life 
which at times shows· a tendency tc lift up self-centred 
young minds into the joy of corporate endeavour and 
common self-forgetfulness; and nowadays its influence 
is 'generally !1-ealth-giving and joyous. But it is restricted 
to a few only of the boys, and its effect can seldom be 
traced when the youth leaves the shelter of school tc 
plunge into the struggle of business life and the cease
less, racketing quest after a sufficiency of this world's 
goods. Moreover, it is ma¢festly artificial and thrives 
for a time on sham antagonisms which have to be fostered 
-or so we used to think-in order to maintain. a steady 
output of boys' energy, that being the best way hitherto 
discovered-so it seems-of combating the claims of the 
ego, which at eighteen years of age are liable to be obtrusive 
indeed. 

Whatever its success may be. it comes to an abrqpt 
end, and like other good t~gs is surprisingly ii).adequate 
to our deeper needs. _Yet 1111 the time there is a group
life going on inside the widespread community of the 
Church ; a life which js like the other in one respect : it 
combats egoism, but it is not dependent on artificial 
stimulus, still le5s on sham antagonisms, but recalls 
the primitive group-life in Apostolic times ; a quiet, 
leavening thing; working powerfully for good, for healing, 
strengthening, and comfort of the weak and downcast. 
Yet it has a way of stirring the scorn among critics of the 
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affairs of men, or else it escape~~ observation altogether. 
It is very quiet in its action, and when noticed seems to 
upbraid ordinary society for so much aimless fussiness 
and random strivings. 

One of the most powerful of these organisms within the 
Church is undoubtedly the Clewer Sisterhood in the 
immediate neighbourhood of Eton ; and, to my shame 
be it spoken, I never set foot within its walls or took 
cognizance of its work till 1917. About a dozen ladies 
were that year in Retreat, and I was invited to address 
them, and so came into contact with the Mother Superior 
and found myself in presence of a work wholly unlike 
anything dreamt of for centuries past in the imposing 
Collegiate foundations of Royal benefactors; though if 
Henry Vlth takes heed still of our efforts to bring about 
the coming of the Divine Kingdom, he may be witnessing 
an unlooked-for fulfilment of his hopes when he founded 
the Collegium Beatre l'.larire nearly five hundred years ago. 

This is what I was allowed to see. Time, 5 p.m. on 
a week-day, Evensong beginning. The congregation 
numbered about 150 women of different ages, the oldest 
wearing a kind of very simple uniform. But the atmo
sphere of peace and the unmistakable expression of 
holiness in the faces ; the extraordinary reverence of 
demeanour I Never before or since have I felt to be so 
plainly confronted with the evidences of the Holy Spirit's 
power working on the stubborn hearts of mankind for their 
salvation. For every one of those women had been rescued 
from the uttermost degradation. 

A friend of mine, unable to accept the Christian view 
of life, has stated that he can see no reason to suppose 
there has ever been a special revelation of God to man. 
(Presumably " special" would mean to a particular people 
at a particular time and in a manner transcending Natural 
Religion.) On being questioned whether this was due 
to some a priori philosophical objection or to the wholly 
inadequate response made by man in his way of living, he 
replied that it was the latter which determined his attitude. 
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Now, if this deficiency were to be made good. whither 
should we direct our enquirer ? Where would he find 
the Higher Life quickening a whole group of human beings, 
not only individuals ? for this was the eVidence in the 
great days of the Apostles. The first answer would be 
such a token of Divine Power as that which I was privi
leged to see at Clewer; another would be one or two 
parishes in the East End of London ; another a Theological 
College such all Cuddesdon still is-a place where men 
are transformed for the better. Alas I he has seen none 
of these things. 

There is another institution, right in the heart o~ 
the West End of London, called the Confraternity of thei 
Divine Love and the Order of St. Elizabeth. . The latter1 

is an Order of Sisters which bears witness to the nearness: 
of God, not only by the spiritual power with which it is~ 
endowed, but by its basis of entire poverty. No indi
vidual may own any money whatever. None is invested 
and the Sisters never beg. Yet it is true that in the 
country and in London ten small houses are maintained, 
including a delightful little colony of children at Mayfield; 
seventy-five people are supported. They live in faith,· 
knowing to what they have been ealled. Increasing 
numbers every year are willing to cast .in their lot with 
them. So far, although they have never known more 
than a year's maintenance in hand; they have weathered 
all storms and their wo:rk greatly expands. It can only 
be described as a bringing of baptized members of the 
Church to a sense of their blessedness. It is not only a 
reminder of responsibilities·!!-nd a restoration of disordered 
characters, but also the bringing to human soul& the 
Life of the Risen Christ, which has been theirs from the 
beginning, but ignored; 

EDUCATIONAL JOTTINGS 

There is still profound perplexity everywhere as to 
what Education means. My conviction is that real 
difference of opinion as to _the fundamental principle is 
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due to radically different ideas as to the relation between 
God and man. If our Creator is really and truly impart
ing to us the Hjgher Life without which we should infallibly 
sink, then obviously children must be brought up to realize 
that such is the fact. For the term " Higher Life " em
braces all that is " lovely and of good report " as well as 
moral goodness. If, on the other hand, our Creator has 
placed us in this world to make ourselves as comfortable 
as we can for a few years, and leaves us alone in presence 
of this problem, there can be no unity of aim as to the 
main purpose of the training of a child. For the only 
alternative to surrendering of self to the will of God is the 
pursuit of a phantom, temporal happiness. 

Undoubtedly a broad view of God's Revelation of Him
self, such as is here suggested, gives some unity of aim 
to the teachers of such subjects as History, Science, Mathe
matics, Art, Literature, and also social service. But the 
unity disappears when there is any haziness as to the 
Theistic background of them all. Incomparably difficult 
though it clearly is to keep the Theistic background always 
as the setting of each subject, it can be done ; and if the 
attempt is abandoned, chaos supervenes. Thus History 
is one thing if God is conceived of as giving man the 
conditions of his true development. Then the squalid 
facts of history are seen to be man's refusal to accept the 
conditions. But it is a totally different subject if man is 
conceived of as blindly blundering after a bettef state of 
existence without any notion of why he so constantly 
goes astray. 

The Theistic view of training the young sheds light on 
the difficult question why we rate knowledge so highly. 
All knowledge worth discussing is of truth: and pro
foundly deceptive though the world is, we are aghast if 
a child grows up quite ignorant ; feeling sure that what 
comes through Science, Art, Literature, etc., has some
thing divine in it, as coming from the Source of all Life 
and Truth. But the more we present it to the child as 
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totally unconnected with what he knows about God, the 
more barren the teaching and the more puzzled the pupil 
will be. About 1876 the eminent and delightful George 
Darwin was in residence at Trinity, and a yoUDgSter, retat 
twenty, reading for History honours, was bemoaning his 
incapacity to do more than reproduce other people's views: 
"I can't write anything original." G. D. (loq.): "llfy good 
fellow, what are you grumbling abo.ut? Think of your 
age and be patient. You may or may not write something 
original some day; but if you do so before you are 
twenty-five, you may be sure it will be nonsense." Admir
able good sense I 

Again, I once met one of the leaders of educational 
opinion in America, and he told me that it had been his 
business to read through a huge mass of essays in German, 
written by eandidates for honours in German Universities 
who had been duly informed that they must not expect 
credit unless their work showed originality. The result 
was terrific. Every single " thesis " was a hideous blend 
of ponderous diction-almost unreadable-with the most 
juvenile audacity of conjecture ; as if the writers, with 
limbs swathed in tight brown serge, were trying to skip.' 
.Moreover, it explains much in the contributions to history 
and criticism made by Germans of mature age. 

But it will be said that it is useless to criticize ex
aminations, because they are indispensable. They may 
be;· but if so, it is highly advisable that the mischievous 
element in them should be reduced to a minimum. For 
that mischievous element undoubtedly is present when
ever an examiner yields to the craving by which every 
examiner since the world began has been impelled, to 

' So a late school colleague said tha~ H. A. J. Munro's oJegiacs mads him 
think of an elepbant dancing a minuet ! An intoreoting para!lel to Darwin's 
-on is given by the oracular dictum of a French teacher in tegiU'd 
to litera~y output: "Juaqu'lt. 25 &118 il f&ut apprendte: apr~a 25 .a.ns il 
faut produir&."' A lady~ not unknown as a. writer, with whom I. only on~* 
had ftveminutea' talk, waa good enough to inform me thst h&r husband had 
taught her the u art of eonversa.tion . ., It was as muoh M I could do not 
to get up and run out of the houso. 
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mark very highly anything like original work. Now, 
supposing this discernment is not a fault, and that a candi
date aetat twenty-two bas shown an original mind, and 
so eomes out top of the list in an examination for some 
important profession : to whom and to what has credit 
been given ? To the fallacious and ludicrously over
estimated quality of precocity.• Why should we, in the 
teeth of most cogent evidence, go on believing that, though 
with plants and animals early precocity always means 
an arrested development later; with human beings it 
never does 'l The worst of it is, that the better the 
examination questions are-according to our present 
notions-the more they are open to this indictment. 
Dates of kings and battles, lists of capes and mountains, 
genders of nouns by the dozen, may have been fatuous, 
but they did not suggest to the schoolboys that they must 
say something that bad never been said before ; and no 
one was encouraged to believe that the examiner's ver
dicts were invariably to be trusted as a final and 
illuminating estimate of a human being. But the modem 
system claims to be so trusted, and the modern youth 
concedes his trust, especially if his ambition is for the 
moment gratified. 

We have all known many young first·class men whose 
post-academic career bas been one long disillusionment as 
to their powers of kicking the world before them. This 
need not be and ought not to be. These and other con
siderations suggest something like the plan adopted by 
Lord Cromer in Egypt in selecting men for Civil Service. 
The paper work should go for something, but only when 
supplemented by interviews and confidential information 
from any trustworthy quarter. Of course all appoint-

• Herein - may perhape IIDd 1111 uplanation of a aiDguJar remark made 
by an AI'IDJ' oolouel, a very ellloien• aoldier, about 1896. Someone 
hoarded tho .......,.k that the oubaltema who hod been eeloctod for oom· 
mioaiona from tho Unlvenitieo were IUperior to theoe Vainod u s...d· 
bunt. " They may be 1 but I ohall toke good care not one of t.hem gel>l 
Into my regiment." "Why not t" " Why I don't ;you- theoe fellowll 
haw idMa ol their ......_ .. 
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ments must be Jeaps in the dark or at best in the twilight ; 
but for work which involves responsibility and co-opera
tion with others I would sooner rely on a shrewd, lcving 
mother's account of the training of the candidate's child
hood than on any subsequent data whatsoever. 

Until recently the practice of English essay writing 
was neglected in the Public Schools. It is by no means 
an easy accomplishment to teach, and, moreover, in a 
prize competition the determining of the winner is singu
larly difficult. Before the War I set at Eton as a subject 
for the prize a discussion of Norman Angell's book The 
Great IUusion. The ability or plausibility of that work 
quite "bowled over" the twenty-eight senior boys who, 
competed-more than double the average number. My 
gifted literary relation John Bailey most kindly under
took to read and recommend the winner. In about three 
weeks he Wrote saying he then understood why school
masters were often grumblers. He had found the work 
exceedingly heavy and the verdict beyond anything 
dubious. But the compensation lay in the interesting 
discovery that every single writer was strongly pacific in 
tone. This ought to be noticed, as telling against the 
fears of some good people lest our Cadet Corps and rille 
ranges, etc., are breeding a bellicose spirit among the 
young. They are doing nothing of the kind. Similarly 
the Eton Beagles have been going ·on merrily during the 
fifty years when there has been a marked diminution of, 
cruelty to animals amoD.g boys. These are facts; and 
after all, facts are stubborn things. . . 

The best schoolboy essay l ever read was on the su):>ject, 
of Human Thoughtlessness. The writer consumed about' 
four good-sized pages in exposing the numerous disasters in! 
social life which might have been prevented by a little j 
prudence. The fifth page was only half-filled, and I could I 
not guess how the critic of human affairs was going to wind I 
up-the most difficult demand to be made on any essayj 
writer. His ending was something in this fashion: " Butl 
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after all, supposing that in every drawing-room, every 
political meeting, every football match, in short, in every 
gathering of any kind, every single man or woman you met 
was a thoughtful person, what an awful place the world 
would be I " I gave him very high marks for speaking 
in Bincerity from the abundance of .his heart, without 
a thought of what hi8 pastor or master might expect, or 
wish, him to say. 

If someone would collect titbits from schoolboy letters 
home, a large and most racy volume of abnost unexplored 
literature might be published. A good many names 
would have to be erased. 

Some thirty years ago the following statement was 
elicited from a young schoolboy, and I saw it in his own 
writing. It is a warning to those who have given heedless 
teaching on the subject of Confirmation, and explains 
some of the appalling ignorance of the simplest facts of 
the spiritual life. He was asked : " What benefit do you 
expect from Confirmation Y " Answer : " When I kneel 
before the Bishop I hope to take my sins on to my own 
head. At present they are on the heads of my godfathers 
and godmother." 

A comparison with the Oxford of 1881 is interesting. 
Mr. Gladstone used to narrate how for the last year before 

· his " Finals " he read from twelve to sixteen hours daily, 
and only took a fortnight's holiday-spent in sitting in 
the House of Lords listening till 4t a.m. to speeches on the 
Reform Bill-but in those hours he reckoned time given 
to ~lking philosophy, eta., as work or " reading." At 
Cambridge we never talked "Classics" with each other, 
though we discussed every sort of topic within our horizon. 
I heard of one case where a man who got a high first
cla.'lll in his Tripos, discussed a question for an hour with 
a don over night and did fine work next day in the examina
tion. But the subject was Political Economy, and the 
Tripos, not Classics, but the new Moral Science, 
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FRIENDS 

ARCHBISHOP TEMPLE 

AMoNG the eminent men whom it has been my privilege 
to know was Frederick Temple the Archbishop, previously 
Bishop of Exeter, Bishop of London, and Headmaster of 
Rugby; perhaps more famous in the last-mentioned post 
than in any of the others. It must have been nearly 
fifty years ago that I met him first in tbe house of one of 
his wife's relations, and he told me then and later one OJ!' 
two of the problems he had had to tackle. The one 
connected with Rugby was singular in its character and 
still more so in its solution. Arnold was a great and very 
good man, but apparently wholly unconscious that any. 
thing of the nature of organization was required of him> 
For a few years the boys were all taught Latin, Greek, and 
Scripture, and little else, but the day dawned when Arnold 
found himself obliged to introduce French and Math& 
matics. The difficulty was that it was thought most 
undesirable to break up the " form system " by splitting 
up classes and handing them over to special teach.ers', 
foreign and English. So Arnold announced that so map:r 
hours a week were to be aevoted to these new subject!~, 
each classical form-master adding French and Mathematics 
to his Latin and G:reek. Not many of the men were' 
prepared to teach Mathematics, still fewer French, and 
represented their difficulty to the Headmaster. His 
answer was that each man was to get hold of a deputy, 
either a colleagne or an outsider, for any lesson that he 
was unable to give himself; and that the financial 
arrangements were to oe settled by private agreement 

230 
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Chaos must have rapidly supervened, and anyhow by the 
time Temple came, about ten years after Arnold's death, 
he found that most of the staff couldn't say what their 
financial position was, except that they owed something 
to somebody ; how much or to whom was quite uncer
tain ; the only thing they did know was that they couldn't 
pay it. Temple's account of this was that Tait, who 
succeeded Arnold, had a wonderful power of making any 
system work quietly, though in this case disorder must 
have waxed unnoticed. Then came two years of Gaul
burn, who appears to have lacked grip, and by the end 
of the time, when Temple came, the only thing he could do 
was to surrender two years of his own salary in order to 
settle the claims that appeared to be just. He mentioned 
this as if it were the most ordinary remedy for a tangle, 
and I suspect very few people ever heard of it. 

About the same time as he told me this, he made a 
remark about Eton which stuck in my memory. " You 
are going to be a master at Eton, are you 'l I consider 
Eton the best school in the world." I, bubbling over 
with enthusiasm for the place and dreaming of possible 
reforms, expressed gratification at his words. " What I 
mean is this. You have a whole lot of boys there whom 
nobody could possibly make anything of, and you manage 
them somehow." "Somehow" it was, and on that 
saying much might be written. 

· An interesting light was thrown on another oft-quoted 
saying of Temple's addressed to Festing, afterwards 
Bishop of St. Albans, a man of beautiful humility who 
when offered the bishopric consulted Temple, and uttered 
his misgivings on two counts : first, that he was a poor 
preacher. Temple : " Yes, I know that. I've heard 
you," Secondly, that he was no scholar. Temple : 
" There are many worse" : both laconic remarks being 
given in the peculia~ harsh but very expressive Devonshire 
accent. Years after, Johnson, Suffragan to St. Albans, 
told me he had questioned Festing about this interview 
and he admitted there was a substratum of truth in the 

HI 
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young fellows dawdled in ten minutes late I I know nOt 
how it is nowadays. 

Besides expense, there are two drawbacks to the game: 
it is not in the open air, and it only exercises one arm. 
None the less there is a wondrous spell about it, and to 
this day I find fancy, when not otherwise engaged, will set 
aside the counterelaim of crieket and call up to the mind 
the exquisite vision of the heavily cut ball rattling cosily 
in the backhand comer. I never got to be more than 
a possible second fiddle for the University-something 
went wrong with the stroke, I never made out what-
and later I found that, as at lawn tennis, some malign 
humour which I can only call nervousness went far to 
strip my play of all distinction, though Nature certainly 
intended something much better. · 

It is to tllf! credit of the game that it tests the temper 
with quite peculiar penetration. My brother Alfred was 
in this respect a model from the first, though endowed 
by nature with plenty of choler, as the following incident 
revealed. For the inexperienced it should be explained 
that the heavy racquet we had to use either gave a 
delicious feeling if the hall was hit true, or with the smallest 
inaccuracy made an ugly noise against the wood, jarred 
the whole arm, sent the ball anywhere, and, in short, 
exhibited a most woeful form of failure just when the 
subjeet of it was anticipating the keenest joy of success. 
The cause of this horror is " turning over " the bead of tli.e 
racquet. Once when Alfred, quite at the beginning of his 
discipleship, was painfully wrestling with this disorder, 
John Phillips was marking and took on ~self to repeat 
monotonously : " You turned the head of the racquet 
over." (John Phillips was the burly curator of the 
court.} Alfred, getting to be mo~ and more exasperated : 
" John, if you say that again, I shail kick you." Good 
plain Saxon, but John ignored the warning; whereupon 
Alfred, coming over to the service side, passed John, who 
was stooping to gather up the balls according to custom, 
and plsnted a most hefty kiek with the flat of his left foot 
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of the members of the Bryce Commission on Secondary 
Education in 1894., Most impressive was his demeanour : 
every faculty bent on to the keen, searching questions put 
to him, exactly as if he were compassed about with pro
blems, not with human beings. He came from his colossal 
London work for two hours on two consecutive afternoons 
to give evidence and make suggestions for better organiza
tion. He showed a statesman's mind in all he said, but 
of course had not an intimate knowledge of small recent 
developments or County Council activity. On his betray
ing one of these small lapses, a neighbouring Commissioner, 

. who knew little enough of the Bishop or his work, testily 
asked me, sotto f!oce, why a man like the Bishop had not 
made himself acquainted with the last undertaking of 
the L.C.C. I suggested that he was perhaps the hardest
worked man in the Kingdom. " Is he now f What 
work does he do t " I said it was immense in amount 
and too varied to specify.- " You don't mean it. Mostly ·· 

• waste, I suppose." But when Temple left the room on 
the following day the expression I heard on eyery side was: 
" What a splendid old man that is I " Great ignorance 
was outdone, however, by the information given by a 
Londoner on the top of a 'bus to a country friend, about 
the places of Interest m route. " See now, that is St. 
Paul's, that is. It be the Bishop o' London's church, and 
he gets £10,000 a year for reading the lessons there once 

·a day." 
The last time I heard him talk he bore a very impressive 

testimony to the greatness of Arnold's personality when 
he came to Oxford to deliver his lectures on Modern 
History. Temple spoke of it as an unforgettable occasion ; 
not for what was said, but for the quickening of former 
reverence by the mere sound of the Doctor's voice and 
the fine power of his moral appeal. To hear this from a 
man of the noble character of Temple made me marvel 
at the favour accorded to a book in which the author, 
I am told, used a knack of satirical writing in a laborious 
effort to drag Arnold from his pedestal, I cannot imagine 
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who would be the :>better or the happier if he had suc
ceeded ; but would suggest that to read such an effusion. 
is a pure waste of time. No defamation, however' 
venomous, could spoil the picture of a man of a massive, 
sterling, and peculiarly J!fglish type of goodness. 

H. ScOTT HoLLAND 

Fairly copious d,escriptions of this indescribable pel" 
sonality have been given to the public, and I can only 
permit myself a few first-hand notes. "The most agreeable 
man in London" was George Russell's verdict, and it ws.S 
given from wide knowledge. But the charm of" Scottie ~ 
was all his own. It was not only bubbling talk and an 
incomparable sense of the ridiculous, but was redolent 
always of splendid intellectual power, rich· and most 
1mexpected humour which evoked more from his inter-, 

··locutors than they ever showed in his absence : all this 
· was the reward of a few minutes' talk with him ; but the 

most remarkable characteristic was the spreading of 
sheer joy wherever he went, though for the last thirty 
years of his life he was in constant discomfort from ill
health. A hint let drop in an unpublished letter showed 
that the manifestation of the joyous side of Christianity 
was to him his vocation, and nobly _he fulfilled it. 

His ill-health was indeed a tragedy. He was one of 
those natures which abhorred every form of inqospection, 
and the idea of living by rule made him shudder. Some 
doctor, whom it is difficult to forgive, told him early' iD 
life that he must eat plentifully, and he set hiniself to ao 
so and never to think about. the matter again.. The 
result was the lissome, sinewy frame grew bulkier and 
bulkier, what Georg~ Herbert calls "pursy and slow," an,d 
all kinds of disorders, headaches, sciatica, etc., developed.' 
Nothing will ever shake my conviction that the life and 
bounding activity of this splendid man were shortened 
by twenty years owing to ignorance alone. Similarly, 
after his long service of preaching in St. Paul's, he got 
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into a way of shouting which spoilt his delivery in Christ 
Church afterwards ; and all because it was hopeless to 
expect him to take lessons in voice-production, three of 
which would have made all right. In truth, the fine 
wholesomeness of his temperament seemed to bar him 
from the most needful precautions connected with not 
only bodily but mental health. The twin sciences of 
Psychology and Physiology are revealing the close con
ncxion between the mena Bana and the corptu Banum. 
Scott Holland had a real reverence for Science, but this 
lesson he ignored. Hence the " burden of the flesh" 
was grievously augmented ; and worse than that, it must 
have added to the one and only dread which ever seriously 
darkened his outlook : the dread lest he might be visited 
with the most awful loss which can befall a human being 
in this world-the loss of his reason. This blow he was 
spared ; but the shadow of an uplifted hand was over 
him for years, and nothing but a sublime trust in God 
enabled him to endure, 

Meantime his conversation was indescribable in itS. 
quickness of sympathy, wit, humour, imagination, and 
depth. Everybody was inclined to classify him as a 
brilliant and exuberant talker, and therefore with a mind 
of no particular profundity. The late Bishop of Win
chester, Dr. Talbot, has protested strongly against this 
estimate, insisting that Holland's opinions were rooted 
on firm rocks of principle, and for all his ebullient eloquence 
and the emotionalism which betrayed itself now and again,· 
he was never caught saying more than he meant ; never 
" gassed" ; never extemporized; never argued for argu
m~nt's sake. The completeness of his self-conquest showed 
itself in his behaviour to the dull, the prosy, and the pudding
brained. He must have been exasperated by slowness 
of mind and boring talk, but the threat of that horror in · 
a drawing-room would stir him up to more· sparkling 
brilliancy than ever, and the shy damsel and the mous
tached retired Colonel fancied that some of the scintilla
tions were their own, It was never didactic talk ; 
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sometimes perhaps we wished he had taught us more ; 
but what we learnt from him was that every subj~ that 
could ·be started was capable of being invested in a glowr 
of warm and sparkling fancy; and the word-painting iri 
which his writing and preaching abounded left ineffaceable 
impressions of scenes and people, giving always the hopeful 
encouraging side and never omitting any ridiculous detail. 

On the platform he was unmatched. I remember him 
rousing the most. baffiing audience of drowsy dowagers 
and over-nourished male philanthropists, ~eluctantly 
gathered in the Mansion House at 3 p.m. on a July after
noon, seated in velvet chairs and lapped by thtee ordinary 

. speeches ilito a deep coma, before Holland bounded to 
his feet and woke lhe whole posse into life in two minutes. 
He wriggled forward with his long legs crossing and . 
uncrossing down the whole length of the reporters' table . 
-they were some eight in number-and every one of 
these patient functionaries, rocking with laughter, gave up 
·an attempt to transcribe a word, except the faithful 
'henchman of Dan Lathbury, editor of the Guardian. 
With twitching mouth and heroic resolution he got nearly 
all the- effervescence of fun down on his paper. An: 
inimitable touch was Holland's picture of the over-dresse4 
Oxford undergraduate loafing aimlessly down Piccadilly, 
with his upright _collar and patent-leather shoes ~· in a 
state of haughty depression." It must have been ,; 
terribly recurrent trial to. him to sit through hours-nay, 
many months-of dull speeches ; dullness was abhorrent 
to him, but he scarcely ever showed the slightest impatienee: 
Under the guise of a fascina'l;ing talker of unfailing vitality 
and high spirits his friends learnt to recognize some of the 
aUsterity of the saint and some of the self-conquest of . 
the martyr. · · 

F'RANx AND- MRS. CORNISII 

Frank Cornish was one of the younger masters at Eton 
when I came in 1868 ; took at that time a Remove 
division, and from the time of my entrance into it till hi&' 
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death in 1916 he was one of my best friends. We travelled 
together in Greece and Spain, and during nearly fifty years 
I never heard him utter..._a-platitude or a falsehood or a 
vapidity ; and in character there was about him a con
sistency of high aim along with a quiet modesty and 
humorous self-depreciation which make his influence very 
difficult to appraise. In that very vivid and accurate 
picture of Eton in 1870 called A Day of my Life at Eton, 
by Nugent Banks, some traits of Cornish as a house
master are given. He was unmethodical indeed, and in 
his division we were moved to anticipate irregularity in 
collecting exercises, etc., which yet was always uncertain ; 
and collisions resulted. He was more in place with the 
elder boys, but his refined and fastidious mind and a 
deficient physical vitality obscured his message to the 
rude and illiterate multitude. As a housemaster one 
would have expected his influence to have produced an 
academic and studious type of pupil. No adjectives 
could have been less appropriate to the burly and brain ... 
less but well-behaved, most likeable lads, whose shouts_ 
on the football field and when they uplifted their voices 
in Chapel for what Bishop Karney called " a rudimentary 
form of praise " testified alike to the strong self-assertive
ness of the schoolboy and yet to the quiet effectiveness of 
the \utor's influence. The Eton housemasters sometimes 
stamped their individuality on their House. Cornish's 
sympathies in his younger days were almost wholly intel
lectual. and his affinities were with men like Browning, 
E. D. Stone. and W. Johnson ; but his boys were lusty 
and hilarious athletes, learning and imbibing much from 
the social life of Eton, but not votaries of the Muses. 
· Cornish was a man of conspicuous literary and artistic 

taste and insight. No schoolmaster in modern times, 
not even Westcott, has combined wide and deep reading 
with an efficient discharge of routine duties. So he was 
not learned, and lamented often that his edueation had 
been wholly literary, lacking the discipline of Science. 
I should say, herein echoing Luxmoore. that be would 
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have gained precision and depth of thought if he had 
g~ne through the Oxford " Greats " course, with its 
ontology and history. Y~t in the latter subject he was, 
much interested, though suffering from an incapacity for. 
remembering the order of events. But readers of his' 
charmingly written novel, SunningweU, will be able to 
gauge how strongly predisposed he was "to vagueness of 
thought on all deep subjects. In dealing with historical 
matters he shared with his mentor William Johnson· 
and with Herbert -Paul a power of uttering pointed and; 
paradoxical judgments without feeling the need of supply-· 
ing any evidence; I would hazard the same criticism of 
Dean Inge. 1 

To be with Cornish in the picture-gallery bf Madrid 
-or any other-was a revelation I I remember how 
after two or three hours I began to yearn for luncheon,·; 
but was unable to drag him away. Every picture sug~ · 
gested so!pe other far away in German, French, or English ' 
gall,!)ries, and the rapidity of his insight and the spon- : 
taneity of his pleasure showed how the fragile spare frame 
seemed, in these surroundings, to be incapable of fatigue.~ 
In Music "he was no less unerring in judgment and no: 
less eager in joy, and in his younger days sang with a· 
voice of singular sympathy, along with his friend, who· 
must have been one of the great amateurs, Arthur~ 
Coleridge. Perhaps in ~culpture and Architecture his 
discernment was less vivid though quite as quick ; and I · 
have never known anyone with a keener relish for the• 
best literature in English, Latin, Greek, German, and 4 
French. . ' 

In conversation he requiied sympathetic company to . 
be at his best ; for he could illustrate and suggest better. 
than he could argue.· He was often witty, but his sense 
of humour was literally unfailing, however he may have' 
been weighed down by uncongenial cares. The only 
drawback to his talk was that he sometimes said his best ' 
things soUo voce and was too fastidious to repeat them. • ·. 
A strangely ominous bon mot for his auditor was in the:· . 

( . . , 
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eighties, when in discussing appointments to headmastel'
ships I said it would be for the advantage of assistant 
masters if' they could more easily gain the ear of the Head. 
Cornish : " Don't you think when a man becomes Head
master his ears grow longer 1 " Again. a sermon was 
once preached at Eton on the vexed question of Betting, 
and the preacher, so it was reported afterwards, showed 
a disposition to trim, but at the same time wrapped up 
his_remarks in plenty of pietistic phraseology. Cornish 
was asked, What-did the sermon come to 1 "Well," he 
replied, .. X said, 'You mustn't bet; but if' you do it 
must be in the Lord.' " Scathing, but I fear j~st. 

While it may be said that, according to Matthew Arnold, 
" we mortal millions live alone "-he meant as individuals 
-I have never come across any English man or woman 
so difficult tl4 interpret as Mrs. Cornish. Brought up in 
an artistic and literary coterie which had to assert itself 
somewhat obtrusively to gsin recognition for its prin
ciples, the set known among their familiars as the Pas
sionate Brompton (P.B.), and a member of a highly intel
lectual family, she acted as a mental tonic on our Eton 
society by what was for most of her life her prevailing 
desire, to expel whencesoever possible the commonplace. 
She evidently adored brilliancy, and I have_ heard her 
:Cather unmercifully chaffed by the witty Dean Dickinson 
of the Chapel Royal, Dublin, and her thoughtful-sounding 
remarks turned to twaddle ; but simply because the Irish
man was ready and very racy she enjoyed it as much as 
anyone in the room. This took place about 1884. and was 
quite 'a. new light on our riddle. Mrs. Cornish inspired a 
certain alarm in our little Eton world, since no one could 
in the least forecast what she was going to say next, and 
some instinct lured her on to be startling to shy young 
men. At the age of eighteen I was having breakfast 
with the Cornishes and opposite sat my old friend " Josh" 
Ellison (afterwards Vicar of Windsor), who wa: even 
less at home in philosophy than L Suddenly Mrs. C., 
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sitting between uS, addresses me. " Would you say that. 
genius was born in the fibres or in the organization ?", 
I temporized with this question, till Ellison. seeing the; 
dialogue halting, struck in with: "Did you see the Wall 
match yesterday, Mrs. Cornish 7" Now, neither Mrs. C. 
nor her husband ever betrayed the faintest interest in 
any game, and I doubt if she knew what the Wall mateh 

-was, or whether it was cricket, football, or fives that was 
on the tapis. Her way when an awkward or unintelligible 
question was asked her was to remain quite dumb ; ana 
now we shall never know if she attended that particulal: 
match or not. The presumption is that she did not. J 

It may be surmised that Mrs. Cornish, finding herself 
in a narrow academic society given to a great deal of 
barren " shop " talking, felt it was her vocation to coun• 
teract this tendency, and vigorously and effectually she 
strove. When we went to the Cornishes' nobody could 
imagine what topics would be discuss~d, except that they 
would certainly have nothing to do with the school. Her 
own contributions would vary in puzzling fashion between 
really clever judgments or descriptive touches, and arrest
ing but crude sayings which might indicate a pose or 
simply an idea only half formulated. I doubt if any of 
her acquaintance decided clearly between this alternative. 

She was .. however, a stimulating·element in our circle 
and the source of many stories. Added to which she was 
an excellent letter-writer and au fond a kind, warm-hearted 
woman. 

Ma. G:t.ADSTONE 

More than a quarter of a century has elapsed since 
Mr. Gladstone's deat~ and this makes it more possib_le 
than formerly to frame a just estimate of his powers; 
his statesmanship, and hls character. Yet it would 
be foolish to try in a book of reminiscences to exhaust 
so huge a subject or to deal with it at all adequately, 
All that can be attempted here is to give a few note$ 
on such aspects of the man as seem to have been missed 

' 
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in the voluminous and very varied comments on his life 
which have appeared during the last twenty-five years. 

Some shrewd judges of men and things have disallowed 
Gladstone's title to he reckoned a man of genius ; though 
there is no denying that.he was an immense foree in politics 
and that his energy was transcendent. Seeley in a very 
disparaging criticism of Napoleon allowed him this latter 
quality, and by itself we cannot rate it as a symptom of 
genius or of real towering greatness. But the criticism, 
to hold good, must penetrate deeper. It would find justi
fication in what was pointed out by Miss F. Power Cobbe 
many years ago as regards his conversation : that in 
spite of its richness, its charm (as a rule), and the sonorous 
eloquence that compelled attention to every word, he 
never drew (as Martineau did, whom Miss Cobbe instanced) 
from infinite depths, nor said anything bigger by far and 
wiser than anyone else. His talk was everything except 
inspired. He repeated himself totidem verbis, but his 
hearers never felt that it was the last word on the 
subjeet ; rather they were provoked by his arguments to 
disputation.• In sharp contrast to him was the late 

l n ..... curiously dillloult to dlaoern when be argued for argument's sake, 
u he muat> often h&ve done, and when be ree.lly maent wh&t he &Bid. 
Onoe he parleyed with an undergraduate, maintaining th&t the English 
word " ohange " woa di.reotly derived from the Latin muto, a wholly 
lmpo~~~~ible notion ; and In the OOW'IIe of the transition be 81!8Umed th&t 
the herd o In-dropped out. It woa mildly objected that no eoholar 
could uaume the dieeppearanoe of ao h&rd a guttural unleae there were 
other lnstanoee of the thing h&ppenlng. Hia .....,... woa ' " It Ia a auffioient 
lnatanoe for lteelf." Again. In 1875 he got Into hot water with hia 
Etonien nepbewe for going down to Ma<lborongh and speaking about the 
plutooratlo tone of Eton-moet groundl....ty and unadvisably. We 
pou.ted out thet no eohoolboy, at Eton or anywhere else, g&lned In puhlio 
fa'<'Our from being known to be rich (if we had baen wiae, we ahould h&ve 
otopped there: be would doubt!- have found a rajolnder, thongh I can't 
oonoeive what It could h&ve been), In oupport of which truism we added 
that boye had little opportunity for apending money. He aoked, "Are 
they not allowed •• Eton to omament their 100m1 t u " Y e. ; ~y are.'' 
From that moment we,..... done. He begaa to enumerate every poaDblo 
ornemen\ from ploturee to tln·teoka, mentioning the """"' price of each, 
and whether ito had gone up or down in the inn fifty ,._ and .had no• 
the debate been eummariJy &topped. we ahould beve remained all nigh\ 
diaputing about the markat price of photograph fremee and rahbit-akiD 
mi~tana. We were oilenoed, but oonllrmed In our opinion. 
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Duke of Devonshire, who would state his opponent's case 
not ouly with fairness but wiJ;h sympathy, and then give 
the exact reasons for his own opposite opinion. That 
was real persuasiveness. Did anyone ever hear Gladstone 
allow real weight to an opponent's view 1 From the 
moment the other side began to be stated we never felt 
sure we were listening to his real convictions ; the 
" eristic " instinct dominated him forthwith. It is £rue 
that his most sophistical arguments were seldom. re
peated, which indicates that he saw through . them 
afterwards ; but at the time he was heart and soul a 
believer in tht!m ; and any criticism was liable to rivet 
them deep into his mind. Say nothing and they might 
evaporate. 

In connexion with this trait, how curiously it sounded 
when he spoke of J. H. Newman at the time of his death: 
" I never could admire him ; there was a deplorable 
element of sophistry in his mind " ! Then he added : 
" I wrote to him when ' The Dream of Gerontius ' came 
out, saying, ' This is the finest sacred poetry since the 
Paradiso of Dante.' Well, Newman wrote back to me, 
making no allusion to Dante, and I don't believe he 
knew enough Italian to read him." 

Again, in giving the reason for a statement or opinion 
about some small matter within the compass of our in-' 
telligence he was strangely prone to support his view by 
some remark which struck his hearers as ever so much 
more subtle and clever than convincing. There are scores 
of men who on their own subjects give one a reason for 
their view, which is plainly stamped with truth and leaves 
nothing further to be said. I can't recall any sucli in
stance in his talk. ·His mind seemed to swerve away, 
from any opinion which smacked in the least of the··. 
commonplace, or, as his adversaries would have said, of 
common sense. He loved the recondite, the unexpected, 
the academic, the irrelevant; because it gave him the 
joy of defending it to the last-- joy which waxed as 
the opposing forces grew more stubborn. 
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But this characteristic may be thought to be the out
come of his life as a politician ; and doubtless it was 
confirmed by it. The test, however, of genius should be 
applied to his writings, and there I think it will not be 
disputed that, irrespeetively of the heaviness of the style, 
there is no one among the many topics with which he 
deals whereon he can be said to have penetrated to the 
veiy core of the matter. His Gleaning11 are proofs of a 
various and rich mental endowment, and of immense 
industry; but I doubt if posterity would hold them in 
honour, even if the style were as graceful, pointed, and 
lucid as Newman's. He was well aware of this himself. 
Soon after he wrote an essay on Blanco White he read the 
grand and inexhaustively suggestive estimate of the 
sceptic by a great writer and thinker, J. B. Mozley, and 
rose up from the perusal amazed and humbled at the 
masterly power displayed. 

As to his statesmanship there need be no dispute about 
his greatness as Chancellor of the Exchequer. An un
friendly or at least not a partial critic and a great authority 
on this intricate subject was Sir R. Giffen. He left his 
opinion in writing that Gladstone's financial principles 
were sound and his belief in them consistent. No one 
has ever disputed his matchless power of exposition. 
According to the late Duke of Argyll, he held the Cabinet 
spellbound for two hours, explaining his prospective 
budget (what Cabinet to-day could spar~ the time ?), 
and he told us once that he never settled beforehand in 
what order he should introduce the various topics in his 
Budget speeches ; that was left to be determined by the 
temper of the House. All this was of course truly amazing. 

Since 1916 many critics of England's foreign policy have 
noticed that more than one of Gladstone's pet projects in 
Europe which were contemptuously thwarted by his 
opponents have been justified since ; especially in regard 
to Turkey, Ireland, Italy, and Greece. Yet this fact does 
not appear to have affected his reputation as a statesman. 
This may partly be due to his failure to draw the nation 
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after him. Compared, too, with great leaders like Pericles, 
Bismarck, Cavour, it cannot be said that Gladstone 
embodied one great idea of the future of England· or of 
the Empire. Even Disraeli surpassed him here ; though 
his outlook was too Oriental to commend itself to the 
British mind. Gladstone was swayed by circumstances, 
though the tenacity with whieh he held to an unpopular 
cause may seem to forbid such a verdict. Something in 
the atmosphere seemed to influence him, and his power 
of identifying himself with each new opinion was bewilder
ing to friends and foes. I remember Hartington about 
1884 commenting on this feature of his career, saying as 
if it were the fie plus ultra of absurdity: "'Pon my 
word, if he were ten yearslyounger I shouldn't be surprised 
at his going in for Home Rule I "-exactly what he did 
a year and a half after. 

It is very rare to find this combination of fickleness of 
principles with such massive confidence, sueh undiluted 
conviction, as to fundamentals. Ordinary men who 
change their minds on big questions do so because their 
hold upon the subject was at first weak and superficial ; · 
but whatever stage in the matter Gladstone had reached, 
there he appeared to be stable and secure ; with his 
whole being he identified himself with the opinion he 
advocated, and throughout was incapable o( allowing one 
rag of common sense, prudence, or truth to his adversaries. 

Hence, no doubt, the peculiar fury he inspired. Those 
who saw he was out to destroy what they held sacred, 
felt themselves called on to. assail a giant antagonist whu 
came into the fray redoubtable with all the strength that 
generally is due to perfect sincerity, but whom they could 
not believe to be sincere. . 

The perfection of his eq¢pment might have deterred 
them from such assay had it not been that they 
suspected vulnerability withiD.. Moreover, the astounding 
oratorical power, the impressiveness of the personality· 
and the presence, stirred the plain citizen, who thought his · 
policy wholly baneful, to shriek at the wire-drawn argu-
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ments as so much pestilent juggling with truth. It was 
his only chance. If Gladstone had combined the use of 
massive and simple argument with his unrivalled power 
of moral appeal and all his other superb gifts he could 
have led the whole nation captive at his will. 

When we come to consider his character, a difficulty 
meets us at the outset. We must grant the element of 
sophistry in discussion, for, as I have said, it was apparent 
in private no less than in public life, but we have to recon
cile it with a transparent and very beautiful simplicity. 
Be was one of the very few men I have ever known to 
'Whom the subject of himself, in conversation, was simply 
boring. Great saints are pained by the topic, and one 
can trace the fading scars of con1licts waged with the ego 
long ago. A journalist once remarked on a similarity of 
temperament In Gladstone and Montagu Butler. Cer
tainly in this respect, but in no other. Almost by itself 
it would have justiJI.ed Lord Salisbury's fine encomium in 
1898 on his formidable antagonist as " a great Christian 
man!' 

Could any scene he more compelling than the incident 
my brother Alfred told of a walk he took with the G.O.M. 
at Hawarden, when, soon after the start, the latter inter
rupted the copious talk by stopping outside a cottage in 
which lay an old labourer dying? From outside Alfred 
saw the picture of the white-haired statesman kneeling 
by the sick man's bedside and with the beautiful face 
uplifted. while words simple, stately, and sincere were 
being uttered in the deep expressive tones that had touched 
the hearts of listening millions in every comer of the land. 
But more Impressive, more eloquent of the higher life, was 
the utterly genuine self-forgetfulness with which he 
presently rose up and resumed the conversation, wholly 
unconscious that he bad been acting differently from the 
common run of men. 

Again, as his biographer has pointed out, he gave a 
noble example of asceticism, in the scuse that whatever 
pleasure of sense he thought it behoved him to forgo 
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quite early in life he must have renounced or anyho'W 
subjugated sternly, quietly, but with decisively'victorious 
strength. Down to the end of his life there were made 
by critics, certainl:Jl not fit to ;lick his boots, contrary 
insinuations which to anyone who knew him were thE 
most grotesque possible falsehoods. 

Then, as has not escaped the general multitude who kno'W 
anything of his mighty demagogic power : it rested on 
the loftiness of the moral appeal. For he trusted unfail
ingly the national conscience, spurning always all lowe! 
motives and cheap opportunism. Yet his vision was 
curiously limited by a total inability to forecast the 
danger to the country of rapidly increasing wealth. 
Several of his utterances indicate this inability. On one 
occasion at Hawarden he summoned Lord Frederick 
Cavendish and Henry Sidgwick to help him to prepare a 
magazine article showing that free trade had increased 
the wealth of the country more than railways ; for him 
a thoroughly congenial task, a novel somewhat paradoxical 
thesis demanding in its support facts which he was well 
accustomed to handle. Yet at the time he wrote it
about 1880, I think-the monstrous and hideous evils 
of our wealth-producing system had been dragged into 
the light of public opinion. It is one of the strangest 
anomalies in hum~ history that though Disraeli wrote 
Sybil when he did, Gladstone remained throughout a 
lukewarm supporter of Shaftesbury's crusade. 

Yet posterity will abstain from any harsh judgment on 
this score. )[en's characters are not rated by· whether 
they see principles ahead of their contemporaries, but 
whether they consistently act on those they do see. 'His 
management of money-in private life, his self-denial and 
unfailing generosity, were .an ·uplifting influence to an· 
who knew of them. 

On the whole, the dominant characteristic of the man 
was his noble disregard of the cost when he saw clea.rly 
what he ought to do. 
· Some of his sayings which, I fancy, are not yet recorded, 
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stick, like much of his talk, in the memory. " Randolph 
Churchill is a copy of Disraeli, but lacks his patience, his 
insight, and his tenacity." " I wish Beaconsfield had 
been made a duke;" it would have erowned the scenic 
triumph of his career." 

" I don't think the adjective • great ' ought to be 
applied to any books of the Bible, or indeed to any char· 
acters except Moses and St. Paul : the former for the 
greatness of his achievement as a leader ; the latter he
cause the Aryan and the Semitic blended in him." This 
was in answer to the question about the " greatness " of 
the Book of Job. 

Once at Hawarden, when he was over eighty and out of 
office and without a secretary, I helped him to open his 
letters. There were UO by the morning delivery. We 
flung them in a heap on the floor and sat one on each side 
working hard. Suddenly he paused and, fingering an 
envelope addressed in a neat hand and containing enclo· 
aures, be said : " If I mistake not, "this packet consists of 
extracts from newspapers, wholly abusive I " He threw 
it across, and two others of like contents afterwards, 
correctly diagnosing each by the touch but not reading 
a word. If writers of anonymous letters knew how much 
attention is generally given to them by the reeipienta, 
this curious form of literary activity might gradually 
become extinct. 

Gladstone is commonly thought of as a very vigorous 
man, especially in his old age. I should be inclined to 
ascribe this vigour not so much to soundness of constitu
tiot~ as to what may be called a great endowment of vitality : 
though of course both expressions are extremely vague. 
His digestion he often spoke of as weak. and once in this 
conncxion he gave a delightful instance of his way of 
investing trifles with solemnity. When he was about 
eighty-one he mentioned this weakness of digestion, and 
about five o'clock the same afternoon was taking the 
fresh air by walking round the terrace with a Scotch plaid 
round his shoulders. Mrs. Drew, who was in the house. 

17 
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instigated me to join him in his perambulation, as he 
would sooner talk than be silent. So I began by reminding 
him of his luncheon rema:rk, and added that people gener-. 
ally supposed his- digestion to have been pa:rticula:riy' 
strong. "That is because I have always been a very1 
careful man." Then in a tone of somewhat ~ 
melancholy-! fancy that on that day he was not quitej 
so fit as usual-he added : " I have not eaten a walnu~ 
since I was sixteen, nor indeed a nut of any kind." Thisi 
autobiographical fragment was in the highest degred 
cha:racteristic. It was delivered with a gravity suggestin~ 
that he was probing the deepest mysteries of philosoph:f 
and religion, it gave evidence of the astonishing precisiod 
of memory and ea:rly self-mastery, and also hinted at thl! 
faint regret of one who was recalling a pleasure forgone 
during sixty-five years of life's pilgrimage. For he alway& j 
enjoyed his food, though in respect of moderation his • 
principles were adamant. 

Of vigour, however, it would be difficult to find a more' 
arresting instance than .his conduct during these. same 
days. As soon as the UO letters were disposed of, he set 
to reading Greely's Arctic &pedition ; at luncheon he 
could talk of nothing else than the heroism of Brainerd,' 
one of the tiny group of survivors. In the afternoon he i 
walked up to St. Deiniol's (the libra:ry which he built ; 
and endowed), and with his own bands lifted the heavy ·. 
volumes and sorted them on the shelves. During this • 
kind of toil, or rather between the bouts of it, he found ' 
recreation in haranguing; not in conversation 'so mucl~ ' 
as monologue full of fire and vivacity, always on a vast · 
range of topies. Considering how little he gathered' from · 
his interlocutors-exc:epting ha:rd facts-this refreshing -
talk meant fa:r more of giving out than of drinking iB, ; 
His only rest seemed to~ change of activity. Similarly, 
as Lord Wolverton told us, when, in 1874, his Cabinet was ' 
beginning to break up, and the G.O.M. and his faithful 
lieutenant had been taking over the gloomy prospect, the 
former was most unusually ha:rassed by the untoward 
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and Inexplicable divisions among his followers. So Lord 
W. about 10 p.m. dissuaded him from going down again 
to the House. " But I must," said Gladstone ; " I 
must speak to clear my brain." Down he went, asked 
what was on, spoke with astonishing vigour and pre
cision of knowledge on a Church measure--the name of 
which I may not now recall-for a full three-quarters 
of an hour, and came back tranquillized and happy and 
alept like a child. Very rarely did his sleep fail him. 
When it did, he threw up the sponge at once and went to 
Lord Rendel's villa at Cannes. Punch had a pelicious 
picture of the amazement of the French laundry-women 
at the size of his collars. 

As to his physical gifts his late-learned woodcraft was 
nothing wonderful. Indeed, a story was told of an infelici
tous attack he made on three alder-trees in a row, one 
only of which was rotten. He selected a sound one, felled 
it so that it ruined the other sound one, and the only 
survivor of the group was the dead tree. Willie, the eldest 
son, was quite first-rate, and Herbert nearly as good, 
Stephen, the clergyman,. inherited the great walking powers 
of his father, accomplishing sixty miles on his sixtieth 
birthday, with a preparatory thirty three days before. 

One more paradox in Gladstone's temperament may be 
noted. Wonderful though his orator's power was of 
catching and playing upon the humour of a crowd, for 
which he must have had the liveliest sympathy, it cannot 
be said that for individuals the same gift was noticeable, 
He never seemed to know what his interlocutor was think
ing of unless the latter made it plain by speech. This 
disability made him curiously impersonal in argument. 
The late Lady Ribblesdale once took on herself to impugn 
some statement or opinion of his at a very small dinner
party. The challenge evoked-as challenges invariably 
did from him-a thunderous rejoinder of facts and argu
ments, with wealth of eloquence and formidable play of 
feature. But her account of it was that it was not nearly 
so disturbing as she expected because it was so impersonal. 
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This of course was the secret of his inaeceptability with 
Queen Victoria. It made no sort of difference to the 
veteran combatant from what quarter a challenge came : 
the mere sound of the words seemed to act on him like a 
fiery stimulant, and he flung himself on the statement 
as if he had " seen a voice," as the Greek poet phrased it. 
not reeking in any way whose voice it was. Akin to this 
was his foible for spending much time and eloquence 
occasionally on very dull subjects. Host racy and per
spicacious was Mrs. Gladstone's interruption to one of 
these etfusions at dinner : " Oh I William dear, if you · 
weren't such a genius you'd be such a bore I " 

Yet with these drawbacks there was a unique charm 
about hi» talk. It was impossible not to listen to him, 
and I have never known anyone whose words were so 
difficult to forget. But outshining all his other gifts was 
the greatness of his moral stature and the unvarying 
loftiness of his view of life. It was these eharaeteristics 
which made it a priceless privilege to have known him. 

C. H. LLoYD 
Lloyd, for many years organist and music-master at 

Eton, was a gifted musician and a singularly lovable man. 
He used to say his musical training had never been sound 
or deep, but there was no possible question as to the charm 
of his organ-playing. It was no doubt less technically 
complete than that of the famous executant Walter 
Parratt, his great friend, whom no one could for many 
years rival in the austere classical perfection of style 
shown in his rendering of a Bach fugue, But Lloyd 
stood the test of playing piece after piece of well-known 
merit, and his tempo always was thought perfect by the 
warmest admirers of the music ; and certainly he appealed 
to the modem audience by a certain warmth of feeling 
to which his great rival was for the most part strange. 
Yet he was restrained by a fastidious taste, and once 
when it was suggested to him that he should indulge a 
little expansiveness as Bamby did. adding some very 
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charming chords, high up, in the accompaniment to the 
verse in " Brief Life/' " The morning shall awaken," he 
declined ; and I am sure Parratt would have fought still 
more shy of the proposal. Lloyd contrived to be most 
expressive without the least semblance of trickishness. 

The post of music-master at Eton involves a formidable 
combination of three functions. There is the professional 
choir to train, the organ to play, and the choral singing 
in the school to stimulate and guide. This last meant 
pushing tactfully yet forcibly the claims of music against 
a swarm of competing interests and widespread apathy 
of boys, parents, and masters, the last wishing ·to safe
guard the time allotted to their own subjects ; and it 
may be said that no man has ever succeeded equally in 
all these departments, to which indeed must be added 
the teaching of gifted individual boys as private pupils. 
Besides the organ-playing, Lloyd was very successful 
with the choir and with the single pupils. The democratic 
idea of music which Arnie! attributed to Wagner was not 
congenial to him. If it had been, he would have been 
severely handicapped by the inexcusable structure of the 
School Hall, which was designed without consultation with 
him and proved to be most unfavourable to chorus-singing. 
Yet the school concerts have necessarily been given there. 
It is not any baffling question of general acoustics that 
came up, but the planning of the end of the hall for a 
platform for the chorus of 250 and orchestra which would 
allow the voices to come out freely and give the impres
sion of volume. In any case, the building is too large for 
undeveloped voices, but the matter was made much 
worse by the unskilful design of the apse, which imprisons 
most of the voices behind the side pillars. On this most 
important question affecting the whole future of music 
at Eton, Lloyd was not consulted or at least his advice 
was not taken. But I am afraid this was by no means 
the only blunder connected with the building of the 
School Hall. 

Lloyd's idiosyncrasy was to be a little too expansive in 
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his explanations of musical points to the huge congrega· 
tion in chapel or at the school concerts. Some wag started 
the idea that when in his young days he was reading for 
Holy OrdeJS he wrote the perorations of several sermons, 
but was denied the opportunity of using them. When 
then at Eton he realized that there was a considerable 
number of these documents lying idle, he determined to 
avail himself of every opportunity of firing one of them 
off, in the hope that by the time he left off work he 

. would have disposed of every one. Also there is attributed 
to A. C. Benson the pictorial description of Lloyd with 
his high voice and preference· of running and skipping to 
a sedate walk: "You know,-we most of us have a beast 
within us to subdue, but Lloyd has a bird," His fondness 
for a bit of fun reminded him of a letter written in Englis!J 
by some foreign Teutonic lady, if I remember right, 
who wished to express herself very strongly about some
thing that had occurred, without violating the proprieties. 
Her knowledge of the language was partial, and she thought 
it was quite the right thing to indicate the monosyllabi~ 
termination of three Continental townships; so the letta 
ended with the truncated names underlined: Amster, 
Rotter, Pots. 

HENRY SmGWICX 

It was a constant regret in me that I was able to see 
but little of this most ranarkable man after I was old 
enough to begin to understand him. For a combination of 
charm of conversation, -unexpectedness ·of wit, and Tich 
humour which in most delicate fashion sugges~d the 
Infinite, I cannot recall his equal. But _ a far greater 

.endowment of character than any that these gifts denoted 
was his in abundant measure. In spite of a mind of the 
rarest analytical power,-which must have tended to breed 
in him a distrust of all intuition, in spite also of his 
having been reared up in surroundings profoundly inimical 
to the growth of faith and favourable to the overdevelop
ment of the subtlest reasoning, there was from the days 
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o! his youth till his death a very beautiful constancy in 
the pursuit of the purest ray of light that he was per
mitted to see. Entire absence of egoism, the first con
dition of the spell-producing power in character, showed 
itself in him in scores of ways, but particularly in so far 
as he was apparently unable to perceive egoism in other 
people. The temperamental affinity with the almost 
universal human infirmity being denied him might have 
given an impression of want of sympathy. But in talking 
he would comment on the most twaddling vapidity uttered 
by a well-meaning but unreftective visitor, and turn it 
into a rich and humorous contribution to the disCUI!sion. 
Barren themes became fertile at his touch. A threat of 
desolation seemed to be impending over an after-dinner 
group· at Cambridge when men began to detail their 
experiences of dreaming. Someone rescued the subject 
from banality by asking Sidgwick if in his dreams there 
was any characteristic feature which constantly recurred. 
"Yes," he said, " there certainly is. I find my dreams 
Impress upon me some great defect in my equipment for 
life, suggesting an urgent need." "What sort of need f " 
Then the answer, hanging fire with the grave stammer : 
" Of clothes." It then was explained that a recurrent 
vision in the night-watches was of himself wandering 
about among his fellow-creatures with nothing on I 

I think that in ordinary society he was far more inter
ested in what people said than in what they were. Yet 
no one took a more profound interest in ethical questions, 
as his best-known book testifies. But so far did this imply· 
alpofness that he was conspicuous in his efforts to lighten 
the burdens of others, and all his amazing philosophical 
and analysing gifts did not prevent him from being ready 
with practical counsel evincing a rare sagacity and con: 
centration on the matter on hand. 

It may be doubted whether anyone, saint, scholar, or 
philosopher, has ever solved the problem of how to deal 
with a really pertinacious dull talker who not only cannot 
stop, but has no notion that anyone wishes him to stop. 
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Sidgwick, nearly a~hieved success when a ponderous 
German professor visiting the University complained to 
him that there was a strange omission among the endowed 
Faculties of the most important subject of all. S.: "May 
I ask to what subject you refer Y" P. : " Ach I I mean, 
of course, research into the problem of the Universe." 
S. : " Oh I but the subject is not on that account neg
lected. There are g-g-gentlemen who devote themselves 
to it; but we call them p-p-prigs." 

No one ever heard him comment acridly or even wittily 
on any person's shortcomings or tiresome ways, no matter 
how deeply they must sometimes have galled. Any one 
of us younger ones would have said that nothing could 
have seemed so wholly inconceivable as that Sidgwick 
should under any possible provocation lose his temper, 
so unruffled was that urbane suavity, that deference to 
bumptious youths. But we were told that there had been: 
a time when he was noted for heat of temper, choleric 
outbursts, and for inability to control them; till one day 
he was heard to remark: " I have come to the conclusion 
that it is a mistake to lose one's temper, and I do not 
intend to do so again." And he never did. Contrast 
with this what was said of his brother-in-law, Archbishop 
Benson. A similar self-conquest was achieved by him, 
but at the cost of a deep spiritual conflict, grief, and the 
viewing of life from a new angle. Another time Sidgwick, 
asked if he did not find getting up in the morning a 
great trial, replied: "Well, I always feel as the criticsl 
moment approaches that among several possible ways of· 
solving the problem of life, lymg in bed cannot be on.e." 
Again, when questioned with needless gravity by some
one in quest of sympathy if he did not suffer from the 
prosaic but distressing infirmity known to-day as " intes
tinal stasis," the reply was. most characteristic. " Yes, 
but I trunk it unimportant. It does not mean more than 
a mild and vague sense of duty undone." 

His stories were not only perfectly appropriate to the 
context of the general conversation, illuminative of some 
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point that had come up, racy and fresh, but th!Y. owed 
enormously to the manner of their telling. At the mo,ment 
he wa.s absorbed in the spiritual setting of the ludicrous 
incident. If he ever repeated himself, he never commented 
in the same strain a.s before, but the mind, because it 
was alive to infinite issues, .seemed to discern new depths 
of comicality between men's behaviour and their aspira
tions. The effect is not to be described, but I cannot 
forbear from giving one supreme instance of a story good 
in itself, but oh I so tantalizing not to have heard it from 
his own lips. I owe it to my old educational colleague · 
on the Teachers' Guild, Professor Barnett, who badl! me 
hear Sidgwick's voice stammer a rich gurgle of amusement 
in every word. A very prominent politician, whose 
hobby was Currency, visited a lunatic asylum and got 
into talk with an inmate, who of course took him for the 
newest arrival. The dialogue was as follows : L. "Well, 
this is not a bad place : you see, every one of us poor 
chaps bas his hobby. May I ask, sir, what is yours 'l " 
P. " Mine I Oh I Bimetallism, to be sure." L. "Why, 
whatever is that 'l " P. " What is Bimetallism ? " and 
off he went, waxing warm over ratios, exchanges, 
agios, Californian discoveries, stabilizations, and what
not, his hearer's face lengthening the while. After ten 
minutes, L., interrupting: " I say, look here, old chap; 
you're in the wrong box. This is only an ordinary lunatic 
asylum ; but you are a d-d-d-damned fool." 

A very puzzling fact was the unvarying heaviness of 
style which make his writings difficult to read. They give 
no.hint by any chance of the writer's humour. Even his 
letters, though always interesting, were marked by the 
same deficiency. Perhaps in the former the nature of 
the subject and closeness of analysis forbade lightness. 
As to the letters, there is one charming passage on this 
very point, but no other instance. I suggest it was simply 
a case of being overpressed. His physical vigour was 
below the average, and the incessant references to labor 
improblu tell a plain story. But I have known other 
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cases of men with sparkle ·In their talk, whose letters are 
letters of business and nothing more. 

There remains, however, a much deeper enquiry. Sidg
wick in religion was a Theist, but certainly not a Christian. 
How, the!\ are we to account for the extraordinary spell 
exercised by this Hellenic-minded man upon men like 
Archbishop Benson and Dr. Gore, to whom the central 
affirmations of the Christian Creed are literally 

The fountain-light of all our day, 
The ma&ter·light of all our seeing J 

I suggest the following : the deepest criterion as to the' 
standard of excellence reached by any character is the' 
completeness of the victory over egoism. A Christian 
believes that there can be no even inchoate victory un-· 
Jess the allegiance bas been transferred from self to God, 
or to Goodness, Beauty or Truth, with such an ardour of 
loyalty that the new service can never again be thought 
of as given merely to an abstract Principle. It must be the 
response to thaovertures of the Creator Himself, however 
various may be the conceptions formed of the way those 
overtures have been made. What hindered Henry Sidg
wick from looking at the Gospel st{)ry with our eyes we 
may not know and must not dream of judging. But of 
one supreme excellence we are allowed to be judges. He 
was one of those rare and holy souls who, disowning the 
claims of an all-analysing, all-corroding intellect, entered 
on the highest, purest quest that was known to him, the 
wholly disinterested pursuit of Truth : Truth conceived 
of intuitionally ; descended from Heaven but to. he 
lived by us on earth, in obedience to claims :that were 
never to be questioned or disallowed. He once contrasted 
the long, slow, unrewarded toil of philosophic research 
with the quick returns promised him as a talker of modern. 
languages. After taking his degree (as Senior Classic), he· 
calculated that he might travel and give six months 
severally to twenty languages on end, and come back a 
lion of society with 60 per cent. of the reputation of 
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Mezzofantl (a person notable In crowded West-End draw.. 
ing-rooms), by thirty-three years of age. With com· 
paratively little effort, what a splash I What a name I. 
Whereas now-! Whatever the sacrifice demanded, he 
never would have recognized it as 8 loss : "for,.•he knew 
in Whom he had placed his trust." 

JoWETT 
About 1880 it was remazked at Cambridge that it was 

difficult to account for Jowett's enormous inlluence. His 
g('nerosity and quiet helpfulness to needy youth went 8 

long way. Moreover, his ideals were of the best mundane 
sort : such as the mass of people naturally reverences, and 
the man who achieves them, or seems to, will assuredly be 
held in honour. He was determined that Balliol should 
be a college intellectually distinguished, and he succeeded 
in making it very distinguished indeed. 

I met him only once, for five minutes at a dinner-party 
of Dr. Warre's at Eton in the later eighties. He made the 
observation that whatever else may have gone wrong, 
in the previous fifty years there had been a gradual but 
very perceptible improvement among average men com
ing to the University-that was in knowledge of Greek. 

Wilfrid Ward, however, gave me an interesting bit of 
Information culled from Jowett in his last illness. He 
suddenly said : " I believe there are 8 good many stories 
told about me. Tell me some." Ward told him about 
a dozen (if I remember right). Jowett listened, giving 
no sign of interest, and at the end said in a high weak 
voice : " Yes, Those are aU untrue except one, and that 
had nothing to do with me. The saying was spoken by 
Routh of Magdalen." The facts were that Routh was 
once badgered by strenuous undergraduates to arrange 
for a Long Vacation term similar to those held at Cam
bridge. Expecting they would only stay a very short 
time, he reluctantly conceded, and had to stay in Oxford 
himself to supervise. But the youngsters had no such 
idea : they contemplated anyhow a much longer stay 
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than Routh, who thereupen adopted the plan of doubling' 
the number of compulsory chapels and halving the food. 
rations. The day after the order was given he went out 
into the street and saw cabs rolling off to the station,. 
each conttining a disappointed undergraduate. R. grimly 
quoted l'tlatt. xvii. 21 (A.V., not R.V.). 

As to influence, a man who could deal as Jowett deall 
with a guest at his own table, started off on an unsavoury' 
story, was bound to be influential. Some one gave me thll' 
name of this severely disciplined individual, but I am glad 
to say I have forgotten it. 

One of tbe best-known names in England among aU 
who travel or want to travel, and who have known what 
it is to receive offers of timely help to this end, is that of 
Sir Henry Lunn, a man not only of brilliant resourceful
ness in business, but a devoted and most generous worker 
in the cause of Reunion between Anglicans and Non
conformists. 

Very rarely is there to be- found so marked and even 
a blend between deep piety of life and venturesome, not 
to say combative, enterprise. The actual beginning of 
his business career dates from the time when he had just 
left school, satat eighteen, and seized the opportunity of 
making a good thing out of the sale of lawn-tennis para
phernalia, that game jus_t beginning to promise a future. 
With his permission I record the characteristic denouement. 
To put it briefly, young Henry, having been strictly brought 
up, after four years bad qualms about growing to be a 
rich man : ·" So, you see, I "gave up the business and. put 
my father into it." 



CHAPTER XVlli 

KUBIC 

IN the middle of the last century the mind of the country 
had not begun to wake up on the subject of music. The 

· fine arts generally were in a slumberous plight : though 
Morris, Rossetti, Burne-Jones. and their votaries were soon 
to make a stir in the matter of painting and house decora
tion. In parish churches the weirdest conventions were 
still observed, and many a rural district felt the upheaval 
of a local revolution when first it was proposed to chant 
the Psalms. Certain great town centres, especially in 
the Midlands, kept alive the English taste for chorus
singing, and as far back as I can remember the Birming· 
ham Festival and the joint efforts of the Three Choirs, 
Worcester, Gloucester, and Hereford, were great events. 
We learnt to reverence the great living soloists, Titiens, 
Trebelli, Sims Reeves, and Santley, and in the home a 
solid tradition of Handel was built up, able to hold its 
own against ball-games and rabbit-shooting. 

But by all accounts we were born a little too late for 
the greatest artists of all, I..ablache, Rubini, Mario, Grisi, 
and, above all, Jenny I.ind. Santley used to say that to 
become a great singer required as much training as to 
play the violin. I fear that maxim is honoured in the 
breach only to-day. Certainly the elderly folk among us 
have to reconcile themselves to brooding over times when 
voeal efforts were produced, such as are never attempted 
by the professionally trained singers now whom I have 
heard. I mean simply the absolutely compeliing domin· 
ance of beautiful sound. We have read of Farinelli in 
the middle of the eighteenth century making his reputa-

IGII 
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tlon by one great long·drawn note, swelling out in the 
middle and dying away, followed by five minutes' rapturous 
applause. 

What word he was uttering, nobody cared. What oui' · 
forefathers went in search of was the most beautiful 
sound in-Nature, that which she gives at sundry times to 
the human throat. Then for volume, think what Lablache 
must have been I It is recorded of him that even when 
singing against an orehestra he had to restrain himselt 
His full prean of sound would have endangered the stability 
of the building, and it is said that he only once let out an 
untrammelled note, and that was in his sleep, when hi 
nearly killed his wife I Later on Madame Albani was rJ 
ported to have said that when she had to sing the great air hi 
the Measiah, "I know that my Redeemer," she began with 
a sinking of the heart as she recalled Titiens's second note I 

Meantime Sims Reeves used to treat us on occasions 
to a clarion-like peal on his high A in the phrase of " Sound 
an alarm" or at the end of "The enemy said." In his 
later years he would skate lightly over the high notes of 
these songs till the last phrase, and then, just as the audi
ence thought he was played out, he let virtue go out of 
him and brought the house down. But I maintain it 
was had art, and especially at the end of " Thou shalt; 
dash them," where the ending was simply rewritten, th~ 
great tenor was guilty of successful clap-trap. Santley w&S 
very perfect within his· range. Never did any baritone 
achieve such mastery over the rapid scale or a finer 
articulation. We blessed .him for retaining his Englis~ 
name and always pronouncing the vernacular with the 
utmost purity. But hi genius he fell below Henschel, 
especially in the Elijqh. Barnby used to insist on tl).is: 
criticism, giving Henschel the palm as a musician and, 
findhig Santley lacking in depth. Yet Henschel had not 
a pleasing voice, especially" in his earlier days. , 

Among singers I must mention one or two astonishingly 
gifted amateurs. My sister-in-law, Santley's daughter, l 
should put firs.~ of these. She began, it is true, as a pro· 
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fessional, but her genius was vocal, not dramatic, though 
her temperament was highly strung and passionate in 
music. What I mean is that she gave us not superb 
reading aloud or acting or emotion in the words, but 
uttered rapture or grief or pathos simply by means of the 
voice... The words were indistinctly pronounced, but the 
whole meaning of the song was given by the expression, 
the singer being lost in the melody. On one unforgettable 
occasion I took the bass part in some quartette singing 
when she was the soprano, an admirable professional whose 
name I forget was the alto, and Lionel Benson the tenor. 
Mrs. Bob, as she was generally called, had a voice in which 
the others felt as if they were imbedded, their best tone 
being brought out and enriched as never before. I can 
hear now the appealing pathos in the high part of " Ich 
fahr dahin," by Brahms, the notes swelling out into a whole 
world of pain at the words " vom Heiden muss ich leiden 
Pein," and her power of interpreting the lilt of an exquisite 
old English piece, " Love me true, dear lassie "-these 
glories of part-singing are not to be described, The only 
drawback to such a treat has been that all through the 
thirty years, from that day to this, I have despaired of ever 
being satisfied with any other artist's rendering of those 
two melodies. The best we have ever furbished up has 
been a poor song-echo of what is now no more. 

Of superb and " revealing " amateur performances I 
shall never forget Arthur Wade's singing "Barbara Allen" 
at Hagley in 1867 (eire.), Lionel Benson's rendering of 
"La Charmante Marguerite," a lovely song connected for 
all time with Liza Lehmann, and songs by Billy Nicholls 
(well known in the Savage Club) at Haileybury about 
1898. He bewitched us with his utterly spontaneous 
singing and accompaniment, though suffering from a very 
bad cold. 

There was some capital part-song work done by the 
Free Forester Cricket Club, an account of which is to be 
found in the Club's volume of A.nnal8. It arose· from 
one Tom Ratliff, a born comedian but of no musical 
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education, discovering at the age of twenty-eight that he 
had ltD exceedingly fine falsetto oP oounteP-tenor voice. 
Till then he had used a moderate baritone ; and the effeet 
was magical. From about 1872 to 1894 he was in con
stant request, the remaining parts being supplied by 
cricketers of note, " Teddy " Bray, Herbert MaPShall, 
George Longman, and my brother Spencer and myself, 
all University Blues. RatliH's comicality, though very 
limited, ensured the success of any concert. 

Part-singing is far more enjoyable to the singers than 
solos, and will soon be rightly app~ated by the publiC. 
It is the one pastime which quite satisfactorily compensates 
for the loss of cricket in rainy weather, bringing the Muses 
into the most unlikely surroundings, viz. a ericket tent 
full of damp, disappointed men in chilly flannels. But 
the prevailing difficulty is to secure a tenor : the voice 
is said to be decaying, and a dismal monotony of baritone 
is reported from the Public Schools. This is a truly 
serious matter and irremediable. But meantime it would 
be an immenae gain to all concerned if only children with 
good ears were taught to read at sight. It is so easily 
done and so vastly rewarding. Though some progress 
has been made since 1880, there is a huge fieid opened 
before us wherein the beautiful natural gift of our people 
could find full scope. Quousque Domine! 

Some twenty years ago I was staying near Hunstanton 
with an old friend, W. H. Leslie, son of Henry Leslie, whose 
choir many of us remembeP in London, and a musician 
with a rare gift for organization ; he planted an excellent 
system of training in sight-reading in seven village schools 
near his home. Not more than ten minutes a day was 
given to the work, and it made no very exacting demands 
on the teacher. The results seemed at that time to be 
miraculous, and I fear even now wholly unknown in the 
Public Schools. The adults in the village were bitten by 
it ; their voices in that county are neither strong nor 
melodious, but they love good music. I heard a Magnificat 
of Stanford's and an anthem of Stainer's done in a little 
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village church, with extraordinary swing and preciSion. 
LcHlie told us how that choir would sing a new hymn· 
tune quite accurately, all parts, from the music, in the 
service, without ever seeing it before. · 

Another friend of mine, Mrs. Hollway Calthrop, wile 
of the late Bursar of Eton, now living at Stanhoe in the 
same county, has collected a capital village chorus and the 
whole life of the place has been quickened, or anyhow, 
decadence and dullness have been arrested. The bane of 
village life is monotony and consequent bickerings ; for 
it is pretty plain-as far as I can judge-that most quarrels 
in this chequered world are largely due to the human 
desire to vary the monotony of life. For the very poor, 
the cheapest of all recreations is a good long-standing 
quarrel. Some prefer betting and gambling ; but in the 
villages there are still a good many who know that such 
a dclt18aemmt is risky. Against quarrelling they really 
believe there is no law ; and i1 there be, it must give way 
before the imperative necessity of banishing dullness. 
Chorus·singing is a fine remedy for both evils ; and there 
is not a village in England of 150 soula or more which 
cannot produce a chorus worth training. But the ques· 
tion is, have we enough faith in our villagers to take the 
trouble t Somebody must take trouble; and the oppor
tunity is truly rich. 

I have heard the saying ascribed to the Hon. W. Bruce, 
the well-known member of the Board of Education, that 
the principal subject discovered for elementary schools in 
the twentieth century would be music. Whoever said it, 
kne.w what he was talking about. Anyone acquainted 
with the work done by Miss Wakefield in the Lake District, 
Mr. Leslie in Norfolk. Lady 111. Trefusis in more than one 
county, and Dame Meriel Talbot in Kent, infers that there 
is no corner of England where good teaching of chorus
singing does not provoke a vigorous response. 

Two testimonies to our native endowment of musical 
intelligence are worth quoting. Mr. E. Speyer, a thor
oughly trained musician and a long naturalized' English· 

18 
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man, who has done much for the grand musical uprising 
connected with Queen's Hall in London, a native of the 
great German musical centre Frankfort, has asserted 
more than once that no audiences in Germany could 
compare with the old Monday Pop. audiences in St. James's 
Hall in intelligent musical appreciation. (This reminds 
me of the statement in Leach's English Schools at the 
Riformation-a. very interesting book-that according to 
Erasmus, writing about 1499 (?),England was the musical, 
Germany the drunken country.) 

The other was from no less an artist than Joachim 
himself, whom I heard say at luncheon in Stanford's rooms 
in Trinity, Cambridge, about 1876, that in avoiding Ehe 
ugly scraping noise when the wood of the bow presses on 
the strings of the violin in moments of excitement, he 
had to be far more careful in England than at home. 
" In Berlin they do not mind ; but your ears in England 
are more sensitive." This explains some of the phenomena 
of German solo singing. I have heard a leading soloist at 
Bayreuth take breath in the middle of a word I Yet we 
have, I believe, caught the detestable habit of tremolo 
from the Wagnerian singers in Germany. Onght that to 
contin}le after the War? 

The mention of Stanford's luncheon recalls a singular' 
incident. Charlie Brookfield (always called Brooks, as his 
father was, according to Tennyson, later a well-known 
comedian) was asked by Stanford to take a few profes
sionals of the orchestra to luncheon, before the University 
concert in the afternoon. Brooks, as host, found con
versation with these gentlemen tended to drag, so he 
invented a tale of a musical practical joke played upon a 
performer on the violin not of the very front rank, who 
had an awkward high note to hit in a short solo whieh it 
fell to him to play from the body of the orchestra on the 
platform. To provide against accident he made a chalk 
mark exactly where his finger was to press. But as he 
was rash enough to reveal the fact, a waggish friend got 
at the instrument and surreptitiously altered the mark. 
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Result : short of the executant's hopes. The fiction was 
a huge success. In 1879 I was sojourning in Leipsic, 
in the house of a well-known musical family-the Klengels 
-and the father, a very cultivated man, told me that this 
very trick had actually been played on a leading violinist 
who was then performing in the town. It is seldom that 
deliberate fiction proves to be fact. 

Again, comparing English and Germans, I must 
mention an experience in Dresden In the spring of 1879. 
A small party of us used to go regularly to the Gewerbehaus 
concerts 1 price seven pence, plus coffee and such atmosphere 
as would be bred by 500 Deutschers eating and smoking 
In an artificially heated room, with double windows 
hermetically sealed. An orchestra, conducted by one 
Mansfcldt, gave us a mixed programme, always some 
special favourites, Schubert's Unfinished, Handel's Largo, 
the slow Beethoven Symphony movements, etc., which 
we relished enough to make us endure the poisonous 
inhalations for two and a half hours on end. 

I have told already how our simple programme was too 
classical for the audience. {)n one occasion we were galled 
beyond endurance by a giggling Hausfrau, sitting near us 
and spoiling the music more shamelessly than I have 
ever known or heard of In our " unmusical " Island. 

No one will ever get people to believe that we have a 
remarkable gift of musical appreciation. If they did, we 
should concentrate our musical training not on perform
ance, but on listening. It is much the same with handicraft. 
In every village there are boys with a talent for designing. 
Thc;re Is to be seen in this same county of Norfolk the list 
of names of sixteen villagers who, with two teachers 
imported, accomplished a sumptuous and lovely restora
tion of the little village ruined church. The work took 
them seven years and lifted the whole life of the 
place. 

Two Indications of the progress being made In the 
teaching of the young how to listen to good music. In 
l92i I heard a ragged boy riding an old bone-shaker hike 
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· eastwards down the Old Brompton Road. whistling one 
of the themes of Schubert's Unfinished Symphony. 

Lately, having time to spare in York, I was standing out
side the west front of the Cathedral while afternoon service 
was going on, when a townsman, an artisan in appearance, 
asked me why I didn't go inside. I told him they objected 
to sightseers during Divine Service. " Oh, but there's: 
an anthem of Byrd's just going to be sung, and I know 
the verger, who will let us in at the side-door here. Come 
along." He whipped out a printed programme of the 
services with the anthem-words in full ; and sure enough 
from the ambulatorium (if I am right) we beard an ex· 
quisite fragment of the great master. 

There was a man with a .gift for fellowship I 

I am convinced, after seeing the restored church of 
Glandford, near Cley-on-Sea, Norfolk, that in every village · 
of 150 souls or more there may be found a few boys with 
a talent for designing, and others for carving wood or 
stone ; for craftsmanship, in short, such as must have 
been common in the fifteenth century. 

We have woefully neglected both talents; but Nature 
is giving us all the time an opportunity as rich as ever. 



CHAPTER XIX 

BOOXS 

IT is perhaps worth while to give some rather disjointed 
notes on reading, and on a few of the books from which 
I have found that nourishment can be gained. 

By the age of fourteen, suffering from a mental hunger 
I did not understand or know how to allay, I sucked 
some advantage out of two strangely dissimilar works : 
Euclid's Elementa and Paradise Loat. The former was 
made known to me by Stephen Hawtrey at Eton when I 
was twelve, as related above ; and so charmed was I at 
the sudden revelation of the author's method and meaning, 
that I read in the holidays the first four books through 
for pleasure in the drawing-room. It came to much Jess 
than it sounds, as no one ever showed me how to do a 
rider or connect Euclid with Algebra, or how to grapple 
with ratios in the Vlth Book. How delightful to come 
across the following item of information gravely given in 
the correspondence column of a provincial paper : " Answer 
to Enquirer : You are right : Euclid was a man, but 
Algebra was not a woml!}l," told me by Francis Paget. 
The plunge into Milton was a little later and certainly 
ra~her dramatic. Having eaten too much at " My 
Dame's" and "staying out" for three days, and on the 
second day being much bored, I walked into the house
library in quest of reading; got hold of Paradise Lost, 
and read the whole twelve books through in one day. 
This was ~asy, as I knew the plot. Shakespeare and 
Scott's poems were beyond me, as I never unravelled the 
stories. Next morning I embarked gaily on Paradiae 
Regained, and was pulled up short by finding only four 

867 
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books, and those difficult and dull. It there "had been 
another eight, however, I should have ploughed through 
them. Young boys require a clue to these mysteries, but 
nowadays of course they are helped far too much and 
lose the joy of using the brain rightly. -

Lately I came across Mr. Doran, who trains· boys and 
girls to act Shakespeare. He generally insists on a crowd 
of children being included In the audience ; but he .uses 
hB rare gift of speech to explain the plot to them at the 
beghullng. _ 

At Cambridge Seeley's enigmatical book Ecee Homo. 
took us all captive for a time with its fascinatingly fresh 
view of the Gospel narrative and its peerless style. May 
not Seeley be ranked with Newman and Church, and 
perhaps Mozley, as a princely writer of English prose?> 
Some will remember how in Ecce Homo the author fore· 
shadowed a supplementary treatise which we vaguely 
supposed would be called Ecce Deus. During the later 
seventies there was some disappointment felt at the 
non-appearance of the work ; but Jebb, about 1878 or a 
little·earlier,recounted to me a singular incident in one of 
the very first talks I ever had with him. It was that he 
had challenged Seeley with the question whether and 
when the book was to e.ppear, and the answer was that it 
had appeared. It was the Life of Stein, the Prussian 
statesman and educational reformer I That biography 
was written as an antidote to the influence of the Macaulay 
sehool, studiedly pruned of all,purple patches, eloquence, 
and enthusiasm ; a cool, dispassionate, very dry narrative 
of the achievements of tlie Prussian builder of society. 
As Jebb remarked, this answer to a plain question was 
so strange that no one would have dared invent it for a 
novel. I conjecture that.Seeley desired to complete tlie 
portrait of Christ in a more satisfying way than his first 
attempt ; but failing in clearness of vision and being 
slightly _harassed by questioners, invented a paradox, 
absurd enough to deter further enquiry-that might 
have been coined by Mrs. Cornish, of Eton fame. 
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As to historical reading, it was confined at Cambridge 
to Grote'a Greece and Mommsen's Rome. The former, 
being ahnost the only history I had ever read attentively, 
struck me as a great work. Though the Eton and Cam
bridge training had been ahnost entirely linguistic, by 
twenty years of age I could not tell the difference between 
good and bad English. Somehow, we did not relate the 
syntax-rules of Greek and Latin to any other language, 
Anyhow, the effect was that Grote's common, coarse 
choice of words did not offend, nor did we consciously 
detect the absence of rhythm. But a suspicion crossed 
my mind when I read a verdict of Ruskin's on our author. 
It was when a discussion had been started about the 
hundred best books, John Lubbock, Acton, Ruskin, -among 
others, having published each his own selection. 
Ruskin was asked why he had not included Grote's History 
of Greece, and his answer was something of this sort : 
" Because there is not a banking clerk in Aldgate or Cheap
side who could not-if he were willing so to devastate 
his mind-\vrite a better." -

Mommsen came as a revelation to our pinched and 
feeble minds. We thought him the greatest literary 
genius of the world, and his translator the second. But it 
is interesting to recall that the indubitable genius of the 
great German left an unmistakable feeling of dissatis
faction, just as Ecce Homo had done. I .did not know 
then what was wrong with either, but I kJtow now. 

A word about poetry. People harassed", as most of us 
are, by hard routine work soon drop out of reading poetry, 
except in short lyrics, and as soon as they persuade them
selves that a poem of fifty lines is beyond their powers, 
they rapidly fall to abjuring even Shakespeare's Sonnets, 
and Keats's, and Blake's Songs of Innoce11ce. This is one 
of the crazy things we men and women do, and yet are 
almost ready to admit that it is very serious. Some few, 
however, will profess that they like to hear poetry read 
aloud, and undoubtedly this is a sound instinct. We lose 
priceless benefit by spending many hours a week in palaver, 
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which might be- spent in hearing good poetry well read. 
Great is the responsibility of parents in this matter ; 
seeing that though the duty is easy to perform-nearly 
everybody can learn to read aloud fairly well by practice 
and taking paixiS-there are few the omission of which is 
so calamitous. Nature gives the young human being 
strength of memory between eight and fourteen. Then 
is the time a child should be given copious doses of appro
priate anecdotes, ballads, and hymns, that the mind shall 
be stored through life with things lovely and of good 
report. Much of the wreckage of young life comes from 
the emptiness of mind combined with growing appetites ; 
and it is sheer lunacy to leave any stone unturned to feed 
the mind according to the dictates of Nature. · 

A useful stimulant of a literary kind may be found in 
the following device for. teaching rhythm, clear thinking, 
and appreciation of poetical diction all at once. It will 
serve as a family evening game. Someone reads aloud a 
stanza or two of a poepi not familiar to the audience ; 
after they have caught the meaning and the metre, go 
on to the next stanza, but omitting certain words and all 

·the- adjectives (unless they are too recondite), and if 
necessary indicate the sort of word needed, and its length. 
Thus an n. 8 would mean noun of three syllables, a. 2 
an adjective of two, and so on. A slight flavour of inno
cent gambling (if there is such a thing) is added by the 
method of marking. If the class numbers 10 and only 

·one gets the right word he scores 9 ; if six get it right 
then they only score 4. If, all but one get it, then all 9 
only score 1 each. Approximations are given half-marks 
or a third, according to their worth. It is quite good 
fun and sound teachip.g. The poem should be rea~ 
through well when it is finished. 

A poet who has always struck me as having the best 
title of all our noble army to the epithet " inspired " is 
William Blake; and that for two reasons. {1) He wrote 

.the Songs of Innocence when he was a boy of sixteen, 
bullied at schooL (2) In each of the lovely lyrics he 
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alludes to some animal or Insect, In a tone of symPathy 
equalled by no one except perhaps Burns, in the eigh
teenth century. How much we owe our love of animals 
to the poets I Blake's sentiments seem to have been 
shared by very few; only by Burns, Cowper, Words
worth, and Shelley. 

I cannot forbear a tribute to a writer of singularly 
limited horizon, but a unique eombination of humour with 
scholarship and perfect versification. Calverley's parodies 
require to be mentioned with encomium, or they will die. 
Their savour is too literary, too Latin, perhaps, to be 
welcomed by the multitude ; yet if read aloud, as of 
course they ought to be, many of them would soon be 
in the best sense popular. The diction is so perfect for 
the purpose of the poems that the rhyming skill is gener
ally obscured. But a test should be applied. Take any 
skilful rhymester and you can nearly always detect which 
of the two rhyming words is the more important, and the 
other you can see has been selected to support it. But 
Calverley never lets us into his secret ; for he seems to 
love the right word far too well to choose any other what
ever, and lo I it is found to be in rhyme I 

The exquisiteness of his scholarlike diction preparing 
for a bathos is illustrated supremely in a stanza of " The 
Organ Grinder," which Montagu Butler-and who better 
qualified ?-pronounced to be Calverley's greatest triumph. 
The subject was the hilarity of the organ music which 
tempts a motley horde of. the popula.ce to dance on the 
pavements: 

No• with clumay .Taob and Oeorgeo: 
Unprofaned by grasp of ..._ 

Haidena apeed tboae oimple orgiea, 
Beta.r .r ..... with Bet.y Anne. 

Dr. Butler, in writing about Calverley in his prefatory 
note to one of the full editions of his poems, made a 
characteristic slip. The delightful story turns on Cal
verley at Harrow just saving himself from trouble by 
having learnt by heart one ridiculous sentence only in 
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Russell's Modern Europe; about the Ostrogoths, of 
whom Calverley was abysmally ignorant. It ran thus 
" They hunted the boar in the shining parterre and the: 
trim pleasure-ground where effeminacy was wont Ul 

saunter and indolence to loll." Butler printed the sen 
tence with bear instead of boar, wholly unconscious of the 
incongruity of Bruin and a trim pleasure-ground I 

Some mention should be made of the greatest, stiffest, 
most full-of-body books that I have grappled with. In. 
Science, Darwin's Origin of Speciea, the only book, if I 
remember right, that I had ever heard of in Lord Acton's 
list of the hundred best. I was profoundly impressed, 
and remained so, despite some uneasy mutterings in the 
scientific camp which penetrated to the hosts of the 
Philistines, till Arnold Lunn, son of my old friend Sir 

.Henry,lent me two volumes on Darwin by Samuel Butlel' 
One he wrote most respectfully ; for the other he dipped 
his pen deep in gall. What made him change his tone 1 
cannot say, except that he seems to have thought Darwin 
had dealt uncandidly with his criticism. He charged the 
great man with fathering a theory which was borrowed 
from his uncle Erasmus, Lamarck, and Buffon ; and 
further, with having cut out the word " my " before 
" theory '' in some passages, not all. in consequence of his 
(Butler's) poignant thrusts. An ·eminent scientific man. 
told me Butler might have gained more attention if he 
had written in a more gentlemanly tone. This, I confess,· 
seems to me a lame defence in the mouth of a man of 
Science. If the charges_, cannot be rebutted, then iaf 
so. If they can be, why should they not be, with or 
without vituperation ! If the latter element is wanted, I 
never heard that scientific men were, as a body, incapable· 
of applying it. . 

For scientific facts I ff!!U' I must admit dependence on 
popular works of various kinds, including lectures. For 
Natural History, Kearton's lantern slides, Theodore Wood,' 
E. B. Poulton, Headley at Haileybury, and M. D. Hill 
at Eton ; and some of the admirably written articles in. 
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The Tlmea, Country Life, etc. But lectures nowadays with 
films are beyond words fascinating. I shall never forget 
Stephen Paget at Eton in a lecture on a drop of blood mag
nified a thousand times, if I remember right; and the 
microbe of the sleeping sickness working havoc with his tail 
among the phagocytes; or an eminent Scottish authority 
on the plague telling us drily how when a flea " makes up 
his mind that a live human being is better than a dead rat, 
the plague begins." But how easily a learned lecturer 
may be a real infliction t I maintain that lectures to be 
valuable must be rare-but on that burning topic I have 
already liberated my soul. 

A little monthly paper on Natural History, accurate, 
full of knowledge, thoroughly scientific in spirit, is Country
side. It is, moreover, so pleasantly written that it 
makes you wish you could ask the editor to dinner forth
with. 

Huge tomes of Philosophy have taught me, I hope, 
something precious--several of them Gifford Lectures ; 
e.g. Balfour's four works, James Ward's two sets of 
Lectures, Caird's massive _work on Kant (too tough, I 
fear), Sorley's Moral Yaluu, Pringle-Pattison, Boutroux: 
these authors I have read mostly with real admiration, 
though it remains a difficulty to say what contribution 
to one's interpretation of life each one has made ; and in 
most of the books referred to there are chapters where l 
have felt myself to be 

wanderlnc about In worlcla DOt realised. 

Most of the authors named are distinguished for the 
perfect lucidity of their style, Lord Balfour for a " demure 
irony" in addition ; but Professor Sorley, though less 
attractive, seems to me to have achieved not only lucidity 
of style~but such weightiness and dignity as exactly befit 
Ius lofty theme, in this reSpect recalling Bishop Butler, 
who, though less artistically gifted, never fails to convey 
!lis own sense of the immeasurable importance of his 
arguments, unless they can be disproved.· As to all these 
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books and others. which might be called philosophic, sue) 
as Mozley's Bampton Lectures or Newman's writings, i 
may safely be said that a second reading a great dea 
more than doubles the value of the journey first. 

Another great master of style is Sir James Frazer, th< 
learned author of The Golden Bough. It is a book whicl 
t1early knocks the reader down with its massive evidences o 
research, and yet the innumerable comicalities of backwar~ 
man are told with inimitably restrained humour and ease 
l'hese qualities enabled me to take extracts from them 
ror a schoolboy audience or for unlettered folk in countr) 
iistricts without changing-a word. I 

A second-reading of Dean Church's review of Ecd 
'lomo makes it necessary to call attention again to the 
:reatness of Seeley's work and the unvarying nobility oi 
:one and perfect sense of proportion which characterizd 
lis reviewer. .Ecce Homo is a book very easy to mis~ 
nterpret, especially by those numerous readers who have 
> sharper eye for what contradicts their own opinion tha!1 
hey have for what confums it. We are so impatient 
•f dullness as to be repelled by any statement which 
eems familiar and attracted by any novel theory which 
1 hollow enough to provoke our over-active critical 
a.culties. Church felt the awfulness of responsibility in 
~atters of belief and the august duty of measuring Ian~ 
uage to the exact requirements of the matter in hand:' 
nd as he. shrank from· the poison of exaggeration and 
f all crudeness of judgment, his diction is always stately,, 
ich, and flowing. Yet even his beautiful style yields tile 
aim to the magical rhythm: and strongly arresting charm 
f Seeley's writing. It seemed to us in 1878, anyhow, to: 
e English prose of .almost sublime excellence; and, 
hurch brings out with '!llfailing insight what there is of 
ermanent value in the th9ught. J, 
A great book has just been added to the list, Bergson's!; 

reative Evolutitm. For pure intellectual alertness, for 
mntermittent vitality, for spontaneous brilliancy and 
:rtility of illustration I have never come across its equal I . I 

i 
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among books which I could profess to upderstand. Kant 
and Hegel may be greater philosophers, but I shall not 
attempt to read either of the~ on this side of the grave. 
What, then, has Bergson taught us ? One negative sen
tence of very far-reaching significance is quoted above : 
" There is an inherent incapacity in Intellect to compre
hend Life," and I hold that it contains a warning most 
pertinent, urgent, and arresting for all those of us in 
modem times who are trying to understand why we are 
what we are. · 

A most praiseworthy biography of a really great man 
is Coupland's Life of Wilberforce ; almost the only bio
graphy since Trevelyan's Life of Macaulay that is quite 
free from overloading or sketchiness. 

One of the most thrilling books I ever read was George 
Kennan's narrative of his second visit to Siberia. He 
was an American journalist, travelled through the land of 
the political exiles-I suppose in the eighties-saw only 
what the officials were permitted to show, went back to 
U.S.A. and wrote some articles to the effect .that the 
accusations of foreigners were greatly exaggerated, 
the prisons not so bad, etc., and sent the writings to tqe 
Minister of the Interior in St. Petersburg. The Minister 
replied gratefully and offered Kennan a special permit 
next time he came over to see everything there ~as to see, 
The latter, suspecting he had been hoodwinked, took 
advantage of the leave, and the book is a plain statement 
of the awful state of things which he saw with his own 
eyes. He was in peril of death the whole time, as he 
ca~ied with him letters from one group of prisoners to 
another. When he came over to England to lecture I 
got him to come to Haileybury about 1894, and noted the 
furtive, hunted expression in his eyes. His lecture was 
very telling, but nothing to the book. 

Somehow the practice of reading is often invested with 
a peculiar halo. It is thought that there is a virtue in 
any ordinary book which anyone may imbibe by a single 
perusal, the truth being there may be no virtue whatever 
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but only charm ; no ~epth, no grlp on unfamiliar truths1 
no sense of the infinite. If on the other hand there ili 
any one of these things, it cannot pass from the writteL 
page into a human mind without active, apprehending 
effort on the part of that mind ; which effort is very often 
withheld altogether, the need for it beinif quite unsus 
pected. Again, boys of the turbulent type are sometimeli 
made to read by their elders for the sake of a quiet life 
as you might give a soothing syrup 'to a restless child,] 
Literature was not intended for this end. Others hav(J 
enjoined reading as an antidote to animalism ; but if 
the young animal sees what you are at, he will gather fres~ 
resolution in striking out his own paths, which, though 
they ·may begin in "pleasantness," will not necessarily 
end in .. peace." 

Let us remember (1) that when we envy the sharp 
wittedness of the ancient Athenians, they had_no books to 
read. 12) A well-read man seldom mentions the name of 
a book he has used, but he gives you the contents in his 
own words-if he thinks you can understand them. (8) 
Reading.::....Cven of good books-if practised in order to 
kill time, kills, besides time, much that we need to keep 
alive, including the power of-putting two and two to
gether, intuition, and interest. 
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OTHER RECREATIONS 

BESIDES cricket, football absorbed a goed deal of atten
tion from twelve years old to thirty-three, when I left 
Eton for Haileybury and had to lapse Into a spectator 
of the Rugby game, of which the boys were very capable 
exeonents. On arriving at Eton In 1868 straight from Mrs. 
W.'s seminary in Brighton, we found the game for the 
Easter half, fives, miserably organized, and the crickefl-, 
as already explained, not much better. But the football 
was quite another story. Each house, numbering about 
forty-though for some reason JI.Iiss Evans's was fifty-four 
-was divided against itself during the summer half, 
some of the leading boys, a minority, being· wetbobs 
and the rest nominally cricketers, but many were mere 
loafers, and dawdled up town sucking sweets and poking 
about in the shops. It must be repeated that there were 
at least 600 of these every half-holiday, that meant three 
times weekly and often four. But no sooner were the 
summer holidays over than we girded ourselves up for 
" deeds of high emprise " in the world of football, the 
house being knit together in one powerful bond of fellow
ship in the common aim of recovering the House Foothall 
Cup. For the younger fry there was the Lower Boy Cup, 
the final for which took place then, and till to-day, I 
believe, on St. Andrew's Day-the one saint's day the 
date of which is aceurately known by every Etonlan 
throughout the world. On the first day of the half, 
no matter what the temperature was, every boy except 
the very few exempted by the doctors-In 1868 there was 
very little of that-'l"as forced into a house game, about 

Iff 
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twenty a side, big and ~mall. It was a terrifying sort of 
Comus rout for the smallest varlets, and for my part, partir 
from prudence, partly from native instinct, I hung about 

< 
a good deal on the outskirts of the fray. This, being 
noted by the pundits, caused me to be selected for " b~ 
hind" play that afternoon, and for the wli~le twenty-tw'p 
years of my football history in the Wall and Field Eton 
games, and afterwards in the Association, playing far 
Old Etonians in London and once for England v. Scotland 
at Glasgow, I never occupied any other place but short 
or long " behind." 

No words could bring home to anyone, not a Publi~ 
Schoolman, the place occupied by that football cup in 
our minds for the next few y~ When, later on, it 
came to playing in the last two or three matches, I can 
safely say the anxiety that weighed upon the captain of 
the house team was unlike any burden I have ever had 
to bear. It was considerably heavier, more harassing, 
.more haunting, than that- of representing the school at 
Lord's; simply because at Lord's we were sure of the 
majority of the spectators being friendly to Eton, whereas 
in those gljm winter noondays the entire school turned 
out to watch and howl at and execrate the big powerful 
house which for years knew its own merits perhaps a 
little too well, and anyhow excited a quite singular 
jealousy among the others. In 1878, my last year, we 
were beaten on a frost:hardened ground by a house with 
a mixed reputation, who certainly did themselves credit 
that day, as they were only about half of our numbers. · If 
we had won that match we might have secured the House 
Cup five years running, in which case. the question 'of our 
numbers would have. been raised. So perhaps it was as 
well. I must mention the pluck and fine play shown 
by Huntsman and " Jim ~· Judd for the other side. t 

Of course we had many grand matches for the school 
against Old Etonians, headed by the redoubtable Lord 
Kinnaird. I enjoyed the singular distinction of being in 
both Mixed Wall and Field elevens for two years withou~ 
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being keeper of either. The first year in the Field eleven 
I played goal and could study the magnificent kicking 
of my old friend Welldon at short-behind, till. as not 
infrequently happened, Kinnaird would get past all our 
men and bear down on me, whose business it was to 
defend the goal without giving a rouge, no matter at what 
cost of life or limb. They were dramatic moments in 
these duels, but if I am not wrong I only let him by once. 
Kinnaird was a grand player who went at the foe like 
a bullet, with the light of duty gleaming in his eye. Later 
on, Major Marindin, proposing his health at an Old Etonian 
dinner, spoke of Lady Kinnaird's anxiety whenever her 
husband went out to play a match. (He must have been 
well over forty, but still very formidable.) " • Oh, Major, 
I know that one of these days he'll come back with a 
broken leg,' and I always say, ' Well, Lady Kinnaird, 
if he does, you'll see it won't be his leg.' " Only two 
other players showP.d the unwavering dutifulness in 
onset-viz. Dick Dupuis, one of the grandest long-behinds 
that ever lived, and J. E. K. Studd. · 

There occurred an Homeric encounter about 1872between 
two noted " shinners," one at de Rosen's, the other at 
Warre's, who as they each played" behind" could hardly 
come into personal contact. But towards the end of the 
match the forwards (the " bully") straggled, and the field 
opening showed the hall lying exactly between A. and B., 
each being some fifteen yards away from it. Either might 
have been pardoned if his aim at the ball had been a trifle 
unsteady. Not so. They dashed upon it ; each kicked 
it ~ith all his might in the very centre, exactly at the 
same moment ; each fell five yards in opposite directions 
on his face, and the ball never moved an inch. Bullies 
though they were, their pluck was immense. One of these 
youths in moments of excitement flung his legs about 
at random, and Lacaita came back from an Oppidan Wall 
game grumbling at having been kicked by him, not in a 
gentlemanly way on the tibia, but on the chin I 

A House match took place in 18n or 1872 between 
1& 
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Warre's and :Browning's. The two house-masters were 
not exactly sympathetic with each other (Snow's ~erse 

already quoted in a different connexion, illustrates the case· 
to perfection), though I doubt if that fact accounted fOr 
the fury of this combat. Certain it is that a cartoon 
uttered in the early days of the London School Board 
was fulfilled adequately. It was a picture of a terrific 
scrimmage carried on by burly middle-aged men nominally 
engaged in a football match, while far away in a corner 
of the field lay, wholly unnoticed, the football with 
the word " Education " printed on it. So in this house 
match it was noticed that frequently the noise of boots 
impinging merrily on shin-bones was audible for a per, 
ceptible time after the ball had gone " out." W arre indeed 
stepped out on the field and appealed to the boys to 
control their tempers. This was the only time anythi.Iig 
of the kind was done. But I cannot remember that it 
had any effect. 

Fives was a game I learnt on first going to Eton in 
January 1868, and I played it off and on till 1905. I 
was taught it in the chapel-wall court nearest to Brewer's 
Yard by Hugh Currie, a boywho combined the sportsman 
and the saint to a very remarkable degree. (He was 
afterwards Chaplain of Cuddesdon in my :time there, 
and one of the most beautiful characters I have ever 
known.) By the young fry the game had to be le'arnt 
almost entirely on these Chapel courts, as there was oilly 
the beggarly number of twelve school courts on the Eton 
Wick Road. Now, these courts in 1868 were "bagged" . . . 
after twelve by anyone who could escape from the clal;~ 
room earl~ on any preteXt ; but owing to the disorderly 
exits from Chapel, when "the VIth Form almost ran out. 
from the 8 p.m. service, racing_ with each other to get 
most speedily down Keate's Lane, the rule was made that 
certain dignitaries in the school should have a court each 
by right, and give them away or use them as they pleased. 
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" Disorderly" Is a mild word. Alexander (captain of 
the XI in 1867) was foremost in the race and always 
jumped the wall outside the Chapel entrance, cutting off 
a yard or two, till one day an old woman selling apples 
emerged inopportunely from behind a tree just as Alex
ander flew over the wall. His knees impinged on the 
poor old lady's person and she was knocked half across 
High Street, and her apples scattered to every point of 
the compass. What happened to C. -R. A. the annals 
do not record ; we may, however, be perfectly certain 
that he did not stop to pick up either the fruit or the 
defenceless vendor. 

But we learnt the game somehow, and though from 
early days I was handicapped by tender hands, I was 
twice successful in winning School Fives, though the strain 
of competing, with the Newcastle Examination going on 
at the same time, was not favourable either to the fives or 
to the examination. Hence I could infer how extra
ordinary was the achievement of Gerald Anderson, one 
of the most brilliant of Eton sons ; if I am not mistaken 
he was in the final for School and House Fives and also 
in the Select for the Newcastle three years in succession. 
There can be no parallel to that. 

TENNIS 

Tennis in the covered court, that most scientific, ancient, 
and graceful game, which now has not even a name to 
itself, occupied a great deal of time and money at Cam
bridge. As to time, perhaps it is hard to say what better 
winter exercise was available for those who didn't ride or 
hunt regularly ; but it cost in those times £80 per annum. 
I have my doubts if the modern youth is quite so tough 
or so keen as we were. Exactly on the stroke of the 
hour we entered the court and turned out the two whose 
time was up, so as to get our full hour. Eustace Miles 
-an acute observer of human life-tells me that by 
1000 this eagerness to be " at it " had died away. The 
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young fellows dawdled in ten minutes late I I know not 
how it is nowadays • 
. Besides expense, there are two drawbacks to the game 

it is not in the open air, and it only exercises one arm, 
None the less there is a wondrous spell about it, and tQ 
.this day I find fancy, when not otherwise engaged, will se~ 
aside the counterelaim of cricket and call up to the mind 
the exquisite vision of the heavily cut ball rattling cosilf 
in the backhand comer. I never got to be more than. 
a possible second fiddle for the University-something 
went wrong with the stroke, I never made out what- · 
and later I found that, as at lawn tennis, some malign 
humoll! which I can only call nervousness went far to 
strip my play of all distinction, though Nature certainly 
intended something much better. • 

It is to. the credit of the game that it tests the tern~ 
with quite peculiar penetration. My brother Alfred wa& 
in this respect a model from the first, though endowed 
by nature with plenty of choler, as the following incident 
revealed. For the inexperienced it should be explained 
that the heavy racquet we had to use either gave a 
delicious feeling if the ball was hit true, or with the smallesl 
inaccuracy made an ugly noise against the wood, jarred 
the whole arm, sent the ball anywhere, and, in short, 
exhibited a most woeful form of failure just when the 
subject of it was anticipating the keenest joy of success, 
The cause of this horror ·is "turning over" the head of the 
racquet. Once when Alfred, quite at the beginning of'his 
discipleship, was painfullY. wrestling with thiS disorder, 
John Phillips was marking and took on himself to r.epeat 
monotonously: " You turned the head of the racquet 
over." (John Phillips was the burly curator of tlj'\ 
court.) Alfred, getting to be more and more exasperated: 
" John, if you say that again, I shall kick you." Good· 
plain Saxon, but John ignored the warning; whereupon 
Alfred, coming over to the service side, passed John, wh~ 
was stooping to gather up the balls according to custom. 
and planted a most hefty kick with the flat of his left foot 
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soundingly on the ample person. John rises and, gazing 
up at the opposite window, moralizes the situation with 
a crescendo in the voice as the pain was realized : " If 
anyone does that to me again, rll knock him down, (crea.) 
d-d if I don't; (jJ.) if he's as big as a tennis court, I will.'" 
Then suddenly the stentorian shout dropped to a slow, 
reflective note : " By gum, but it was a kick I " 

GOLJ' 

The great Scottish pastime exerted its weird spell upon 
me for twenty years from 1895. Beginning in the sunlit 
slopes around Lough Swilly in the north of Ireland, I 
continued to play mostly at Cromer till the War, com
bined with a diminishini length of drive, heightened cost 
of balls, and a dwindling prospect of improvement on a 
18 handicap settled for me golf's hash for good and all, 
The coping-stone was set by my clubs, bag, and balls 
being stolen by some French artists in thievery at Mar
seilles station about 1917. 

Golf illustrates the inability of the human intellect to 
understand life. The fact should not be forgotten that 
it was played at Blackheath some 250 years before 
ordinary Englishmen knew there was such a game. In 
1906 Henry Sidgwick bore upon him the mark of a cleek 
which had smitten his nose at Blackheath fifty-four years 
before. But no one took notice. The hour had not 
struck. Then all of a sudden the fever set in, and all 
the island was Scotticized. 

Musings on golf are sometimes quite interesting-that 
i~r, in its sociological aspects. Yet it is a rare achievement 
to describe even a thrilling match without monotony. 
Few have written on it with more fertility and charm 
than my old and dear friend Horace Hutchinson. It 
would save us from some confusion of mind if it were not 
called a game ; that is, it lacka the element of attack and 
defence which I hold to be inherent in all games from 
cricket and tennis down to dominoes. Some club secre
tary !ell terribly foul of me for calling it a kind of obstacle 
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race. I suppose the worthy fellow thought the member
ship of his club would straightway " peak and pine." He 
need not have minded. The more truth there is in my 
description the less likely it is to be noticed. What 
makes golf popular will go on to do so, no matter who 
decries it. Its worst enemy-indeed, its only enemy-is 
the growing expense ; and certain municipalities have 
this matter in hand. 

In the nineties, middle-aged cricketers taking to golf 
found themselves a prey to gusts of choler, novel in 
character, baftling in origin, and in potency not to be 
withStood. Their onsets have largely passed, as M. Cou~ 
has often remarked in other connexions, since modern 
players mostly begin young enough to be still supple in 
body and mind. Men of my generation bore the brunt 
of the storm, in that the curious difficulty of every stroke 
was to each .. one a revelation of his personal physical 
infirmity. Yon stalwart ex-cricketer of forty, an adept 
at propelling the leathern orb whither he chose, for all 
its lightning flight, I see him now, pursed lips puckered, 
grappling with the problem of the innocent little white 
thing, waiting his pleasure on the sward. His lips are 
pressed, his brow intent ; his :fingers, shoulders, hips, 
being drilled into slow, ungainly prescribed movements 
with a result generally pitiful in its unlooked-for abortive
ness. As a French acquaintance at Costebelle phrased 
it: " D y en a qui vont; il yen a qui ne vont pas ; ,et 
~a me dt!courage infiniment." True, there was. a subt{e 
difference between this worthy and our players. It was 
in mid-April in that celestial spot, when under a torrid 
sky our friend set himself to master " le sport." His 
figure was rotund, his' neck short, his collar very stiff, 
his coat of glossy black; ·glossy, too, his patent-leather 
boots. In ten minutes moisture streamed down his 
cheeks and his shoulders were steaming. Two small, 
unwashed Ligurian& were hired to recover the balls after 
each attempted blow, and the patient pro. explained the 
inner meaning of each divagation. Not all are called 
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upon to go through this martyrdom ; but what can be 
the joy of a pastime which can require such an " expense 
of spirit in a waste of shame" ? The immorality of the 
proceeding, as M. --detected, lies in the want of sequence 
between cause and effect. Patience, concentration on 
one end, and submission to authority ought to be rewarded 
more often than' they are for the tiro. Very often in
creased care merely multiplies disasters ; and the effeet 
on one's view of the Universe can hardly be bracing. It 
is noticeable, however, that the real crux is to point out 
where you have done right. There is no mystery in 
failure, after all ; what I could never understand was the 
good drive when it came off. It is like the unanimous 
public verdiets about things-new tunes, pietures, com
modities, people-which are very often wrong; the bafHing 
f'aet is they are now and again right. 



CHAPTER XXI. 

CHURCH WORK 

Foa the last few years it has been my lot to do a great 
deal of preaching, mostly in or around London ; and I 
am beginning to learn more and more every year of' the 
truth given to me and my ccmtuliernal~ at Eton, Stuart 
Donaldson, in 1884, by a greatly revered and beloved 
old parish priest, the Rev. Herbert James, Rector of 
Livermere in Suffolk (father of-among others-the 
present Archdeacon of Dudley and the Provost of Eton). 
He told us how he had tried writing out all of the sermon 
or some of it, preaching from memory entirely or with 
the help of notes, etc., etc., and how he had come to the 
conclusion that, do what you will, preaching is the most 
difficult thing in the world. Not very encouraging for 
two young deacons, one would think, as the verdict of 
one who was reckoned among the best preachers in East 
Anglia. Yet I am thankful to have had the warning ; 
for the most fatal thing for any prie~l care not who 
he may _be-is to fall into the idea that preaching is any
thing but supremely difficult. So far the truth is quite 
clear. 

Let it be observed first, tliat the true success or failure 
• of a sermon depends on the sincerity of both preacher 

and listeners. To listen well is · just as difficult as to 
preach well, and just as heavy a responsibility, however· 
generally it may be disowned. 

Now, of course, as a parson I am tempted to dwell on 
the duties of the laity in this matter. But I will first 
indicate one or two points necessary to be borne in mind 
in regard to the responsibility of the preacher, which 

286 
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among the many books and pamphlets dealing with the 
subject have not been sufficiently emphasized. 

1. As sincerity depends partly on experience both 
practical and spiritual, is it anything to wonder at if young 
preachers are often ineffective ? Some sagacious vicars 
allow the deacon but one sermon a week, but would it not 
be well if no young man preached till he is thirty years of 
age ? Someone who made this suggestion reminded us that 
Christ Himself only began at that age. 

2. :My old friend the Bishop of Derby remarked not 
long ago that sermons are now generally constructed as 
starting from some present-day perplexity or confusion 
of thought, and ending with light shed upon it from 
Scripture. Forty years ago the reverse obtained. The 
discourse started from the text, and after a rather copious 
exposition ended with a practical application to ordinary 
life. Whichever method is adopted, and I hold the former 
on the whole is the preferable, there is little excuse in 
these times for ignorance concerning what people are think
ing about ; though sometimes the suspicion rises that they 
tajk about embarrassments into which others have fallen. 

8. William Gibbs of Hagley was as effective a village 
preacher as I have ever heard. He told me how the lovable 
King, Bishop of Lincoln, had said to him, " Never prepare 
a sermon except on your knees." Y erb. aap. 

4. Father Benson of Cowley, hearing of a younger 
member of the Brotherhood, a man of real talent for 
preaching, being vexed at the smallness of his congrega
tions, writes to a third party : " Tell him that his prayers 
will always do more good than his sermons." This ought 
to be a truism, not a fanciful paradox, as is generally 
thought. He added : " It .is a nobler thing to talk to 
God than to man." 

Among listeners, sincerity means the desire to imbibe 
what is true, no matter how unpalatable it may be. That 
is incontestable. Yet how universal is the practice of 
estimating a preacher according to the personal fancies 
of his critics I ", I don't like that kind of sermon, and 
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am thlnldng of leaving this church " : such Is a very
ordinary comment. But supposing the very thing in the! 
sermon which is disliked is the truth, what then ? Doe:! 
history warrant us in saying that truth is always weF 
comed ? or rather that when it is forcibly promulgate~ 
it has always been repudiated by a considerable propor, 
tion of the hearers ? William Blake made the interesting 
remark that " truth intelligibly taught is never dis· 
believed" ; and I maintain that whether this is entirely 
or only partially true, the rejection of truth is far more 
often due to .its being disliked than to its being dis 
believed. 

Many people comment upon sermons as they commen~ 
on pictures in the Academy : they wait till they catch
or think they catch-what other people are saying and 
then say the same thing as nearly as possible in the sams 
words. But they forget that the popular verdict to-da)l' 
is clean contrary to-what it was eighty years ago. Nowa• 
days a preacher who did not touch on present-day problems 
would speedily empty his church, but Lord Melbourne 
was heard protesting with needless strength of language 
against a preacher he happened to light upon who dis· 
coursed upon ordinary life and its difficulties. " I considel': 
that I am a godfearing man. But to have to listen to a 
sermon on ordinary life-why l--it, what next?" Again,; 
one hears of a rustic c~ngregation avowing a preference 
for" t'ould Vicar" as against his successor, who was s' 
first-rate, very simple preacher. .. Yees, he's all veey 
good, and I knaws it; but, bless ye, t'ould one was wlial 
we loiked-we did." But ·that " ould one " was given to 
quoting sentences of the Greek Testament in the original 
-it was a College hVi:ng-and not one syllable was under· 
stood, or expected to be, by any man, woman, br child 
gathered within the walls:· I have known of schoolboys 
tolerating and even preferring a drivelling harangue if1 
place of one which convinced them that Christianity waa 
difficult, but preaching to boys is a subject by itself. 

Much depend!! on what nature of defect is complained 
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of. Often the voice Is disagreeable, or the words In
audible, or the matter platitudinous. But it is noticeable 
that very few people in a congregation discern what the 
fault is, and practically no one fixes the responsibility on 
the right shoulders. It is often asked, " Why are the 
clergy not trained to speak ? " and the answer is quite 
simple: that the community doesn't believe in training 
and flatly refuses to pay for it. You can't get voice
training for nothing ; it is a difficult and highly scientific 
branch of education ; and as no diocese has a sixpence 
to spare, little or nothing is done. But I will recur to 
this subject later. 

As to the sermons being platitudinous : here again the 
desire of the public is uncertain. Unquestionably the 
majority of English people dislike being made to think ; 
yet they also dislike listening to words they have heard 
ever so many times before. They demand, in short, a 
thing difficult to provide, viz. new ideas which sound like 
old ones, or platitudes which sound like novelties. 
Jowett once opened a sermon by saying that some people 
come to church in quest of repose. Certainly mental 
repose, but the sort compatible with the mind being 
tickled, not left completely alone. Physical repose is 
still common in the country districts, as was indicated by 
the rustic who answered the question whether he liked 
sermons long or short by saying that he liked to hear 
" 'im a-goin' on " when he woke up. 

Sermons would improve if regular church-goers would 
make their wants more plainly heard. Nothing but public 
opinion is needed to insure that young deacons should 
have voice-training. But there are two other measures 
the laity might take. One is to refrain from insisting that 
parish priests should become parish hacks, immersed in 
secular work which is not their job. The town parson of 
to-day has no time to read or think. The other I have 
explained already. If the lay people want sermons more 
intellectual, it is foolish to forbid their cleverest sons to 
think about Holy Orders, as a great many are doing 
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to-day, and then to go about grumbling at sermons being· 
dull. Whose fault is that ? ' I 

I have only dealt superficially with the part the laity' 
might play in this matter. This is not the place to dwell 
on the parson's defects. The theme is threadbare ; an4 
much allowance should be made for the British . habi\ 
of crabbing in public what is secretly rated prett/ hig~ 
One last remark. No member of the Church has a righJ 
to decry preachers if he has never thought what Emi>q . 

.Vays mean. · 
In another way the commUnity might help hot 

bishops and priests to face the question of " secular 
work in any town parish. For some years past, abou 
sixty perhaps, the clergy have been goaded on by th 
public to show a vigorous and unremitting interest i 1 

such matters as housing or the settling of industrial · 
disputes. Many of the bishops reinforce this demand; 
and complaints, not loud but deep, may be heard on evert i 
side as to the intolerable situation thereby created. Hoi\, 
is a man to preach "good" sermons whose whole energie~ 
are absorbed in secular work fol' which he has hall n~ 
training, which is annually increasing in amount, and\ 
which, like all work, lay or clerical, is largely associate~· . 
with failure ? Quiet thought abou~ the meaning of burna 
life and destiny is not compatible with a balance sheet. 
that will not balance. 

I maintain that the parson's first duty is to rea}izei 
what his message is, and then to deliver it. "I:he seco~d; 
duty is to include in this· .message a constant appeal to': 
the public conscience, not as to the remedies to be adopted,~ 
but as to the issues which are at stake, and the certainty) 
that to starve chililren's souls is even worse than ·to~ 
ill-treat their bodies. The third is for each man to fix f 
the proportion between secular work, study, and solitude, f 
and stick to it. 

The following situation is quite common. A parish 
priest finds himself faced by evils rampant in a slum, 
and an urban district council mainly composed of in-
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ditrercnt men and ignorant women, nor has anyone shown 
the capacity to grasp the mere legal requirements. He 
knows he can do it, and uses his position on the parish 
council to burrow into the rights and responsibilities of 
landlords. Is this as it should be ? I say, No. He 
ought to give advice from outside the committee if he is 
sure he knows what he is talking about ; this should 
mean a brief conversation once a fortnight with the best 
man he knows on the Committee. Anyhow it is his main 
duty to do nothing to take off from their shoulders oneS
ounce of responsibility : it is their affair, Further, that 
if from outside he learns that they are blundering, he 
should beware of interfering. Why 7 Because in these 
restless days someone will persuade him to move on to a 
higher sphere of work, which the cynic said was the 
parson's way of describing a rise in income ; and off he 
will go, leaving them-unless he has held himself severely 
aloof-as helpless as children in presence of an uncom
pleted task for which they have had no training. Men 
learn by committing blunders, not by being spared them. 
But if he finds them acquiescing in coldness and lapsing 
into inertia, then let him thunder out all the terrors of 
judgment on a nation which seems to be losing its dread 
of sin. Is not that common sense ? But it is very rarely 
done ; and I fear the reason is that sometimes the priest 
thinks he can do it all himself, and sometimes the laity 
are too indolent to correct his error. 

Ts:& Vox Hmu.xA 

Another terrible impediment to progress is the national 
neglect of training children and young people in speaking 
our own noble language. This is a huge subject, but I 
must give some painful experience of my own to show 
that I write not quite as an ignoramus. 

In 1874, when I .ought to have been- learning how to 
sing and how to speak, there was no one in the country 
who knew anything about either ; that is, about the 
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Science of Voice Production for either purpose. In 187 
I took lessons from an Italian teacher, well known in th 
West End of London, whose great successes were som . 
of the brothers Wade. Arthur and Charles were excellen 
singers, with naturally well-produced tenor voices, so tha · 
what Perugini taught them fell on good soil. But wha : 
no one knew' till later was that our language is far mo 
difficult to pronounce clearly and wholesomely than. 
Italian or French. Hence a peck of troubles. One comes . 

. facross a number of people with whom conversation is a 1 
. ' 

dubious delight. Many of them mutter, some snarl, some 
are strident as a saw and seem to cleave one's braiJt. 
Then others, in public speaking or preaching, obviously 
strain their throat organs, and whether they are audible 
or not they bring their message into contempt. Of cours~, 
if the message is erroneous, irrelevant, or vulgar, it is a 
gain if it be inaudibly delivered; but. the, frequency with! 
which good stuff is spoilt by the utterance is a pure tragedy, I 
There is not too much wisdom in England or elsewhere 
for us to be careless in this matter. ·What pains we take 
to dress our shop windows and our persons to make them 
attractive I and how little we do to commend our good 
thoughts to our fellow-man I And if they are not o~ 
own thoughts,. it is worse still. This opens up the subj~ 1 

of reading aloud. J 
All parents worth calling by the name wish their sons 

to grow up good citizens-that is, to learn unselfishness~ 
Yet they are blind to th~ fact that an English boy--,.a~ 
his very best perhaps the ·finest thing in creation-starts 
handicapped by self-consciousness which at fifteen is 
often a real peril. . TJle best antidote is a good store. o( 
wholesome thoughts, pabulum for the higher self; and, 
if these are not provided,' manifold morbidities are bound 
to supervene. Sundry pundits used to ascribe the brain-f · 
less self-sufficiency of our youths to the influence ofl 
athletics, an.d sorry nonsense was talked at large. Bowen~ ~ 
of Harrow stated boldly that games furnished the boys' · 
minds with something to think about. So they do, but . 
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it is a thin fare ; and if the mental aruemia is combined 
with a full-blooded physique, complications set in. We 
are, however, mending our ways in the schools in this 
matter, but somehow we have a faint and feeble belief 
in the demand of children for reading aloud. That is the 
best, the cheapest, the most effective method of imparting 
pabulum that our ingenuity has yet invented. 

This ought to be the practice in every home, beginning 
with the quite young. Between nine and fourteen years 
of age is the prime time for a child to hear plenty of good 
stuff, and more than that, to learn how to recite poetry 
clearly and with good understanding. Moreover, it is 
the natural time for learning by heart, the memory being 
undisturbed by " the pale cast of thought." 

How many of the English public can read aloud Y 
I am not going to answer that question further than to 
point out that if reading aloud is to be tolerably good, it 
must be expressive of the reader's thought and emotion. 
If he has neither, no training will give it him ; but it 
will prevent his voice from sounding like a scarecrow. 
. Now, very few Englishmen speak their own language as 
well as Nature intended they should, but the improve
ment given by a little careful teaching to boys between 
sixteen and nineteen is very surprising. Something can 
be done in childhood, but after the voice cracks the problem 
changes. Think of it I The growing mind of the boy 
cannot express itself, because the wrong use of the throat 
muscles spoils the sound and kills the meaning. If this 
happens. the boy's mind suffers too ; for not only in 
public speaking or recitation or singing, but in ordinary 
conversation, the more meaning a man can bring out of 
himself, the more remains within I Such is the noble 
paradox of the larynx. If you want to feed your boy's 
mind and to help towards saving our beautiful language 
from deterioration, teach him to read aloud when he is 
quite young, and make him practice constantly through 
the slippery paths of youth till his voice is set, and you 
may go a good way towards equipping the lad for his best 

• 
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work in life, the passing on to others such truth as h! 
has been allowed to learn. t 

The present age in civilized countries is marked by aJI 

almost unique belief in talk. Never before were there so • 
many conferences held, and experience must have taught' 
us by now that, though not always barren of good, the: 
good is slight compared with the output_of energy and 
brain effort in organizing. There is, indeed, somethin#' 
remarkably humiliating in the disproportion between our 
hope and its attainment whenever we bring seriousJ i 
minded men and women together to air their views o1" 
life's demands. We come away with something more • 
than a suspicion that a good deal of the talk has been oil' 
the point, or superficial, or blankly misleading. But' 
worse than that is the undeniable fact that the admoni$ ' 
tions which we are obliged to admit are sensible an4 _ 
sound are still distasteful and repellent. Why 't Simply· 
because the speakers have commended their counsels to: 
us through the medium of ugly noises. One voice after' 
another has grated on our ears, exasperatingly, despairingly, · 
so that truth, painfully learnt by the heralds of it, has ' 
been uttered through a misused trachea and an epiglott~ 
wrongly opened, and instead of cheering mankind with it$ 
invigorating message of harmony and peace, it has adde~ 
to the prevailing note of lamentation, mourning, and woe~ 
Is not that unmixed tragedy 7 A great deal of this mis~ 
chief would be prevented if children were taught to speali( 
clearly and intelligently by hearing and practising the 
clear utterances of their elders. · \ 

Doubtless there are_parents whose recitations would_~ 
purely deterrent; but the~ comes the opportunity of the; 
maiden aunt. It will be long, I fear, before an appreciable 
number of fathers will tOuch this matter with a singlc:f . 
fleeting thought; but in the excess of women over melt . 
in these chequered times there is hope. Moreover, girl$ 
read aloud better than boys, as a rule ; they have less ~ 
contend with in the growth of the adolescent larynx-a facti 
which should encourage the spinster far into middle life~ 

"' 
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But what has all this to do with Church work T 
In the first place, if all so-called educated people had 

learnt by heart and recited plenty of good stuff in their 
childhood, and had been a little instructed through the 
troubles of puberty, so as to speak with mellifluous voices 
and have something good to say, the world would be a 
very different place from what it is. The message of the 
Gospel would have an immensely better chance than it 
now has because our people still love their Bible, but they 
are too much hustled to read it themselves. Alack I and 
alack I so that it is more necessary than ever that what 
they hear in Church shall win their affections- and stir 
their understandings. I have heard it reported of F. D. 
Maurice that people came to hear him recite Evensong of 
a week-day evening ; · so beautifully he did it that it was 
like hearing him praying aloud. An intelligent and well· 
brought-up girl of fifteen, on being prepared for Confirma
tion, showed she knew nothing of the Gospel story. When 
asked why she did not listen in church, she replied that she 
had never in her life heard a lesson audibly read. A 
young deacon not long ago was shown how to speak and 
then how to read a Psalm ; he almost broke. down when 
he found how expressive an organ the throat is, and what 
a grand moment it is when you find you have something to 
express I That kind of thing ought to be quite common. 
Instead of which I I ••• I I 

However, it may be said that the Chureh of England is 
just beginning to wake up. The most nonsensical excuses 
for' inertia are still heard. It is commonly pleaded that 
there is no time for a course of lessons, nor money to pay 
for them. But suppose a candidate for Holy Orders 
pleaded that he had not a decent pair of boots to wear, 
and not a sixpence towards new ones, the bishop would 
insist on their being provided, and they would be; because 
people believe boots to lJ.e necessary-a dubious article 
of faith ; and yet they think a good working voice can 
he dispensed with, though the young fellow will soon be 
reading Isaiah aloud I 

20 " 
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My own experience was briefly as follows: After abou 
fifteen years of teaching, singillg, and preaching, I foun 
the larynx wa5 beginning to strike work. A friend ha 
told me of his own far worse affiiction, when, being oblige 
to sp_eak several days in succession as a candidate fc 
Parliament, he found.he could not even keep it upformor 
than a quarter of an hour, and that only by previous!, 
consuming an egg fillip with a teaspoonful of cayenne peppe 
added I However, he had been more or less restored afte 
120 lessons with a voice producer, and that certainly h 
knew of no other. To this professor I repaired, an• 
finding that he was so full of confidence as to charge , 
shilling a minute while I was in his company, I too: 
sixteen lessons and certainly derived some benefit, thougi 
if he had not been half a charlatan he could have cure• 
me in four. Oddly. enough, he sometimes spent five o 
six minutes in personal gossip, but I never could detec 
any corresponding abatement of the tariff. 

However, this experience gave me some hint what t< 
avoid, and also a real interest in the subject. Before lont 
I came across a student of the laws of voice-production 
an American called Thorpe, a pioneer in the investiga 
tion, and gifted not only with a very fine voice but witl 
the power of colour-audition-that is, any note sun1 
gave him a vision of eolour, which varied according tl 
the purity of the sound. He had very poor health lUlC 
died in his prime ; but Jt was striking to n.otice thai 
while his constitution was breaking up, the voice remaine( 
pure and strong to the last. Before his death I lalioure< 
along with my old friend W. H. Leslie to form an assoc.:ia 
tion for the relief of elementary teachers ; of whom wt 
learnt that at Christmastime (about 1896) no less thai 
2,000 in London alone were disabled for teaching, tht 
School Board authorities being wholly ignorant of tht 
cause, not suspecting apparently that there was ~ 

problem of any kind to be solved. We formed a little 
society ; the two professional trainers were to be Thor~ 
and the well-known ballad-singer Billy Nicholls, a rea1 

~ i 
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artist but quite unscientific, and just as we were on the 
point of being able to give some real help to teachers, 
public speakers, and parsons, both of our experts died 
in the same year and the effort collapsed. 

The grand difficulty in the way of practical action was 
that the ground was crawling with. enthusiastic quacks, 
whose love for their own self-devised methods was 
balanced by a lofty scorn for other people's; and while 
the air was rent with bickerings and random defamation, 
it was impossible to fix a qualifying standard of knowledge.• 
Indeed, the prospect of this immense evil being even miti
gated seemed in the nineties to be quite beyond the horizon. 

Hope has now dawned. Money is being supplied, and 
a good deal can be done quite cheaply. In every theo
logical college one of the staff could be soundly and speedily 
taught the rudiments ; he could work the ordinary cases. 
Wherever there is a difficulty, stubborn bad habits or 
organs already injured, the candidate should be sent up 
to experts in London, who really do exist in the flesh and 
will deal with the ease effectually at the lowest possible 
cost. 

It is difficult to imagine greater benefit from any such 
simple reform : a long-standing scandal of English church
manship would be nearly remedied, and an immense impetus 
would be given to the training of children to read aloud. 

The trouble is the inveterate dislike of millions of good 
people for anything remotely suggestive of science. 

I ,A friend who derived benefit from the Rev. Sandila.nda and now reeds 
admirably gave me oometbins of a picture. In a retired 'Midland villaga 
oome Bltoen huoky young paraona were gathered, and ordered to •peok 
only on the lowaet nato in their voioee, and oonllne themoelveo to aome 
doggerel, which they loamt by heart, and ev81')l' word of which began with 
a b I They wore then token into the ohurob, and 88VOI1 of them laid Oat on 
the floor, each with another huoky oloric •tanding on hia ohoot I Thia wao 
lor the breathing apparetua, and in that oODBtrainad positinn tho reoum· 
bent patient enunciated the doggerel about " bounding beaming Billy," 
who .,..lOOn wolllmo- to the looal 110..m.... This was-- the doggerel 
wu growled out daily by the men out walking. Tbey were also made 
to 11111pond thomeolveo by the obin from a oornioo in the na-Jike tho 
wiokod houaamaido In the Ody'"' and there mutter the otory of Billy. 
Tblo wu to otrongthan the eztorior throat m1110leo. • 

• 



CHAPTER XXII 

MISCELLANEA 

BIRDS 

IT is very difficult to exaggerate the change that has come 
over us during the last fifty years in respeet of love of 
Nature. Preoccupation with cricket and want of stimulud 
deferred, in my case and in that of many contemporariesj 
abnost all observation of Nature till middle age set iiU 
Two or three of my colleagues at Haileybury did much 
to quicken the dormant sense in regard to birds. Th~ 
woodlands round the school are well stocked indeed, and 
in the Master's garden there were, I think, three nightin. 
gales' nests in one season, about 1895. I greatly fear 
there has been since then a steady decline in their numbers 
in the south of the country. No cause is known, any 
more than for these birds boycotting Ireland and th' 
West of England. On one occasion in that year I was. 
taking a Plato class in the garden, and in the laurestinwi 
a few feet away Philomel was uttering his most copiod 
stream of sound. I asked every boy what bird it ~ 
and not one knew. They· guessed a motley assorf:ment, 
including, if I remember right, a red-shank. In these 
times would sueh ignorance be possible ? ! 

A very fascinating subject is the flight of birds. It 
llas been treated with great knowledge and insight by my 
friend and colleague the late F. W. Headley in hi& volume 
The Flight of Birds, but once I had the privilege of wi~ 
nessing one of the noblest sights in Nature. In 1887 l 
was on the Monte :Moro pass in Switzerland in Augus~ 
about 5 p.m., when someone descried a large bird coming 
towards us from. t~e far north-west horizon. It proved 

.. ll98 
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to be an eagle, and he came straight over us, not more 
than 20 or 80 feet above our heads, and continued 

Balling with oupreme dominion 
Tbro' tho azure doopo cif air, 

till he disappeared miles away to the south-east ; and 
never once the whole time did he move his outstretched 
wings I Compare that with the noise, the smell, and the 
danger of our aeroplanes I 

Years ago I read in some journal a description worth 
reproducing of the unlovely vulture at his very best. It 
was in a time of famine in India when the writer came 
in his wanderings upon a poor, wretched native dying 
under a tree, on the lowest bough of which two of these 
noisome fowls were sitting waiting till they could peace
fully begin their horrid meal. But the traveller could 
not brook this, so with stones he scared them from their 
perch. They launched themselves downwards, swooping 
close to the ground, then upwards and outwards free of 
the tree they rose in magnificent spirals towards the 
zenith of the heavens, till the sun smote upon them some 
2,000 feet high so that they tla.shed in splendour from the 
reflection like two small iridescent gems against the blue. 
From start to finish there was not one single fiap of the 
wings I 

A curious instance of making the best of circumstances 
occurred at Haileybury. I had put up a nesting-box on 
an acacia tree, and looking in one day discovered a poor 
lfttle blue-tit dead at the bottom, presumably " egg
bound." The bolL was about 6 inches deep. I told the 
gardener to dispose of the remains and clean out the box 
ready for a more fortunate occupant. He omitted to do 
so, and the next morning I found a wrvneck incubating 
on the corpse !-not, I imagine, quoting Romeo, 

Here will I ool up fD7 everlaating root. 
And -- from lhio pa!aoe of dim night depm agaiD, 

but very Cull of protest against ~~ disturbed. The 

• 
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following year she returned and brought up a modest little 
family. 

In .our tiny patch of garden to-day, near the confines of 
Kensington and Chelsea on the Old Brompton Road, the 
following birds have either visited us or nested in the 
Bolton Gardens : thrush, blackbird (their voices magnified 
by the walls of houses), pigeon, chaffinch, brown owl, 
great tit, robin, sparrow, and carrion crow. Should 
there not be a crusade against the last named ? They 
are as bad as the magpies in the Proven~al forests, de
stroying the few little birds left by man. 

It is extremely hard to learn about birds in middle age. 
One ought to spend two hours a day in some woods, quite 
alone and motionless, fitted out with a Zeiss opera-glass ; 
but who can spend his time in that way nowadays 1 

Doas 
A remarkable instance of the toughness of dogs, 

occurred at Eton in 1872. Two of us elder boys were 
standing at the main-road corner of Keate's Lane, and 
Charlie Wise's landau drove by, and on the near side was 
trotting a dog, a familiar and detested figure, as he used 
to haunt " Pop" stairs and rout the members of that 
august body, horse, foot, and artillery, by sudden 
and unprovoked onsets. Now, the members of Pop are 
nothing if not dignified, but even with them safety came 
first, and they sought it on'these occasions. 1n pell-mell 
and most ignoble flight. The stairs, too, across ·the 
yard opposite to where they now are, , were steep and 
dark, and altogether the furious quadruped was regarded· 
with hatred curiously blended with respect. Just as the 
vehicle was passing I happened to raise my arm in illus
tration, probably, of some stroke at fives ; anyhow, 
without heed of the cur. He, however, knowing our 
ways, thought I meant mischief, and swerved right under 
the off forewheel. It went clean over him, and after a 
whimper and a convulsion in between the' two, the hind 

< 'lll 
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wheel repeated the operation. The beast was, so to speak, 
piano, but lay down composedly on the doorstep, and next 
day was at his old tricks again. He was a thickly built 
cur of indefinable lineage, about the size of a big spaniel; 
his coat was of tight curly texture, in colour a dirty white 
with a big black blotch on the middle of his broad back. 
The vehicle was a regular heavy landau, empty inside. 

Connected with this same quadruped. about a year 
earlier I learnt what it means to be petrified with terror. 
Coming back from " private " with Billy Johnson, our 
tutor, in company with my brothers Bob and Alfred, I 
saw the animal lying torpidly by the door of " Little 
Brown's" about twenty yards away. Having a fives 
ball in my hand, and thinking he was asleep, I let drive at· 
him, and the ball rattled angrily an inch from his right 
ear. Like an arrow from the bow and growling most 
fearsomely, the beast made straight for us, My brethren 
without a word ran. Bob, I should mention, was no sprinter, 
save when he scented danger and then he was hard to 
beat. On this occasion he kept even with the fleet
footed Alfred till they were safe at Evans's door. I would 
gladly have followed suit, but, with legends of the animal's 
ferocity urging up within, I found myself literally rooted 
to the ground. I was just making up my mind for one 
despairing kick-it would have been a hard on-.when 
the enemy at three yards' distance stopped in his head
long onslaught and turned snarlingly away. I am not 
sure that he did not construe my stationary attitude as 
tlie steadfastness of calm fortitude, If so, I can only say 
he was immeasurably wrong in his reckoning. Another 
explanation is that-as was afterwards asserted-he had 
no teeth. 

A strange story of an otter was told me by a well-known 
sporting contemporary, Dan Lascelles of the Yorkshire 
stock. Dan was out otter-hunting, and as the hounds 
were drawing up a little river he thought he would try an 
experiment. He ran on for over a quarter of a mile 
wbile the main body came along slowly. Dan then 

• 
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waded into the middle of the stream and stood stock-stili 
expectantly. Sure enough, he soon spied the hunted 
animal well in Cront.-uf the pack swimming towards him. 
He stood still, and the otter, mistaking him for a post, 
climbed up and sat on his shoulder surveying the scene, 
dripping but quite calm. Dan, being reckoned as a piece 
of timber, judged it best to act up. to his reputation and 
-accomplished the not easy feat of standing without moving 
a finger or an eyelid for about a mitlute and a half; after 
which his guest slid down and made off. I take it if he 
had moved he might have got off minus his right ear I 

OvERSTRAIN 

One often hears the question, " Are not the present 
generation more subject to what is called obsession or 
degeneration of the nervous system, owing to their ex
periences in the War?" 

Not reckoning shell-shock cases, I doubt it. The talk 
about nerve-strain began long before the War; but in 
the nineties, or a little-earlier, I stumbled on an amusing .. 
article in some magazine by a very sensible doctor. He 
pointed out that of his patients more got ill from too 
much leisure than from too much· work. Two men he 
knew had been kept from illness by the wholesome stimulus 
of a chronic quarrel : one, a country parson, by acute 
ritualistic diiferences with his flock ; the other by. a 
" sharp contention " between himself and a co-trustee. · 
Another, an auj:horess,· showed resource against a double 
embarrassment. She was harassed 'at finding her flgure 
in proeess of losing its pristine grace, owing to the in~e 
of adipose tissue ; and on, the top of this found her writing I 
disturbed by an organ-~der who played in the street , 
every morning for half an hour, being apparently within j 
his legal rights in so doing. She doubtless quoted i 
Calverley : l 

'Tie not that thy mien is stately : 
'Tie not that thy toneo are soft : 

'Tie not that I lo..., to hOar thee 
Pla.y the aelf-eamo tune so oft. 
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But what was to be done f Happy thought I Before 
the first bar of •• Annie Laurie " was finished, she laid 
down her pen and gave up twenty-five minutes to skipping 
contentedly in the back-yard, keeping time with the 
instrument. Ana \lOW, wrote our author, she is in good 
health and as shapely as a lath I 

BEGGARS 

People differ surprisingly in their attitude towards 
beggars. I always find it difficult to say" no" to one in 
the street, but have never given money without regretting 
it afterwards ; and years ago I was told of a mendicant 
who was overheard one evening coaching his young son 
as to the kind of appeal to be made, with variations suitable 
to different sorts of passers-by : smart young ladies, 
retired colonels, elderly spinsters with pet dogs, etc. etc. ; 
and while engaged thus as a mentor of youth he was 
sorting out the scraps of victuals gathered into his wallet 
during the day, throwing away the rubbish, legs of 
chickens, underdone chops, and retaining only the dainty 
morsels. Moreover, the C.O.S. people tell us ttlat if 
all the money given in the streets were sent to them as 
subscriptions, they would be greatly helped in their 
admirable work and much knavery would go unrewarded. 
If anyone is disposed to act on this, let him see to it that 
the transaction is carried out. It is very easy to refuse the 
beggar and forget the C.O.S. This would be to Bout 
the lesson given by a characteristic tale of the large-hearted 
General Gordon, who was blarneyed by a specious tramp 
on the high-road near Southampton and gave him all 
he had with him, a golden sovereign. They parted. 
After some minutes · Gordon had, misgivings, enquired 
from a policeman about the tramp, and learnt that he was 
a well-known liar. Gordon's blood boiled, and he dashed 
down the road after the unsuspecting tramp, and with 
his thick stick gave him a sound hiding, but [orgot to get 
1M .rot>ereign back I • 

If you are inclined to give to the deft draughtsmen 
l 

• 
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who paint pictures on the pavement, beware of those whc 
only come to the fore on Sundays. That seems to indi· 
cate that during the week they have some employment. 

ADVERTISEMENTS 

Some time ago I looked into the question suggested b3 
the vast inflation of advertising which has marked the 
last fifty years. A venerable relation tells me she can 
remember how all the advertisements in The Times were 
contained in one column, a line only being given to each 
firm or article, and all classified most lucidly and well, 
giving the minimum of useful information and maintain-

. ing just the right amount of competition. " 0 dass es 
immer so bliebe I " The amount annually spent on 
advertising nowadays reaches £175,000,000. Much of it 
is devastating to our country scenery ; much of it is 
dressed-up falsehood ; but no one doubts that it is pro
fitable to the firms. The really interesting question is, 
Who pays the piper 'l Having dabbled in economics 
enou~h to be cautious, I referred the matter to a first-rate 
and eminent authority, who replied that I was quite 
right in my surmise that very nearly all of this huge 
sum was added to the cost of the articles. Some pro
minent business-men tacitly admitted it. But I now have 
doubts whether the formula does not require modification. 
Certainly, some articles enormously puffed of late yea,rs 
have not become .dearer, this result, we are told, being 
due to mass-production. ·Yet the more production is 
monopolized the more easily are prices raised, and iii-, 
stances of cheapness. due to the philanthropy of the. 
capitalist would be hard ~ verify. The subject is very 
interesting and requires ~entilation. especially as quite 
recently an increasing amount of brain-power has been 
absorbed into a huge industry for persuading people to 
patronize certain firms when there is no evidence what
ever that it would be to their advantage to do so. 
Probably tne general reluctance to enquire into it is 
encouraged by the reticence observed throughout by the 
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Press. At all events, very difficult though it may be to 
tax advertisements even to a very limited extent, the 
vulgar and disfiguring forms of it call for immediate 
action ; and our timidity in reg~qd to the unspeakable 
violation of our dwindling lovely country landscapes is 
most discreditable to the nation. 

SCENERY 
I will not say what I think is the best scenery in Eng

land, because there is danger of its becoming fashionable 
and spoilt by villadom and trippers. As to these last, 
it might be asked if it is not a pure gain that hard-worked 
people, roughly so designated, should enjoy the amenities 
of our seacoast and hill districts. Certain1y it is a gain, 
but not a pure gain. If the amenities are spoilt, everybody 
will lose, and there are already very few accessible spots 
where solitude is possible in holiday-times. Moreover, it 
is worth remarking that as education tells, the problem 
will become more acute because the multitude of toilers 
in our factory-towns have hitherto confined tbemf.elves 
on bank-holidays to resorts which to them are charming 
simply because they are certain to be crowded. Some 
twenty-five years ago I read that on every bank-holiday 
9,000 people took a return ticket from Bristol to London 
and back in one day. The attraction was not the British 
Museum or the famous old houses or Buckingham Palace, 
but the railway-journey ; the joy of humanity packed 
like sardines : beat, sandwiches, ginger-pop, familiar 
jokes, and song. The fact may waken reflexions as to 
the insensibility of many among us to the beauties of 
Nature. One thing is certain. That gallant 9,000 
could not be in two places at once. If the third-class 
carriages were overburdened, the Cotswolds, anyl;low, were 
spared : and that is just what they will not be when, 
under the influence of enthusiastic scenery lovers, they 
learn to quit the terminus, and even the high-road, and 
swarm noisily over the Clifton downs or the Yorkshire 
dales, This will doubUess be an indication of eiviliza-
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tion spreading downwards through the community. But 
what is going to be the result on the haunts of the Dryads, 
the slopes of moorland or the Wylye valley Y 

A statement once made- by a writer in The Times 
demands attention. It was that the haze permanently 
between us and the sun has increased in density in the 
last hundred years, till to-day the whole country is de
prived of 40 per cent.1 of sunlight throughout the year. 
That is the average, including country and town areas. 
One heinous mischief has resulted. A hundred years ago 
many species of wild flowers which used to be fairly 
common are now seen no more. \Vhen anyone hears this, 
he languidly asks, " Well, ·but what is to be done ? ." 
The only answer is, " Let the fact be known, and sooner 
or later the remedy will be found-unless our country
men prefer death to life. It is far from certain that they 
do not ; but every sensible citizen, if you can get him to 
listen-that is an increasing difficulty-will readily take 
in that we are quietly committing suicide as long as we 
are apathetic about sunlight. The curious fact is that 
durlng the last century the style of house building, the 
spreading of London westwards, and the absorption of 
Surrey by villas in preference to Herlfordshire, show that 
we are now sun worshippers. We marvel that our fore
fathers so often built their houses turned away from the 
sun. One reason probably was that the master of the 
house was out of doors all day, till 5 p.m., when dinner 
began ; after which he was not in a condition to notice 
where the sun was or where anything was, least of all 
himself. His lady meantime had no say in the matter, 
though it conCCined her far more closely than the lord. 
Now that deep potations are discountenanced by public 
opinion, and we do know the difference between sunshine 
and murk, why is it so difficult to get people to put two 
and two together ? 

That is too large a question for this chapter. It may, 
however, be remarked th&t an aphorism which I have 

• An eminent ooienliat <iioputea this figure. 
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more than once ventured to utter bears upon it. " The 
less we think about the next world the more hideous we 
make this one.'' It is true : · for concentrating on this 
world means grasping at what we call temporal blessings 
each for himself; and that is at the bottom of all evil. 
Unless people have a fairly clear idea of the eternal 
issues of life, it is idle to exhort them to forgo the race 
for temporal profit. There is nothing that can possibly 
take precedence of it ; and to this all history bears witness. 

CONCERNING HEALTH 

With regard to sunlight. It is not only a necessary 
ingredient in nearly all joy, more ne~essary in England 
than in most countries; but we have lately learnt that it 
is the greatest of all safeguards against disease. I once 
heard a most arresting account of the experiment of an 
Italian doctor who opened an establishment, somewhere 
in Hungary, I think, for the cure of rheumatism and 
kindred disorders by means of sunlight. A large area of 
forest was secured almost barren of human beings, and 
sufferers of both sexes were allowed to range at will, the 
men to the north of a road, the women to the south, 
bicycling or walking or running just as the humour took 
them. The road was of importance and the regulation as 
to locality was strictly enforced, for the simple reason 
that the chief obstacle to the effectiveness of the treat
ment was known to be clothes. These excursions, in short, 
w!'re made by all alike with nothing on. Occasionally a 
nomadic peasant might be encountered, but he would 
take no notice whatever of a commonplace occurrence, 
but bid" good morning" and pass on. These alfresco jaunts 
were interspersed with massage, wallowing in hot sand, 
and wrappings in blankets. All parties met at the midday 
meal in light but adequate clothing, and so the days 
passed. The experience seems to have been very pleasant 
and, for a time at least, efficacious. The dark side to the 
picture was at the end of the time, when boots, hats, and 
other gew-gaws of civilization had to be resumed. for the 
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dismal journey home and the plunge from Arcadia intc 
Cheapside. 

Strange it is that in 1830 the open-air treatment for 
consumption was · discovered by Boddington, but the 
published fact brought scom and derision upon him, 
though his mockers-medical men-could only point to 
one fatal ca&e, after another among their patients against 
his unquestionable CUl'es. Till the human mind is ready 
for a new idea, no amount of evidence has any chance 
whatever against mental inertia and vested interests. 
Again, nobody pays attention to the striking news of the 
Arctic and Antarctic explorers, showing that cold wind 
kills the microbe of catarrh. Therefore the undeniable 
cure for a cold in the head-when there is no temperature 
indicating fever-is to scramble on the top of a bus and 
drive about in an east wind till the " tyranny is overpast." 
People may say that they have no time to spare; but 
they have not got so far as to discuss it at all. The notion 
seems lunatic; an insult to the understanding. Later 
on it will be cursed as a lie ; then derioed as a harmless 
joke ; then considered ; then adopted; and by that time 
we, the older generation, will be called fools : and the 
verdict will not be easy to gainsay; In truth sunlight is 
more precious than fresh air; and our ruining of it when we 
know that it prevents and cures disease, at a time when 
we all are crazy about health, is a truly unaccountable 
form of criminality for wp.ich all classes of society are 
responsible. 

PICKPOCKETS ... 
Several years ago I had. my watch stolen in an under• 

ground station, and have !!Joked into the matter of pick
pocketing and the ways of that most deft fellowship of 
rascals. Portly men--protuberants, as they are some
times called-should be on their guard, as they, so to 
speak, go out of their way to offer temptation ; or, as a 
friend of mine puts it : " X conveys his watch into the 
next room before he gets there himself." Lately I spotted 
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~ne of the trade in a tube lift. I happened to have a tall 
hat on, and the moment he joined the crowd a knavish
looking fellow came straight for me, but I was obliged to 
disappoint him, and as soon as he saw me buttoning up, 
he abandoned the quest, but scrutinized every waistcoat 
in the lift, his eyes restlessly moving but never resting on 
the " human face divine." He was entirely preoccupied 
with that portion of the human frame least suggestive of 
divinity. Pickpockets, I suppose, never look up or down, 
but may claim to be of the select few who concern them
selves with centra!' questions. The worthy in the lift 
was, I think, without an accomplice, and if I had been 
sure of this I should have lured him on and grabbed him, 
but with an accomplice the thief is safe. He whips out 
your watch, transfers it in the twinkling of an eye, and if 
you seize him by the scruff of the neck he will sue you for 
assault or wrongful arrest and you may find yourself 
minus £50 for damages, besides the watch, and the infinite 
annoyance of thinking how the rascals must have chortled. 
I was saved from this fate by standing for a moment 
spellbound by the knavish dexterity of the thief. In 
answer to enquiries, I was told by someone " in the know" 
that a sporting Duke was robbed on the Derby Day at 
Epsom ; but being an old habitue, a familiar figure to 
many rogues, he summoned a bookie and told him to 
bring him the thief, as it was ridiculous that he of all 
men should be treated as an alien by the light-fingered 
fraternity. So the thief was brought, and on being chal
lenged to restore the swag, replied: "Well, your Grace, 
was it a white one or a yaller one f You see, if it was a 
yallcr one, I can get it back for you all right ; but if it 
was a white one, why, bless you, we've got baskets full 
of them, and how am I to know which is yours ? " 

I have my own device for preventing a recurrence of 
this loss, but think it best not to divulge it. Lately I 
heard of one of the tube lift-men pouncing on the thief, 
whom he knew by sight: but if a conviction is to follow, 
the owner of the watch ought to stay behind and give 
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evidence; otherwise, I was told, the rascal gets off scot· 
free, though caught flagrante delicto. 

About 1881 the saint-like East-end worker Linklater 
told the Wellington boys of a pauper in his district dying 
in destitution. Had he no relations ? Yes, two brothers 
in the West End. These worthies, who had utterly neg
lected the pauper for years, were written to, and down 
they came, two most offensive members of the " swell 
mob," gorgeously dressed. They just looked in for two 
minutes on the dying man, asked Linklater to let them 
know when he was dead, and when the time came, arranged 
and paid for a sumptuous funeral, a hearse, and the _full. 
vulgarity of fashionable paraphernalia, but neither of 
them had spent a sixpence in trying to keep the poor 
fellow alive. 

A LATE MEnLEVAL VIEW OF MATJilMONY 

A great seholar was the late Aldis Wright, of Trinity, 
Cambridge. Years after our Cambridge days he used 
to visit Overstrand and stay with our mutual friend 
Fred Macmillan. Meeting him there, I asked him if a 
statement of his had been correctly reported to me by 
my accurate Eton colleague Henry Broadbent, that in 
the letters of Sir Thomas More's father there was a 
singular remark about marriage, to wit: " Matriniony 
is like putting your hand into a basket full of snakes on 
the chance of findiog one eel." " Yes," replied the aged 
professor, " it is quite accurate ; and do you know that 
about thirty years ago, when speeches at wedding ' break
fasts ' were common, I quoted that saying as I was 
proposing the health of the bride ; and for· some rea8on 
or other it seemed as if they did not like it." 

KINDNESS TO ANIMALS 

It is not easy to explain why people who insist on the 
rights of animals are thought to be tiresome by a large 
number of their fellow-countrymen, who are certainly not 
among the intolerant groups of mankind. These reformers 
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are not more fanatical than others, though perhaps they 
are more sentimental. Their agitation also has been 
effectual in promoting action by Parliament which has 
put a check on barbarities. Why should they be listened 
to generally with reluctance, sometimes with disdain ? 

The question is interesting but very difficult. Certain 
facts not generally known suggest something of an explana· 
tioil, and those I will briefly indicate. 

It is a great mistake to suppose that such kindness to 
animals as is nowadays pretty general has been so for 
long. A century ago brutalities such as cock-fighting, 
badger-baiting, were countenanced and freely practised, 
besides numberless cruelties, some of which have survived 
to this day: cats kept and allowed to starve; pigeon
shooting from traps ; needless wounding of tame phea
sants bred for the battue ; the hunting of tame stags ; 
caging of song-birds ; massacre of the most beautiful 
birds for ornamental plumage (checked, but by no 
means extinct); and the indescribable horrors connected 
with the transport of cattle and the slaughter-houses. 

Underlying all these practices and dulling the eon
science of the community is the nearly universal custom 
of breeding animals for food, when there is every reason 
to believe that only an insignificant number of us gain 
any benefit whatev~r from flesh-eating. In other words : 
can it be right for men to take animal life when it has been 
proved they can do without it ? It seems hardly possible 
to· deny that we have here a ease of the herd-conscience 
drugged by custom. It is not a question simply of a 
practice being right or wrong ; but of the general refusal 
to consider the matter from the point of view of man's 
responsibility. About a score of hard-headed men of 
high character and repute were once ehallenged with this 
plea, and one of them, by no means the most abstemious, 
uttered the general sentiment: " Of course it is wrong ; 
nobody can deny it." On that occasion, anyhow, nobody 
did deny it. But what an admission in a Christian 
community! 

lll 
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There is reason, therefore, to fear that, as has happened 
scores of times, a certain drugging of the public conscience 
has been going on for some centuries, and when a prevailing 
practice is indicted, resentment is roused, not because the 
indictment is baseless, but because it is secretly felt by a 
large number of people to be true. This is a disquieting 
conclusion, but it may be none the less sound ; and if it 
is sound it goes far to explain the contempt which has 
always been poured on the humanitarian movement. 
Moreover, our generation is remarkable for its shuddering 
fear of pain. The majority of us are ready to insist that 
whether horrors go on in the slaughter-houses or not, 
man's duty to God and his fellow-men is adequately 
performed if they are kept ·out of sight and not spoken of. 
A hollow creed in good sooth, but accepted and acted on 
from the time of Am!>& till the present day. I am not 
concerned with the inevitable accusation that food re
formers are tiresome from tactlessness. I remember how 
on the Bryce_ Commission in 189~ Dr. Fairbairn said, 
" The world is going to ruin through too much discre
tion" ; and supposing there had never been anyone to 
tell society what was not quite pleasant for it to hear, 
where should we have been by this time 'l -

In this connexion I must make mention of the heroic 
work of Mr. Hawksley in Italy. As a young man visiijng 
Naples he was sickened, as .many have been, at the horril?le 
treatment of beasts of burden in the streets ; but he did 
what no one else thought of doing: gave up· a llfe of 
opulence. in England l)nd devoted himself to purging the 
city of this evil. The story is thrilling if fully told. He 
with difficulty secured convictions against cab drivers, etc., 
who thereupon set upon hiin, stabbed him in thirty places, 
and left him for dead in a back street, fortunately on a 
tram-line, else he would have been ignored and have bled 
to death, His life was just saved, and with splendid 
forbearance he gave no information against his assailants, 
who then became his allies and helpers in the good cause. 
The whole tone of society in Italy has been permanently 
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raised by this one man, who told me these facts and many 
more in the nineties. 

BICYCLING IN LONDON 

It may be a boon to Londoners that biking in the 
Metropolis appears to be thought to be more perilous 
than in York, Birmingham, or Oxford. The crowd of 
bikes in some provincial towns is certainly a nuisance 
to elderly pedestrians crossing the road, and the best 
quality of the push-bike, its noiselessness, lays it open 
to dark suspicions. But it is a mistake to suppose that 
crowded streets are the dangerous ones. They are un
rewarding, I admit, but where everybody, motorists and 
all, are obliged to go slowly there is no danger to life or 
limb. The perilous moments in !-ondon are when you 
cross a road frequented but not crowded, such as Sloane 
Street, or worse, the bottom of Grosvenor Place, where 
heavy 'Vehicles gain impetus from the hill. Three or four 
experiences have taught me the advisability of sticking 
to streets I know well ; and the moment I scent a com
plication I get off. Nervous people are frightened by the 
hooting of a motor behind them, but the noise means 
that the driver is doing his best not to run you down. 
The danger is from the scorcher who does not hoot. 

It is commonly said that anyone can get a licence to 
drive a taxi on payment of &., and that general peril 
results, I doubt the peril from this cause. The danger 
is from passengers who bribe the driver to catch a train. 
Thil ought never to be done. A smash I got on the south 
end of London Bridge-the most dangerous slope I know 
-was probably due to it. It was a touch and go. A 
flagrant, wholly inexcusable outrage, very nearly fatal ; 
no bones broken but face cut about, also wrists and 
knees ; ambulance to Guy's Hospital, and a week' a work 
spoilt. But owing to a first-rate and very alert policeman 
the knave was clawed, and the owner's Insurance Com-
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pany had to pay ten guineas, an absurdly small sum in 
reality, but better than nothing. 

Avoid wet asphalt when the wind is behind you. It is 
the worst of all surfaces for skidding, and a bad skid is 
very bad indeed. Again, if. you are an old football player 
your instinct may be to run into an obstacle, such as a 
floundering puppy or a barndoor cock. Resist the tempta
tion. The former I tried in the country with agonizing 
results, and the puppy minded not one whit. Some 
pedestrians, not many, behave as the puppy, by lurching 
into the street from the pavement without looking. 

The most rewarding bike rides I have ever known were : 
(I) from Grasse, near Cannes, to the sea-coast, nearly ten 
miles downhill, in April-a lovely road and perfect climate. 
{2) From Penmaenmawr to Conway in a westerly gale. 
At one moment, as I was " coasting " feet up in the old 
fashion, whirling along twenty-five. miles an hour at 
least, a little sand-vortex enveloped me and I couldn't 
see a foot ahead. If it had lasted more than three seconds 
this narrative would never have been written. A friend 
of mine, who shall be nameless, planned a mighty ride in 
a mountainous district in France with a few choice com
rades. It involved many miles, I think fifteen, of pushing 
tlie bikes uphill for the Sake of the glory of that distance . 
the other side downhill. l'rlost untowardly he found ,on , 
mounting at the very top of the pass that, ice having · 
gathered on the surface, his machine got out of control. 
A hasty dismount to save a broken neck resulted in 'such' 
a fatal rending of his nether integuments that he had .to: 
walk alone, holding the d~sjecta membra in situ with one l 
hand, the machine with the other, the entire distance to l 
the hotel far below. Arrived ten-thirty, footsore and' 
weary ; temper left behind on the summit. 1 

J 
TIMING THE BALL t 

In cricket fairly often and occasionally in footballj 
(back play) an achievement of what we call perfect timing' 
the ball may be- experienced. They are moments that 
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can never be forgotten. The principle was revealed to 
me by a humiliating experience in France in 1878. There 
was a forest-fair on at St. Germains, and while wandering 
round I came upon an underground working man winning 
applause by the skill with which he wielded a heavy 
hammer, smiting a strong peg stuck into the ground. 
Each blow was communicated to an upright post close 
by, about 12 feet high, grooved, and ending in a box. 
When the post was fairly hit, a bit of wood flew up the 
groove, struck the box and rang a bell, while a Jack-in-the
box poked his head out and bowed. I thought it would 
be good fun to show what an English cricketer could 
do as compared with the little Frenchman, who, I must 
add, knocked the box every time with the greatest ease. 
Twelve blows for a franc. The first, I intended, should 
break the box and set the onlookers a-marvelling. The 
wood only went up one-third of the way I I pounded 
away for eleven shots, but never rang that bell, though I 
will say that each shot was better than the last. 

From this, I learnt that the bat at cricket and the 
foot at football ought to impinge at the moment of the 
maximum velocity of the swing. Two occasions I can 
recall at cricket were in a match betweeri Trinity and 
John's in 1875. One Wroughton, a freshman from 
Uppingham, a real fast bowler, sent a ball which swerved 
from the middle to outside the leg-stump. As the ball 
carne along, I had less than a second to change my tactics 
and defend my person. Instead of opening the shoulders
there was no time-I played a mere wrist shot, and to my 
amazement the ball went point-blank to the boundary a 
little sharp of square leg. The other time was playing 
for Gents v. Players at Lord's, and again a wholly un- -
premeditated shot. Morley, the Notts left-bander, slung 
in a shortish ball on my legs, and it rose not far short of 
the left shoulder. I whacked furiously, never before 
having done such a thing to a left-handed bowler. The 
impact on the bat sounded like a big drum close to my 
ear ; the ball soared an enormous height and dropped 

• 
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sullenly on to the top of the old tennis court, dislodging 
a slate. But I only got four for it, as it rolled down into 
the ground instead of falling outside. 

W. G. and all the biggest hitters, Bonnor, Thornton, 
Jessop, and many others, must have often timed perfectly. 
When it is done, something miraeulous happens. W. G. 
once " leant upon " a good-length ball outside the off 
stump ; it was not a hit nor a cut, but one of his digs, 
when the weight of the shoulders was all brought into the 
blow. Barlow was point, and got his horny hand into 
the way of the first bound high up. The ball was deflected 
some 80 degrees and yet got to the boundary. 

During twenty years of Eton football, playing back, I 
only once got an ideal kick. It was in December about 
1886, when " Punch" Philipson was keeper of the field 
and we had some fine scratch games on the last three 
days of the half, the ground being astonishingly dry. 
Returning a full pitch, called volleying, is the great reward 
of back-play; and In the Eton game the harder and 
higher you can kick it the better. A good long kick 
·from Dickinson of Arthur James's would have pitched 
twenty yards in front-·a perfect distance for a pre
liminary run at top-speed ; the stride was perfect, and the 
right foot as hard as ever I could swing it caught it clean, 
and I can safely say I never saw a ball go so far and so 
high. There lives yet in my ear the tone in which the 
present Provost of King's, running under the ball, head 
in air, uttered his comment, "My uncle!" 

I am inclined to Infer that for ordinary batsmen the 
oceasions of perfect timing ·~~ore the result of a momentary 
miscalculation. Unlike the ruder art of kicking, the.hest 
hits at cricket are the inspiration of the moment, not 
deliberate or foreseen. · The same thing, mutatis mutandis, 
applies to the best notes of a singer. 

STALENESS IN GAMES 

1\<Iost cricketers have thought, or have been told by 
others, that when things were going wrong with their 
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batting they were stale ; but I never yet met with anyone 
who could tell me what the word meant. For a long 
time, so wild was the use of the word, I doubted if any 
such thing as staleness existed ; and even now as regards 
batting it needs careful interpretation. Owing to the 
ridiculous importance attached to individual achievement 
in games, a batsman may come to believe the whole world 
is out of joint because he has failed to score double figures 
for six matches. To have the right to speak about stale
ness we ought to be quite sure we don't mean simply 
fatigue. For one would think that to score a hundred 
would tire the muscles far more than to be bowled for 
two, but staleness never comes from scoring heavily but 
from failing to score. Moreover, failing to score, just 
like bad play in golf, has nothing whatever to do with 
being in the pink of health ; since we can all recall lament
able failure when feeling as fit as could be, and creditable 
performances when feeling cheap. I never realized what 
staleness in a game means till some fifteen years ago I 
went in for a golf competition which meant two severe 
rounds daily. My practice at that time was to play 
only one round daily. I won my first four matches, all 
very close ones, and by the evening alter the last was 
certainly overdone, the fatigue being more in the nerves 
than in the muscles. In the fifth match on the morning 
of the third day everything went wtong, and never before 
or since have I known the double sensation of languor 
and indilfcrence along with " jumpiness " of nerve and 
anxiety, The malady was largely mental, and the 
outcome partly of the way in which games are spoilt by 
publicity and fuss and the ludicrous importance attached to 
individual achievement. Nobody ever heard of staleness 
in the palmy days of cricket, when it was played on diffi
cult wickets and when every match was closely contested 
tbroughout, As the element of true recreation is lost, 
egoism and nerve strain supervene, Of course, in rowing, 
staleness is simple enough, The muscles improve to a 
certain point and then deteriorate ; and we are told that 
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in coaching an eight for a race the art is to secure the 
climax of muscular strength at the right time. 

A CRICKET MARVEL 
• 

The well-known Lord Knutsford-seventy next March 
-tells me he still plays village cricket ; and the following 
incident, which he repo~ as an eye-witness, is so startling 
and unparalleled that I must record it in his words. 
" One of our village went in holding his bat with the left 
hand below the right-a right-handed stance. I said, 
'You can't bat like that! 'I always do,' said he; and 
-a fact-he hit the first four balls of the over out of the 
ground right over the palings for six each, and the next 
ball for two, and ' out ' the next ; twenty-six runs in an 
over I The Field said that twenty-six runs had never 
been made before in one over-not. even by Jessop." 
This tale was not drawn from Baron Munchausen, nor was 
it dreamt, but seen in broad daylight. · 

A GoLF CuRIOSITY 

A fine golf course in the south of England was laid out 
some twenty-five years ago, the land being vested in the 
name of the principal promoter, a well-knoWn golf pro
fessional, who thereby became patron of two village 
livings. After a few months, a dialogue between the 
professional and a leading member of the club. "Sir, I 
want to ask your advice about these here parsons." 
"Why, what's the matter 1" "Well, there's one .of 
them who is pretty well ~ll right, but the other won'.t 
work." " What does he do; then ? " "Why, he's always 
a-playin' golf." The professional soon learnt something 
of the antiquated machinery of the Ecclesia Anglicana •. 

A HYGIEN~C MEMORY 

Not long ago a friend wrote commenting in an original 
fashion on her own diary. On looking through successive 
years of records she was struck with the general level of 
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dullness, and gave it as a reason that the entries con
tained nothing about herself. So far there was little in 
the letter to arrest attention, but she continued in a 
moralizing strain, to the effect that it was an idiosyncrasy 
of hers frequently to forget her' own existence, which at 
all times was to her consciousness an open question. 
Wishing to reply sympathetically, I wrote that the only 
experience I could recall at all similar to hers was at the 
age of eight when I stood on a particular landing of the 
stone staircase at Hagley feeling not sure about my own 
existence ; but the phenomenon, which recurred, I dis
covered was due to my drinking half a tumbler of table
beer which I had been ordered, according to the fashion 
of the time, by the family doctor. As my correspondent 
was nearly, if not quite, a teetotaller, I was- not able to 
feel sure that my contribution helped to a solution of her 
mystery. · 

A HINT TO WoRKERS 

The venerable Canon James Wilson, of Worc~ster, laid 
it down some nine years ago that the best work in a man's 
life is often found to be between sixty and eighty years of 
age. Later on the dictum was reported to Bishop Forrest 
Browne, the late Bishop of Bristol. who amended the 
Canon's remark by fixing the age of a worker's prime be
tween seventy and ninety. 

It hardly needs to be added that each of these two · 
authorities has given first-hand evidence in favour of his 
own estimate. 

TRAVELLING 

Among the bright intervals of life I must mention two 
trips on the Mediterranean at the time when Sir H. Lunn 
was organizing cruises to the Levant and the Greek 
islands, In the month of April, for about nineteen days, 
first in the Argonaut, then in the DuMUar Castle, much, _ 
of course, depended on the state of the sea-surface, there 
being many poor sailors on board. On one b:ip, which I 
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fortunately missed. the locomotion was attended with 
acute misery, as after unnamable sufferings on the water 
the earnest explorers had to face snowstorms on land 
and return blue-nosed and despairing to the rocking ship. 
But both our trips were on the Whole superbly favoured 
by gushes of sunlight, pleasant companionship, and inter
esting lectures. These were delivered generally by prac
tised people, on some famous locality, on the evening 
before we landed, and the one I remember best was Dr. 
W. Leaf's most suggestive theory of the truth underlying 
Homer's Iliad. The venerable and charming Dr. Sanday 
was present on the first trip, and Dr. Spooner of New 
College on the second, and a goodly sprinkling of Univer
sity people and secondary-school teachers. 

On the first trip we woke up, after a disquieting night, 
steaming down the west side of Peloponnese, in surishine, 
with the sea like a blue lake reflecting the snows of Tay
getus, and diversified by countless groups of the shear
waters, the inexplicable and graceful bird that seems 
never to settle. Cecil Spring-Rice, who knew much, told 
me these birds bred mainly in the Hebrides, migrated in 
early spring to the Levant, and that the local legend 
about them was founded, like many others, on the story of 
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba. The King, it is be
lieved, fell in love with the visiting Queen, and after her 
departure wrote her a letter which he entrusted to one 
of the shear-waters as to a postman. . The bird, however, 
in· a fit of absence of niind, dropped the letter into the 
sea, and on reporting the loss was told by the angry 
monarch that by way of punishment he was td look for 
that letter and never settle' or rest till he found it ; . and 
that this han was to be laid on him and all his fellows and 
descendants for ever. · If the letter were found now ·it 
would be a little late, and presumably would have heeD. · 
answered, as often happens,. by lapse of time. Of course 
it might give a new fillip to the Higher Criticism of the 
Old Testament, but we knew nothing of the legend on 
that gorgeous sunlit April morning, and could give our-
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selves to the enjoyment of the birds' untiring flight as 
the groups skimmed the blue deep in their endless search 
after something ; all hither and thither in every possible 
direction, with no common purpose that we could detect, 
except to keep " going on " some-whither for evermore. 
I am afraid this display of random and aimless energy· 
reminded us of our groups of people in England working 
for social reform. strenuously and unceasingly pushing in 
the most divergent directions, with nothing in common 
save determination to take no rest. In two respects, 
however, the parallel fails, The motion of the birds was 
always surpassingly graceful and quite free from noise, 

As time went on, we caught ourselves fancying the 
problem of perpetual motion was solved ; and, strangely 
enough, the charm of the birds' flight was spoilt for us 
when we recognized that it never was likely to cease. I 
have known the same thing happen on listening to a huma.n 
being's speech. 

Besides the joy of visiting places like Troy, Delphi, 
Pergamum, and many others which for ordinary folk are 
generally out of reach, nothing could have been better 
than the arrangements both on board ship and on land. 
You could read the classics on deck without interruption, 
except once or twice when the cry of " Dolphins " was 
raised-a sound for which I would willingly drop any 
book ever printed without replacing the marker. For 
it was a question of getting front places on the bow. 
Once I was lucky, and scrutinized one of the most beautiful 
sights in nature. There were two of these creatures on 
each side of the bow keeping pace with the ship, and all 
but motionless except for a delicate twitch of the tail 
now and then. How do they 'do it ? We were going
so snid some "auto-pundit "-thirteen knots an hour. My 
old most gifted pupil Gerald Anderson was on board, 
and gave it as a suggestion that the bull of the ship was 
so shaped that it pushed a horizontal column of water 
in front of itself of which the finny beasts took' advan· 
tage, like a larrikin on his cycle gripping the tail end of 
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a k>rry in Fulham. I have my doubts about that. Any~ 
how, it was startling now and again to see one of them spy 
an unfortunate fish a few feet off and pounce with levin~ 
bolt speed on it, and immediately return, never empty
mouthed. 

THE FUTURE PHILANTHROPIST AND THE PROCTOR 

A Cambridge incident. Lord Knutsford, great among 
philanthropists, was widely known as Sydney Holland at 
Cambridge in 1877; he and his twin brother, Arthur 
Hibbert, both members of Trinity Hall, were as like as two 
peas. Arthur, who came into residence later than Sydney" 
was walking one rainy evening with his gown technically. 
on, i.e. the arms through the holes, but the gown wrapped 
round the neck. The Proctor challenges him: "Mr. 
Holland." No answer. The "Bulldog" was sent. " Mr. 
Holland. " " My name's not Holland." Blank look on 
Bulldog's face. " What is your name, then ? " " My 
name is Hibbert." "Well, why is your gown not on?" 
" It is on," and he undid it. A few days after, Sydney 
spied the same Proctor turn into Rose Crescent, ran 
round by Petty Cury, turned up the 0ther end of the 
Crescent, and met the official face to face. " Mr. Hibbert." 
No answer. Then he came right up to Sydney and accused 
him of having lied the other night. Righteous indigna
tion on Sydney's part (feigned) made the Proctor report 
the matter to Ben Latham, the Master of Trinity Hall. 
Says Ben, who was guiltless of the letter R, " You boys 
have been vew:r wude. · What excuse have' you?'" 
Sydney told the tale. Ben's face contorted with. sup
pressed laughter. "You have been vew:r wude and must 
expwess wegwet. " · Silence. " And now, boys, tell m~ 
the whole storw:r again." · 

Sydney tells besides of Ben's fine tact in managing the 
unruly youngsters. Also he gives me material for silenc
ing any calumny against the London Hospital as to the 
nurses being overworked. Such things are said and re• 
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peated heedlessly and culpably by many who ought to 
know better. 

CoUNTRY PAliSONS IN GENERAL 

A day or two ago I read one of those journalistic 
effusions which show our countrymen at their very worst. 
It was a long, laboured sneer at country parsons, badly 
written, dull, and untrue. To sneer at a whole class of 
men is to break the ninth commandment. Ther.e is no 
class, no section or group of men and women, who can 
be collectively condemned with any shadow of justice, 
and I do not envy the editor and the writer their feelings 
about this calumny, if ever they come to a right mind. 
The pitiful fact is, that this stuff is supposed to attract 
purchasers of the periodical. If it does actually do so, 
then one more nail is being driven into the coffin of the 
British character ; and it means that our sense of humour 
is dying too, for no literary garbage is so dull as a badly 
written calumny. If it does not attract, then I am sorry 
for the editor who hoped that it would. There are one or 
two facts about country parsons which the public ought 
to know but are very slow to learn: (1) A decided 
majority of the eminent men mentioned in the Dictionary 
of National Biography were brought up in clerical homes, 
mostly sons of country parsons. (2) Any headmaster of 
a school like Haileybury or Marlborough, up till lately 
frequented by parsons' sons, knows that u a class those 
boys were the backbone of the school. (8) Any exception 
is noted, as it is always a surprise. People don't expect 
it. Why not ! Because past experience has taught 
them to expect the contrary. (4) There is a fine tribute 
paid by the eminent historian Lecky, in his book on 
European Morals, to the work of country parsons, and 
especially of their wives. The passage occurs among 
chapters written with conspicuous reserve of feeling and 
showing a strong anti-ecclesiastical bias ; thus the strength 
of the words is all the more arresting when they are taken 
with their context, Doubtless there are slackers in that 
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profession as in all others. Doubtless there seems to be 
loss from the unintellectuality of many of the clergy, 
though the loss is very easily exaggerated. But if there 
be a general decline, what is causing it ? 

Under pressure of impecuniosity, scores of parents are 
discouraging their more promising sons from all thought of 
taking Holy Orders. It is very easy to get into the way 
of thinking it right so to do. But at least they might refrain 
from vilifying the Church to which they belong for a 
shortcoming largely due to their own tiniidity. Some 
thirty years ago a pestilent wiseacre wrote to The Times 
reviling the whole order of parsons for their want of mental 
alertness. He showed his own insight into the situation 
by mentioning the fact that he was the father of four 
promising sons, and had forbidden all of them to think 
of the Ministry. What are we to say of the mental perspi
cacity of this enlightened gentleman ? or of his sincerity ? 
Pluming himself on knowing better than his neighbours, 
he indicates the malady from which the Church is suffering, 
pretending that he wants to heal it ; and then plays the 
braggart for having done all in his power to make it worse I 

But enough of railing I· We have nearly all of us added 
to the output of nonsense in our time, so let us make 
allowance. -

We Britons are not to be judged by the stuff we talk or 
by that of others to which we listen. I hold that we have 
a native gift of being able to read and hear an infinity of 
twaddle without quite losing hold of the truth ; else opr 
Empire would have gone under as soon as we became a 
garrulous people--soon, that is, after the battle of 
Waterloo. But there is something at work here more 
baneful than even garrulity. If the whole British world 
keeps telling parsons · tliat their first duty is to make the 
world a more comfortable place to live in, it is no wonder 
that most of them succumti to the pressure, give up the 
study of fundamental principles, fail consequently in 
preaching, and so lose the meagre supplement to the 
meagre stipend. To meet the demand means for them 
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a feverish participation in ·practical work for which 
they can hardly have had any training, and before long 
they break down in the primeval and exhausting struggle 
to serve God and Mammon. 

But is that the last word to be said ? 

A MODERN CHURCH CRITIC 

As an indication of the prevailing point of view, the 
following dialogue took place about four years ago. Miss 
X, an able and energetic lady, addresses Y, a priest. 

Miss X : " I consider the Church is grievously to blame 
for ••• " (never mind what). 

Mr. Y : " But, Miss X, you forget that you are a 
member of the Church yourself." 

Miss X, after a moment's thought: " Now, that is the 
first time I have e"~&er been told that ; and I consider the 
parsons greatly to blame for not having told me before." 

The terrible fact in this condition of things is not that 
the power of the Church is being weakened-it is, of 
course, infinitely strong-but that the majority of members 
-without knowing what they are doing-are denying 
the Presence of the Eternal God, and with it, the whole 
of the Revelation to man. 
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CONCLUSION 

WATCHMAN, WHAT OF THE NIGHT ? 

_CRASs indeed must any reader of the tremendous chapter,, 
Isaiah xxi, be who does not see its relevance to the days· 
in which we live. Night. That monosyllable as used in 
Scripture denotes a time of bewilderment ; and bewilder
ment is the characteristic of our day. 

Let us note a few symptoms. The civilized nations of 
t~e earth are waking up to the fact that unless they can 
learn to work together as brothers, instead of jangling as 
rivals, lif~ecular, everyday life--now and here must 
plainly become intolerable. Formerly bewilderment was 
confined to isolated groups, and in England there hav.e 
always been many who were able to wait for a general 
rectification at the end of the world. But now we find 
our prospects-temporal and eternal alike--horribly 
jeopardized. It seems clear that· all hope lies in the 
nations learnmg to understand one another. But lo I the 
more we strain in this ·direction, the more powerful we 
find to be the forces whicll make for alienation. Think of 
the efforts put out for_ the l~arning of French in our schocls 
during the last fifty years 1· ·To what have they brought 
us ? To nothing except a recognition of the distance of 
the two peoples from .ea;ch other. This is indeed something : 
it is the recognition of a truth, and that is a stage in· 
progress ; and, moreover, ·it has shown itself in sundry 
little courtesies which woUld have been impossible for 
several decades following 1815. Since 1870 some of us 
have learnt how not to do it. That is a step forward, 
but a very tiny one indeed. 

326 
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Again, how patent and undeniable is the challenge 
made to the British Empire as the trustee of the peace of 
the world I Geographically and by tradition to us is 
committed the task of interpreting the discordant national
ism of one vast group of mankind to another. What we 
call the Old World and the New World confront each 
other with heads sometimes lowered for combat. What 
is to be our attitude ? that of onlookers hoping for spoil f 
or of reconcilers who have learnt not to grab ? 

There is no difficulty in saying which ; but when we 
come to consider How ? then the shoe begins to pinch. 
For the truth is, we have discovered already, this is no 
matter for adjusting machinery, or of passing resolutions, 
or laying down regulations for others to obey ; but of 
substituting a new temper for an inveterately old one, 
not only in our own hearts, but in the hearts of divers 
peoples aliens in tradition, aspiration, religion, colour, 
and antecedents ; separated from us too, for the most 
part by countless leagues of the earth's surface. If this 
is not bewildering, what is 1 

A new temper I But the old is too precious to be dis
carded even if we could do so. Are we to oust the love 
of Old England from our boys and girls ? Absurd !-un
thinkable I Are we then to call on foreigners to forgo 
their nationalism while we keep ours ? That is exactly 
what they suspect us of wishing to do, and it is not incon
ceivable that they are settling to out-do us in this camou
flage ; for they are mostly betta acto~ than we are. Be 
that as it may, what prospect _could, be 'lftore disquieting 
than this alternative of Utopian brotherhood or pande
monium T And the deeper one looks, the thicker grow the 
perplexities. For we are confronted by the indisputable 
fact that if we contemplate our far-~aching plans succeed
ing, we are filled not with fresh hope but with paralysing 
doubt. For instance, suppose we succeed in making war 
in the future impossible, and the League of Nations 
becomes a firmly established power in the world. Which 
of us can picture the reign of peace without misgiving ? 

u 
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The story of the four hundred years of the Pax Romana 
is not altogether cheering, Yet we know that not to 
labour for peace would be madness. 

If the newtemper is obviously the one grand desideratum, 
it at once becomes clear to any honest social worker that 
the hope lies in the children. Many beautiful things have 
been said and sung about children, but I verily believe the 
fact which demands most attention to-day is that 'they 
are very unlike grown-up people. For let us think: the 
principle which is at the bottom of all wreckage of life, 
the devilish delusion which we adults cannot forgo, is. 
that we are sent into this world in the enjoyment of the' 
" right to be happy" ; that the pursuit of temporal 
happiness is the highest and noblest aim. of all created, 
human beings. Happiness is thus construed as prosperity,' 
that is, a fair amount of wealth; and in the acquisition of. 
this good thing, groups of men, nations, classes, capitalists,: 
" workers," are coerced into corporately selfish enter-· 
prises, which war against each other and forbid that spirit' 
of concord which we all see to be the only safeguard against) 
irretrievable ruin. : 

But our children? Look at them. Born self-regard-\ 
ing, trained to lay hold on the delights of this world, yet' 
generally prompt•to Jearn a more excellent way if onlY! 
it be shown them; ready to welcome that new spirit and; 
make it the very inspiration of their lives and the secretl 
of all growth and well-doing. There is the recurrent: 
marvel. In spite of all our neglec;t of the little ones, .ourl 
cruelty, or, more disastro~ still, our blind, well-meaning~ 
blunders, continuing century after century, Nature pre-;: 
sents us with a task of ever-renewed hopefulness. ·Each' 
new generation of children is as ready to learn the diffi(mlt; 
truth as to slip into the w:ays of self-indulgence. Nature,; 
so lavish and so patient I . . I 

I 
I have attempted in the preceding pages a narrative o~ 

those events in one lifetime which seem to point forward§ 
to a revival of certain principles among us-principle!~\ 
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which are deeply and genuinely held by a vast majority 
of my fellow-countrymen and .by a majority of foreigners 
as well, but which are constantly being quenched and over
borne by a mass of instincts, desires, and hopes prevalent 
and almost paramount in society to-day. What those 
principles are I have tried to show in one of the later 
chapters. 

Most of the book therefore Is a record of abortive effort, 
mainly in the realm of Education-abortive owing to 
disregard of truths which in !act have never been quite 
forgotten frQm the beginning and which it is not too late 
to recover. 



APPENDIX 

A PRACTICAL EDUCATIONAL SUGGESTION 

IT will be noted, I hope, by my readers that the damning 
accusation to be brought against school training sixty years 
ago and against the Cambridge Classical Tripos of that date 
was that hungry young minds were starved in respect of 
knowledge and fobbed off with a miserable effort to make 
them think logically when there was nothing to think about. 
Doubtless much improvement has been wrought by the changes 
in the Tripos and by the introduction of History and Science ; 
but still the old ideal holds its ground in many schools, and is 
worshipped by those teachers who adore accuracy in diction far 
above the furnishing the boy's mind with the knowledge of 
what this world is, what mankind has been doing in it in 
response to the overtures of the Creator; why, in short, we 
are each one of us set on the earth at all. 

I am convinced that the book of the late Miss Mason, of 
Ambleside, entitled An Essay toward& a Philo$0phy of Education, 
marks a really important discovery of a method based on the 
child's faculty of assimilation from the varied fare set before 
him by Nature, with ease, joyousness, and permanence, till 
the process is rudely interrupted about seven years of age. by 
the imported teacher, whQ gives him much that the little 
mind is not yet ready for ;· by cramming, in short, which 
goes on for ten years, and in a deplorable number of· eases 
results in the complet_e disappearance of the appetite for 
knowledge for its own sake. · .. 

Now, the challenge presented to the big Boarding Schools 
and all Grammar and Day· Secondary Schools is that their 
leaders should very carefully master the Mason method and 
estimate the success it has won : which I can prophesy they 
will find to be astonishing. · 

Meantime liberty in respeet of the entrance examination into 
330 
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the Public Schoola must be granted to all Preparatory Schools 
which show a real eagerness to feed. the little boya with suitable 
knowledge, train them in writing freely, and spontaneously 
exercising the while the unspeakably precious dower of imagi
nation. 

During this process, Grammar and Arithmetic must be 
taught probably on tlie old lines. The children will not kick 
at being taught to think clearly when they know that they 
have been and are being furnished with abundant pabulum 
on which the processes of accurate reasoning can be turned. 

I can do no more the.n hint in bare outline at the rich picture 
Miss Mason has drawn of the normal, natural, fruitful way 
Nature teaches the untaught child ; the next step will be to 
adapt it to the Lower Forms of Classical and Modern Sides 
alike ; and work it up with suitable modifications even' fo the 
University itself. 

This will take time-but that is not a reason against beginning 
now. 
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o.-. F. J. E., 110 
Go"•obald, Friluloio, 91 
Goulbum, Dr. Edward M., Bead· 

mulel of Ruab:y, 231 

Grace, W. G., 78, 83; oa.ught oui, 
at cricket, 84 ; timing the ball, 
316 

Grangegormao, 200 
Grant, Rev. C., co~ucational 

boarding-..,hoo!, 218 
Greooe, 141>-149 
Greek composition, 33 
Grool:y, A. W., Amtc 111"'1'-.._ 

245 
Grise, Mme, 259 
Grote, George, Hiotory of a.-, 

269 
Gurney, John Henry, 200 

H. W., eac&padeo at Etcm, 29 
Hackney Wick :Mission. 166 
Ha~ley. Church servieea at, 11 
Hadeybunaft, 'I'~ 160 
Hailoybury, 74, 151 ; Boad:meaton, 

162; theHuttease.l63;: system 
of education. 163, 168 ; magic
la.ntorolootureo,158; maotoro,l60 

Hamilton, Mn. Robert.- vi 
Hannington, Bishop, 98 n 
Harding, Mr., Book oJ Trau, 81 n 
Ba.rdingo, Viscount, 85 
Harpoodan, Bt. George's School, 218 
Harrow, feud witb Eton, 4-3 
Hartington, Marq. of, 244 
Hawksley, Mr., 312 , 
HawtreyJ Rev. Stephen, 287 
Headley, F. W .• master at Hailey-

bury, 161; TM Flighc of Bird.tr, 
298 

Ho&dmaotors, dillloultioo of their 
position, 104: 

Heal, Billy, at Cuddeadon College, 
126 • 

Health, value of ounligbt, 807 
Hell8Che1, G., 260 
Henaley, A. de Morgan, master •• 

Hailoybury, 152, 160 
Horbart, J. F., 33 n 
Herbert, George, 1311, 234 
Hibbert, Arthur, otory of, 322 
Hill, M. D., 173, 1811 
Hillobnmd, Karl, 1611 
Hoare, Lady, 19' 
Boaf'et Sir Samuel, 192, 194: 
Bole, Dean, SO, 125 
Holland, Canon B. Scott, 39 n; 

eharacteriatics, .234 ; ill~healtb. 
234; conversation. .230: apeechee, 
236 

Holland, Bydne:y, 322, ,.. Knuto. 
ford 

Bollo,..:y-Calthorp. Mr., Buroar of 
Etoa.l811 
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Hood, Rev, Ivo, death, 192 
Hood, Mrs., Ill~ 
Homby, Dr., Headmaster of EM>n. 

39, 133 ; refoni18, 39 1 work. 
40 : oharaeteristica, 41 

Hotel life, change in, 150 
Houghton, Lord, 95, ... Milnes 
Howson, E. W ., 9, 92 : at; Ammer-

gau, 90 ; mountaineering in 
Switzerland. 119-121 

Hull, Bishop of, 174 
Human thoughtlessneaa, eoaa;r on, 

228 
Hunstanton, 262 
HutohiDson, Horace, 283 

Illingworth, Rev. J. B., tutor of 
Keble College, 96 

luge, Dean, 238 • 
Innee, Mitchell, al Wellington Col· 

lege.ll2 . 
Irela.ncl. lecture on, 123 
Irviug, Sir Henry, 90 n 

Jacks, Prof., 157 n 
Jackson, F. S., 79 
Jackson, Henry, lecturee, 55; 

charaoteristiO&y 68 ; advice to 
E. Lyttelton, IOZ 

Jacob, Dr., Bishop of So. Albs.Da, 
122 

James, Rev; Herbert, Rector of 
Livermere, 136, 286 

Jamea, Dr. Sydney, Hoadmaaler 
of Malvern College, 101 

Jayne, Dr., lutor at Kehle College, 
96 

Jebb, Lady, Memoir of B. C. Jebb, 
59 

J ebb, Sir B. C., 50 n; ledurea, 55; 
oharactoristics, · 59 : Sprachg&. 
J;;Al. 69; stories of, 60; diction, 60 

Jeffe:eon.., J., 90 n 
JeokiDaon, F. H., characteristics, 

6ll ; love of birds, 63 
Jessop, G. L., '19 
Joouo Lane Sunday School, 49 
Joachim, J., 264 
Johnoon, Artbnr, lecture on Ire-

land, 123 • • 
Johnoon, William, 238, ... Cory 
Jowett, B011jamin, 257. 
Joynes, Rev. J. A., master at 

Eton1 retirement. 101: story ot,~ 
130 

Judd. J~ 278 

Karney, Bishop, 237 
Keble College, Ozforcl. 96-100 

Kennan, George, narrative of his 
second visit to Siberia, 275 

Kennedy, B .. H., 164 
Kennedy, W.. magic-lantern lec-

ture&, 158 
!Unnaird, Ledy, 279 
!Unnaird, Lord, 278 
Kitoh011or, FieJd.Marohal Earl, and 

legeod of tho Bueolan troops, 186 
KnuWord, Viscount, llS. 318 1 

&tory of, 322 
Korvatoh, the, 119 
Krakatoa. island of, eruption, 133 
Kugler, Franz, IlaUa,. Pai11UrB, 87 

Lablache, 269, 260 
Lacaita, Charlae, mouotameering 

in Switzerland. 119; accident. 
120; in Spain, 121 

· Ledyamith, relief of, 162 
Lane, Mr., Bnroar of Welliugton 

College, 109 
Lang, Rev. R., 68 
Leacellea, Dan, 301 
Latham, Rev. B., maater of Trinity 

Hall. 51 n, 322 
Latham, P. H., maater at Hailey· 

bury, 74, 161 
Lathbury, D. C., editor of tho 

a.......uan.236 
Latin composition. 32 
Lea, A. A., maater at Hailey bury, 

161 
Laacb, Arthur F., Englioll ScTwolo 

"' the BeforT~WJitm, 264 
Leaf, Dr. w .• 320 
Lecky, W.E.H~EuropacmMorola, 

323 
Laipaic, 95 
Leelie, Henry, choir, 262 
Lealie, W. H., 262, 296 
Lewis, G~ H. S., master at Hail&y· 

bury, 161 
Liddell, Miss G., 141, 177 
Lind, Jenny, 269 
Lloyd, C. H., organist at Eton, 

23Q-262 
Lioycl. Dr., Bishop of Thetford. 

128 
Lock, Rev. Walter, Warden of 

Koble Collose, 96 
Londo11, bicycling in, 313 
Longman. George, 262 
Lord~s. cricket match&a. 67 
Lough Swilly, 283 
Lubbock. Alfred. 78 
Lucas, A. P., 73 
Luoaa, Bunny, 80 
LucrdiU., 3i Jl 
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Lunn, Arnold, 272 
Lunn, Sir Henry, 2611. 8111 
Lunnoore. H. E., maater at Eton, 

23, 80, 131 
Lyall, Sir Alfred, liS 
Lyttelton, Hon. Alfred, '1, 246 ; 

o.tEt.on, 20,301; gameoft<mnia, 
282 

L;yttelt.on, Bon. Arthur, tut.or at 
Keblo Colloge, 98 

Lyttelt.on, Hon. C. G. (Lord Cob. 
bam), otyle of hia cricket, 17, ... 
Cob bam 

L;yttelt.on, Rev. tho Bon. Edward, 
parent., a; atepmother, 4 j early 
training. f-8 ; aport, 8 ; at a 
preparat.ory oohool, !'-18; at 
Eton, 20-47; drawmg, 81 n; 
at Trinity College, Cambridge, 
48-66; preparing for "Little· 
go." ftf, ; second claaa Classical 
Tripoa, 66 ; lecture on Spiri· 
tualiam, 86 n J cricket. 87-86 ; 
in France, 89-91 ; Germany, 
91-96 1 at Ammergau, 96 1 Keble 
ColleJ!e, 98-100; auietantmaoter 
at Wellingt.on College, 101-113 1 
election apeeobeo, llll, 117 1 
mountaineering in 8witserland, 
llll-121 ; in Spain, 121 1 m&r• 
riage. 123 ; VlBita to Ireland, 
124; at Cuddeedon College, 
J 2ft ' Ordination, 128 1 member 
of a Committee on the inetitu. 
tion of Retr&atl, 128 ; muter 
atEt.on, 130-144; treinothoboyw 
for a C)OD.oeri, lf,l : •• Rome, 
14' ; attack of aoarlet fever in 
Napleo, 146 1 tour in Greeoo, 
146-149; at Zermatt, 149; 
Hoadmaoter of Haileybnry, 151-
169 ; of Et.on, 18'-187 ; refonno, 
166, 169, 188' aermon on the 
war, 186 1 Reot.or of Bideotrand, 
192-200 I golf, 198, 283 1 death 
of hia wife, 201) 1 tho Oirla' 
Diooeaan Auociation. 101 ; on 
roliglon. 20.1-211 t work iD a 
London parish. 206 ; Dean of 
Whitelando College, 112, 116; 
travollitlJ Beonttery t.o tho 
Toaohero Guild of St. Peter, 
216: Chairman of tho Talbot 
l!ettlemont, 211 ; addreu to tho 
Clewer Sisterhood. 223 ; reading, 
567-276 1 poetry, ll69 ; footb&ll 
matoheo, 177-1180 1 Fivoo, 280 1 
Tennia, 2811 preaching, 288-191; 
leaor>a in voioo-productioD. ll96r 

adventure with • dog, , 301 r 
theft of his watch, 308 ; aeci· 
dent~ 31S; timing the ball, 316-
316; atalenesl in gamea,. 317; 
trips on tho Mediterranean, 319-
322 

L;yttelt.on, Bon. :Mrs. E., 123 ; 
death, 200 

L;yttelt.on, Hon. :May, 4, 7 
L;ytte1t.on, Hon. Robert, at Et.on, 

31)1 
L;yttelt.on, Bon. :Mrs. R. B.,ainging, 

143, 261 
L;yttelt.on, Rev. tba Bon. William, 

Rector of Bagley, ' 

Maokemeoa, Bishop, 126 
:Maekeoay, at Wellingt.on College, 

112 
:Maomillan, Sir Frederick, 310 
.MacmiUan'• Maga:i~ 95 
Manohooter, Bishop of, 199 
Marchant, F. W., 73n 
Maroon, Canon, 192 
.Marindin, Major, 27g 
Mario, Signor, 269 
:Marohall, Herbert, 68, 262 
:Maoon, :Miaa Charlotte, 166, 188; 

An lllnoy lotoGnfo o Pll.iltMoph.IJ 
o/111~330 

lllaoter &Del aervanto, relatione he· 
tween. 1 

Matrimon.yJ views on, 310 
Matthews, Cbarleo, at Zermatt, 149 
Maurice, Rev. F. D., 296 
Mediterranean, trips on tba, 3UI 
Hadley, D. 1., at Wellingt.on Col· 

lege, 112 
Melbourne, Lord, 288 
Mercier, Misa Winifred, Principal 

ol Whitelando College, 213 
Meredith, George, Ric/lard 1'-.1, 

134" 
Moeoina, Strait of, 146 n 
Met.oalfe, Rev. E. L. vicar of 

St. Paocru. 199 
Meyri~ Canon, 200 
Middl-x "· Notte, 80 
MidletoD, Lord, 9~ a. Brodriok 
Mildmay, Mra. Humphrey, 4 
Mileo, Ewotaoe, 1!81 
Milford, Rev. L. B., maoter at 

Baileyhnry, 161 
Hilna.. Monokton, 95, naHoughton 
MilneasWalker, Mr., 201 
Milt.on, John, ParotJIH Lo.l, 267 , 

ParotJIH ~nod, 1!67 
:Mitchell, R. A. H., lll, llt, 69; 

otylo of hia cricket, 78 
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Mitchell, W. G.; 88 
Mom.m11e~ T •p Ron&4!!, 269 
Mons, retreat from, 184 
Moore, Rev. Aubrey, tutor of 

Kebl& College, 96 
Morley, Viscount, IAJ• of Gladsl-, 

118 
Moro, Monte, 298 
Mo-rton, Phil H., 80; bowling, 81 
Moss, H. W., Headmaster of 

SbreWBbury, 174 
Mott, J. R., US 
Hooey, J. B., 243 
Mulholland, Andrew, 17 
Munro, H4 A. J ., elegiaos, 226 n 
Murray, G. R., 31 
Muscovi~ th& actor, 90 n 
Music, te&cbing, 17&-179, 269-266 
Musset, A. de, Lo Olla...U!ior, 90 u 
Myers, Arthur, 60 
Mylne, Bishop, 98 n 

N apleo, 146 ; population, 93 
Natural history, paper on, 273 
Nauplia, 146 
Nerve~strain, cases-of, 302 
Newall, H., master at Wellington 

College,lU 
Newman, Cardinal, 242 
Newton, S. C., 84 
Nicholls, Billy, 261, 298 
Norfolk, 192 ; climate, 198 

Oliphant, Miss, 149 
Oppidan& and Collegers, antipath;r 

between, 44 
Ottaway, C. J., 78 
Otter·hunting, 301 
Ottley, R. R., at Wellington Col· 

lege,ll2 
Oval, the~ criak:et matobea, &7 
Overstrand, 191, 200 
Overwork, diseaae of, 204 
Owlsmoor, 105 
Oxford, Keble College, 9&-100 

Paget, Bishop Francis, 26'7 
Paget, Stephen, leoture on a drop 

of blood, 273 
Palairet, L .• 78 · .. 
Palm8reton, Viscount, criticism on, 

117 
Paris, 90 
Parkin, George, address on Imperial • 

FederationJ at Ha.ileybury, 118 
Panatt, Sir W a.lt&r, 143, 260 
Pareone, country, 323-32G 
Part-singing, 262 
Passow, 122 

Patteraon, Mr., 73 
Patteson. Bishop~ death, 37 
Paul, Herbert, 238 
Perugini, 292 
Phillipa, John, atory of, 282 
Philosophy, works on, 273 
Piekpooketa, 30&-310 
Pieture-golleriea, 87 
Platform speaking, ll5 
Poetry, reading, 269 
Poneonby, Lady, 144 
Porter, Mr., 173 
Powya, W. N., bowling, 82 
Preachel'S, 287 
Preparatory aohoola, improvement, 
- 168 
Prlzee, raault of, 179 
Public Schools, competition among, 

175 
Punch, 186 ; cartoon. 43 n, 249 
Punishments, form of, 159, 160 

B.,. Mr., character of his boarding-
house at Eton, 29 

Ragging, at Eton. 34 
Ranji, ·79 • 
Ratli£1, Torn, 261 
Rs.wliDs. Mr. F., Lower Master atl 

Eton, 170 
Reading e.loud, lessona in, 293-297 
Reeves. Sime, 260 
Reid, c. J., 74. 
Religion, vi&WB on, 202--2!1, 213 
Randel, Lord, 249 
Retreats, institution of, l%8 
Ribblesdale, Lady, 249 
Riehard&on, bowling, 82 
Ridley, F. W., u Jammy,.'' 80, 83 
Ripon; Bishop of, 99 
Robertaon, Jameo, Hoadmaater of 

Haileybury, 151, 153; opinion 
of plano playing. 177 

Rome, 144 
Rose, W. M., the lob-bowler, 73 ' · 
Roeebery, Earl, saying of, 187 
Routh, Dr., story of, 257 
Royle, Vernon, 83 
Rubini, 259 
Rugby, meeting at, 129 
Ruskin, John, on Grote's Hi.Biorg 

oj!J,uu, 269 
Russell, George, opinion of Seott

Holland, 234 
Russell, William, Modm> Europe, 

272 
Russell, W. E., lOi n 
Ruaslan army, legend of, 1M 
Rustic life, boob on, Ula 
Ryle, Bishop, 92 
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llaaa l"H Valley, 149 
Sadler, Prof., 60 
St. Elizabeth, Order of. i2' 
St. George's Chapel, Windsor, 81 
!lt. George'• Bohool, Harpendeu, 

!18 ; fees, 221 
Bt. Gennaina, 89 
St. Peter Ma.ncroft, Cburoh of, at 

Norwich, 200 
Salisbury, Marq. of, opinion of 

Gladstone, 246 
Salt, H. 8., maator at Eton, 101 
Solvini, T ., the actor, 90 n 
Band.ay, Dr., 320 
Sanderson, F. W., Headmaator of 

Oundle, 154 
Sandilands, Rev., 297 n 
Santley, Sir C., ainging, 142, 260, 

200 ; atory of, 143 n 
Sargent, J ~ S., portrait, 2'7 
Scenery in England, 305 
Sohola.rahipa, question of, 174:-1'78 
Schoolboya, education of, 131-135, 

•n Boya 
Bohoolmutera, at a Retreat, 128 ; 

training in etb.iDI and religion, 
207-211 

Sohoolo, preparatory, U 
8ohool111, cricket, 12-71 
Schuat.er, Frank, 81 
Schweitr.er, Albert, on Clviliaation, 

204 
Soionoe, toaoh!ng of, 111-113 
8ea.ai.okneu, remedy for, 89 
Seoondary Eduoaticm, Royel Com• 

miaaion on, 155, 166 
Seeley, Sir J. R., Eoc. Homo, 268, 

274 1 LiJ• of Btoin, 268 
Sermon~, pnmohiDg, 11, 286-291 
Servante and Maat.er, relation& he-

$weent 1 
Bh"keopoare, W., playa, 134 
Shaw, Alfred, 19 1 bowliDg, 81 
Shaw-Stewart., the Bunar, 88 
!lh.....,.at.ero, legend of, 320 
Sheppard, Rev. R. 0. L., Vlear of 

St. Martin'a·!n·tho·Fiolda, 206 
Shootin~ •port of, 8 
Sidoatrand, pariah of, 199, 194 1 

aunriaet. 106 ; ooaat erosion, 197 
Bidgwiok, Henry, 126, 248, 283 1 

oharaoteriltioa. 26~264 1 oon· 
trol -of bit. temper, 204 t atoriea, 
156 ; otyle of hi& writiogo. 256 1 
religioua views.. 266 

Skinner, at Wellington College, 
llll 

Smythe. Pat, at Cuddaodon Col· 
lege, li6 

Boola) Reform work, 190 
Sook.er, game of, 99 
Borley, Prof., M..,.al Valuu, 273 
Spain, 121 
Speaking, 1eaaons in, 293-297 
Speyer, E., 263 
Speyer, Lady, 200 
Spiritualism, lecture ODr 65 D 
Bpo.llorth, F. R., bowling, 82 
Spooner, Rev~ A., 320 
Spooner, R. H .• '78 
Spratt, A. W.,. 66 ,~' 
Spr!ng·Rioe, Cooil, 176, 820 
Stalen088 in gemee, 316-318 
Stanford, Sir C., 264 
Stanley, Dean, 96 ; Lifo of Arn<>ld, 

163 
Staal, A. G., otyle of hia orickeb, 79 
Steel, D. Q., 73, 78 
Stephenoon, H. H., 13 
Stepney, Bishop of, Warden ol tho 

Teaohe1'8' Guild of St. Peter, ll17 
Stuart, P.rof~ James, "-9, 6'1 
Btudd, C. T ., 84 
Btudd, J. E. K., 279 
Sturgis, Howard, 27 
Sunlight, value to health, 307 
Sunrise, aymbolism. 196 
6witzerJandr mountaineering in, 

1111-121 

Tait, Dr., Headmaator of Rugb;r, 
231 

Talbot, Dr. Edward S., 4; Warden 
of Keble College. 96 ; obaraotor 
of hi. rule, 91 ; at Rome, l4i 

Talbot, Bon. Kn. E. 8., f, 31 n 
Telbot, Lord Juetioe George, 124. 
Talbot, John, 4 
Talbot, Dame Meriel, 263 
Talbot Settlement, ComberweU, 217 
Tandy, 11 
Target Hill, 198, 199 
Teeohere' Guild of St. Pet.er, 218 
Temple, Dr., Arohbisbop of Cantor· 

bury, 230; at Rugby, 129, 231 ; 
opinion of Eton, 136, 231 1 
laoonio remarks, 231; cbarao
teriatica. 232; Biahop of Exeter, 
232; evidence at the Bryce Com, .. 
miNion, 233 

Tonnia, geme of, 281-283 . . 
Tennyson, Hallam, lnd Lord, mar

riage, 101 
Tonnyaon, Hon. Lio.W. 92 ; at 

Ammergau, 95 
Terry, Elle11, 90 
Thompaon, Dr., Muter of Trinit:y, 

118 
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Thomton, C. J., 80 
Thorp&, Mr., 296 
Thring, E., Headmaster of Uppiog

h&m, 14: 
Time and;'ralents Association, 201 
Times, the. letters in, 152,. 186 

• Tobin, F., 82 
• Toledo, 121 

Toye, H. J.,. master at Wellington 
College, ll2 

Trefusis, Lsdy oM., 263 
Tricoupis, M., "146 
Trini~y College, Cambridge, 41!-

66 ; la.xity of discipline, 48 : 
religious and moral wne, 50, 51; 
idleneee and other evils. 52-04 ; 
lack of mora.! ~g. 63 ; 
preparing for " Little-go, n M ; 
character of the lectures, 66 ; 
the Cleeeical Tripoe, 64 

Turner, J. A., master a.t Hailey· 
bury, 161 

Tutorial system, at Eton, 168 

ffiyett, G., 81 
"' Underfeeding in Schools," 152 
Uppingham, 74 

Vaughan,M.,meeteratHeileybury, 
161 

Vernon, G. F., 80 
Verra.ll, A. W., charaeter of his 

work, 63 ; lectures on Horace, 
63 

Vic, the fox.terrier-1 9 
Village cricket, 75 ; chorus-singing, 

262, 263 
Voice production. 292, 296 
Vultures, 299 

w .• Mra., ptepararory echool, 14-
18 

Wade, Arthur, singing, 261 
Wade, Charles, 143 
W akelield, Miss, 263 
Wakefield, T., bowling, 83 
W akeme.n, E., tutor at. Keble 

College, 96 ; Hid<wy of 1M 
Church of /Gfi{Jland. 96 . . 

W a.lker, Charles. at Cuddesdon 
College, 126 

Wa.lpole, Hugh, 134n 
War, the Great~S. 92, 184, 191 
W a.rd, Wilfrid, 267 
Wa.rre, Rev. E., Headmaster of 

Eton, 39, 138 
WashingOOo, Booker, Autobio-

graphy of, 3 
Wayte, Rev. W., 34 
Wobbe, A. J., 78, 83 
Welldon, J. E. c .. Dean of Durham, 

mounteineering in Switzerland. 
119; at Paris, 127; visit to 
Greece, 145; at Zermatt, 149 

Wellingron College, 101-113; mae· 
tors, 102, 109-ll2; coat of 
drainage, 110 

Wells, Ha G., criticisms OD Public 
Schools, 154 

W eet, Dean, 123 
West, Hercules, 123 
Westcott, Bishop, Life of, 100 
Westminster, Duke of, 213 
Whitelands College, Chelsea, 21.2. 

215 
Wicke~, smooth, 69, 71 
Wickham, Rev. Edward, Head
mas~r of Wellington College, 
63, 104, 106; eha.racteristics, 
111 ; sermons. 111 ; ma.rriage, 
ll2 

Wilberiorce, Bishop, 37 
Wilberforce, Rev. Samuel, sermon 

at Hagley, 12, liS 
Willink, Dean, 200 
Wilson, G. F., 118 
Wilson, Canon James, on the best 

yeare of work, 319 
Winter, Colonel, 198 
Wolverton, Lord, 248 
Wright, Aldis, 310 

Yardley, W., 83 
Yonge, Rev. J. E., meeter at Ewn,. 

34 
· York ltinater. 266 

Zermatt, 149 
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MEMORIES OF THE XX™ CENTURY 
BT tho EARL o.- MuTH, K.P., G. C. V.O., G.B.E. The cordial '9Ulcome 
accor4ed to Lord Meath'a "Memories of the 19th Century" has cn
OOUfaied hlm 10 offer the readinc public thta further volume covering the 
perlod down to 1922. Fronlitpiece Portrait. 101. 6d. neL 

JOHN VISCOUNT MORLEY 
An Appreciation and Some· Reminiscenc:a. By Brig.-Gen. T. !L 
MOHAN. This volume Ia in DO Jente a biogra.Pby-but,it a colfeetiOD 
of pencm&l reminiscence~ by one who knew him intimately. With a 
PbolOpavure Frontispiece. JOt. 6d. net. 

SIXTY-THREE YEARS OF ENGINEERING 
By Sir FRANCIS Fox, M.f.C.E., Hoa. A.R.I.B.A. Sir Franda Fox 
hu been intimately connected witb. mOlt of the great enginee:ring feats of 
tbe lut half-century. Piau and Photographo. 

THE ROYAL NAVY AS I SAW IT 
By Captain G. H. R. WILLIS, C. B., R.N. CaptalD Willis wrilet of the 
dayt when masta and ya.rda and smooth·bore ordnanco were relied on. 
H11 hook it full of iood ltorieo. , Illuttrated. 

REMINISCENCES, 1848-1890 
By Major·Geo. Sir FRANCIS HowuD, K.C.B., K.C.llf.G. • Sir 
Francia hu the kuck of writiDI on all kinds of subjects and writing well. 
This io indeed a book that people wltll very dilferent tastes can read 
with plouure/'-FU/d. Portrait. 151. net. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY GEN. GEORGE GREAVES, 
G.C.B. K.C.M.G. Edited by Colonel F. SPa.<TT BowatNG,Iate R.E., 
CB~ With a Foreword by Ficld-Manhal EARL HAlG, K..T., G.C.M.1 
O.M. With lllutraliona and Mapa. 

REMINISCENCES OF AN OLD PHYSICIAN 
Br RoaBJ.T Dsu., M.D., F.R.F.P.S. The author ia a man of many 
interntt-fisherman, lcientist, gardcnet1 1porttmaa., traveller-but iJ belt 
known from hio loa& otud7 of Cancer. IIIDilrated. 16t. Det. 

IN SOUTHERN SEAS 
By W, RAMSAY SMITH, M.D., D.Se., F.R.S. Edl11o Thio hook com• 
binea pled&nt rouip, anecdotes and penonaJ ezperiencel with IOUnd 
scientific knowledge and oboervatlon. lllustratiooa. 

DAYS GONE BY 
Some Ac&>unt of Put Y Hn, Ch!efty Ia Central Mrica. BJ RL ReY, 
J, E. Hnta, M.A. Oxon., M.D. Lond., Hon. D. D. Oxon., ffon. D.C.L. 
burham, M.R.C.S .• sometime Bishop {in the Uninnities MiNion to 
Control Africa) of Likoma, of Zaa&ibu, md of N. Rhoclcoia 1 Rector of 
Stolte ; Prebenduy of Lonerunt iD Linoola. Cathedral : and Bishop 
SuKrapa of Grantham. Bishop Hlne holds a positioa pouibly unique 
Sa havtn& prealded over three DlOC*el iu Centr&l Africa utendine: OYer a 
period ol tl ,..... Rio reminloceooea ahoold eapecially appeal to the 
mllliou.rr. tile tnftller, ud to the ttlldeat. llluatratc4 16&. aet. 



NOTABLE BIOGRAPHIES . 

. ··mE TREFOIL. 
• WELLINGTON COLLEGE, LINCOLN AND TRURO. !'7, 

~ C. BENSON, C. V .0., LL.D. Author· of "The House of Quiet, ' 
etc.. This it an experiment in personal biography, tt;.l)ing, as it was not 
pouible to tell in the official ., Life,"' the inner history of Archbishop 
Benson's Tl'UJ'o episcopate. Second impression. lllustra.ted. us. net. 

MEMORIES AND FRIENDS. 
By A. C. BKNsoM, C~ V.0.1 LL.D. "this YOlume inc1udes pe~ 
recoUectiOM" of well-known figurCSt such as Ruskin and Menry James, 
and of certain familiar Eton and Windsor per10nalities. Dr. Wa.rre, Mr. 
Edward Austen Leigh, Dr. S. A. Donaldson, Mrs. Warn Cornish. Mt. 
]. D. Bourchicr, LadJ PoDSOnby, and Mn. Oliphant. With Portraits. 

IONICUS. 
By Viscount Emn, G.C.B. "This handsomell" printed oolume 
cnabla as to see the great penozaality whose inftuence was exercised OTel' 

the characters of ncb dinrse men u Lord Balfour, Lord Roscbcry. 
and Mr. Asquith.n-.o.,·.y CArtHIKk. With Portrait. • 15s. net. 

WILLIAM BENTINCK AND WILLIAM III. 
By (Mrs,) M. E. S. Guw. This life of William Bentinclt, tint Earl of 
Portland, inclndes the story of the complicated dir._!omatic miss.iont in 
Europe undertaken by him iD pursuance of William 1 desip of forminc 
the Fint European Coalition. With Portraits. 

LE1TERS OF ANNE TIIACKERAY RITCHIE. 
With forty.one additional Letters {rom her fathert William Makepeace 
Thackeray. Selected and Edited by HSSTKa. RITCHI&. Tbis record 
of the lite of Lady Ritchie is founded on and chiefly composed of her own 
letters to her friends and of letters from her father, William Makepeace 
Thackeray. With Portn.its Qd other Illustrations. 

CONTEMPORARY CRITICISMS OF 
DR. SAMUEL JOHNSON: His Works and His 
Biographers. Colleeted and Edited by JoH" Kn SPITTAL. "n 

forms a biography that we shall place side !'z' side with Boswell. For 
the Doctor really eomea to life ia these paces. -DIIilyCllrtmick. Witll: 
Portrait and Maps. · 16s. net. 

"EGO " : RANDOM RECORDS OF SPORT, SERVICE AND 
TRAVEL IN MANY LANDS. By LoRD C.u-ru:rowK o• UPl'n 
Osso-av, K.P. Tbe author bas had a full and, at times, exciting life ia. 
many parts of the worlcl Et~n-The Life Guards-Parliameut-sport. 
and adventure in the Wild West aDd iD lndi&-thae are some of the 
subjects told of. 1<». 6d. DeL 

OUT OF THE PAST.· 
By MrL W. W. VAUGHAN (MARGAUT SYKmms). This book Is· ... 
accoq,t; o( John Addington Symonds written by his daughter (Margaret). 
Mrs. W. W, Vaughan, •with a small memoir of ber mother by Mrs.. 
Walter Leaf. It includes manl" letters which illustrate the happiness and 
nriety of his interos!S and of bis·frieudshipo. With lllustratioaa. 

TilE ENGLISH, 1909-1922. • 
A ~:r· by FRAN I< Fox. "Here is English H!e...., from <:Krfanglo, 
ll&tion and personal. Mr. Fm: has known many men and women who 
haft intlu.ea.ced our history ia. recent zea':; He teUs 1Coriet of them and 
uea them u illustrations !ot his lut. -M Wlliq -PPst. 9L net. 


